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ABSTRACT
THE EDUCATION FOR COMMUNITY SERVICE PROGRAM: AN
INTERPRETATION OF A UNIVERSITY AND COMMUNITY
COLLABORATIVE TEACHER EDUCATION MODEL
(September 1978)
TERRENCE ARNOLD SWEENEY
A.B. Stonehill College
M.Ed. University of Massachusetts/Amherst
Ed. D. University of Massachusetts/Amhe rst
The subject of this dissertation is a comprehensive, experiential, small
group, community based teacher education program. The 1973 to 1976 time
segment corresponds to the author’s period as principal designer and Program
field director.
The Program was located at Falmouth High School, approximately 150
miles from the main university organization and resources. Thus the Program
intended to rely primarily on community resources for experiential learning.
These learning activities were based upon the here-and-now, or immediate
reality encountered in the realm of community service, the public contexts
confronting educational practitioners.
As a graduate level Master of Education program, the subject corresponds
to so-called "fifth year" teacher education formats. Program participants
included novice, that is, pre-service persons often seeking secondary subject
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certification and veteran in-service teachers. Non-school, community
educators were also included in lesser numbers. All were engaged in a
common, consistent, learning group of a ten month duration, referred to
here as a Program cycle.
The Program's design for pre-service teacher education did not
correspond with conventional definitions of "student" or "practice" teaching.
No learning group was larger than sixteen members, nor smaller than eleven
members. The component learning activities offered participants are discussed
at length. The Program may be understood as a block credit arrangement.
The Program defined and supervised community learning experiences under
the authority and supervision of faculty members at the School of Education.
The on-site Program staff was comprised of doctoral candidates.
In addition to leadership activities, the staff functioned as intermediaries
between the program and the School of Education. The Program staff possessed
a high degree of autonomy, authority, and responsibility for Program design,
management, supervision, and instruction. The leadership role and style
were more similar to that of a group facilitator than that of the classroom
based instructor. The staff intended to facilitate a participant centered rather
than instructor centered learning group. In this writing, staff members are
described as community based "practitioners" in teacher education, in contrast
with university based counterparts.
This dissertation represents an initial interpretive commentarj^ on this
multiple year demonstration project. It offers the reader an historical
analysis
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of both the organization and educational orientation of the Program, within
the contexts of higher education and lower schools. The author is reporting
cn his earlier and direct experience as the principal designed of an atypical
demonstration project in teacher education, and leader of a collaborative
learning group. The Program experience represents both educational
innovation and the development of an embryonic organization for such
innovation.
The author does not claim the detached standpoint of the analytic observer
or investigator. Rather the standpoint is that of a practitioner. Therefore the
form of the commentary is phenomenological.
A comprehensive discourse is offered on the fundamental proposition
that education is most essentially an ideal. As such, it is manifest as a
phenomena of the belief orientations of its various interpreters. The standpoint
of the educational practitioner is epistemologically distinct from more detached
studies of educational phenomena. Detached studies are referred to as "meta-
educaticnal" considerations. Therefore this dissertation is not referred to as
a ’’study”. The Program participants are not reported as "subjects". No
treatment procedures or methods are reported. No empirical results or
conclusions are offered for a delimited problem of study. The author’s ex
post facto explanation is not presented as conclusive.
Since the intention of the author is to retain the wholistic quality of
Program design and experience, the issue of delimitation is problemmatic.
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For it is held that the Program’s gestalt quality cannot be explained under
the so-called covering-law model of explanation. The intention of the author
is to establish a form of wholistic analysis appropriate to the distinctive
mission of the educational practitioner.
A reader’s guide for this phenomenological interpretation is offered in
the introduction to the dissertation
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Introduction
The subject of this dissertation is a comprehensive, experiential, small
group, community based teacher education program. This program was known
as the Education for Community Service, or ECS, Program, designated
throughout this writing simply as the ’’Program'’.
It is described in the title by the term "collaborative” to indicate two
distinct aspects of collaboration. The first is the institutional collaboration
supported by principal parties at the School of Education of the University of
Massachusetts at Amherst and the Falmouth, Massachusetts Public Schools.
The Program was jointly authorized by these two institutions. There was no
third party funding. The Program conformed to the official schedule of the
Falmouth Schools rather than the University, representing one example of
several variations encountered by the Program as it sought to bridge two
institutions with unique cultures and missions. The second aspect of
collaboration was educational. The Program’s intention was to foster
collaborative learning interaction among participating learners.
The dissertation refers to the time period of the Program's two
correlative predecessors, 1970-1973, but focuses on the Program’s experience
between 1973 and 197G. The Program model has continued beyond the three
year period reported here without major design modifications. The 1973 to
1976 time segment reported corresponds to the author’s period as principal
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designer and Program field director. The design of the Program is traced
to the 1970-1972 model, here termed the Prototype. The relationship
between these two and the Program is represented by the term "Project",
intended to convey an ideological and organizational nexus.
The Program was located at Falmouth High School, approximately 150
miles from the main university organization and resources. Thus the Program
intended to rely primarily on community resources for experiential learning.
These learning activities were based upon the here-and-now, or immediate
reality encountered in the realm of community service, the public contexts
confronting educational practitioners.
As a graduate level Master of Education program, the subject corresponds
to so-called "fifth year" teacher education formats. Students were reclassified
as "participants". Program participants included novice, that is, pre-service
persons often seeking secondary subject certification and veteran in-service
teachers. Non- school, community educators were also included in lesser
numbers. All were engaged in a common, consistent, learning group of a
ten month duration, referred to here as a Program cycle. The age and
experience levels of participants were diverse. Participants generally had
work experience prior to Program enrollment. Their ages ranged from
twenty-two to over forty years. Some participants held full time positions,
for example those Falmouth High School teachers participating in the Piogram.
These completed degree requirements in three or more semesters.
Other participants such as pre-service teachers completed
these requirements
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within a 10 month period. There were eight teaching interns sponsored by
the Program, and hired on a yearly basis by the Falmouth Public Schools as
’Visiting teachers". These interns received annual stipends of $1700 and
assumed full faculty authority and responsibility for secondary classes at
Falmouth High School.
The Program’s design for pre-service teacher education did not
correspond with conventional definitions of "student" or "practice" teaching.
No learning group was larger than sixteen members, nor smaller than
eleven members. The component learning activities offered participants are
discussed at length. The Program may be understood as a block credit
arrangement. The Program defined and supervised community learning
experiences under the authority and supervision of faculty members at the
School of Education. The on-site Program staff was comprised of doctoral
candidates.
As the field director during the period to be described in this writing,
the author was assisted by associates to be described as assistant directors.
These positions are subsumed by the term staff. In addition to leadership
activities, the staff functioned as intermediaries between the Program and
the School of Education. The Program staff possessed a high degree of
autonomy, authority, and responsibility for Program design, management,
supervision, and instruction. The leadership role and style was more similar
to that of a group facilitator than that of the classroom based instructor.
The
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staff intended to facilitate a participant centered rather than instructor
centered learning group. In this writing, staff members are described as
community based "practitioners" in teacher education, in contrast with
university based counterparts.
No comprehensive report of the Program has been offered to date. This
dissertation represents an initial interpretive commentary on this multiple
year demonstration project,, It offers the reader an historical analysis of
both the organization and educational orientation of the Program, within the
contexts of higher education and lower schools.
The author is reporting on his earlier and direct experience as the
principal designer of an atypical demonstration project in teacher education,
and leader of a collaborative learning group. The subject is considered in two
related but distinctive aspects. The Program experience represents both
educational innovation and the development of an embryonic organization for
such innovation.
The epistemological standpoint of the author is critical to the form,
language and content of this dissertation. The author does not claim the
detached standpoint of the analytic observer or investigator. Rather the
standpoint is that of a practitioner. Therefore the form of the commentary
is phenomenological.
No single discipline, survey of literature, or theoretical foundation can
fully account for the wholistic nature of the Program's design and experience.
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The form of the dissertation reflects the author’s search for a web of
explanation to complement the web of reported experience.
A comprehensive discourse is offered on the fundamental proposition that
education is most essentially an ideal. As such, it is manifest as a phenomena
of the belief orientations of its various interpreters. The standpoint of the
educational practitioner is epistemologically distinct from more detached
studies of educational phenomena. Detached studies are referred to as
"metaeducational" considerations. Therefore this dissertation is not referred
to as a "study". The Program participants are not reported as "subjects".
No treatment procedures or methods are reported. No empirical results
or conclusions are offered for a delimited problem of study. The author’s
ex post facto explanation is not presented as conclusive. It is rather assumed
that the theoretical basis for innovation in educational practice is an ongoing,
problemmatic, and renewing search for existential meaning and reinterpretation
of earlier experience in the light of further experience and understanding.
Since the intention of the author is to retain the wholistic quality of
Program design and experience, the issue for delimitation is problemmatic.
For it is held that the Program’s gestalt quality cannot be explained under
the eo-called covering-law model of explanation. Other observers, from a
variety of standpoints, including academic-epistemological positions may well
consider the phenomena of the Program, by investigatory methods content ionally
employed in their particular disciplines. The intention of the author is to establish
a form of wholistic analysis appropriate to the distinctive mission of the educational
practitioner.
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A Guide for the Reader
With the intention of assisting those who may have selected reading
interests in this dissertation, the following guide is presented. The guide
has been prepared on the basis of general chapter contents. Topical
considerations are not necessarily confined to single or specific chapter
locations.
The initial chapter presents the authors comprehensive conceptual
framework for the design and experience of the Program, including the
atypical standpoint of the author. The procedures to be considered are those
for the participatory practitioner in teacher education rather than the
independent investigator.
The idiomatic term "education" is considered at length and reasoned
to signify an idealistic -concept of human potential. The ideal of education and
problems of considering the implications of this position are related to the
parallel disciplines of epistemology and ethics. The ethical basis of education
infers problems of description and justification not amenable to the covering
law model of explanation. The related problem of the human claim to and
limits of verified knowledge is discussed as an epistemological issue
confronting the educational practitioner.
However, these two formal disciplines are not presented as a content
for cognitive mastery in the form of accumulated "data"; nor are they subjects
limited to instructional modes of transmission. Rather they are considered
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to form a conceptual gestalt for the appraisal of human belief orientation which
influence actual conduct in educational practice.
The teacher in lower schools is reasoned to be better described and
understood as an educational practitioner than the more conventional designa-
tion as a professional, A survey of the characteristics of the professions is
offered. The critical characteristic of role autonomy is discussed. The
historical basis for the lower school teacher's lack of professional autonomy
is discussed and attributed to the fact that the role of teacher emerged as an
occupation initially available and attractive to women.
The essential qualities of the educational practitioner and his practice
are discoursed at length. Practice is considered as a phenomenological
experience which may integrate and synthesize a variety of academically
derived dichotomies.
Chapter I continues with a discussion concerning the concept of
educational practitioner in relation to the community based teacher educator.
Thus the groundwork is established to explain the particular standpoint of
the author. The discussion of the author's commentary on his earlier
practice in the program is presented as a manifestation of his previously
tacit belief orientation, including cognitive and non-cognitive aspects.
The latter part of Chapter I addresses the topic of belief orientations
by means of a survey of the classifications of beliefs, attitudes, and values
constructed by Milton Rokeach. Readers who are not familiar with the
linguistic distinctions of social psychology may find this latter section useful*
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The position of the author is that educational practice is a manifestation of the
individual practitioner’s unique belief orientation.
Chapters II and III recount the organizational history of the develop-
ment of three correlative programs in teacher education within the organiza-
tional context of the School of Education. These three form a nexus termed
the "Project”. Readers interested in the temperament of change and
innovation which permeated the organizational climate at the School of
Education after 1968 may consult these chapters. The primary source for
the historical material considered is an earlier dissertation in teacher
education written by R. Jonathan Ball (1974) and the author’s 1971-1973
experience at the School of Education.
Ball is credited as being a principal influence on later Program design.
The author acknowledges Ball’s profound influence on his educational practice
in the Program. The collegial and entrepreneurial atmosphere of the School
of Education is discussed. Chapter III discusses the Project’s questioning
of assumptions related to conventional teacher education.
Chapters IV and V discuss the organizational development of the
Program. The analysis offered in these chapters surveys such considerations
as organizational theory, change theory, the culture and conventions of higher
education, teacher education, and lower schools. Driving and restraining
forces affecting Program development as a community based project are
discussed. The circumstances and procedures of initiating the collaborative
involvement of the Falmouth High School are detailed. The Program’s
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functional linking of the learning resources of the School of Education,
Falmouth High School, and the community of Falmouth is described.
Readers interested in organizational development and change theory
may find information in these chapters which describes the struggle of a
neophyte and temporary organization. Program organization and the
evolution of its design for an educational context and process are presented
as emerging synergistically from the organizational realities confronted
within the earlier Project, the University, and community conditions in
Falmouth.
Chapters VI, VII, and VIII describe various Program features or
components occurring between 1973 and 1976. These represent die Program
experience completed by 35 participants. The reader may expect some
explanatory narrative related to the description. Chapter VI addresses
general features, for example the Program’s staffing pattern, admissions
activities and procedures, the summer orientation session, and evaluation
techniques.
Chapter VII describes the teaching internship at Falmouth High School
and the Method seminar which was intended to complement that particular
field experience. Issues in consultation, supervision, and teaching competency
are included in this chapter. A phenomenological approach to teacher
supervision is offered.
Chapter VIII considers two major components, the weekly learning
groups, or seminars, and the Program’s network of available internships
in
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community agencies other than schools. The Program's learning theory is
discussed in this chapter. Topics related to community resources for
teacher education are included here.
Chapter EX surveys several small group issues and theories related
to Program design and experience. The following topics are examined:
the terminology of small groups and group dynamics; an overview contrasting
the research orientation of sociology with practical application and practitioner
perspectives; problems of investigation and reporting; the history of the
laboratory method, including its values and "re-educative" approach; assets
and liabilities of the laboratory method; similarities between the learning theory
of the laboratory method and the Program's approach to small group,
collaborative learning.
Chapter X offers summary implications. No final conclusions are
drawn from the Program’s design or experience, because the design was not
intended to parallel methods of treatment. The reader is invited to form his
own conclusions based on the earlier account represented by the dissertation.
The appendix affords the reader access to several exhibits described
in the dissertation. For example a sample questionnaire used to collect
evaluative data from Program participants is shown.
The bibliography is divided into three generic parts. These are not
cross indexed. Sources pertaining to such topics as small
groups, organiza-
tions, leadership, change theory and bureaucracy are
contained in Part I.
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Those sources pertaining to lower schools, teaching, teacher
education, higher education, professions and professional education are
listed in Part II.
General references, such as philosophical works, which do not appear
to fit in either of the earlier categories but were quoted or useful to this
writing are included in Part III.
CHAPTER I
THE CONCEPT OF EDUCATION AND THE
EDUCATIONAL PRACTITIONER
The central proposition of this Chapter is that lower school teachers
and community based teacher educators are both educational practitioners
whose standpoint and experience, as such, -is conceptually distinct from
the classic academic-epistemological viewpoint shared by the academic
disciplines, the physical sciences, and the "field” teacher education, as
conventionally defined1 in the belief web of higher education. In order to
develop this proposition, it is necessary that the idiomatic term "education"
be discussed. This, despite the Gordian Knot of philosophical and ideological
perplexities which this idiomatic expression raises.
In this dissertation, education is considered to essentially represent
an abstract concept of human mental perfectibility. As such, education is an
ideal or belief in an ideal. Thus it is an ideal held and manifested within
human belief orientations, or webs; expressed by the term "Weltanschauung".
It is not a thing; i.e. , a corporeal phenomena.
2
It is not simply a procedure
throughout this dissertation, the 1970 "Standards" promolgated by the
National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE) are used as
the criteria for the term "conventional".
2
No distinction is intended, as conceived by Immanual Kant,
between
"phenomena" as material objects and "noumena" as immaterial
concepts.
2or process; although such may be reality-based expressions of the ideal. The
ideal of education may be expressed by the generic term belief phenomena,
which allows that the belief may take multiple forms. Form may be imposed
by the standpoint of its interpreter, or holder-of-the
-belief. Therefore, the
later discussion will attempt to establish that the practitioner’s standpoint is
unique among three equally valuable viewpoints, that of the practitioner;
that of the academic; that of the "manager” or educational administrator.
This position disallows a hierarchy of standpoints. For here it is held that
there appears to be no absolute or universal definition of this complex idiom.
Despite this problem, the assumption here is that a standpoint may be
required of the practitioner-commentator.
Education is held to represent a belief in the human potential for an
improved, that is valued, or perfectible "state of the mind". Here state of
mind is not intended to signify the neurological condition of the human brain
but to that phenomena referred to as "human consciousness". This represents
the mental condition of awareness of self. Here no disjunction of mental
faculties is intended. State of mind implies a unified whole rather than a
psychological or neurological fragmentation of spheres, or realms, of
human consciousness.
The ideal of education is expressed in the ordinary world of experience
by means of certain formal social procedures by which the desirable, valued,
3or the idealized state of mind potential is assumed and intentionally developed. 1
formal education is considered in this dissertation to represent a variety of
deliberate experiences which are believed to contribute to the "improved”,
"valued", or "commendable", state of mind.
In a discourse on moral beliefs
, or "moral consciousness", Peters
(1972), restates the classic philosophical distinction between matter and form.
Peters adapts this paradigm to "form and content" in order to distinguish
between the subjects of human beliefs and the form by which they are both
acquired and held.
This distinction is similar to that which can be made in the
sphere of beliefs about the world. The content of the belief
might be that the earth is round. But this belief could be
held in different aways. It could be believed just because
it had been read in a book or proclaimed by an authority. . .
it could be believed because someone had examined it, had
viewed it critically and looked into the evidence for it,
like a scientist. Thus a belief with the same content could
be held in quite different ways, which would constitute two
distinct forms which the belief might have. . . Holding
beliefs rationally is to adopt one possible form for beliefs
. . 1 people could share a certain content of beliefs which
had a different form. 2
The proposition that education is a fundamental "principle" of
"intrinsic value" rather than a technological mean-end treatment is discussed
cogently in Peters, Richard S. , Authority, Responsibility and Education ,
Revised Edition 1973, 1st published in 1959, now out-of-print, New York,
Paul S. Erickson, Inc. I wish to acknowledge his influence on my position
offered here.
2
Richard S. Peters, Authority, Responsibility and Education, p. 141„
4In the latter part of this chapter, the phrase "belief system" will be
considered in a discussion of the approach of social science to the phenomena
of human beliefs, attitudes, and values. However, for the present, this phrase
is consciously avoided because the word "system" implies the possibility of
relationships in logic. In this dissertation, it is held that while elements of a
belief web may form some sort of relationship, the relationship need not be a
logical one; for there is evidence of paradoxical elements within the web. It is
assumed that the unifying phenomena of the belief web is the mental awareness
and process and actual conduct of the individual. It appears warrented to hold
that all human consciousness is not ordered by logic without lapsing into the
theory of solipsism.
An ideal may be both practical and yet precede practical consideration and
applications, including the reasoning represented by formal discourse in that
discipline known as philosophy. As an intrinsic value concept, an ideal represents
a generalized, yet conscious aim or intention, rather than as specific target of
goal; measurable by extrinsic applications.
Accordingly, it is not the contention here that ideals are necessarily
derived from universal principles. Thus ideals may be discoursed by means of
reason yet not ultimately resolved or fully explained by the exclusive use of logic.
An ideal is not a goal in the same sense as a terminal point of a race or
game.
An ideal is not an end; a frequently substituted term, here held to be
incorrectly
applied. For an end, it may be argued, may imply the factual judgement of
5logically derived means; e.g.
,
evaluation based on the criterion of efficiency.
Currently the cybernetic model is sometimes used to represent the logic of
instrumented means. According to this model, or analogy from computer
technology, once the "goal", "target”, or even "terminal behavior" is
identified, then incoming "data" can inform "the self-correcting mechanism"
on the effective and efficient means by which to "hit" the pre-selected "target"
or goal. Cybernetic models have been employed in applications to social
studie s.
*
In an area directly related to lower school teachers and teacher
educators, the mean-end or systems approach is found in the phenomena of
"programmed instruction" and "instructional objectives". Examples of
mechanical-technical jargon are found frequently in relation to the instructional
function. At the time of this writing, instructional objectives are employed
extensively in the rapidly expanding field, or practice, of Special Education.
This mean-end approach is included in the language of legislation related to
Special Education in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. Here it is held
and "ideal" has been interpreted as an instrumental process. Consider the
representative disclaimer of R. F. Mager in the Preface to his popular text
on instructional objectives:
For examples cf, Norbert Weiner, Cybernetics, 2nd Ed., The M.I.T.
Press, Cambridge, MA, 1961. In the area of political science cf. Karl W.
Deutsch, The Nerves of Government , The Free Press of Glencoe N. Y. , 1963.
6This book is NOT about who should select objectives,
nor is it about how one goes about deciding which
objectives are worth teaching. These are important
questions, but they are beyond the scope of this
book. 1
Mager’ s text represents a commonly held position that "problems of
human performance" are amenable to the mean-end techniques of "performance
analysis" and "goal analysis". He has published two earlier texts^ on this
approach. For Mager, once the problem is analyzed and clearly stated, the
programmed approach offers guidance for developing and attaining instructional
objectives.
An objective is a description of a performance you want
learners to be able to exhibit before you consider them
competent. An objective describes an intended re suit
of instruction, rather than the process of instruction
itself. 2
But in this writing, instruction as a means of transmitting knowledge as "data",
or the programmed approach to behavioral training is not considered to be an
essential quality to the ideal of education. Rather, instruction and other
"means" are viewed. as a matter of procedure; a variable rather than an
essential, or constant, quality.
"^Robert F. Mager, Preparing Instructional Objectives, 2nd Edition.
Fearon Publishers, Inc., Belmont, California, 1975.
2
cf R. F. Mager and Peter Pipe, Analyzing Performance Problems ,
Fearon Publishers, Inc., Belmont, California, 1970; and R. F. Mager, Goal
Analysis, Fearon, 1972.
3 Ibid.
7Tbe concepts of "ideal” and its social companion term "idealism”
are not exempt from philosophical dispute. There exists a longstanding debate
in philosophy between the positions of "idealism" and "realism", or
"naturalism". The debate is not finally resolved by this writing.
The position offered here holds, without ultimate explanation, that
mental concepts of perfection, or ideals exist in both human belief webs and
empirical observations of the human experience; despite the fact that such
phenomena resists reduction to material things and universal patterns of
prediction and control. The existence of the pluralistic forms, in various
religions, of the concept of a divine form of perfection serves as an illustration
of the existence of the ultimate ideal without final explanation in scientific
proof.
In Behavioristic Psychology a functional correlation is assumed.
Phenomena of a certain type (A) is correlated with certain other phenomena
(B, D, C. . ,N) so that the occurrence of A is taken to be a function of B, C,
D or N. This is referred to as the stimulus-response viewpoint in modern
psychology. This viewpoint assumes that conclusions may be inferred from
behavior. Thus humans may be "subjects”, or organisms. Given a, certain
"treatment" behavior may be interpreted as a mere function of the stimulus
plus the condition of the "subject", or organism, at the time of such stimulus.
While there is no dispute offered here to the reality that the
behavior of human
beings, both individually and in groups, may be predicted with
successful
results, this is not viewed to verify the hypothesis that
certain stimuli will
8result in a predictable reaction under ordinary real world circumstances.
External factors, stimuli, are not viewed here to fully explain human conduct.
To hold such a position would imply that the ’'organism" or human "subject"
has no control over the manner in which "it" responds. While this may be
true in some limited autonomic functions and responses by human, social
conduct is not included. Here the belief in free will and personal responsibility
is central.
The Program's learning process and small group environment were
designed on the assumption that its participants were seeking meaning as well
as vocational skills and credentials associated with educational practice.
Meaning was equated with such ideals as purposeful and satisfying activity,
commitment, justice, equity, freedom, choice, happiness, trust, autonomy,
democracy and personal responsibility. Participants were assumed to be active
seekers of existential meaning. Such a view does not hold physiological
gratification to be the primary or exclusive source of human conduct; a view
frequently attributed to Freud. Instead existential fulfillment through meaning-
ful activity was viewed as primary.
In the Program! s design and experience it was held that humans are
provided at birth with potential and also conditions. Thus humans possess
means, given in "Nature" in the sense of genetic and environmental conditions,
and are capable of seeking the creation of meaningful existential ends.
This view is expressed succinctly by Viktor Frankl (19G7) a practicing
psychiatrist who presents this essentially phenomenological-existentialists
view
9as follows. Humans possess freedom of will; will to meaning; and thus actively
seek to perceive meaning or value in their experience and interpretation of
human existence. Frankl concedes that humans are never free from the
constraint of conditions, for example, particular historic periods, environmental,
genetic, and cultural factors and forces. But humans are free to choose their
particular responses to conditions. Unlike B. F. Skinner's mechanistic
view of the human organism and its formative interaction with its environment,
Frankl maintains that humans remain free to choose their unique response to
those conditions which may in fact be externally determined or imposed.
He cites powerful empirical material from his personal experience as
a prisoner in a concentration-extermination camp operated by the German
nation during World War II. Frankl observed that he and fellow prisoners
choose distinctly unique perceptions of and responses to their environment
rather than universal responses to the degrading and terrifying conditions,
uniformly and forcefully imposed upon them. In his experience, the German
technique was a designed and carefully controlled effect to effect genocide
upon all cultural and religious Jewish people. Thus the controllers were
essentially consistent in their methods of genocide. However, the response
among prisoner-victims was observably varied. Frankl observed that while
some prisoners collaborated with their oppressors to gain varied advantages,
or realize physiological needs, others sought transcending existential
meaning
to their daily experience with brutality and deprivation. While
some individuals
10
focused solely upon personal survival, others freely gave up essential or
physiological needs, such as food, for a common social good among, or
compassionate concern for, their fellow victims.
His experience contributed to his later professional orientation,
reflected in his continuing practice of psychiatry after the war. Frankl
retained and has published his view that freedom, choice, and the human search
for meaning constitute the fundamental motivational source of human conduct.
He perceives only two generic classes of humans who maintain their will is
not free. These are persons demonstrating behaviors associated with
schizophrenia, whereby such individuals claim or explain their behavior as
a direct function of mysterious external forces or voices. The second group
to deny free will is represented by deterministic philosophers and psychologists.
The behaviorist seeks explanations, both scientific and philosophic, solely in
terms of observable behavior and environmental factors. The learning theory
based on behaviorism stresses the importance of controlling a uniform technique
and ignores the assumption and importance of "man's search for meaning"
through free will and choice.
Consistent with Program experience, Frankl observes that humans
choose even when they may choose not to choose. Thus they may commit and
omit choice. Motivation is not viewed simply as an external response to
stimulation. Humans are not reified as need- satisfying-automata, subjects
or organisms depersonalized by a variety of investigatory techniques.
Rather
humans arc the protagonists of their reality.
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Other commentators on human motivation have stressed a hierarchy of
needs, self actualizatinn, and the reduction of human tension rather than the
human search for meaning. Freud’s pleasure principle is such a tension-
homeostasis or equilibrium view. According to this position, humans are seen
as end-goal directed; seeking the establishment or maintenance of "rest”,
"adjustment”, "need satisfaction" or "self actualization".
Maslow ranks levels of human motivation according to interaction with
the environment. According to his view, humans first must act to meet
physiological needs; for example, food and shelter; then may move to self-
preservation or security; for example, avoiding danger and deprivation.
Maslow ranks social affiliation or relationships next. Humans are social
beings seeking interaction with others of their kind. These three levels of
the human need structure are followed by the human need for esteem; both
self-esteem and recognition from others. Maslow points out that humans
obtain such recognition through behavior. Behavior might be socially
beneficial or disruptive. The final level is termed "self actualization".
This is described as the need to maximize individual potential. Maslow
does not fully explain how humans recognize or choose their definitions of
actualization of potential. These five levels are not represented as clear
cut progressive stages of development. Rather, humans are seen to fluctuate
consciously and unconsciously along these five levels. The usefullness of the
levels according to Maslow is in predicting and comprehending of human
12
behavior with a greater probability of accuracy.
But Frankl argues that nTlie potentialities of life are not indifferent
possibilities; they must be seen in the light of meaning and value.
. . Man
must make his choice concerning the mass of present potentials.” 1 Each
human must choose which particular potentials are "worth actualizing." There is a
is a desirable tension in human existence between what is (Sein) and what
should be (Sein-sollen). His position is that "man never perfectly completes
his life task." For Frankl, the search is both the end and means.
Epistemologists have marked well the problems of discoursing the
phenomena of ideals; considered here to be analogous to beliefs, norms, non-
scientific principles, and meaning. There are longstanding difficulties
which await those who seek to explain or justify assumptions, beliefs, attitudes,
values, and existential meaning exemplified by such terms as "truth", "justice",
"human equality" or "faith" by appeals to logic or the covering law model of
explanation. Such limitations are acknowledged here.
The position that there are sessential qualities of human perfectibility
that humans can claim to lnow is an epistemological position. The position that
such potential should be developed is an ethical position. These parallel
disciplines are held in this writing to constitute the foundations, that is the
*Viktor E. Frankl, Psychotherapy and Existentialism, Simon and
Schuster, New York, 1967, p. 46.
2
Ibid., p. 47.
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the essential or fundamental disciplines, to a cignitive understanding of the
ideal of education.
In this dissertation the term "ethics" is acknowledged to represent
/
three separate, yet related, inferences. According to Abelson and Nielsen,
the single term is used to signify:
(1) a general pattern or ’way of life’,
(2) a set of rules of conduct or ’moral code', and
(3) inquiry about ways of life and rules of conduct.
1
The examples offered by these same authors for each distinct meaning are as
follows:
In the first sense we speak of Buddhist or Christian
ethics; in the second, we speak of professional
ethics and of unethical behavior. In the third sense,
ethics is a branch of philosophy that is frequently
given the special name of metaethics. ^
The parallel discipline to ethics is epistemology. As traditionally
defined, this branch of philosophy represents formal discourses on the claim
that human consciousness can "know" and ". • . to assess the part played by
the senses and reason in the aquisition of knowledge," In this dissertation
epistemology is used in two related senses. The first is in reference to the
formal discipline.
1
Raziel Abelson and Kai Nielsen, "History of Ethics" in Paul Edwards,
Editor-in-chief, The Encyclopedia of Philosophy , Vol. 3, pp. 81-82.
2
Ibid., p. 82.
3
D. W. Hamlyn, "History of Epistemology" in Paul Edwards, The
Encyclopedia of Philosophy , Vol. 3, pp. 9.
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Epistemology, or the theory of knowledge.
. . is
concerned with the nature and scope of knowledge,
its presuppositions and basis, and the general
reliability of claims to knowledge, ^
The second sense, again refers to the limits and reliability of knowledge,
but is used in conjunction with the term "academic'’ to represent a cultural
convention which assumes the higher credibility value of evidence which is
amenable to verification of the so-called "covering law" model,
H. B. Acton expresses the concept of idealism succinctly:
Idealism involves the existence of some ultimate
spiritual reality beyond what appears to common
sense and ordinary sense experience. If it could be
proved, therefore, that it does not make sense to
speak of something that transcends sense experience,
then idealism, like all other metaphysical systems,
would be meaningless. 2
But Erich Fromm argues that ideals can be grasped on an empirical basis.
He does not account for the possibility of cultural transmission of ideals which
may have metaphysical origins which may have evolved later into secularized
expressions of metaphysical beliefs. Despite the form of his position, the
content of his thought is expressive of the position here,
Fromm has observed that the contemporary usage of the term "ideal"
is "any aim whose achievement does not imply material gain, anything for
which a person is ready to sacrifice egotistical ends."
3 But Fromm interprets
*Ibid., p. 8.
2
H. B. Acton, "Idealism" in Paul Edwards, Editor-in-Chief The
Encyclopedia of Philosophy, Vol. 4, pp. 110-118.
Q
Erich Fromm, "Freedom and Democracy" in Ronald Gross and Paul
Ostcrman, Individualism: Man in Modem Society, Dell Publishing, New York, 1071
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this conventional, if modern, rendering to be "purely psychological";
representing a relativistic position. Ho suggests that according to such an
interpretation "... a Fascist, who is driven by the desire to subordinate
/
himself to a higher power and at the same time to overpower other people,
has an ideal just as much as the man who fights for human equality and
freedom. Thus Fromm contends that the concept of ideals cannot be fully
comprehended on a psychological basis, while at the same time he denies that
his view is a metaphysical position. Rather he contends:
What is good or bad for man is not a metaphysical
question, but an empirical one that can be answered
on the basis of an analysis of man's nature and the
effect which certain conditions have on him. 2
I interpret Fromm as using the term empirical in the sense that sensory
observation and experience may provide justification for a particular moral
belief.
The problem perceived in Fromm’s naturalistic position is that after
centuries of discourse in philosophy no universal definition of "man's nature"
has been accepted by mankind. Despite the limitations of Fromm's position,
his conception of an ideal is useful to the discussion here.
All genuine ideals have one thing in common: they
express a desire for something which is not yet
accomplished but which is desirable for the growth
and happiness of the individual,
2
Ibid,
,
p» 313.
“Ibid., p. 314.
3
Ibid., p. 314.
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Fromm's definition is as far as I can formally account for the essence of l
concept of the "ideal". While an ideal may be shared as a mental concept, no
universally shared means of expression are detected here,
Peters (1973) portrays education as a principle. But in this writing,
education is described as an ideal related to human belief orientations. Peters
presents himself as an educational philosopher "seeking conceptual clarifica-
tion". He rejects socio-economic descriptions of education which focus on
the functional analysis of commodity aspects of education and instead seeks to
identify essential qualities. He offers these three "conceptual points":
I Education relates to some sort of processes in which
a desirable state of mind develops.
II ... to be 'educated' implies (a) caring about what is
worthwhile and (b) being brought to care about it and
to possess the relevant knowledge and skill in a way
that involves at least a minimum of understanding and
o
voluntariness.
Ill There is a "conceptual connection" between education
and a broadened cognitive perspective.
3
Thus a
person may be said to be "highly trained" but limited
in his view." ... he maybe passionately committed
to the skill in question and may exercise it with
intelligence and determination. • • (yet). . . he has
a very limited conception of what he is doing. He
does not see its connection with anything else, its
place in a coherent pattern of life. It is, for him,
an activity which is cognitively adrift.
^
"^Richard S. Peters, Authority. Responsibility and Education, p. 85.
2
Ibid.
,
P* 92.
3
Ibid., p. 93.
4
Ibid.
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At this juncture, no further discussion of Peters’ second conceptual point is
intended because the issues involved exceed the scope of this chapter.
However, it has been included here in justice to Peters’ thesis of "education as
initiation. " However, the first and third of Peters’ propositions are directly
related to education as a belief in the ideal of human potential, the focus of the
discussion here.
Peters (1973) first conceptual point holds that the principle of education
implies the "bringing about" of some desirable state of mind.
It would be as much of a logical contradiction to say
that a person has been educated and yet the change was
in no my desirable as it would be to say that he had
been reformed and yet had made no change for the better.
Education. , • is different from reform in that it does
not suggest that a man has been lifted out of a state of
turpitude into which he has lapsed. *
A "desirable state of mind" implies an issue of value. If something of value
is to be occasioned in the human potential for an improved state of mind this
implies that there is a general assumption of potential and a general state
recognizable as improved or desirable. There is also the issue of what is
valuable, or desirable, and who should determine such value. In this
dissertation it is assumed that value may be contradicted by instrumental
processes or means which are intended to develop the desirable state of
mind.
The quality of value appears to be central to the essence of education.
It distinguishes education from training. For while education implies an
^Peters, p. 85.
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improved state of mind, training does not. In training phenomena the
occasioning of "know-how", that is, a skill, including a behavioral skill,
may be mastered, but the skill may or may not be intrinsic value. It may or
may not bring about a desirable state of mind. For example, a person might
be trained in effective and efficient techniques in the sense of skills of
criminal behavior. Thus a criminal might be said to have "learned" more,
or improved techniques of homocide, or robbery by some form of a teaching-
learning process. But one would not ordinarily infer that such training, although
measurable efficient and effective, including, perhaps, "perforimnce objectives",
affected an improved state of mind in the learner. This assumes that socio-
pathic skills and attitudes are not conventionally valued.
Thus the critical distinction between education and training hinges on
the term "improved", in the sense of valued. Like the term "quality",
"improved" is a term which is frequently difficult to define precisely, but
recognizable in the ordinary world of experience. While individuals may
differ in definitions of "improved" or "the good", the ideal is recognizable,
perhaps by inference, in reality.
Because the value of education is conventionally assumed and generally
shared in varying forms in the United States and in other socitics, the intrinsic
value and assumptions may become confused with, various manifestations. Thus
the problem may arise of confusing education with pedagogy. As an ideal
of
intrinsic value, it is problematic, although understandable,
to define education
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in relation to external, or mean-end "goals". But the position hero is that
education is an intrinsic value.
For to call something 'educational* is to intimate that
the processes and activities themselves contribute to
or involve something that is worthwhile. Talk about
'the aims of education* depends to a large extent on a
misunderstanding about the 'sort' of concept that
'education' is. 1
The position in this discussion of the general, essential qualities of the ideal
of education is identical to Peters' central thesis:
Education is not a concept that marks out any particular
type of process such as training, or activity such as
lecturing; rather it suggests criteria to which processes
such as training must conform. 2
Peters’ third "conceptual point" refers to a "broadened cognitive perspective".
Here he refers to education in relation to the learner's broad view of reality.
Education involves essentially processes that introduce
people to what is valuable in an intelligible and voluntary
manner and that create in the learner a desire to achieve
it, this being seen to have its place along with other
things in life. Terms like 'training' and 'instruction*—
perhaps even 'teaching' —are too specific. . • The term
'initiation'. . . is general enough to cover. . . different
types of transaction if it is also stipulated that initiation
must be into worth-while states of mind that are
characterized by breadth of understanding. 2
In this dissertation terms such as "Weltanschauung", "belief web",
"belief orientation", and "wholistic", are used to indicate the concept of a
^Peters, p. 86.
o
^Ibid.
,
pp. 86-87.
3
Ibid.
,
pp. 97-98.
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broadened cognitive perspective through experience and reflectico. While
this is similar to what is conventionally termed "the liberal" approach to
education (for the position offered here is that the education of educational
practitioners should not be confined to technical-specialist training), there is
the additional stipulation that education should not be limited to what is here
termed the academic-epistemological viewpoint of classic models of liberal
education. For the classic epistemological foundations of the academic
position distinguish between judgements of fact and judgements of value,
among other dichotomies. And these do not necessarily inform the ordinary
world of educational practice. Later in this chapter the position that
educational practice represents the reunification of abstract dichotomies will
be considered.
Peters eloquently grasps the proposition offered here as reflecting a
fundamental Program assumption:
Education, then can have no ends beyond itself. Its
value derives from principles and standards implicit
in it. To be educated is not to have arrived at a
destination; it is to travel with a different view.
What is required is not feverish preparation for
something that lies ahead, but to work with precision,
passion and taste at worth-while things that lie at
hand. 1
But in this dissertation, education is considered as an ideal, rather than
transcending "principle". As for Peters’ latter judgements of value regarding
"precision, passion and taste" these may be seen as forms of the ideal
which
1
Ibid., p. 107,
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reflect his particular belief orientation.
Having stated that the concept of education appears to be directly
informed by the disciplines of epistemology and ethics, and that education
represents an ideal which manifests itself in issues related to "bring about"
an "improved" mental condition in the self and others, education may be
said to represent ethical thought.
The subject of ethical thought raises the argument between the so-called
deontological and teleological positions in ethical thought and discourse.
Briefly, the deontological position assumes the universal existence of some
moral rules to guide human experience in conduct which transcend any
particular individual’s experience. Accordingly some human acts or restraint
from certain acts may then be seen to be morally obligatory, represented by
such terms as "ought" and "should", regardless of their consequences in the
ordinary world of experience. An example might be the moral obligation to
tell the truth despite the probability that some dire consequences are most
likely to result; such as the death of a loved one. In contrast, the teleological
position insists an a rational and immediate concern for the logical-empirical
consequences of moral conduct. The debate between these two positions can
result in a variety of logically derived conundrums; for example the cliche
that "the end justifies the means." This cliche has been interpreted as
having the effect of being a principle which lias the effect of
negating the
concept of principle.
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The concept of principles raises the discussion as to whether logic
limits the choice between a cognitive acceptance of the apparent principled
negation of principle (teleological) or its contrasted position (deontological)
which appears to have the effect of restricting the scope of critical discussion
in ethical thought and action by, in effect, invoking ethereal rules. Therefore
the position here labels education an ideal, a belief, whidi may be held and
discoursed in a variety of forms without final explanation.
A paraphrase of Socrate’s insight on this matter represents the position
offered here:
Perfect clarity about what constitutes moral perfection
is no more of this world than is moral perfection
itself. 1
The ethical position and thought reflected in Program design and experience
is closer to the first of three inferences for the term ethics, mentioned
earlier in this Chapter: "a way of life", The concept of education has
admittedly taken the form of a subject for academic and ordinary discourse
and study. Therefore the position of this dissertation is that while education
is an ideal it may be discoursed in a manner analogous to the concept oi
ethics. As mentioned earlier, ethics is subdivided into three aspects. These
three inferences may be applied to education.
The first inference represents "a general pattern of ’way of life’".
This
may be likened to the standpoint of the educational practitioner;
the subject of
1
Raziel Abelson and Kai Nielsen, "History of Ethics" in
Paid Edwards
Editor-in-chief, The Encyclopedia of Philosophy, Vol. 3, p.
83.
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the following section of this Chapter. But these are self-imposed rules of
conduct.
The second inference represents "a set of rules of conduct or ’moral
code’, as in "professional ethics". This may be analogous to the conventions
3nd policies of educational institutions which are imposed on their agents or
employees; rules and procedures for the organization, reflecting community,
political, or cultural aspects of social thought. These may be seen as
externally imposed rules of conduct.
The third inference represents "inquiry about ways of life and rules
of conduct." Hence the prefix "meta", in metaethics. Here this point of
view may be likened to the academic standpoint concerning the concept and
matters of education. "Metaeducation" is a term coined here to represent
the theroetical examination of education from a detached standpoint in an
effort to avoid judgements of value. Therefore the subject of metaethics is
introduced in order that the reader may appraise the validity of the analogy
to "metaeducation".
The metaethical position, as described by Abelson and Neilsen, attends
to the discoursing of discoursing because "the rich texture of moral reasoning"
is impossible "to cover, with any dsgree of thorougfmess".
Practices and the codification of practices are the
threades out of which all of human culture is woven,
so that the history of ethics is either of these senses
would be far too vast a subject for a brief essay. 0 .
although ethical philosophy is often understood in a
broad way as including all significant thought about
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human conduct, it can well be confined within manageable
limits by separating purely philosophical thought from the
practical advice, moral preaching, and social engineering
which it illuminates and from which it receives sustenance. 1
While these writers suggest the value of separating the theory of ethics from the
practice of ethics, in order to manage scholarly analysis, they concede that
the division of subject matter for the purpose of study does not forge "water-
tight compartments".
Many philosophers reject sharp distinctions between them.
(So-called normative ethics or etliics-in-practice and
metaethics) But provisional separation of these topics,
subject to reunification in accordance with particular
philosophical views, will prove helpful in disentangling
the various issues on which philosophers have taken
opposing stands, so that the history of ethics can be
seen as irregular progress toward complete clarification
of each type of ethical judgement. 2
The introduction of Charles L. Stevenson in his text on the subject of
ethics and linguistics (1944) represents the typical metaethical standpoint.
The reader is invited to contrast this approach with the concept of "meta-
education", described earlier.
This book deals not with the whole of ethics, but with a
narrowly specialized parts of it. Its first object is to
clarify the meaning of the ethical terms—such terms
as 'good', ’right’, ’just’, ’ought’, and so on. Its second
object is to characterize the general methods by which
ethical judgements can be proved or supported.
Such a study is related to normative (or ’evaluative’)
ethics in much the same way that conceptual analysis and
1
Ibid., p. 82.
2
Ibid.
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scientific method are related to the sciences. One would
not expect a book on scientific method to do the work of
science itself; and one must not expect to find here any
conclusions about what conduct is right and wrong. The
purpose of an analytic or methodological study, whether
of science or of ethics, is always indirect. It hopes to
send others to their tasks with clearer heads and less
wasteful habits of investigation. This necessitates a
continual scrutiny of what these others are doing, or
else analysis of meanings and methods will proceed in a
vacuum; but it does not require the analyst, as such, to
participate in the inquiry that he analyzes. In ethics any
participation of this sort might have its dangers. It
might deprive the analysis of its detachment and distort
a relatively neutral study into a plea for some special
code of morals. So although normative questions
constitute by far the most important branch of ethics,
pervading all common-sense life. . . these questions
must here be left unanswered.
^
However, it will be argued in a section to follow that the community based
teacher educator is not a detached, conceptual-analyst while engaging in
practice. Therefore, such a practitioner is not a metaeducational theorist.
While continued tension is expected between the practitioner in education and
the metaeducational theorist, and administrators of the "rules" of educational
practice, the relationship between explanation and justification models between
these three standpoints maybe understood, again in analogy to the discipline of
ethics.
Abelson and Neilsen discuss a metaethical theory which they label the
"good-reasons" approach. Neilsen describes himself as an adherent to this
position. The metaethnicians using this approach have centered their attention
Charles Stevenson, Ethics and Language^ Yale University Press, New
Haven, Connecticut, 1944, p. 1.
2G
on the logic of moral reasoning. Their central question has been:
When is a reason a good reason for a moral judgement?
... the crucial problems center on questions concerning
the nature and limits of justification in ethics.
.
.
(they)
. . . agree with the noncognitivists that moral sentences
are used primarily as dynamic expressions to guide
conduct and alter behavior. And they would also agree with
ethical naturalists that moral utterances usually, at least,
also make factual assertions. But they believe that the
primary use of moral utterances is not theoretical or just
emotive but practical
. . . Yet while moral utterances
typically tell us what to do, language with its complex and
multifarious uses does not neatly divide into ’the descriptive'
and the ’evaluative.’ ’the constantive' and ’the performative,'
'the cognitive’ and 'the noncoguitive. ’ These are the
philosophers' specialized terms, and they do not help us to
understand and clearly characterize moral discourse but
actually distort our understanding of it. There can be no
translation of moral terms into non-moral terms, and the
ancient problem of bridging 'the is-ought gulf is a muddle,
for there is no clear distinction between such uses of
language and no .single function that makes a bit of discourse
normative. • . It is a mistake to think ethical judgements
are like scientific ones or like the judgements of any other
branch of objective inquiry. . • The advocates of the good-
reasons approach. • . did not take it to be incumbent on the
philosopher to translate moral utterances into some clearer
idiom. They did not believe that there was some favored
discourse or form of life that moral discourse or morality
should be modeled on ... In particular, philosophers should
concern themselves with a conceptual cartography of the
nature and limits of justification in ethics. 0 • we must come
to understand what can and what cannot count as a good reason
in ethics and what the limits of moral reasoning are.
^Abelson and Neilsen, ’’History of Ethics,” pp. 110-111.
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The "practice”, or "way", of the practitioner of education
Consistent with Program experience, the position adopted in this
writing is that both lower school teachers and community based teacher
educators may be termed '’practitioners" rather than "professionals". The
term practitioner is adapted for this dissertation for reasons which will be
given subsequently. During actual Program operation, more general terms,
such as "teacher", "participant", "ECSer", and "group member" were
sufficient to describe and address Program participants.
It is not my intention here to offer evidence that all lower school teachers
and community based teacher educators be "re-classified" as "practitioners".
Rather the position is, at the time of this writing, limited to the Program's
view and experience. While there are other writers who suggest that lower
school teachers are not "professionals" in the conventional and full sociological
sense of this term, such as Etzioni, Friedenberg, Bowles and Gintis, only
Etzioni (1969) offers a replacement term; that of "semi-professional".
However, the issue is not whether lower school teachers benefit or do not
benefit from the idomatic use of the noun and adjective "professional"; nor
whether lower school teachers "should" be true professionals and thus the
subjects of "professional education". Here the issue to be discoursed is the
essential nature of the experience of the lower school teacher as reflected in
Program intention and experience. The subject of lower school teachers will
be considered first separate from that of the community based teacher
educator. However, it is suggested that the two are directly related. Tee
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primary differences being a distinction in mission and thus in direct clients.
My intention is to temporarily restrict the unquestioned usage of the
term professional in relation to lower school teachers. However, I cannot
eliminate the use of the term in this writing for the sake of consistency,
because such a position would force me to overlook a valuable area of
literature; that related to issues of professionalism and professional education.
Therefore, I shall attempt to borrow from issues related to the professions
without conceding that the parent concept is fully applicable, at this time, to
the actual conditions in which lower school teachers operate. Fundamentally,
I wish to argue the position that lower school teachers operate on a divergent
belief orientation rather than from a convergent body of knowledge or on the
basis of a universal technique, verifiable under the covering law model of
scientific explanation.
Argyris and Sclion (1974) have defined the term "practice” to indicate
"a sequence of actions undertaken by a person to serve others, who aic
considered clients.
.
Each action in the sequence of actions repeats some
aspects of other actions in the sequence, but each action is in some way
1tl
unique."
This definition is helpful to an understanding of the intended
meaning
ot practice which is intended, here, to represent active,
here-and-now,
interpersonal conduct in the ordinary world o£ experience.
''‘Chris Argyris and Donald A. Schcn, Theory in
Practice: hi ere asipjL
Proles slonai Eftoctivcness (Jossey Bass, tac., San
Francisco, 1J74), p. •
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In this section, an educational practitioner is conceptually defined and
subsequently discussed as a human being who engages in educational practice.
The use of the adjective ’'educational" corresponds to the essential qualities
of this concept discussed earlier in this Chapter. Thus, for example, practice
is not limited to pedagogical qualities or activities. Rather it is held that
"practice" refers most generally to the divergent, public, interpersonal
conduct of a protagonist in educational service to multiple clients. The use
of the term "conduct" is a conscious effort to include the aspect of intentional ity
as well as activity. Conventionally this is represented simply as "behavior".
But I wish to include intention, that is, the conscious determination to act in
a certain manner. The concept of intention is incorporated into legal codes
under the principle of mens rea; which refers only to criminal intent, but
recognizes the existence of the phenomena of intention and its relation to
human acts and the appraisal of human acts. Here it is a more neutral concept.
The noun ;* intent tonality* docs not refer to a thing. . .
but to the state of an entity—the state of being intentional
. .
.being intentional is a characteristic of acts.
Intentional ity has two meanings; the ordinary and philosophical, hi an
ordinary sense, this term is used as a synonym for such toi ms as put pose ,
"aim", "design", or "deliberate". It is a more comprehensive concept
than
mean-end activity. The philosophical meaning is related but perhaps
linguistically refined and therefore useful to an understanding of
the assumption
of the intentional source of acts; a consideration
which is more complex than
’Richard Sclunitt, "Phenomenology" in Paul Edwards, Tho
Encyclopedia
of Philosophy, Vol. G, p. 144.
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simply appraising ,rbehaviorM on the basis of overt acts.
According to Richard Schmitt, "the philosophical use of the term dates
back to scholastic philosophy. 1,1 According to its restatement, in relation to
the philosophical method represented by the term "Plienomenology", an
intentional act is similar to a tetradic relationship. Schmitt offers the
following example to illustrate the four elements.
The sentence fLuther thought that the devil was in his
cell’ is the complete description of an intentional
act. We can ask who is performing an intentional
act, and the answer consists of a proper name (’Luther*)
. . . We can, in the second place, ask what this person
is doing, and the answer will consist of inflected form
of a verb ('thinks’, ’thought’). The third que stion
concerns the intentional object of the act, what the act
is about. In the example Luther is thinking about the
devil. Finally, we can ask in what manner or under
what description the intentional object is object of the
act; in the example, what is Luther thinking about the
devil? ’The devil is in my cell.’^
The philosophical criteria for the intentional act, or tetradic relation, is
comprised of four elements: the subject or agent, the action or verb, the
object, and the "manner" or description by which the intentional object is the
object of the act. Schmitt further distinguishes between true and false statements.
His example is the sentence: "’I place the book on the table.’" While the four
elements are present, this example is far different from the earlier quoted
sentence about Luther. For in this latter example, the statement is false
,
1
Ibid.
2
Ibid., p. 144.
unless there actually is a table upon which to place the book
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If the statement as a whole is true, the final of the
four terms in the tetradic relations must also exist.
It would be self-contradictory to say *1 place the book
on the table. • . but there is no table.
Thus the existence of the table is inferred from the truth of the latter example
statement. But the case of intentional acts, according to Schmitt, is
different.
If it is true that Luther thought the devil was in his
cell, it is not therefore true that the devil exists,
let alone that he was in Luther's cell. Luther might
have had hallucinations; he might have been the victim
of religious madness; or he might have been drunk.
All three of these are situations in which we are inclined
to see things that are not there or to believe that things
exist which in fact do not. Nor can we conclude from the
truth of the original sentence that the devil does not
exist or was not in Luther's cell. . . The same is true of
perceiving, of hoping, expecting, doubting, fearing, and
all similar activities. The truth of a statement describing
someone's intentional act does not allow the inference of
either the existence or nonexistence of what the act is
about. This distinguishes intentional acts from genuine
tetradic relations, where the existence of all four elements
can be inferred from the truth of a description of the
relation. 2
Schmitt's clear conceptualization of the distinction between the
epistemological criterion for these two types of statements rests on the
ambiguity of an observer's perceiving the mental state of the actor reflected
in the phenomena of intention. Qualities such as hoping, doubting, and
perceiving cannot clearly be verified through the sole use of logic. The
program's position was that the clearest method of ascertaining the intention
1
Ibid., p
2
Ibid., pp. 144-145.
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of an actor, in this case the educational practitioner, was to ask that person
directly. Such a process does not guarantee the ascertainment of the truth,
nor does it indicate that the truth cannot be arrived at in such a manner.,
Ascertaining the mental intention of a practitioner is complex. In the
Program’s view such intentions may be verified with the actor but clearly
require the willingness of the actor, in this instance a Program participant,
to publicly examine intention; that is, to reflect upon intention and share such
perceptions with others.
There is no distinct body of literature which topically addresses the
practitioner. The term is most often used in relation to the companion term
professional. Therefore, in preparation for this writing, I examined several
texts which address the topics of profession and professional education. As
a result of my survey, it occurred to me that the use of the term professional
in relation to lower school teachers is misleading. The question arises as to
whether the lower school teacher is In fact a "professional' 1 . In the event, the
qualities of the term professional and lower school teacher do not appear to
parallel one another, which is my position thus far, another term with
distinctive qualities maybe in order.
Schein (1972) identifies three elements of "professional knowledge";
the theoretical basis for professional acts, or practice. He lists these in the
order in which they are typically sequenced in institutions engaged in
professional education.
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1 An underlying discipline or basic science component
upon which the practice rests or from which it developed
2 An applied science or 'engineering
1
component from
which many of the day-to-day diagnostic procedures and
problem solutions are derived
3 A skills and attitudinal component that concerns the
actual performance of services to the client, using the
underlying basic and applied knowledge. 1
Schein further states that the "ultimate criterion" of the concept of professional^
cation, according to a consensus among sociologists, is the degree of "autonomy"
achieved by a profession. The quality of autonomy, according to Schein, implies
the following:
(1) knowing better what is good for the client than anyone
else because of extended technical education or training,
(2) subjecting one's decisions only to the review of
colleagues, and
(3) setting all one’s standards pertaining to jurisdiction
of the profession and entry into it through peer-group
association. ^
These three primary criteria give rise to what Schein terms "professional
communities", which are marked by "a common sense of identity, self-
regulation, lifetime membership, shared values, a common language, clear
3
social boundaries, and strong socialization of new emembers."
Schein states that a medical doctor appears to fit all of these criteria;
. 4
while that which is termed management fits few of the criteria.
1
Edgar H. Schein, Professional Education: Some New Directions^
(McGraw Hill Book Co., New York, 1972), p. 43.
2
Ibid.
,
p. 10.
3
Ibid.
4
Ibid.
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In order to develop the proposition that a consideration of the
practice of teaching may require a paradigm other than those voncentionally
offered by the concept of "professional”, it is necessary to digress here in
order to examine several aspects related to the development of the conventional
role of lower school teacher. A central characteristic associated with
professions is that of autonomy. But here in this writing it is argued that
lower school teachers lack autonomy. This will be explained by the fact that
lower school teachers have, for the greaterpart of the relatively short history
of universal education, been female.
The achievement of role autonomy is the ultimate criterion of
professionalization, according to Schein’s interpretation of the sociologists
he has researched. He defines autonomy as:
(1) Ionowing better what is good for the client than anyone
else because of extended technical education or training.
(2) subjecting one's decisions only to the review of
colleagues, and
(3) setting all one’s standards pertaining to jurisdiction
of the profession and entry into it through peer-group
associations. 1
Efforts at a clear definition of the concept of pro-
fessionalism have had a long history. The problem of
definition derives from our attempt to give precision
to a social or occupational role that varies as a function
of the setting within which it is performed, that is
itself evolving, and that is perceived differently by
different segments of society. • • the concept of the
^
professional cannot be defined by any single criterion.
^Ibid.
,
pp. 9-10.
2lbid.
,
p. 8.
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Historical interpretations of the development of social or helping
professions offer insight into the modern use and construction of the concept
of professionalism in social action. Human social institutions are characterized
/
by an effort to certify knowledge and practice; thereby publicly justifying
practice; that is, social action and contribution. In the social professions,
the individual and organizations engage and interact to establish and demon-
strate techniques of social contribution and intervention. The human does not
normally surrender individual interpretive belief orientations upon incorporation
into the organization. Exceptions in value coalescence are often classified
as "zealots". Human skepticism concerning human, social intervention
techniques is conventionally tolerated and acceptable in Western culture.
Here it is held that while educational practitioners as humans in human
service seek meaning, human service organizations seek the end of universal
certainty of technique to justify their actions, and continued existence. The
problem is currently compounded by the rapid growth of technical means,
such as the rapidly accumulating knowledge and burgeoning technology,
accompanied by the decline of such universally shared normative ends, or
common traditions as, for example, organized religion, the community
(Gemeinschaft) local economy, the nuclear, and extended family. This during
a historic period of rapidly changing social needs and demands
related to
industrialized societies.
Carr-Saunders and Wilson, represented in Vollmer (1967),
hold that
professions are built around shared technique directed
at some ideal, socially
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useful goal. Originally the term profession conveyed the sense of a shared
religious belief in a particular ideal and, for example the end of medicine is
portrayed as health, and for law is justice. As human insight and skill
developed the mean-techniques of goal-directed activity were shared by
practitioners. ”.
. .
a technique may exist and men may practice it, and
yet there may be no profession.
. . A profession can only be said to exist
when there are bonds between the practitioners, and these bonds can take
but one shape—that of formal association.”*
The formalization of professions in the Middle Ages is traced to the
following historic factors. Subjective skepticism in certifying beliefs was less
of a problem in Western civilization when all disciplines were in effect
branches of the common belief matrix of philosophy. All were unified with
the natural sciences through the common ontology of Christian metaphysics.
The origin of Western professions lies in the unified function of the
Christian religious priesthood. With the advent of major historic changes,
such as the Reformation, and the rise of the nationalized political state, the
priest's long standing unified role as healer, counselor, and teacher became
diversified into various, functionally specific, secular roles. Craftsmen, as
early professionals, differentiated their knowledge from the religious authority
base of the clergy. Secular institutions, including universities and
guilds,
emerged as independent organizations for the transmission and verification
of
1
A. M. Carr-Saunders and P. A. Wilson, in Vollmer (1966), p.
154;
reprinted from The Professions, The Clarendon Press,
Oxford, England, 1933,
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knowledge and practice. Religious beliefs gradually became rationally and
culturally grounded secularized beliefs. The university emerged as a new
authority base for emerging professions. As institutions, universities
developed as the repository of the accumulating body of knowledge and
professional technique. As the body of knowledge increased in the 19th and
20th century the need for the professional specialist emerged. For example,
university catalogues of the 1900*s contained far fewer departments and
specialized or vocational areas than at present. Flexner (1930) decried the
rapid expansion of vocational specialization developing in American universities.
Galbraith (1971), Ellul (1965) and Drucker (1968) represent those modern
observer-commentators who document the value dominance of professional
technique and technology at the expense of human-centered values. At
present the definition of the enabling professions is the domain of the state
and the university. Both act as vocational gatekeepers to social practice
through, for example, the definition and maintenance of admission, certifica-
tion, and employment standards.
The social sciences represent the diversity of the knowledge base of
professions. Hills (1965) observes that the social sciences "can indeed
provide sensitizing concepts which bring into focus aspects of the world which
would not have been singled out for attention otherwise. . . particularly suited
to the requirements of the practitioner."
*Jean Hills, "Social Science, Ideology, and the Professor of Educational
Administration" Educational Administration Quarterly , Autumn, 1965, 38.
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Mayo distinguished between "successful” and "unsuccessful" sciences
on the basis of the unification of theory and practice. Since there lias been
little agreement on a universal theory of human conduct, social science being
concerned with human affairs, conduct and function falls into Mayo's latter
category. For the far greater part of the recorded history of human knowledge,
science and philosophy were unified in metaphysics by the '-’ultimate" reality
.of God. But as technology and science demonstrated and explained the
potential for and actual function of human prediction and control of the physical
world, humans appear to have become less assured that any certain, certifiable
or ultimate "goal", "purpose", "existential belief", "meaning", or "end", to
human conduct and existence is comprehensible except by human convention.
It appears that humans tend to agree more on those universal principles
which are verifiable by rational proofs and physical evidence than areas of
discourse like philosophy where human purpose and interaction is both subject
and object.
Aristotle earlier identified three major areas of human activity in which
man displayed his rational faculty: theoretical (theoretike), productive
(poietike), and practical (praktike). These three, according to Aristotle,
covered all of man's activities as a rational animal. The sciences of meta-
physics, physics and mathematics were subsumed under the theoretical area.
The subjects of these sciences were considered "eternal" or "changeless".
1
Elton Mayo, The Social Problems of an Industrial Civilization ,
(Harvard Business School, Boston, Mass^, 10d5, p. 23.
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He defined the "productive" or "practical" area as reason servicing man's
immediate needs. He acknowledged man's rational ability to produce needed
products. The distinction between "know-how" (techne) and intellectual
knowledge (theoria) is illustrated by the example of the difference between the
sculptor's interest in and knowledge of rocks and that of the geologist's.
The third category is practical science, or the organization of life.
Examples include ethics and politics. Aristotle posits that the initiating
impetus and motivation, as in the productive category, resides in man
himself. Practical science is not external to man, as in the theoretical sciences.
In these practical sciences, man is the ethical agent rather than material
producer. Unlike the sculptor, his product does net exist independently once
completed. In practical science the end is not the study itself (theoria) or
knowledge (gnosis) of something external to man, nor is it the making of
products which exist apart from the maker, once completed. For Aristotle,
ethics and politics were the central practical sciences and activities. This
third category of rational activity constituted ends in themselves; no universal
principles were foreseen. Here it is argued that educational practice constitutes
such a "practical science".
The ongoing and contemporary debate among educators described, for
example, by Silverman (1971) between the technical or vocational training and
liberal education positions is not dissimilar to Aristotle's distinction between
theoretical knowledge (theoretike) and productive knowledge (poieteke).
Aristotle's third category—practical knowledge (praktike), an area including
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ethics and politics—poses difficult subjects for formal education, 1x2cause the
rules of moral or ethical conduct and "meaning" cannot be reduced with the
causal precision of the theoretical and productive sciences. In the area of
"practical science" the governing rules and methods are less precise and
depend, according to Aristotlte, on human will and human choice. These twin
concepts of will and choice in practical science are also found in modern
conceptions of the human characteristics of "professional" roles.
In this major study of teacher education and lower schools, Silberman
(1971) concludes that the role of lower school teacher constitutes a professional.
But a further review of the characteristics of a profession* when applied to the
actual role and function of the lower school teacher reveals few parallels.
Edgar II. Schein, chairman of the Organization Studies Group of the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology in a consideration of professional
education states that "a multiple criterion definition" be used; noting that
different sociologists, who have studied the professions during recent times,
"have given different weights to different criteria." Schein ofiers the following
list of criteria for professions, derived from his survey and analysis of the
writings of the following sociologists: Goode, 1957; Blau and Scott, 1962;
Barter, 1963; Hughes, 1963; Gilb, 1966; Abrahamson, 1967; Parsons, 1968;
Gross, 1968; Moore, 1970; Wilensky, 1964.
*The National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education
(NCATE)
uses tbe term "professional" to refer to various roles
in lower schools,
including that of classroom teacher, throughout the
text of that body s standaids
for accreditation.
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1. The professional, as distinct from the amateur, is
engaged in a full time occupation that comprises his
principal source of income.
2. The professional is assumed to have a strong motivation
or calling as a basis for his choice of a professional
career and is assumed to have a stable lifetime
commitment to that career.
3. The professional possesses a specialized body of
knowledge and skills that are acquired during a
prolonged period of education and training
.
4. The professional makes his decisions on behalf of
a client in terms of general principles, theories, or
propositions
,
which he applies to the particular
case under consideration, i.e., by "universalistic"
standards, in terms of Parsons’ pattern variables
(Parsons, 1959).
5. At the same time, the professional is assumed to have
service orientation
,
which means that he uses his
expertise on behalf of the particular needs of his client.
This service implies diagnostic skill, competent
application of general knowledge to the special needs
of the client, and an absence of self-interest.
6. The professional’s service to the client is assumed
to be based on the objective needs of the client and
independent of the particular sentiments that the
professional may have about the client. The
professional promises a ’detached’ diagnosis. The
client is expected to be fully franis; in revealing
potentially unlikeable things about himself; the
professional as his part of the contract is expected
to withhold moral judgement, no matter how he
may feel personally about the client’s revelation.
Thus, the professional relationship rests on a kind
of mutual trust between the professional and client.,
7. The professional is assumed to know better what is good
for the client than the client himself. In other words,
the professional demands autonomy of judgment of his
own performance . Even if the client is not satisfied,
the professional will, in principle, permit only his
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colleagues to judge his performance. Because of
this demand for professional autonomy, the client
is in a potentially vulnerable position. How does he
know whether he has been cheated or harmed? The
profession deals with this potential vulnerability by
developing strong ethical and professional standards
for its members. Such standards may be expressed
as codes of conduct and are usually enforced by
colleagues through professional associations or
through licensing examinations designed and admini-
stered by fellow professionals.
8, Professionals form professional associations which
define criteria of admission, educational standards,
licensing or other formal, entry examinations, career
lines within the profession, and areas of jurisdiction
for the profession. Ultimately, the professional
association’s function is to protect the autonomy of
the profession; it develops reasonably strong forms
of self-government by setting rules or standards
for the profession.
9. Professionals have great power and status in the area
of their expertise, but their knowledge is assumed to be
specific . A professional does not have a license to be
a ’’wise man” outside the area defined by his training.
10o Professionals make their service available but
ordinarily are not allowed to advertise or to seek out
clients . Clients are expected to initiate the contact
and then accept the advice and service recommended,
without appeal to outside authority.
Sche in proposes that his criteria for can be arranged as a kind of
scale of professionalization, thus permitting one to judge any given occupation
group in terms of its "degree of professionalization.”
1
Schein, Professional Education, pp. 8 9.
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Etzioni has placed teachers, as well as nurses and social workers,
into a grouping he calls "The semi-professions". He observes that the claim
of persons in the fields of teaching, nursing, and social work "to the status of
doctors and lawyers" is illegitimate.
Their training is shorter, their status is less legitimized,
their right to privileged communication less established,
there is less of a specialized body of knowledge, and they
have less autonomy from supervision or societal control
than ’the’ professions.
1
Etzioni and his collaborators are keenly aware that the three fields they have
so classified as "semi-professions" have traditionally been staffed by women.
In Chapter Five of the same text, entitled: "Women and Bureaucracy
in the Semi- Professions, " Richard L. and Ida Harper Simpson write:
Semi-professional organizations are more bureaucratic
than professional ones. . • We shall argue that one
reason for this pattern is the prevalence of women
in the semi-professions. • • Only in secondary teaching,
among the main semi-professional occupations, were
there fewer women—47 percent—than men (these figures
cited by the authors are computed from data in the U.S.
Census of Population 1960 Final Report),^
Simpson and Simpson cite the following characteristics of Hie semiprofessions.
lack of autonomy : semi-professionals are told what to
do and how to do it.
performance accountability : As employees they must
account to their administrative superior.
Subjected to numerous rules : These apply not only to
their work task but to extraneous details of conduct on
the job.
1
Amitai Etzioni (ed.), The Semi-professions and their
Organization,
(The Free Press, New York, 1969), p. v.
2
Ricliard Simpson and Ida Harper Simpson, "Women and
Bureaucracy
m the Semi- Professions, " in Etzioni, pp. 196-197.
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great emphasis on semi-professional hierarchical rank;
duties depend on rank in organization. The higher one
goes, the more administrative tasks replace semi-
professional ones such as teaching.
supervision and administration bear higher and more
organizational rewards. The economic rewards and
social status are gained by promotion to administration.
Forces creating these characteristics of semi-professional
organizations arise from the lesser knowledge and training
of semi-professionals than of professionals. Three such
forces may be identified as lack of mandate, necessity for
bureaucratic control, and weak orientation toward
autonomy.
1
The authors attribute the lack of societal mandate to the fact that society
"does not feel that they (the semi-professionals) have any just claim to
specialized esoteric knowledge. Thus
Boards of lay citizens control public schools in ways in
which they do not control public hospitals.
. . Administrative
heads of semi-professional organizations exercise
bureaucratic control over their subordinates; partly because
they themselves do not recognize in their subordinates the
kind of knowledge that would exempt them from such
control, and partly because as administrative heads they
are held more strictly accountable to the public than are
the heads of professional organizations. Control over the
work of semi-professionals is possible because they lack
the weapon -knowledge with which professionals resist
control. ^
Simpson and Simpson also argue that bureaucratic control is required
over semi-professionals, whether male or female, because they may have
^Ibid.
,
pp. 197-198.
2
Ibid., p. 198.
3
Ibid.
,
pp. 197-198.
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’’less intrinsic motivation’’ than "full fledged” professionals. They make the
following assumption: "Where specialized knowledge is slight, intrinsic
commitment to tasks is likely to be low. The kinds of occupational ideologies
and colleague reference group orientations that are built upon specialized
knowledge and strong work commitment in the professions do not readily develop
when these prerequisites are lacking.
. . With less intrinsic performance
motivation than professionals have, they may require more conventional
bureaucratic surveillance."^
I do not agree with their assumption that "intrinsic commitment" flows
from specialized knowledge. There is no evidence offered that "commitment",
judgment, or wisdom are solely the function of accumulated knowledge.
The viewpoint expressed by Simpson and Simpson is representative of
a tacit attitude common to both higher education and lower schools which assumes
that teachers are incapable of "intrinsic motivation", that is, personal
responsibility for performance. The position held in this writing that such an
assumption, although prevalent, is both incorrect and the possible source of
a self-sealing or self-fulfilling prophecy in the sense that such a social belief
may become social reality. Thus teachers may demonstrate a lack of "ins
"intrinsic motivation" because they are not conventionally expected to demon-
strate the same. The assumption has broad implications for the education of
of teachers because "professional education" incorporates major elements of
*Ibid.,pp. 198-199.
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socialization, that is, initiation to the norms of professional practice.
The editor, Amitai Etzioni, suspects there is significance to the fact
that "the typical professional is a male where the typical semi-professional
is a female." He describes women as "more amenable to administrative
control than men"; "less conscious of organizational status"; having on the
average "fewer years of higher education than men"; "and their acceptance
into the medical profession or university teaching is sharply limited."1 It
is unclear to Etzioni whether the semi-professional organizations have a
higher degree of bureaucratic control because of their high percentage of
female employees or if these organizations recruit females because of other
organizational reasons. He hypothesizes that the two may "support each
other.
"
But here it is held that the development and formulation of bureau-
cratic administrative practices in American public schools occurred well
after the recruitment and training of women for an employment position not
yet economically or socially attractive to males.
According to Jcncks and Riesman (1969) women were not often admitted
to American institutions of higher education until after the Civil War. The
demand for the labor of teachers created by universal public education
legislation led to the establishment of the so-called "normal schools", which
-
Etzioni, op. cit. , p. xv.
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were a secondary level, publicly funded institutions, with teacher training
periods varying from six weeks to two years. Prior to the Civil War, women
were exclusively the students of normal schools. According to Silberman
(1970), these attracted women from social classes not usually receiving
post -elementary education. Jencks and Reisman (1965) comment that "economy
triumphed over ideology"; referring to the exclusion of women from higher
education except for training to 'keep school’". Silberman reports 35 state
normal schools in 1865, 103 in 1890. Tyack (1967) reports the first was in
Lexington, Massachusetts, established in 1839. It was not until "1873 that
the University of Iowa established the first permanent chair of pedagogy to
prepare teachers ’for advanced schools’ "f In 1879, forty years after the
establishment of the first normal school, the University of Michigan offered
course work "to prepare university students for positions of leadership in
2
the public schools"; i.e., school administration.
The historical causes for the distinction between profession and "semi-
profession" are central to the design and development of educational programs
for both beginning and employed teachers. For, as Silberman has observed,
"One of the main functions of graduate study in any field is to instill a pro-
*David B. Tyack, Turning Points in American Educational History *
Xerox College Publishing, Lexington, Massachusetts, 1967, p. 413.
2
Ibid., p. 416.
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fessional ethic and point of view—what sociologists call the process of
socialization into the profession.
It may be that teachers "ought” to be encouraged to develop a sense of
professional autonomy in their graduate program of studies. However, this
goal is both abstract and misleading unless placed in the context of the reality
of American schools; an employment situation where beginning teachers in fact
encounter the organizational characteristics described by Etzioni, et al.
Katz (1971) describes the organizational and social context for teachers:
Teaching in America has always been poorly paid and
poorly regarded.
. . Dreadful working conditions combined
with the lack of autonomy, status, and adequate pay have
sent people away from teaching in droves; it is common-
place to observe that the brightest university graduates
have not often entered the schools. 2
Simpson and Simpson hold that semi-professional organizations would probably
continue to be managed on a bureaucratic basis even if all members of the
organization were men. Their hypothesis seems accurate since elementary
and secondary schools do not have separate management standards but are part
of a larger hierarchical system—namely, a school district. Teachers'
associations, as labor groups, seem to have successfully standardized the
accountability lines for teachers, regardless of the level of assignment.
^Charles E. Silberman, Crisis in the Classroom (Vintage Books, New
York, 1971), p. 435,
2
Michael B. Katz, Class, Bureaucracy and Schools, (Praeger Press,
New York, 1971), p. 131.
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The fact that most semi-professionals are women does,
however, seem to enhance these tendencies (toward
bureaucratization). The public is less willing to grant
professional autonomy to women than to men.
. .
women are less likely than men to develop attitudes
favorable to professionalism, because, most of them
are oriented toward family roles, rather than toward
work roles. *
Several years have passed since the publication of these authors’
findings. National attitudes of and toward women and their autonomy, in
this writer’s opinion, are changing. An example of the change may be the
introduction of legislation such as the Equal Rights Amendment to the United
States Constitution. It is important to note that traditional attitudes toward
women and their role autonomy may at present effect the management
assumptions of schools and define the present limits of role autonomy and
expectations of all lower school teachers, whether male or female.
Autonomy has been central to the problem. Even people
who have been willing to accept a poor salary and who
can remain indifferent to status have been repelled by
the lack of autonomy, the rigid and potty authoritarian
ethos of the schools. Bright, creative, and well-
educated people want to function as professionals, to
make the decisions about how they will do their job.
Katz* remarks indicate that the lack of autonomy or professionalism for
teachers is not limited to females or elementary teachers. His central
hypothesis is that the deliberate bureaucratic structure of public schools has
served as a mechanism of social class control of both teachers and students.
^Simpson and Simpson, op. cit. , p. 247. Parentheses are mine.
2
Katz >, op. cit. , p. 131.
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It is interesting to note that while the three so-called semi-professions
defined by Etzioni, et al, indeed share "sociological perspectives” in the three
areas of organizations, demography, and conflict analysis; both nursing and
social work are support areas of medicine and psychiatry, generally considered
remedial fields. However, education is not usually referred to as remedial
per se
. Medicine is an end-mean profession with universally accepted
definitions of physical temperatures, blood chemistry, blood pressure, weight,
etc. Such physical criteria do in fact constitute a standard of evaluating
specialized knowledge which is publicly accepted. In addition, there is general
acceptance of extreme manipulation and intervention, for example, radical
surgery, and experimentation with the human body, in order to effect the
desired outcome of "physical health".
However, the areas of social, or mental health and education, do not
inherit, despite the frequent imitation of the medical model, the universal
criteria of evaluating the means and ends of that area of professionalization.
While the mental health field is essentially remedial, education is a more
generalized process for human development. Education is generally assumed
to improve the quality of human existence rather than correct deviant
aberrations in thought or behavior. But both education and social work reflect
the ambiguity of human belief orientations considering the implications
of being
human. Therefore radical procedures, experimentation,
and interventions
arc not encouraged in either mental health or education
because the end to be
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achieved and the means of achievement are far less evident and universally
shared than in medicine. While positive conditions in the human body may be
yieleded by means of radical interventions, there is in the United States less
public acceptance for such measures in relation to inducing positive states of
the human mind. Therefore, a critical distinction which effects role
preparation and organizational performance in these three fields is the fact
that both education and social work are founded on ideals regarding the nature
of human potential rather than, as in the case of medicine, the sciences of
physical data and quantifiable criteria. While professional techniques have
been promulgated in both lower school teaching and social work, these cannot
be accurately evaluated on mean-end evidence since the ends reflect the
ambiguity of human beliefs rather than universal first principles of science.
In his comprehensive discussion of various professions, Schein makes
referenceto an "academic profession” but limits this category to the "university
professor". Therefore his discussion offers no direct solution to the issue of
whether lower school teachers constitute a profession. But it does not appear
that that which is conventtonally termed the "role" of lower school teacher, as
ordinarily exercised within a hierarchical, politically administered organization
and institutional context, conforms to the sociologically derived criteria
previously quoted from Schein. One anonymous author summed up the lack of
prestige accorded the lower school teacher in the statement: "No one ever died
of a split infinitive," thus indicating that the activity of a teacher is
less
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critical to the general welfare of a community.
It does not appear that there is a single "underlying discipline" or
,rbasic science" component which informs the full practice of the lower school
teacher. It may be said that his or her undergraduate academic "major", that
is area of academic concentration, "underlies" the academic subject of his or
her instructional activities. But most would agree that the activities of a lower
school teacher are not limited to the instruction of a particular subject. Nor does
it appear that there is an "applied science" or "engineering" component in the
training and licensing, or certification, requirements which approaches a
unified or universal approach to the day-to-day activities of the teacher. As
for the third element of professional knowledge, that skills and attitudes are a
function of an "underlying basic and applied knowledge", the position here is
that this maybe true of the instructional activities of the lower school teacher
but not the full range of interpersonal activities which constitute this multi-
faceted "role".
On the basis of Schein's summation of the sociological criteria, it is
possible to conclude, or at least suspend, the pervasive use of the term
"professional" in reference to the lower school teacher. Schein raises the
phenomena of what he terms "the maturing professions". He identifies three
aspects, which he calls "trends" of the "maturing professions":
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They become more convergent in their knowledge base and
standards of practice, (2) they become more highly
differentiated and specialized, and (3) they become more
bureaucratized and rigid with respect to the career
alternatives they allow. 1
(The reader is invited to compare these "trends" with the emergence of so-
called "specialty areas" within the occupational categories of lower schools
such as the guidance counselor; a position which is not an open "career
alternative" since it is not required that such a person be licensed in the same
manner as his or her non-school counterpart—a psychologist, for example. In
Massachusetts, when school districts hire the equivalent of a social worker,
this role is re-classified as a "school adjustment counselor", with additional
school licensing requirements by the State Department of Education. The same
is true of librarians. Regardless of their earlier university education, or
non-school library experience, they are required to take "school library" type
courses in order to receive a state certification; required for employment in
lower schools.
Schein distinguishes between matured and maturing professions "on the
basis of the degree to which the basic and applied science components have
become convergent, by which we mean the extent to which they have achieved
a high degree of consensus on the paradigms to be used in the analysis of
phenomena and high consensus as to what constitutes the relevant knowledge
2
base for practice."
^Schein, p. 43.
2
Ibid.
,
p. 44.
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In those professions where the knowledge base for practice is
divei gent } such as, "• • • the various branches of psychology, sociology,
and anthropology", the behavioral sciences, Schein expects little consensus on
criteria for appraising the validity of practice. He further suggests that:
"The inherent tension between convergent and divergent modes of thinking is
exacerbated as the pool of reliable convergent knowledge grows while society,
on the other hand, is creating or legitimating ever more complex problems
that require even more divergent thinking skills.""^
An example, offered by this writer, of Schein’s view on the "inherent
tension" between convergent, divergent thinking, or practice, and pressing
societal needs may be the emergence of the phenomena of daycare centers for
preschool children. If parenting is viewed as a divergent, often assumed to
be intuited, activity, which becomes a public activity for non-parents employed
in that function, the question arises as to whether the surrogate parents can
be trained and classified as professional, in order to meet employment require-
ments and the needs of daycare centers. What would constitute such training?
Which disciplines apply? Here it is not assumed that parenting constitutes a
profession, according to the discussion so far. But if the activities, now
associated with parenting are taken out of the cultural context of what is termed
the family, the societal problem may arise as to the appropriate institutional
form, training, knowledge base, etc. , for preparing for the
practice of early
child care workers.
^Schein, p. 45»
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The search for resolution on this issue of professionalism has lead me
to the following position. The lower school teacher is frequently assumed to
constitute a single unified role; a role related to function. The function is
frequently limited to actions or activities of subject instruction. Such a view
clearly delimits the real world of the teacher in practice. But this assumption
allows the "role” to be viewed as a function of pedagogy. Thus when the
practitioner is asked to identify his or her MclientM (to use ScheuPs term for the
recipient of the professional service) the casual response may be "the student",
or the "learner". The use of the term "client" implies a "dependent". A
dependent may be viewed in two ways, hi the first sense of the word it may
mean a subordinate who relies on the practitioner for a supportive service. This
is consistent with the quality of paternalism, which will be discussed further
in this chapter. However, the second sense of the term client infers the
existence of a party or parties to which the practitioner may be concomitantly
responsible. This meaning does not exclude the direct client or dependent, as
in the instance of the teacher stating that the student is his or her client. But
Schein acknowledges the existence of multiple clients in the second sense.
Here again, while the position adopted in this writing holds that lower school
teachers may not constitute a profession, and Schein f s topic is professional
education, there is a similarity on the issue of multiple clients. Therefore
what I have termed an educational practitioner may be viewed as either a
maturing profession, per Schein, or a practice which is analogous to
professional practice rather than identical.
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Schein reports that an increasing number of professionals are
employed in "organizational settings as salaried employees". Thus they are
in a situation which requires that they address the question of their responsi-
bility to clients and reconcile this with their responsibility to their employer.
Schein identifies other possible clients, corresponding to the second sense of
this term offered earlier.
1. The client is frequently an organization or larger
social system
., such as a city, that is purchasing a
service on behalf of a category of people. . .
2. The client is frequently an ambiguous series of
individuals and/or organizations that lies along a
scale running from ’immediate contact client’ to
’ultimate client’ or ultimate consumer of a given
service. • . different clients along this scale can be
and often are in conflict with each other, creating
a real dilemma for the professional as to whose
interests he must ultimately be concerned about.
3. The client, either individual or organizational, is
frequently less dependent and/or vulnerable than he
once was with respect to some professions, but is
more dependent and/or vulnerable with respect to
others. *
If the question of the client of the educational practitioner is viewed in
this frame of reference, the response which limits the client to the teacher’s
students appears to be a major oversimplification. For the teacher is an
employee with a scale of clients, similar to Schein’ s observation. These may
begin with the student and move to the student’s family, other teachers
and
school personnel involved with the student. The school
administration may be
said to be an organizational client, as well as the school
board and the larger
*Schein, ibid., p. 22.
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community it represents. Some might argue the position that the larger
society is the ultimate client of educational services. In the Program's view
the element of multiple clients was recognized and therefore there was an
emphasis on collaborative, community education. This implied the existence
of community resources and community responsibility.
In his discussion of the standpoint of professional education, Schein
observes
Much of the ethical training of the professional is
built on the individual-client model, and the
professional is trained to diagnose the intentions of
individual clients. As organizations increasingly
play the client role, professional training and education
will increasingly have to teach practitioners how to
assess and evaluate organizational intentions. 2
In relation to the issue of professional education, the subject of his
text, Schein relates the problem of convergent-divergent epistemological modes
to the institutional problem in higher education of insuring that the student in
professional preparation be well grounded in convergent, or basic underlying
disciplines, while also allowing students to engage in the divergent context
of practice under actual conditions and direct client contact. Schein suggests
that it is possible to integrate "convergent and divergent elements of pro-
fessional education, " but concedes that in order to accomplish the ’‘bridging"
of the longstanding dichotomy in higher education, between theory and practice,
Schein, p. 23.
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major organizational attitude changes are required. His text addresses this
issue in higher education, but will not be fully detailed at this juncture.
.
* /
Here the discussion shifts to the Program’s view regarding the
essential qualities of an educational practitioner; qualities not limited to,
nor excluding, the instuctional function in lower schools.
The conventional approach to teacher education may be said to place
an emphasis on the academic- instructional function of teachers. Thus the
role is described by its functional aspects. While the issue of human conduct,
beliefs and behavior, is acknowledged by what is termed "humanistic and
behavioral studies", the emphasis is upon a "study" approach to the cognitive
mastery of such phenomena as the social sciences. However the Program’s
approach to similar matters assumed that such areas were better described
as ethical issues, addressed through experiential learning, rather that
scientific subjects or methods to be cognitively mastered. The starting
point for Program participants, including the staff, was to search for
essential rather than functional qualities, because the Program intended to
address wholistic aspects of teacher education, rather than functional analysis,
as a form of technological empiricism.
The French philosopher, Gabriel Marcel, has commented wisely on the
subject of the technological view of human beings; a standpoint which appears
to isolate, what Marcel calls, "the vital, social, and psychological functions"
of humans, thereby viewing humans as an "agglomeration of functions".
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The characteristic feature of our age seems to me to be
what might be called the misplacement of the idea of
function, taking function in its current sense which
includes both the vital and social functions.
The individual tends to appear both to himself and to
others as an agglomeration of functions. As a result
of deep historic causes, which can as yet be under-
stood only in part, he has been led to see himself
more and more as a mere assemblage of functions, the
hierarchical interrelation of which seems to him
questionable or at least subject to conflicting
interpretations. 1
According to Marcel, the application of technical-scientific knowledge to the
conduct of human life results in abstractions, but he finds "concerete
illustration
s
M while travelling on the subway.
X often wonder with a kind of dread what can be the inward
reality of the life of this or that man employed on the
railway—the man who opens the doors, for instance, or
the one who punches the tickets. Surely everything both
within him and outside him conspires to identify this man
with his functions—meaning not only with his functions as
worker, as trade union member or as voter, but with his
vital functions as well. The rather horrible expression
Hime table* perfectly describes his life. So many hours
for each function. Sleep too is a function which must be
discharged so that the other functions may be exercised
in their turn. The same with pleasure, with relaxation;
it is logical that the weekly allowance of recreation should
be determined by an expert on hygiene; recreation is a
psycho-organic function which must not be neglected any
more than, for instance, the function of sex. We need
go no further; this sketch is sufficient to suggest the
emergence of a kind of vital schedule; the details will
vary with the country, the climate, the profession,
etc., but what matters is that there is a schedule. . ,
As for death, it becomes, objectively and functionally,
X
Gabriel Marcel, The Philosophy of Existence , (Philosophical Library
New York, 1949), p.
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the scrapping of what has ceased to be of use and must
be written off as total loss. 1
But Program design was not a technical-scientific model to the activities
of a lower school teacher do not appear to constitute a single "role". The
term role is derived from the meaning of a ’'part” played by an entertainer,
a singer or actor who imitates in some form a preconceived pattern of
behavior. It literally indicates a part assigned or assumed. But here it is
held that the practitioner ’’plays 1 ' more than one "part”. The ’’parts” are not
always preconceived; some are spontaneous. As Phillip Jackson has observed
in his empirical study of Life in Classrooms (1968), while teachers are expected
to provide a logical basis for their activities, the facts seem to indicate that
there is a great deal of intuition and instinct at the root of their choices for
behavior. Jackson sees the teacher as an "opportunist". Because lower
school teachers are assumed to be seeking probity in self-reporting and
appraisal, they often seek to express themselves in a mean-end, or technical,
vocabulary. But Jackson found a phenomena he describes as "conceptual
simplicity" in the jargon-free, ordinary verbal expressions of teachers in
his study.
When called upon to justify their professional decisions
a . . my informants often declared that their classroom
behavior was based more on impulse and feeling than on
reflection and thought. . . As the structure of a teaching
session or of a class day unfolds, the teacher frequently
behaves like a musician without a score. He ad-libs. . .
Marcel, Ibid. , pp. 2-3.
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It must be remembered, of course, that the impulses
and intuitive hunches of most of these teachers had been
tempered by years of practical experience, 1
Addressing the reality of the teacher in action, Jackson concludes:
Given the complexity of his work, the teacher must
learn to tolerate a high degree of uncertainty and
ambiguity. He must be content with doing not what he
knows is right, but what he thinks or fee ls is the
most appropriate action in a particular situation. . .
he must play it by ear. 2
Commenting on the educational preparation of professionals for later practice,
Schein lias invoked the concept of "training for uncertainty". Such preparation,
Involves attitudinal and emotional components such
as maintenance of one’s self-confidence even when
one does not have a clear answer to the problem,
willingness to take responsibility for key decisions
that may rest on only partial information, willingness
to make a decision under conditions of high risk, the
ability to inspire confidence in the client even when
operating in an area of high uncertainty, and so on.
Many of the subtler aspects of professional education are
concerned with these attitudinal and emotional variables
. . . even though the underlying disciplines of the
profession may be highly convergent, there will be,
in all professions, necsssary skills that are highly
divergent and will remain divergent so long as the
problems requiring professional help continue to have
unique and unpredictable elements,
0
If lower school teachers are viewed to represent a "role", the role is
mutifacted and only partially "assigned". The position taken here is that the
^Philip W. Jackson, Life in Classrooms, (Holt, Rinehart and Winston,
New York, 1968), p. 145.
^Ibid.
,
pp. 166-167.
3
Schein, op. cit. , p, 45.
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term practitioner allows for the inherent divergency of the activities of a
lower school teacher. Despite the massive articulation of the programmed,
or competency-based, approach to teacher education and teacher supervision,
lower school teachers do not appear to have "explicit criteria", by which to
reflect upon that which Jackson conceptualizes as:
A day’s activities and ponder the wisdom of their actions
• • •
(teachers). • . worry about whether they were just
or unjust in the distribution of praise and reproof,
sensitive or insensitive to the nuances of die events that
transpired, consistent or inconsistent in the standards
and regulations they enforced. . . At such moments the
engineering virtues of speed, efficiency, accuracy,
and economy are not uppermost in their minds.
The programmed approach appears to focus upon the pedagogical, or
academic- instructional functions of lower school teachers, rather than
addressing the actual, diverse activities of teachers.
The "practice" of an educational practitioner may be understood by
considering real world situations of the daily actions of the lower school
teacher. While other institutional settings reveal a parallel "inner life"
the practice of the lower school teacher will be summarily considered.
The lower school teacher may be perceived in a great many more
activities than academic-instruction. In the instance of elementary school
teachers, the reader may imagine such common experiences as: "recess",
the teacher interacting with a child who has suffered some physical injury,
Jackson, op. cit., pp. 167-168.
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cleaning up after the gerbils, at an after-school conference with parents,
trying to convince the principal of the need for additional materials and
expenditures, negotiating with the janitor for a particular service, finding
a missing lunch bag or item of clothing, breaking up a fist fight, making
sure all students "have a chance”, arbitrating "that*s not fair” situations.
Clearly the elementary teacher may be viewed as a surrogate parent rather
than academician according to daily activities.
The secondary teacher may also be found in such conventional, non-
academic, contexts as study hall supervision, ”hall duty”, "bathroom checks”,
’’locker inspections”, crisis intervention, counseling conferences with
students, parent conferences, and a vast range of ’’meetings”.
All lower school teachers engage in a variety of ’’functions” and
contexts; often summed up by such terms as the "hidden curriculum" or
informal aspects of organizational life.
Again, conforming to actual Program design and experience, the
activities, or practice, of the educational practitioner are. not limited to a
single role, organizational capacity, position, or pattern of activities but
transcend the various institutional settings and career patterns of the
educational practitioner^
The educational practitioner is a protagonist. His or her standpoint is
directly within spatio-temporal contextso The practitioner is a diiect
participant in social reality rather than a detached observer, hi this writing
the detached viewpoint of education is referred to as "meta-educational”.
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The qualities to be discussed here are not presented as a complete
or final set applying to the educational practitioner and his or her practice.
Rather, these represent qualities that the Program deemed as essential and
valued in its design for a process and context for teacher education. The
qualities, however, are presented as transcending Program experience,
employment conditions for practitioners, the academic "specialties" which
teachers impart to their students, or the "normative-reeducation" intentions
of non-school educational practitioners. For here it is held that a variety of
so-called human service workers, variously classed as the "helping
professions ", "non-formal educators", "human relations people"; or by
institutional roles, such as probation officer, alcoholism counselor, social
worker, clergyman, community organizer, special interest advocate, lawyer,
nurse, doctor, may all be classified as educational practitioners. Their
common characteristic is the ideal of human potential, development, and
improved state of mind for the client. While their knowledge bases,
professional techniques, and other disciplinary or institutional methods may
vary, they share a common quality in interpersonal practice.
The essential qualities are discussed here as: public, interpersonal ,
spontaneous, divergent , reality-based , and judgemental. Because the Program
discussed here is presented as a teacher education program, its interpretation
of the term "teacher" more closety paralleled the meaning offered here for
educational practitioner than the traditional role and function definition of
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lower school teachers. The concept of teacher was broadened to include a
variety of community educational roles, like those listed above. However,
the Program did not attract participants from all the areas of practice listed
here as examples of educational practice.
The term "public” is used to specify that the educational practitioner
is not a secluded actor but a protagonist who operates in a common, observable
context. The setting for such a practitioner is ordinarily in stitutional or
organizational. The organization may be either a private or public entity.
For example, the practitioner may be a "public employee", in the sense of
an employee of a municipality. It would be difficult to conceive of a self-
employed practitioner except in the so-called matured professions, such as
medicine and law. The essential quality intended here is that the educational
practitioner does not operate in a social laboratory, where conditions may be
unilaterally controlled and predicted, nor a social vacuum. The educational
practitioner is to be found in a context known to and shared by other human
beings, ranging from dyadic to large group contexts.
The presence of other humans, as "clients", peers, and hierarchical
supervisors, contributes to the second essential quality of practice, which is
termed interpersonal. Interpersonal conduct refers to those actions
and
intentions of the educational practitioner which are considered in
this writing
to represent the relationship between the practitioner's
own belief web with
reference to other human beings and the corresponding belief
web of these
others, cUents, peers, etc. This position is
similar to Rokeach's (196S)
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hypothesis that behavior is a function of the interaction between attitudes,
and Argyris and Schon’s (1974) distinction between "technical" and "inter-
personal theories of action".
Technical theories state which techniques the
practitioner will use in the substantive tasks of
his practice. Interpersonal theories state how
the professional will interact with clients and
others in the course of his practice. 1
Both these empirical approaches to the relationship between human beliefs
and conduct will be considered at some length later in this Chapter as
representative of the social science approach, which is contrasted to the
philosophical viewpoint.
The quality termed spontaneous indicates spontaneity in a action
setting. No inference of a lack of mental deliberation or control is intended
by this quality. Spontaneity is not equated with rash impulsiveness. It is
better understood as an inherent, shared human capacity or act, within the
assumption of free will, out of broad intention in an immediate manner. This
may be contrasted with planned or programmed role behavior, in which the
individual may be seen as an actor conforming to a perhaps thoroughly
rational but externally imposed script, rather tlian the protagonist responding
to immediate circumstances. Fromm comments thoughtfully on this wholistic
human quality.
Idealistic philosophers have believed that self-realization
can be achieved by intellectual insight alone. They
have
insisted on splitting the human personality, so that man’s
nature may be suppressed and guarded by his reasons. . <>
-|
Argyris and Schon, op. cit., p. 164.
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Reason by becoming a guard set to watch its prisoner,
nature, has become a prisoner itself; and thus both
sides of a human personality, reason and emotion,
were crippled, , , positive freedom consists in the
spontaneous activity of the total, integrated
personality. 1
Therefore the quality of spontaneity here attributed to both the practitioner
and his or her practice represents a reunification of reason and emotion in
response to the social and organizational realities within the structure of
practice.
The quality of paternalism has been ascribed to the educational
practitioner. The term implies a human relationship to others, or may be
applied to organizations that employe or authorize educational practitioners,
which implies a system rather than an interpersonal relationship. While the
pejorative sense of this term to indicate intrusive authority is here acknowledged,
no such meaning is intended here. To the contrary, used here, the term is
intended to indicate an assumption of benevolence; representing altruistic
intentions.
The concept of paternalism is based on a companion concept, authority.
Thus paternalism is defined here as the authority to identify a range of needs,
the attempt to meet these needs, and guide, direct, or regulate the conduct
and activities of those persons assumed to be under the authority, care, or
custexty of the agent of authority. Authority may take several forms. 1 01
"Nsrich Fromm, "Freedom and Spontaneity" in Osterman and Gross,
p, 308.
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example, tlio authority may be implicit in a certain organizational position,
such as teacher, principal, counselor, or the cultural assumption that adults
possess more authority than children. Thus authority may be based on
position, office-he Id, chronological age, physical size, character, personal
demeanor, and other such variables. But formal institutional authority is
usually based on some form of codified authority, such as legislative
mandates, judicial opinions, and local precepts, or so-called "policies", which
have the effect of law. However the emphasis here is not on the legal or
cultural basis for such authority which underlies the relationship, but rather
on the implication of dependency inherent in such a relationship.
Formal education may be viewed as a cultural process of socialization
or initiation which is distinct from the pedagogical methods of transmission.
Thus the content of formal education may be the accumulated knowledge, or
data, end accumulated belief orientations. Both educational practitioners
and educational institutions assume varying degrees of responsibility for
transmitting the belief orientations of earlier generations, perhaps summed up
by the term "civilization", to members of a contemporary generation. The
quality of paternalism is perceptible in the transmission process and the choice
of data and material to be transmitted.
In the case of lower schools, the quality of paternalism is perhaps
more dramatic. Legally mandated school attendance, or compulsory,
universal schooling, for children between certain chronological
ages
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approximates a form of direct social intervention by the state. Social
intervention is not held here to represent an academic or scientific
epistemological standpoint, for no universal principles verify this belief.
Social intervention may be seen as a convention rather than a scientific
process. As an agent of an institution, the educational practitioner may be
viewed as a social interventionist, an aspect of paternalism.
Educational practitioners assume authority and a generalized but
concommittant responsibility to others, who are the dependent and direct
subjects of the practitioner’s committment to care and responsibility. The
human subjects of the practitioner’s authority and responsibility may be
viewed as individuals, groups, or classes. The conventional general term
for such a class is clients, a term which is not specific to any particular
institutional setting. In the lower school setting, the direct client is called
a student. The quality of paternalism is limited here to the direct subjects,
or clients, rather than the range of clients that Schein and others refer to in
order to indicate the full range of parties to which a practitioner may be said to
be responsible. For while the practitioner may indeed be responsible to many
others, for example, his or her employer, this relationship is not characterized
here as being essentially paternalistic.
The quality of paternalism is not intended to imply that all direct
clients need be children. A practitioner, might be responsible, to varying
extents, for adult clients. Paternalistic authority
may be seen in the relation-
ship between social workers and their clients, therapists
and their clients,
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probation officers and Iboir clients, faculty members in higher education and
their students.
Therefore it is reasoned that the assumption of authority in relation to
another human being implies an ethical relationship. The principle that
responsibility accompanies authority as an ethical position rather than a
scientific one. The quality of paternalism, expressed in an interpersonal
relationship, by an educational practitioner, viewed variously as an
organizational, cultural, or societal agent, may be said to imply ethical
responsibility for the management of others.
The quality of paternalism may account for the common use of
"character references", conventionally used in appraising the licensing and
employment of lower school teachers. Character implies the personal
qualities of the educational practitioner. Despite judicial opinions to the
contrary, and national efforts to develop objective, in the sense of detached,
standards in relation to employment, selection and retention, policies, it may
be argued that "the kind" of person a practitioner is perceived to be is still
an important, albeit ambiguous, criterion for employment. Despite technological
jargon, the notion of character persists. It may be justified under the argument
of paternalism, especially in relation to immature clients.
The educational practitioner is described as divergent in two aspects,
in theory, or principle, and in practice. In fact, the practice is viewed as
the reunification of the dichotomy of theory and immediate application. Thus
the practice is viewed as wliolistic, representing a synthesis of divergent
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knowledge, including the individuals belief orientation. Divergent theory and
practice expresses the wholistic nature of activities.
For here it is held that no single discipline or science informs the
practitioner in practice. The conventional term for this is ninterdisciplinaryM 0
While, in the instance of the lower school teacher, a practitioner may be said
to instruct a particular subject, such as Math or English. The se areas of
content frequently correspond to undergraduate areas of academic concentration.
But such preparation informs only a limited part of the teacher’s daily activities.
Thus, the practitioner borrows from a wide spectrum of disciplines and sciences
in order to inform or justify his or her practice. The absence of a unifying
knowledge base causes the distinction in this explanation between a profession
and a practice.
In addition to a divergent knowledge base, the educational practitioner
has divergent clients, discussed earlier. There may be direct and indirect
clients rather than one single class, such as students. Therefore the
practitioner’s authority base is also said to be divergent. There is not one
explanation of the conduct of the educational practitioner, but many* hi
addition to the explanations offered by the practitioner himself or herself,
less directly involved observers may offer their explanations from a variety
of standpoints, divergent and informative, yet distinct from that of the
practitioner,
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IE the educational practitioner is viewed as a role, albeit an organiza-
tional, divergent or multifacted role, then this role will be appraised, or
evaluated, on the basis of function, as perceived by an observer or evaluator.
Further the observations of the evaluator are assumed to reflect some
particular or general standpoint. The standpoint may well be the detached,
impersonal, observations of a social scientist, such as a sociologist or
anthropologist. Thus the "role” and "function" may be interpreted through
academic or scientific standpoints and methods. The role and function might
also be examined from a management standpoint, which is not assumed here to
constitute a particular science of discipline but another distinct area of
divergent practice. For example, the standpoint of an administrator, within
the hierarchical organization of lower schools, may offer a functional, but
hardly a detached or academic, analysis or evaluation of the educational
practitioner’s role performance. Further, a secular moralist, or member of
the clergy, might offer an evaluation of the role and function from their
particular possibly editorial point of view. If, in fact, lower schools in the
United States are to retain both their local and pluralistic qualities then it
appears that the political-legislative process will continue to be confronted
with diverse, often oratory, expression of evaluation and appraisal; running
a gamut between the sophisticated discourses of academicians to spontaneous
expressions of human belief and opinion as at public school board meetings.
The position offered he’ s not that other standpoints and interpietations
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of the phenomena, labelled the educational practitioner here, are inappropriate
or invalid. Qn the contrary what is being proposed is that none of these other
standpoints immediately inform the educational practitioner* s own conceptualiza-
tion of his or her own position. While the practitioner may wish to account for,
and be informed by these other positions, it appears that it is equally important
that he or she develop a particular or personal standpoint. This is discussed in
the consideration of the problem of identifying clients of the service of the
educational practitioner. It is possible that without some sense of personal
position and self-direction, the educational practitioner may attempt to serve,
or account for, the pluralistic viewpoints of all public parties and be over-
whelmed by the immensity of such an impossible position. Or an equally
difficult position which might appear to be an attractive alternative is to
withdraw from the forum of public discourse or educational practice itself.
The practice of the educational practitioners is said to be reality-based
in the sense that his or her action takes place in a real time, real, conditional,
here-and-now context. The activities of practice are not abstract. Thus the
standpoint of the educational practitioner is unlike that of detached observers,
who may have far greater latitude in such areas as prediction, conti ol, the
delimitation of variables, or time spent in the analysis of phenomena. The
daily arena of the practitioner is far more complicated than the
laboratory
conditions under which his or her practice may be examined.
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Finally the practitioner is viewed here to engage in .judgemental activity.
Again no pejorative sense is intended. Practice may be seen as a synthesis of
what is here termed judgements-of-value and judgements -of-fact. The
distinction rests on the assumption that while judgements-of-fact maybe
epistemologically verified through direct observation means which are
conventionally characterized as objective, in the sense of refraining from
judgements-of-value, the former are not susceptible to the same criteria and
methods of investigation. The issue of recognizing judgements-of-value is
discussed further in this chapter under a consideration of belief orientations.
While many of the actions of educational practitioners may be accounted
for by so-called objective measures and methods, not all of his or her practice
may be "evaluated" in any scientific sense. The term appraised may be used
in order to account for judgements-of-value. In Program design and experience,
it was assumed that the single term judgement includes fact and value, and the
wisdom to know the difference. Judgement was not viewed as a behavioral
method amenable to a programmed training approach, but learned through
practice, human models, and personal reflection, in the Socratic sense of
self-knowledge . Intelligent judgement does not infer a program for logic.
Nor does judgement eliminate the presence and effects of emotion, or other
subjective qualities that interact with human intelligence. Ideally the aim
is to master rather than exclude subjectivism in judgement.
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The concept of the practice of education, from the standpoint of the
participating practitioner, may be understood by the use of gestalt analogy.
In a discussion of conceptual models, Deutsch (1963) interprets analogy to
mean "limited structural correspondence" as an aid to understanding
,,
1
Thus the discussion turns to a summary examination of the use of the
term "gestalt". This term is attributed to three, early twentieth century,
German, psychologists, Max Wertheimer, Wolfgang Kohler and Kurt Koffka.
A Gestalt is essentially an organized whole whose
parts belong together, as opposed to being simply
juxtaposed or randomly distributed. 2
The initial experimentation in this phenomena was related to die psychology
of human perception. Thus many of the examples offered are visual, as in the
classic example of die spherical shape of a soap bubble; which is seen to be
the wholistic result of several discrete forces. Li seeking explanations for
phenomena, the Gestalt theorists cited paradoxes in perception, not as sub-
version of sensory data and thus epistemological crisis, but as a basis for a
return to die common sense world ". • • as we in fact experience it, not as
we mi glit expect to experience it in the light of the latest scientific developments."
3
While sense perception may be unreliable, and continually challenged by
scientific mediods, it is die basis upon which humans commonly negotiate
1
Karl W. Deutsch, The Nerves of Government (The Free Press of Glencoe,
New York, 1963), p. 78.
2
T. R. Miles, "Gestalt Theory" in Paul Edwards, Vol. 3, p. 318.
3
Ibid., p. 320.
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reality. But Gestalt theory is not characterized as a return to "naive
realism". As Miles has observed Gestalt theory is "anti-mechanistic without
being obscurantist."1
Further, Gestalt theory is credited with overcoming the traditional
"mind-body" dualism; representing an integration of value, life, and mind.
Kohlei argued against behavioristic psychology which developed about the
same time. For Kohler, "The term 'behaviorism9
. . . implies a denial
that there can be 'a science of direct experience,' either because there is no
such thing as direct experience or because if it exists, it is not accessible
I
to public scrutiny."2
Kohler illustrates the issue as follows:
No scientist can even begin to experiment unless he
starts out from his own experienced world.
. 0 one
has as little justification to be skeptical about the
world of experience as one has to be skeptical about
the world of physics; there is no good reason why the
beliaviorist should choose to ignore the world of
experience while taking the world of physics on trust. 3
While Gestalt theory is credited with the contribution of a significant
number of new facts in the field of psychology, and perceptual psychology in
particular, it also represents a phenomenological orientation to broader
epistemological issues in philosophy: ". • • the language descriptive of
ordinary experience can never be reduced to the language of physics a
thesis which lias been held in many forms but which has seldom been defended
A
in such a sustained and systematic way."
jVliles, S3id.
2
Ibid.
,
p. 321.
3
Ibid.
4Ibid., p. 322.
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Berme has reported on the subject of practice related to ’’student
field experience”. Although Bonne’s remarks are directed toward the subject
of university- sponsored ’’field work” rather than ongoing educational practice,
they are relevant to the introduction here of the theoretical gestalt model for
the appraisal of educational practice.
Students engaging in a combination of academic instruction
with field experience may be seen as living out a process
of knowledge utilization. They are maintaining simultaneous
memberships in a scholastic insitution. . . and a practice
institution or action setting in which knowledge and know-
how are used in performing a social function or in meliorating
a human condition. The student is placed in the position of
a linking or bridging agent in two distinct social systems
within the knowledge utilization chain. . . The student is
at a point of conflict between priority objectives in the two
institutions in which he or she is involved in his or her
field experience. 1
Benne attributes the conflict to ’’epistemological as well as normative and
attitudinal differences" between academic settings and service or field
settings.
The prevailing contemporary viewpoint in epistemological
studies lends credibility to the search for differences in
established ways of knowing in academic settings and in
established ways of knowin in practice and action settings
. . .
where the traditional assumption that academic
ways of knowing are inherently closer to ’reality
4 than
other ways. . • learning situations involving encounters
between academic men and women and women of action
and practice are frequently defined hierarchically, with
proponents of the ’academic’ definition of ’knowledge*
in the superior position.
2
"^Kenneth B. Benne, ’’Educational Field Experience as the
Negotiation of
Different Cognitive Worlds," in Bennis, Benne, Chin and
Cooley The Planning,
of Change, 3rd edition^, p. 165.
2
Ibid.
,
p. 168.
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Thus Benne suggests tint collaboration between academics and practitioners,
while epistemologically and organizationally problemmatic is both "possible
and often desirable" in the interest of maintaining field experience settings
for students. The search involves the spanning of the "gulf" between
"theoretical" persons and "practical" persons.
Toward this end the following gestalt analogy is suggested as a
conceptualization of the epistemological discrepancy encountered by the
educational practitioner in his or her effort to "negotiate" the different
"cognitive worlds" of theory and practice. >•
As a branch of philosophical discourse, epistemology concerns the
basis for the human claim to knowledge. It addresses the limits of and methods
for the verification of knowledge. Thus knowledge is distinguished from
opinionated beliefs. Distinctions are drawn between judgements of fact and
judgements of value. The aim is to distinguish between universal truth and
subjective beliefs.
In this writing, educational practice is defined as human conduct which
is intentional, immediate, and interpersonal and thus represents the
reunification of multifarious epistemological dichotomies. These dichotomies,
some of which are longstanding in the recorded history of human thought, are
considered here to generally represent the consequences of the human mental
capacity for the mental process known as abstraction. Here abstraction is
intended to signify the separation of a specific, or particular,
from the
collective, or universal, or simply a part from a whole. Often this process
is expressed in the distinction between inductive and deductive reasoning.
No appraisal of this, apparently shared, mental capacity is offered at this
point in the writing. Rather it is assumed that the mental process of
abstraction allows humans to study, in the sense of examine, aspects or
pieces of interpretations of phenomena. The apparent purpose of the process
is to understand, or comprehend a phenomenological whole by focusing on the
function, or interaction, or relationship of its parts. It is acknowledged
that this human capacity allows for the abstraction of a variety of subjects which
maybe described as material, that is corporeal, physical, natural, observable
facts or events, spatiotemporal objects and immaterial, that is non-corporeal,
metaphysical, or non-natural. Notwithstanding, there is the argument of
phenomenalism; an essentially paradoxical epistemological point of view which
limits the verification of knowledge to sensual experience; not to be confused
with the term phenomenology or phenomena, used in this writing. According
to the position of "phenomenalism" knowledge and existence are limited to
spatiotemporal objects of sense experience. Phenomenalism separates sensory
data from abstract concepts occuring in thought or intuition. Thus this position
disallows the verification of reality by abstract thought. Phenomenalism has
not proved to be a pursuasive argument in the discourses
of philosophy. The
problem is summarized as follows:
To introduce these variants of phenomenalism, w
re may
consider one central problem that faces any attempt
to
reduce material objects to sensa, namely, the
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fragmentariness of perception. Any material object
is believed to exist for long periods when it is not
observed—for example, the furniture in an empty
room, the beams in the roof, and so on.
. . Yet
when they are not observed, material objectis cause
no sensa, have no sensa belonging to them or
constituting them. Hence, if material objects arc
reduced to actual sensa and consist only of them,
they must cease to exist when unobserved, and those
never observed must never have existed.
. . the
blinking of a human eye can destroy or create them. 1
The term "phenomenology" is similar but not the equivalent of
"phenomenalism". Schmitt defines phenomenology as the science of phenomena
whose definition has changed since 1764, when a German philosopher, Johann
Heinrich Lambert, described a discipline that he termed "phenomenology".
But by the middle of the nineteenth century, ". . • the definition of ’phenomena*
was further extended until it became synonymous with ’fact* or ’whatever is
observed to be the case. ’ As a consequence, ’phenomenology* acquired the
meaning that it possesses most frequently in contemporary uses—-a purely
2
descriptive study of any given subject matter."
This distinction offered in this brief digression is central to this writing
because the position to be taken later in this chapter holds that the commentary
of the educational practitioner may be phenomenological. This view will be
addressed later. But thus far, it is proposed that one function of the assumed
process of mental abstraction may be the breakdown of a wide variety of
"wholes", that is subjects or phenomena, into various aspects; not held here
^R. J. Hirst, "Phenomenalism" in Edwards, Vol. G, pp.
330-135.
2
Richard Schmitt, "Phenomenology" in Edwards, Vol. 6, p.
135.
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to necessarily constitute parts unless are tacluded to the notlon of
parts. For depending on one's belief orl„„uaion( or Weltanschauung, a whole
may be understood, or interpreted, as a coherent entity, as for example in
the notion of unity, aggregate, system, m„i organization; or a phenomenological
agglomerate, as, for example, in Hie notion of an experienced physical and
metaphysical reality, a mass of jumbled i
,-agments challenging human
comprehen sion
.
It is not my intention to attempt to trace the entire history of epistemo-
logical dichotomies. Such a task would up^ar to encompass the vast history
of accumulated human thought. While 1 Im vo consulted various sources on the
parallel phenomena, known as ethics and epistemology, which attend to the
related subjects of human reason, its limits, function, and purpose, and
methods of validation, it is not pay intent lun to offer a thorough analysis of
these related subjects. However I acknowledge the immense complexity of the
synthesis of morality and reasoning.
Thus abstraction, the possible source of dichotomy, is viewed as an
essential mental process to human comprehension of phenomena.
Many philosophers in the punt have held that statements
about essences are empirirut statements, arrived at by
comparison of many exampin s 0f a type of object and
extracting from the descript ions 0f all these examples
the common features by mo tins of some kind of
generalization. Such a prom ns has often been called
abstraction. Abstract statements, since they are
logically dependent on empirical descriptions of
^
particular statements, are 1 1 ioniseIves statements.
"^Schmitt, p. 13 9.
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Abstraction may be said to have proven itself as essential aspect of the
pedagogical process in formal education. The whole is divided into perceived
parts in order to aid description, examination, and comprehension.
But the position here is that the educational practitioner docs not act
within the exclusive realm of abstract thought, despite its contribution to his
or her divergent knowledge base. Study may thus be contrasted with action.
The educational practitioner conducts his or her practice in a here-and-now
reality which is not abstract.
In attempting to conceptualize generalizations of the realms of the
educational practitioner, I have developed a gestalt-analogy shown in Figure
1. I have entitled this figure the dichotomous world of the educational
practitioner. The broken lines used to outline the plane figure of a cricle are
intended to indicate both the fluid quality of this analogy and the permeableness
of the concept areas to the actual experience of the educational practitioner.
I do not suggest such a structure exists or guides the actual conduct of
educational practitioners. It is merely a means of describing aspects of
practice and possible areas of conflict. The broken line outline indicates the
temporariness of this figure, the possibility of structural discontinuity,
and the frustration of circular definition.
In the gestalt-analogy, represented by Figure 2, the so-called
Academic-Epistemological area is intended to represent the cognitive mastery
of knowledge as data or information, and the means of organizing,
generating,
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Figure 1 The dichotomous world of the educational practitioner
Academic-
Epistemological
Area
e.g. sub-
ject content
Pedagogical Area
single role and function,
instructional communica-
tion
Judgements-of-fact
Figure 2
/
language
)jective
/erification
azzzxcuz
appraisal
nature
corporeal
j ticas
on-
corporeal
In each figure the widened line represents the "practice" area
Figure 2
/
In each figure the widened solid line of division represents the "practice" area,
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and transmitting such content. Therefore all of the academic disciplines and
sciences are included in this area; which may be summarized as the
conventional subjects of formal education, or the "what" of formal education.
That area labelled "Pedagogical” is intended to represent various means
of intelligible communication; transmissive modalities. Thus one may factually
evaluate the efficiency and effectiveness of a variety of communication means.
Transmissive, pedagogical means include human communication, may take
place in a variety of formal and informal settings and situations. In formal
education, examples may include such phenomena as the instructor-centered
learning group, or class, the learner-centered seminar, the laboratory
experience, the tutorial dyad, expert-learner in Socratic-type dialogue, the
case study method as employed in law schools. Also included in this area are
such mechanical devices of communication as film, television, audio-tape,
so-called teaching machines, and other mechanical aids. Printed material
is included as offering the potential of communication with other human minds;
one that requires the initiative of a reader. The pedagogical area may be
summarized as the transmissive "how" of the formal educational process.
Often, conventional teacher education programs which emphasize "teaching
competencies" focus upon the communication aspect of educational practice.
But as an area of practice, "teaching" is not limited in this writing
to
communication. The combination of the Academic-Epistemological and
Pedagogical areas may be seen to comprise the "technical" aspect of
teaching;
corresponding to the transmission of knowledge.
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The "metaethical" and "normative ethical", permeable areas which arc
depicted as bordering on either side of the educational practice represent two
related aspects. The first is the two, main subdivisions of the discipline known
as ethics. Metaethics lies in the judgement-of-fact area because it aims to
represent to separate the theory of ethics from the practice of ethics.
Normative ethics lie in the judgements-of-value area because this discipline
is viewed as practical and prescriptive. There are writers, including Aristotle,
who contend that ethical judgements may be argued from nature. In this
writing, both aspects of ethics are viewed as tangentially informative to
educational practice.
In Figure 1, educational practice is represented as an area which is
coextensive to the divided hemispheres of epistemological dichotomies.
Conventionally, scholars and other observers have employed such matephors
as ’"bridging" or "spanning" the "gap", or "gamut", or "gulf", for example
in reference to the dichotomy theory between "theory" and "practice". But
in this writing, practice is considered to represent the reunification of various
epistemological dichotomies, rather than to constitute a separate dichotomy
to be "bridged" for example, by means of additional vocational training.
Therefore, if practice itself is considered as a "bridge", it is a paiallel
"bridge" rather than a single span, connecting two fixed pointSo
Therefore
it is depicted here as a margin, bordering while uniting,
and thus completing,
two incomplete epistemological hemispheieso
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The Community-based teacher educator as practitioner
Here the community-based teacher education is considered to be a
practitioner is the same qualitative sense discussed previously in relation to
lower school teachers. As mentioned in the introduction, the major distinction
may be in mission and direct clients 0 For the direct clients of the teacher
educator, according to the view discussed in this dissertation, were lower
school teachers and non-formal, that is non-school, educational practitioners.
An additional aspect is the organizational marginality of the community-based
teacher educator.
The Program’s determination of its mission, the etiology of which is
discussed in subsequent Chapters, was not imposed, by external norms, not
even the conventions of teacher education. The Program’s mission was
defined by its principal designer-leaders, including this writer. Here "mission"
is used in the sense of assignment; one which was actively sought by the Program
and authorized by the School of Education of the University of Massachusetts
at Amherst.
The history of the Program will demonstrate that its assignment or
mission preceded a clear conceptualization of the form in, or by, which
that
mission would be carried out.
While the thrust of this discourse concerning educational
practitioners
defines the practitioner as one who engages in the daily
exigencies of the
real-time, phenomenological work of educational service
to others, a context
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representing the action world of personal, interpersonal, organizational, and
community conditions; the teacher educator is conventionally interpreted as a
direct agent of an institution of higher education. If being classified as a
teacher educator constitutes a role, reflecting specialized academic preparation,
or function within the university as an organization, then the standards, or
criteria, for classification as such reflect the culture of higher education rather
than lower schools. Thus in the organizational context of higher education the
teacher educator may be interpreted to be a scholar, researcher, theoretician,
or expert in a specialized content. As such, the conventional context for the
teacher educator may be said to be the instructional-research setting of the
university rather than direct involvement with the community.
A community-based teacher educator may be seen as a practitioner who
straddles the cultural-organizational worlds of both lower schools and higher
education. Such marginality may limit a sense of membership iu either context.
The lower school orientation may judge the practitioner to be too ’’theoretical",
while the same incumbent may be adjudged too ’’practical" by university
standards. This gap in belief orientation may be due to the academic dichotomy
between theory and practice. The community based teacher educstoi must
attempt to be both scholar and practitioner.
The term "community" used throughout this writing has several
nuances. Primarily the phrase "community based" refers to
the physical
location of the Program in a geo-political location, the
Town of Falmouth,
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Massachusetts, in contrast with the more customary university-based teacher
education program. While the Program may be said to have "identified" with
the Town of Falmouth, it was physically located in that town's comprehensive
high school.
The specific "community" base may be considered to be the polity of
Falmouth, the larger metropolitan area surrounding the town, the organization
of public schools within the town, the high school as a community, rather than
simply as an organization. The Program itself may be viewed as a group of
individuals engaged in common activities and thus termed a learning community.
Community may be viewed as a political, geographic, institutional, academic,
or idealistic social context.
Since a teacher educator is ordinarily located in the context of higher
education, the assumption maybe that leadership in teacher education constitutes
a profession. Again Schein’s discussion is helpful to an understanding of this
issue in relation to the community based teacher educator.
Schein judges that in some aspects the academic profession, again he is
referring to "university professors", is "closer" to the medical profession’s
level of maturity. However, if the community based teacher educator is
viewed as a program manager, this position is less professional.
For manage-
ment lacks a "clear definition o£ the client", role autonomy,
and a "code o£
ethics". In Schoin's view, "management is barely
beginning to professionalize
itself."
1
The teacher educator may be on firmer ground as an
academic, for
^Schein, op. cit. , p. H.
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the academic profession appears to require the following: full time involvement,
"a sense of calling", an extended period of formal, preparatory education, some
form of "specialized knowledge", "a service orientation toward students", and
while the procedure is informal, there is the equivalent of "licensing" reflected
in the procedures and standards for the "granting of tenure"; which includes
"review by colleagues", "specific expertise rather than general wisdom”, and
the prohibition of certain forms of "self-advertisement".
1
Yet despite these similarities with the medical profession, perhaps the
paragon of professionalism, the academic profession, "involves several roles
within a role and a nebulous client concept."3
The university professor ,rhas a mission (teaching), but he has neither
professional training as a teacher nor a well defined client. " While it is
conventionally assumed that "students" comprise the "general client category",
it may be the case that a professor wishes to interpret his "clients" to be
individuals with particular problems. Here it is held that it is a short step
from "general client category" to the phenomena of student as stereotype,'J
which many professors may eschew.
_
Schein, op. cit.
,
p. 12.
2
fbid.
3llere, I use the term stereotype in the sense defined by Rokeach (1968)
"... a socially shared belief that describes an attitude object in an over-
simplified or undifferentiated manner, " p. 125.
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According to Schein, a professor may interpret his teaching mission
to involve the preparation of "a responsible and well-educated citizen.” In
this sense the "real client" may be said to be the larger society rather than
the individual student. Another possible "client" is the particular discipline
or field that the professor represents. The university professor, says Schein,
does not have "clear norms" in his or her teaching action or capacity, which
specify which client is "to be served."
However, if the professor is, in turn, viewed in his or her role as
scholar-researcher the ambiguity is clarified: ".
. . the professor has had
long professional training which has created internalized standards and a
powerful sense of autonomy.
. .
nl The professor’s training as a scholar
more closely approximates that of the fully mature profession. Again the
problem of client identification may be raised. In reference to the research
function of university professors, Schein asks rhetorically, "Who is the client
to whom the service is delivered? Is the scientist working in a university
2
functionally in the same profession as the scientist working in industry?"
If Schein’s reasoning, related to the problem of multiple clients and roles
within the university based academic profession is applied to the activities of a
university related, but community based, teacher educator, the problem is
severely compounded.
Scliem, p. 13.
2
,
Ibid.
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The community based teacher educator may well be a siced such
perplexing questions regarding his or her "professional status". There is the
problem of multiple clients and multiple organizational clients,. There is the
/
problem of role and activity justification, and the ambiguous "knowledge
base".
In this writing a community based teacher educator is considered to
be a practitioner. While such a teacher educator may engage in theory
building and research, this is not the primary mission attributed to the
community based teacher educator.
The "field" or "study" of what is conventionally termed "education",
which has been considered earlier to represent a belief or ideal, has become
an idiom, expressed by such companion terms as "educator", "educationist",
"School of Education", and university degrees in "Education". While such
terms may be about education, they may not represent the essential nature of
education interpreted here as a form rather than a, content,. Thus the
distinction is offered between the ideal of education and meta-e ducational
considerations.
Silberman (1972) contends that the "study of education", corresponding
to the idiomatic term "field", began ". . . as a branch of philosophy, which
until the late nineteenth century embraced almost every aspect of the study
of man and society."
1
But when the social sciences emerged as academic
1
Cliarles Silberman, Crisis in the dassroom , p. 426.
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disciplines, "breaking away from philosophy", parties, Silberman refers to
as "educationists", began to insist "that education was (or was about to
become) a science in its own right." 1 He concludes that "educationists" were
seeking the same organizational status as existing professional schools already
established within the university, for example medicine and law, and the same
academic status us that sought by social scientists.
The result, according to Silberman, was that the educationists gained
some degree of organizational autonomy within the university structure, but
failed to gain either "academic recognition or status; with few exceptions,
they have remained where they began, at the bottom of the academic pecking
order. "2 This phenomena is explained by Silberman by the fact that the so-
called educationists
Failed to understand the profound difference between a
science or academic discipline and a profession, a
mistake that has haunted both teacher education and
educational research to this day. . . education is not
a science or discipline, and cannot be made into one.
The mark of a discipline is a distinctive mode of inquiry,
a conceptual framework which defines the way questions
are asked and answered, thereby defining and limiting
the subjects to bo investigated. 3
Silberman likens education to the professions of law, medicine, and engineering.
He does not resolve the issue, raised in Schein (1972), regarding the convergent
knowledge basis of mature professions. Silberman uses the noun "education"
intcrchangc.bly with the gerund "teaching". It is held here that Silbeiman s
-
Silberman, p» 426.
2Ibid.
3
Ibid.
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position represents a modern convention; equating the concept of education with
its manifestations in action and terming this a "profession". Perhaps this
mortmain has itself, "haunted both teacher education and educational research
to this day." However, Silberman's observation that "education" does not
constitute a distinctive science of discipline is consistent with the position held
in this dissertation. The question arises then what is the correct "mode of
inquiry" for the educational practitioner? This question is addressed later in
this chapter in a consideration of the form of this report.
The intention of this writing is to expand the paradigm, or conceptual
framework, under which the inquiry is conducted. Here it is suggested
that that a conceptual gestalt be substituted for the more instrumental that is,
mean-end notion of "map". The position in this writing also assumes that all
disciplines and sciences may inform the process of teacher education. It is
further acknowledged that the "liberal arts" approach to teacher education will
most probably be campus based, instructor-centered, and oriented toward
content-mastery. Thus the position here, is not that such conventions should
be eliminated, but that it should be augmented by community based learning
groups. In this dissertation, the various activities included in the phase
educational practitioner are closer to the real world of "ordinary experience"
than the objective, detached standpoint of the scientist.
Here it is held that scientists are bound by convention to what is termed
the "covering law", epistemological theory of explanation. Paraphi
asing
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Aristotle, humans do not "think” they know a phenomena until they understand
the "why". Thus the general aim of scientific research may be said to
discover, describe, and explain "why" various phenomena occur as they do in
the ordinary world.
John Stewart Mill, often characterized as a "utilitarian" in philosophic
circles, is credited with proposing a model of explanation now commonly
referred to as the deductive model in his 1843 work, A System of Logic . In
addition, the second conventional scientific model of explanation is known as
the "probabilistic model”. Together they constitute what is meant by the
"covering law" theory of explanation in science.
The fundamental idea in the covering-law analysis
of explanation is the view that the occurence of an
event is explained when it is subsumed under or
covered by a law of nature, i.e, , when it is shown
to have occured in accordance with some general
regularity of nature.
The essential logical form of the deductive model explanation is accoi dingly
diagrammed as:
Ct Cn The explanans1| i • • f n
L1 , Lm
E The explanandum
The explanans consist of two sets of premises:
(1) a set of singular statements, C # #
describing relevant initial conditions, and
(2) a set of general laws, Li
Lm ° The
1
Jaegwon Kim, "Explanation in Science, in Edwards,
Vol. 3, p. 159.
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explanandum statement (briefly, the explanandum), E,
which describes the phenomena to be explained, is
logically deduced from the explanans. The phenomena
to be described is called the explanadum event. The
derivation of E from the C’s and Us may involve
principles of higher mathematics as well as the usual
rules of conduct. 1
In the above example the letter "C M corresponds to "conditions”, and
the letter "L" corresponds fo "laws". Since universal laws are rarely found
outside of physical science, the second aspect of the covering-law model is
invoked; which is the "probablistic" or simple statistical model. Statistical
"laws" are conventionally held to be included in basic laws of nature despite
the abstract qualities of such laws. Statistical probability means the "long-
O
run relative frequency". The probabilistic model takes the following form:
The statistical probability of the occurence of an event
of kind G_ under conditions of kind F_is r (briefly,
p(G,F) = r where Or 1. . . When the value of r,
of statistical probability is close to 1, such a law can
be used to explain why an event of kind G occured on the
basis of the additional information that an event of kind
F occurred. . . The explanans of a probabilistic explana-
tion docs not logically imply the explanandum: the former
only gives a more or less high degree of inductive
support or confirmation to the latter. . . the truth of
the explanans is compatible with the falsehood of the
explanandum. In this sense the explanatory connection
effected by a probabilistic explanation may be said to
be weaker than that effected by a deductive explanation.
0
The explanation of the phenomena of Program to be discussed in this
dissertation is not offered under either of these aspects of the covering law 0
Kim, p. 159.
^Ibid., p. 160.
3Ibid.
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ihe immediate reasons may be offered. First the experience, or phenomena
to be discussed is closer to what Gestalt theorists call the ordinary experienced
world, here termed the context of practice. Further the Program is not
presented as a treatment model which will necessitate "the long run relative
frequency" of any particular event. The explanation offered in this dissertation
is not probabilistic.
If the community based teacher educator is essentially a practitioner,
rather than theoretician within a distinct discipline, the question arises as to
the appropriate form of reporting.
The standpoint of the practitioner is not from some vantage point of
non-involvement outside of education, when reporting on practice. Therefore,
this dissertation does not take the exact form of a "case study" of an organiza-
tion in the sociological sense of that term.
A case study is an intensive investigation of one
organization in a field setting. Like an anthropologist
in a foreign land, the case study researcher tries to
find out how the local situation ticks. . . He is not
bound by one method, but capitalizes on any approach
that might help unravel a new puzzle. . . A case study
then, is basically an exploratory piece of research
carried out in one field setting by utilizing a variety of
techniques. Hopefully this allows the researcher to
assemble a wholistic picture of the institution and some
of its dynamics. 1
However, the position of this writer is not that of an outsider; detached from
the "ticking situation".
^J. Victor Baldridge, Power and Conflict in the University, (John
Wiley and Sons, New York, 1971), pp. 31-33.
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Schlesinger discusses the concept of "eye witness history". Eye
witness history is an historical account "written by those who directly observed
at least some of the events described. Such observation may take place at a
high or low level." Eye witness history is considered as a branch of
contemporary history; distinguished from "memoirs", which have no analytic
qualities or "historic temperament". Schlesinger attempts to defend the
analysis, or explanations, of the "participant-observers" direct experience
within the discipline of history. Therefore many of his arguments are directed
at the methods and assumptions of that discipline. However if this writing may
be viewed as a form of contemporary history then his observation that
Far from historical truth being unattainable in
contemporary history, it may almost be argued that
in a sense truth is only attainable in contemporary
history. For contemporary history means the
writing of history under the eye of the only people who
can offer contradiction, that is, the witness. . . Once
man are dead, the historian can never really know
whether his reconstruction bears much relation to what
actually happened.
The Ex Post Facto Account
The phenomena to be described in this writing represent what I have
come to characterize a "process and context" for the educational development
of educational practitioners. My point-of-view on the matter is not neutral,
*Arthur Schlesinger, Jr. "The Historian as Participant,"
Daedalus,,
1971, p. 339.
2
Ibid., p» 351.
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nor detached. On the contrary, I state at the onset that I consider nay experience
in what is termed here the Project and Program to have been of value, I
believe the ’’process and context” to have been valuable to others. The problem
then arises as to the most appropriate method of conveying the experience to
those readers who did not share the experience directly. What evidence is
there that my conclusion that the "process and context” were valued by others?
This question may be partially answered by identifying the principals involved
and inferring the conclusion of value from the behavior of the principals. The
phenomena discussed in this writing is a program in teacher education at the
School of Education of the University of Massachusetts at Amherst known as
the Education for Community Service Program. The focus is upon the
experience of what is to be simply termed the ’’Program” between the years of
1973 and 1976. The principals are identified as the writer here, and formerly
the field director, role which had several facets including designer, manager,
teacher, group leader; the participants, graduate students in Education also
experiencing several roles, including teacher, student, learner, intern,
group member; and two major institutions, or organizations, which are
referred to in this writing as collaborators, in the sense that agents of
each authorized the existence of a third organization, namely the Program 0
The two are the School of Education, an administrative sub-unit of
the larger
University and Falmouth High School also an administrative
sub-imit of a
larger organization, the Falmouth Public Schools©
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The intention of this dissertation is to reconstruct and analyze the
phenomena of the Program in a truthful manner rather than to prove that the
context and process described offer final resolution to the problems of
collaborative, community based teacher education.
The ex post facto account may be viewed as a set of conclusions in
search of some premises. Von Wright (1972) distinguishes between "retro-
spective" and "prospective" uses of practical inference as a "schema of
explanation", hi the former, "We start out from the conclusion.
. .
and
reconstruct a set of premises to match it.
.
." In the latter, "we set out
from the premises and Textract? from them a conclusion." Von Wright
formulates the argument that his theory of practical inference may be used
in the social sciences in the same manner as the covering law model in the
physical sciences. However no such contention is held here.
Therefore it is reasoned that the report of the practitioner may be
similar to a commentary; that is an explanatory treatise of a participant of his
own conduct. Thus the practitioner may adopt the standpoint of a commentator,
writing, or oral contributing, to an analysis and report of his own conduct.
In this sense it is likened to interpretive history. Commentary may contribute,
in an original way, to new knowledge. The discourse turns to a consideration
of belief orientations, the basis for educational practice.
The Program itself represents a shift in curricular design from a
content-mastery instructional approach, based on second-hand evidence
and
considerations of meta-educational theory, to a direct experiential
approach
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toward the discovery of meaning in a social context and practice. The value
of accumulated knowledge was not diminished by the emphasis on direct
personal experience. Conventions of efficiency and expediency imply that
accumulated knowledge, as content, is often best imparted in a classroom
lecture setting. However no such limitation restricts the potential for
extending the role and activities of experiential learning to smaller settings;
for example a learning group as a community, within a geo-political commimity.
Allowing the value of practical experience, the problem arises as to
the best method or environment for experience, reflection and analysis. The
Program held the position that the reflective aspect of self-understanding
could be oral and diared with other educational practitioners. Hence the small
peer learning group. No single principle or theory was seen to inform the
interpersonal practice of a teacher. Certainly the teacher’s particular content
specialty or generic subject area may be informed on an ongoing basis by
cither additional information (updating) or rethinking earlier information. The
teacher's communication skill or instructional technique may also be augmented
by new technologies and applications of communication improvements. These
two areas may be seen as the "hows", or instrumental means, of functional
role performance in the pedagogical area. But the question arises as to the
principles against which to examine such intrinsic concepts as personal
meaning, purpose, and commitment in teaching as the enabling of others.
Questions of meaning arose in the course of Program experience, for example:
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why assume the responsibility of social paternalism? How may a learning
group function without reducing Its references to solipcism, shared ignorance,
and confusion? Is ambiguity a characteristics of educational practice?
This search lead to an examination of phenomena of human belief
"systems”. For according to the majority position the empirical investigation
field, human social, that is, interpersonal, behavior is a function of a belief
system rather than mean-end behavioral programming. In this area of social
science, the writings of Milton Rokeach are offered because his conceptualiza-
tions helped to clarify my understanding of distinctions between, for example,
attitudes and values. My experience lias been that the word "value" is often
used as a catch-all or dead-end phrase for a myriad of apparently "unfounded"
human subjective choices which often do not submit to absolute verification by
scientific technique or academic epistemology. Rokeach T s published research
on the subject of fbelief systems was supported by the National Science
Foundation. Ilis bibliography includes approximately one hundred titles on
the subject of the nature and characteristics of human belief "systems". His
work represents a distillation and critique of earlier theory and research.
The work of social scientists in their inquiry generally stresses the existence
and observable effects of human belief systems rather than the epistemological
or ethical source. Most agree that beliefs are learned experientially rather
than biologically transmitted. Assuming existence, social scientists seek to
examine the effects of beliefs, attitudes, and values upon human thought,
motivation, and behavior,
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Rokeach states that it is "inconceivable” to him that the "countless
beliefs", his estimate is "hundreds of thousands", which an adult holds,
"concerning* what is or is not true and beautiful and good about the physical
and social world.
. . would be retained in an unorganized, chaotic state
within our minds."'*' Therefore Rokeach assumes that human beliefs.
".
. . like the physicists electrons and protons, like the astronomer's moons
and planets and suns, like the geneticist's chromosomes and genes-become
somehow organized into architectural systems having describable and
measurable structural properties which, in turn, have observable behavioral
consequences."2
Rokeach' s assumption that human beliefs can be described and under-
stood as an "architectural system" is representative of the empirical stand-
point of investigation and analysis. This standpoint is helpful to the intention
of this writing but not entirely applicable. The distinction lies in point-of-view.
For Rokeach, in the conventional epistemological method of science, seeks
to impose structure upon what might be called the seemless web of human
experience for the purpose of measurement, organization, and change. This
naturalistic position assumes that unless phenomena can be described by means
of physical properties in a particular, organized, and measurable structure
which have "observable behavioral consequences" than no claim to "know" the
1
Milton Rokeach, Beliefs, Attitudes and Values, (Jossey-Bass, Inc., San
Francisco, 1976), p. 1.
2
Ibid.
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phenomena can be made. Only those hypothesis which can be verified by the
covering law of naturalistic, or materialistic properties are considered to be
of epistemological value.
Rokeach states that his use of the term ’’belief" does not refer only to
"verbal reports taken at face value; beliefs are inferences made by an observer
about underlying states of expectancy. When a person says: ’This I believe.
.
.’
he may or may not be representing accurately what he truly believes because
there are often compelling personal and social reasons, conscious and un-
conscious, why he will not or cannot tell us. For this reason beliefs-like
motives, genes, and neutrons—cannot be directly observed but must be inferred
as best one can, with whatever psychological devices available, from all the
things the believer says or does."^
But as discussed earlier, under the subject of phenomenology, while
the existence of beliefs, attitudes, and values, may be said to be known, the
position here is that a particular meaning or intention cannot be verified
through the sole use of logic under the covering law model. Despite this
limitation, the social science approach is helpful to a linguistic analysis of
human belief orientations.
Values, Beliefs, and Attitudes
The propositions to be discoursed in this section surveys the existence
and effects of human belief "systems" from the standpoint of the social
^Rokeach, Ibid.
,
p. 2 0 •
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sciences. When teaching in institutions of formal education is expanded from
the mastery, or imitiation, technical behaviors to account for a paternalistic
activity of social intervention, or helping relationship, then the teacher’s
behavior and motivation may be viewed as a function of subjective beliefs which
serve as an ongoing basis for conduct and competency.
Despite the lack of scientific data, it is generally assumed that a
technically competent teacher would not be an effective teacher if for example
he or she held any particular racial group in contempt. Racism, although the
subject of scientific-empirical inquiry, remains a function and phenomena of
individual human belief orientations. In addition some empirical experimenta-
tion has been completed on the effects of teacher expectation on the performance
of learners. According to such theory, known variously as self-sealing, the
self-fulfilling prophecy, or the Pygmalion effect, a teacher’s beliefs about, or
expectations for, the learning potential of students is reflected in measurements
and observations of both teacher and student performance, despite earlier
indications to the contrary. It appears that if a teacher believes that his
students are limited in intellectual potential, the students are in fact
situationally limited. Tlius a student’s performance may match a teacher’s
expectation or belief. Here it is assumed that the converse of this premise
is also valid, namely that learners may match a teacher’s expectations
101
success.
10G
Vocational preparation or upgrading approaches in teacher education
often appear to blur technical or scientific "shoulds" with moral "oughts" and
therefore one might conclude that an individual holding beliefs which are
dissimilar to institutional "shoulds" are, in fact, "poorly-grounded" or
incompetent. But it appears that conventional approaches to teacher education
assume that technical knowledge and communication technique summed up by
the single term, pedagogy, stand as "observable-measurable" behaviors;
amenable to "objective" evaluation on technical standards despite their
fundamental moral component. Here, the writer holds that despite their
operational interdependency, technical proficiency and the subjective beliefs
manifested by teachers may be viewed separately.
Various writers in philosophy and the social sciences posit differing
views concerning the source of human belief systems. These range from
metaphysical positions to cultural relativity. While some writers posit that
humans are driven to adopt moral positions, others claim it is a naturalistic
attraction. The thrust here is to examine the implications and effects of
b eliefs rather than the universal source of this phenomena.
Before considering the social scientist’s approach to the phenomena of
belief systems, it may be helpful for the reader to consider the terminology
found in Rokeach.
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Summary of Key Conceptual Terms found in Rokeach
A belief is a simple proposition which functions as predisposition to
action 0 Humans hold countless numbers of beliefs.
MA ’belief* is any simple proposition, conscious or unconscious,
inferred from what a person says or does, capable of being preceded by the
phrase * I believe that. • • Type s of beliefs include: descriptive or
existential: for example I believe that ice is frozen water; evaluative : I
believe this food is good; prescriptive or exhortatory : I believe that children
should learn to read and write.
Beliefs are not necessarily organized on a logical basis. The terms,
"cognitions", "expectancies", and "hypotheses" may be used interchangeably
with the term "belief".
Belief System is the broadest conceptual set. It "represents the total
universe of a person’s beliefs about the physical world, the social world, and
2
the self." Synonyms include: philosophy of life, or Weltanschauun g. A
belief system represents some organized, but not necessarily logical form,
of a persons "countless" beliefs about physical and social reality.
Ideology signifies the mixture of beliefs and attitudes, religious,
political, or philosophical in nature, whose organization is derived from
external authority. This organization of beliefs and attitudes is usually
shared
Rokeach, Ibid., p. 113,
Ibid.
,
p. 123.
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with others, and is often institutionalized to some degree."^
This concept of attitude represents a learned "package” of beliefs or a
"relatively enduring organization of beliefs". This organization may "describe
evaluate and advocate action" which is focused on, or activated by objects, which
may be physical, social, concrete, or abstract. Some address "matters of
fact" as true or false. Some concern matters of evaluation, as desirable or
undesireable. All have the effect of p? edisposing humans to respond to objects
2
or situations and combinations of the se in some "preferential manner",
A value is a type of belief. It is an abstract ideal. It is central in
an individual's belief system. There are two basic types reported:
instrumental
,
which concern how one ought to behave (similar to normative
moral philosophy or ethics); representing a "mode of conduct"; and terminal,
which are single beliefs about states of existence. Instrumental values correspond
to the concept of "mean"; terminal correspond to "end". Humans hold far fewer
numbers of "values" than beliefs or attitudes.^
Behavior is an action. It is "a function of the interaction between two
attitude s-attitude toward object and attitude toward situation."^
Rokeacli (19G8) reconsiders such concepts as ideology and philosophy
of life as organization of belief "systems".
^Rokeach, ibid., pp. 127-128.
3
Ibid., p. 113.
3
Ibid.
,
p. 123.
^Ibid., pp. 123-124.
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His research is based on these assumptions:
First, not all beliefs are equally important to the
individual; beliefs vary along a central-peripheral
dimension. Second, the more central a belief, the
more it will resist change. Third, the more
central the belief changed, the more widespread
the repercussions in the rest of the belief system.
1
Rokeach observes: ". • • we have not yet learned how to control experimentally
induced modifications in belief systems in order to achieve socially desirable
therapeutic effects.
. • The task for psychology is. . . to learn enough about
the structure of belief systems to know how to form them, and how to
modify them so that they will best increase the happiness and freedom of the
o
individual and his society."
Rokeach holds that a belief "system" is broader than the concept of
ideology. Accordingly:
A belief is any simple proposition, conscious or un-
conscious, inferred from what a person says or does,
capable of being preceded by the phrase 'I believe
that. . .’ The content of a belief may describe the
object of belief as true or false, correct or incorrect;
evaluate it as good or bad; or advocate a certain
course of action or a certain state of existence as
desirable or undesirable. . . all beliefs are pre-
dispotions to action.
He distinguishes between "descriptive" or "existential" beliefs such as
the
sun rising in the east; "evaluative" beliefs such as "ice cream
is good"; and
Rockeach, p. 3.
2
JbW., p. 21; the writer here does not support
Rokeach’ s suggestion
of controlling human beliefs.
3
lbid., p. 113.
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"prescriptive” beliefs such as "children should obey their parents." 1
Each belief is represented as having three components:
A cognitive component, because it represents a person’s
knowledge, held with varying degrees of certitude, about
what is true or false, good or bad, desirable or undesirable;
an affective component, because under suitable conditions
the belief is capable of arousing affect of varying intensity
centering around the object of the belief, around other
objects (individuals or groups) taking a positive or negative
position with respect to the object of belief, or around the
belief itself, when its validity is seriously questioned, as
in an argument; and a behavioral component, because the
belief, being a response predisposition of varying tliresh-
hold, must lead to some action when it is suitably
activated. The kind of action it leads to is dictated
strictly by the content of the belief. 2
Rokeach holds that even descriptive beliefs form the basis or predisposition
to action under certain conditions. His example, is comprehensible and
pertinent to formal education. He offers as an example the belief that
"Columbus discovered America in 1492." Such a descriptive belief may
guide the choice of a purchaser of a history book. M the example the author
says given the choice of two books in which two historic dates are reported
differently he would be predisposed to purchase the one according 1492 as
the correct date of discovery. Students taking examinations may be seen,
then, as matching their descriptive belief responses to the belief systems
of a particular teacher, text, or curriculum.
Further, an attitude is defined as: "a relatively enduring organization
of beliefs around an object or situation predisposing one to respond in some
^Rokeach, Ibid*, p. 113.
2
Ibid.
1
preferential manner." Rokeach quotes the research of others. Attitudes
are formed by past experiences. Most theorists indicate that attitudes are
learned rather than inherited. Nor do attitudes represent a "basic,
irreducible element within the personality" but are clusters of two or more
"inter related elements." Rokeach defines attitudes to be "the elements
underlying beliefs (or cognitions, or expectancies, or hypotheses) rather
2
than expressed opinions."
In addition to beliefs humans face situations which challenge their
hierarchy of values; the activation of two or more values in conflict. These
situations represent choices. "For example, a person may have to choose
between behaving compassionately or behaving competently, but not both;
3
between behaving truthfully or patriotically, but not both."'
For a persons value system represents a sizeable number of values,
defined as "a learned organization or rules for making choices and for
resolving conflicts—between two or more modes of behavior or between
two or more—end states of existence."^ The range of variation possible in
human value systems is restricted by cultural, institutional, and social factois
to a "reasonably small number of dimensions." Rokeach identifies these social
factors or variables as major influences on the individuals value arrangements:
1
Rokeach, p. 112.
2
Ibid, (parenthesis are author’s).
3
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"culture, social system, caste and class, ex, occupation, education, religious
up-bringing, and political orientation."
1
Thus a person ? s value system is a "learned organization of rules for
making choices and resolving conflicts—between two or more modes of
2behavior or between two or more end-states of existence."
Rokeach assumes that a mental organization of value -attitude systems
exists. While adult humans possess, perhaps "tens of thousands" of attitudes
toward objects and situations, Rokeach, citing the attitudinal research of
others, suggests humans hold "only several dozens" of instrumental values
and "perhaps only a few handfuls of terminal values". Tlie interaction of
many attitudes and fewer values is termed the value-attitude system. Changes
in any part of the system "will affect other connected parts and lead to
behavioral change."3
He suggests the existence of these separate subsystems within the
value attitude system.
1) "several beliefs combine to form a single attitude"
again, focused on a singular object or situation.
2) two or more attitudes combine to form a "larger
attitudinal system"; examples are a religious or
political ideology.
3) two or more values combine to form an instrumental
value system.
—
Rokeach, Ibid., p. 161.
2
,
Ibid.
3
Ibid.
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4) two or more values combine to form a terminal value
system,
5) the ’’cognitions a person may have about his own
behavior (or commitments to behavior);”
6) the "cognitions he may have about the attitudes,
values, motives, and behavior of significant others;”
7) the "cognitions he may have about the behavior of
physical objects."1
In numbers 5, 6, and 7 the term belief is equated with "cognition". These
latter three subsystems represent new beliefs or cognitions "that are continually
fed into the value-attitude system, in order to provide it with the raw materials
for growth and change 0 * • All such cognitions may be experienced by a person
as being consistent or inconsistent to varying degrees with one another or with
2
one or more of the attitudes or values within his value -attitude system."
These last three correspond to the kinds of "learning" fostered by the
group interaction experience in the Program.
Rokeach distinguishes between instrumental and terminal values; the
former concern means, the latter, ends. Instrumental values correspond to
single beliefs about modes of conduct and take the following form:
I believe that such-and-such a mode of conduct (for
example, honesty, courage) is personally and socially
preferable in all situations with respect to all objects.
^Rokeach, pp. 162-163.
2Ibid.
,
p. 163.
3
Jbid., p. 160.
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Terminal values are single beliefs about states of existence and take the
following form:
I believe that such-and-such an end- state of existence
(for example, salvation, a world at peace) is personally
and socially worth striving for 0
Rokeach proposes the following criterion:
Only those words or phrases that can be meaningfully
inserted into the first sentence are instrumental
values, and only those words or phrases that can be
meaingfully inserted into the second sentence are
terminal values. 2
While other researchers have observed that values are organized into
hierarchical structures and substructures, Rokeach posits two separate value
systems, one representing instrumental values, the other terminal. Each
has a rank-ordered structure and a functional-cognitive connection with the
other. Both systems may be connected through attitudes toward specific
objects and situations.
Rokeach’ s report of experimentation lists tables of values are re-
arranged here as examples of his distinction between terminal and instrumental
values.
Rokeach, p. 1G0.
2
Ibid.
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Instrumental Terminal
broadminded a comfortable life
clean a meaningful life
forgiving a world at peace
responsible equality
freedom
maturity
national security
respect for others
respect from others
salvation
true friendship
wisdom
In Rokeach’s view the concept of value is not limited to moral prescription
but to political, economic, and personal ends of existence.
Rokeach points out that "an adult probably has tens or hundreds of
thousands of beliefs, thousands of attitudes, but only dozens of values."'
1'
Accordingly, "A value system is a hierarchical organization—a rank ordering
of ideals or values in terms of importance." An instrument to measure the
order of value importance was designed in 1960.^ It measures six classes
uokeach, p. 124.
2
Go W. Allport, Po E. Vernon and G. Lindzey, "Scale of Values" in
Allport, Vernon, Lindzey, A Study of Values , Houghton Mifflin, Boston, 1900.
11G
of values: ’’theoretical, social, political, religious, aesthetic, and economic."
1
Program participants were not tested with this or any similar instrument.
However it is conceivable that such an instrument might be designed for
use in a process model of teacher education.
Values concern ’’modes of conduct" and "end-states" of existence. Once
internalized values are:
-standards for guiding action
-for developing or maintaining attitudes
-for justifying own and others' actions and attitudes; .
moral judgment and conparison
-a standard employed to influence the values, attitudes and
actions of others; for example one's own children.
The third set considered by Rokeach is attitudes. An attitude is
analogous to a theory in science "having similar functions and similar virtues
o
and vices". It is preferential "frame of reference" which provides a basis
for organizing knowledge.
The similarities between an attitude and a theory in science perceived
and reported in Rokeach are as follows: An attitude
—
-saves time; it is an expedient
-is a prejudgement, like theory
1
Allport, et al.
,
Ibid.
2
Rokeach, p. 131.
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provides a basis for induction and deduction
-applies to reality
-modified by new evidence
/
-may be selective
-may be biased
-may support status quo
-may be good or bad theory
-may serve one function better than another
-predisposes one*s choice of action
The literature on attitudes and behavior points to the existence of
attitudes toward an object, as distinguished from a situation. The object-of-
attitude might be concrete or abstract. Thus a person, a particular group of
persons, an institution, a subject, a physical location, or a particular topic
or issue constitute examples of attitude objects. A third type is termed;
attitudes toward the maintenance or perservation of the attitude itself.
A situation-of-attitude or attitude situation is a specific, dynamic,
event or activity "around which a person organizes a set of interrelated
beliefs about how to behave. M^
Rokeach points out that attitude theorists have focused on the theory
and measurement of attitude toward-objects rather than attitude-toward-
situation. Examples are scales that measure attitudes toward particular
"^Rokeach, p. 118 0
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racial or ethnic groups, organized religions, and political ideologies.
Rokeach points out that "We do not have scales that measure attitudes toward
such situations as managing or eating in a restaurant, being a passenger or
driver of a bus, buying or selling real estate.”^
Thus attitudes-toward- situations are researched and reported under
"trait" concepts by "personality psychologists" and "role" concepts by social
psychologists under which considerations as "groupnorm, social pressure,
legal constraints, definition-of-the-situation, and social structure. "2 hi
Rokeach’ s judgement fragmentation has "severely retarded the growth of
o
attitude theory. " He views the interaction of both object attitudes and
situation attitudes as the basis of consistent and inconsistent behavior.
Most, but not all, writer-researchers agree that attitudes represent
some type of a predisposition. They differ on definition of type, ranging
from "predisposition to respond; predisposition to evaluate; predisposition
toward an evaluative response; predisposition to experience, to be motivated,
and to acto"^
Rokeach’s generalization "predisposition to respond" implies that "a
response may be either a verbal expression of an opinion or some form of non-
verbal behavior. "° For Rokeach, attitudes are "acquired behavioral dis-
6
positions" which represent "a person’s knowledge of view of the world."
^Rokeach, p. 119.
2
Ibid.
3
Ibid.
4
Ibid., pp. 119-120.
°Ibid.
,
p. 120.
^Ibid.
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rlius attitudes repiesent "an organization of beliefs*" As such, an attitude
is not a single predisposition but a set of "interrelated predispotions focused
on an attitude object or situation", or the maintenance of the attitude itself.
However, all predispotions or attitudes are "activated" by an object or situation.
Activation is dependent upon "the particular situation within which a particular
attitude object is encountered. Rokeach says that encountering a racial
minority person on a bus in "Montgomery, Alabama will not necessarily
activate the same predispositions as encountering.
.
.
(such a racial type)
2
... on a bus in Paris, or in a restaurant. . . or dance hall." Response
to objects are activated by particular situations. Wihtout some form of
response cue, verbal or non-verbal, such predispositions cannot be perceived.
Rokeach uses the term "prefererent ial" interchangably with "discriminatory.
"
Preferential responses are conceptualized in two forms: affective
(like -dislike) or evaluative (goodness-badness). An inherent problem exists
in the human capacity for paradox and thus one amay like something bad and
dislike something good; this within their own frame of reference. Examples
offered by Rokeach are a person who agrees a poet’s work is "good" but does
not "like" the work, or the person who believes smoking is "bad" but continues
to smoke despite this evaluative attitude.
"A person with a particular attitude is predisposed selectively to
perceive, recognize, judge, interpret, learn, forget, recall, and think in ways
1
Rokeach, Ibid; parentheses are mine.
2
Ibid., p. 122.
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congruent with his attitude; such selective responses, while mediated by an
attitude, are not necessarily responses directed toward the attitude object or
situation iself. This is the phenomena of the predispositions of preserving
one’s own attitudes,
Simon, Ilowe, and Kirschenbaum (1972) in a popular collection of
exercises for "values clarification" consolidate beliefs, attitudes, and values
into a single dimension: values. Although these authors deny that their
exercises "instill any particular set of values", on the very same page offer
the "attitude" that their values clarification approach is valuable because
"students who have been exposed to this approach (values clarification) have
become less apathetic, less flighty, less conforming as well as less over-
2
dissenting. They are more likely to follow through on decisions. " These
two authors observe that their approach has improved the "success" in school
of "underachievers".
But these authors are not consistent in their conceptualization. First
the sets they refer .to are not values but orientations of beliefs and attitudes.
Their exercises are useful in demonstrating and practicing the function of
human choice. And in this writing, the position held is that no human choice
or predisposition is "free" of subjectivity.
For the authors reveal their own attitudes toward school—
that it should
be "value free" and disposed toward the affebtive
development of students.
^Rokeach, p. 122.
^Sidney Simon, Leland W. Howe, and Howard
Kirschenbaum, Values.
Clarification, (Hart Publishing Co. , New York, 1972),pp.
20-21.
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According to these authors, students should:
-be involved rather than "apathetic"
-individualistic rather than "overconforming"
-not "over-dissenting"
-"zestful"
-follow through on decisions
-energetic
-and become "achievers" and "successful" in school
-critical in their thinking
In fact the authors seem to imply that belief systems attitudes can be taught
without instilling or modifying a belief and attitude system. This is a
contradiction. While observing the existence of beliefs, attitudes and values,
these writers assume that attitudes and beliefs are subsystems of a compreh-
hensive set labeled "values". Further they assume that clarifying is a distinct
mental operation from conventional subject curriculums; thus they claim their
approach can augment curriculumeso On the contrary their subject is an
inherent component of the conventional curriculum,, For example language,
literature, history, the social sciences all concern human belief, attitudes,
and values.
They indicate several areas where students experience "confusion and
conflict". They include "health, rules, authority, culture, love, sex, school,
leisure time, work, and politics" among other categories. I mention the former
specifically because the culture and conventions of lower schools are immersed
in these topics and socialize students to normative standards on these very
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topics. The authors opt for claiming their method is not normative, may be
taught objectively, and is completely distinct from the regular subject
curriculum.
In fact, these authors have prepared some useful exercises in pre-
disposing school children to accept the beliefs and attitudes of the authors,
their teacher, school, and society. They are correct when they offer that
their approach does not transmit values, per the definition of Rokeach and
other social scientists. But their approach does itself transmit a belief
system; which they assume is preferable to the one students are assumed
to hold.
Their text tacitly affirms human free will and choice; an existential
belief system position.
Whereas Rokeach (1976) merely suggests that attitudes and belief
systems are , 'like n miniature theories of science; if. . .then propositions,
Agyris and Schon (1976) have constructed a schema for examining belief
"systems" as "theories" of human and organizational conduct. These co-
authors report that their interest began in 1971 when they were planning an
academic curriculum intended to prepare school administrators "to enter
existing schools to begin programs of reform." As the instructors,
these
authors sought to develop an interdisciplinary, classroom mode curriculum
which would account for a relationship between research and
the interpersonal
practice of individuals. The "professional skills” or techniques
of the separate
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academic or professional disciplines were not the focus of their attention. For
example, a principal, a social worker and dentist, each requiring different
academic preparation and technical skills, might participate in the authors*
curriculum or course on the basis that their interpersonal skills were intended
to serve or help humans. Therefore their interpersonal activities, in a variety
of client settings, brought them in servicing contact with human clients.
After several years of developmental experimentation with their
classes these co-authors developed the following broad theory: the individual
"professional" or "practitioner" experiences some problems and conflicts
with acting on the basis of his or her own belief system, the public or official
belief system of his or her organization or profession, the belief system of the
client(s), the technical knowledge and social norms of academic preparation,
and the actual exigencies of daily action. The authors are aware of the
difference or "gap" between the cultures of the research model and of "real
time" daily practice. Therefore their effort was directed at reducing a
perceptual gap between these two distinct points of view. Their gestalt
theories were refined as a basis for helping their graduate students reflect
upon and analyze their actual, daily conduct in a variety of human service
settings.
These co-authors have identified the serious problem confronted by
interpersonal practitioners. The first is that practitioners are in need of
an explanation (the co-authors call these "theories") of their actual
role
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conduct. Here all human conduct is considered deliberate; subject to change,
reflection, and empirical explanation.
Unlike researchers and scholars, practitioners operate under ’’real
time" conditions; including the demands and stress of an institutional reality
context. Thus practitioners must take action quickly. Scholars, on the other
hand, may take months or years to reflect upon or investigate a decisive act
which required only seconds of real time when it was made.
For the practitioner, theories, or actions, are means of "getting"
what he "wants". Since the subject is human behavior the theories are about
the "artificial"; that is, the world of human choice and convention. Argyris
and Schon assume the behavior of one person creates response behavior in
others. Thus humans can "shape" their behavioral worlds.
All human behavior, according to these co-authors, is based upon an
immense network of assumptions or beliefs which represent a form of
knowledge. Some elements are facts, some are attitudes. All contain
assumptions about the self, others, a particular situation, and the relationship
between action, or conduct, and the environment. This position is consistent
with Rokeach (1968) and the writer here.
The individual’s belief system may be likened to the human use of
language. Often we use language without consciously considering its rules
of grammar. When we stop to consider all the rules and relationships in
syntax, we may become confused. At a minimum, we must stop our use of
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language in order to shift to the task o£ analyzing it. Clearly human language
skill develops prior to formal education, but may be refined conceptualized
and reinforced through that process. Phenomenologists refer to such a process
as "bracketing existence",,
Argyris and Schon doubt that any one particular technique will guarantee
intei personal skill learning for others# Consequently, they recommend guide-
lines for the optimum learning environment rather than a specific methodology
to suit all learning occasions.
The key concepts considered by Argyris and Schon (1976) are introduced
here as follows:
"Practice 11 : A practice is a sequence of actions undertaken
by a person to serve others, who are considered clients. 1
This concept applies to both preparatory and employed persons. All theories
of practice or intervention rest upon a set of interrelated "theories of action"
which are intended to enhance the practitioner’s effectiveness. "Theories of
action" (see below) may be differentiated according to the role basis for the
intervention; for example a teacher and medical doctor have some common,
and some distinctive theories of practice and action which "specify for the
situations of the practice the actions that will, under the relevant assumptions,
o
yield the intended consequences. "
*Argyris and Schon, op0 cit. , p. 6.
2
Hold.
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Theories" Theories take the form, of simple propositions;
"a theory is a set of interconnected propositions that have
the same referant—the subject of the theory.
"
1
The focus here is upon theories about human nature and behavior as a basis
of human service practice 0 Theories may represent the connections between
prediction, contol, and explanation. A full theory schema would be; "If
situation S, if you want to achieve consequence C, do A under assumptions a-,
"Theories of Action" This term is used by the authors to generally
represent intended and actual human behavior; including
interpersonal and technical behavior, conduct or acts; a
theory, or explanation, of deliberate human behavior.
"Theories in Use" This term is used to represent explanatory inter-
action of an individual’s subjective belief system and his or
her actual behavior. It is the equivalent of Rokeach’s belief
system; inductively inferred by observing behavior.
"Espoused theory-of-action" This term is used to represent official or
public explanations of behavior which describe and justify
each such behavior. Thus an institution or individual is
expected to offer explanations or goals to justify action.
"^Argyris and Schon, p. 4.
2
Ibid., p 0 29.
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For these authors, these three types of theories are directly related to
on the job practice with clients or field experiences. "The objective of the
field experience like the objective of all clinical experience, is to learn to
become more reflective under real time conditions so that effective ad hoc
theories of action can be created and tested.
A summary of the learning theory recommended by Argyris and Schon
foi practitioners is pertinent here, because their position on interpersonal
practice is similar to the Program under consideration in this writing.
"Effective learning (1) is based on personally caused experience, (2) is
usually produced by expressing and examining dilemmas, (3) values individuality
and expression of conflicts, (4) must be guided by an instructor who has more
faith in the participants than they may have in themselves, (5) who recognizes
the limits of participants* learning methodologies, (6) whose idea of rationality
integrates feelings and ideas and (7) who can encourage spontaneity.
1
^
Argyris and Schon emphasize the importance of a learning environment
which they term "experimental". The design characteristics which they
emphasize include (1) free choice and internal commitment by participants;
(2) collaboration; bilateral rather than unilateral control of the learning
environment; participants share in designing and managing the action -reflection
environment. The learning environment stresses the interdependent nature of
1
Argyris and Schon, p. 188.
2
Ibid., p. 98.
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learning and encourages psychological success; (3) intercommunication in
"directly observable categories"; "Valid information makes dilemmas
recognizable, which creates tension to resolve them. This tension motivates
learning";1 (4) participants reflect upon the effectiveness of their behavior in
terms of their consistency between their espoused theories, theories- in-use,
and theories of action.
It is important to note here that while other commentators and
researchers often view spontaneous interpersonal practice as an inductive
process and therefore epistemologically unreliable and subjective, Argyris and
Schon have attempted to establish that actual human conduct or experience is
deductively based on principles of the individual or organizations belief system,
despite the phenomena that such principles are often tacitly held by the
practitioner; Thus what I myself conceived to be "intuition", "instinct",
or "good, sound pragmatic practice", these authors depict as a function of a
tacit "theory-in-use"; that is a belief system or Weltanschauung, shared among
the principal design agents and leaders in Project evolution: Hawkes, Ball,
Sweeney, and currently Anderson.
Belief systems, as Argyris and Schon and Rokeach point out are very
complex. It is impossible within the scope of this writing to fully account for
the complete network of the beliefs systems operating. J lie position held hei
c
is that social, that is interpersonal, practice is a function
of individual and
1
Argyris and Schon, p. 97,
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shared human belief system not the textbook theories of professional literature
and prescription in teacher education. This position is consistent with the so-
called ’’normative re-education” epistemology, which is the assumption under-
girding the laboratory method’s approach to group process or dynamics; to be
discussed in a later chapter of this writing.
The position held here is that learning a skill and learning "to behave
according to a theory- in-use" are similar. The learning process that is the
focus of Argyris and Sellon’s particular text and research, considered here, is
the "formation or modification of a tlieory-in-use"; or in Rokeach’s terms an
interpersonal belief system. Thus the governing principles involved may or
may not be so-called "technical theories"; the cognitive aspects or professional
techniques of substantive tasks; for example, a surgical procedure skill
e mployed by a doctor. But, because the technical skill practitioner is inter-
acting with other human beings, to some extent theories- in-use and technical
theories "interpenetrate" one another. In psychotherapy, teaching, and
counseling "interpenetration is so great that every technical theory is also an
interpersonal theory. However, architecture, surgery, law, and engineering
appear to have zones of activity in which techniques can be practiced without
human interaction. . . nl
hi this area of interpersonal theory, these authors view behavioral
learning as a "hypothetico-deductive process"; behavioral "hypotheses" are
therefore continually "formed, tested, and modified," according to experience.
—
Argyris and Schon, p. 164.
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Therefore, interpersonal learning is experience-based. Experience affect
affects the practitioner’s theories-in-use and theories of action. Thus the
practitioner may alter either his theories-in-use (belief system) or theories-
in-action (actual conduct) or both.
The authors discuss concepts of "single-loop" and "double loop"
learning*. Simply stated, single-loop learning is routine, unexamined action
and is appropriate to ordinary life experiences. An example would be cooking
or eating a vegetable without reflecting upon, knowing, or feeling the need to
know very much about botany. "Single-loop learning enables us to avoid
continuing investment in the highly predictable activities that make up the bulk
of our lives. . 0 1,1
Double-loop learning is the focus of the authors’ attention. In this
area, practitioners reflect upon their "governing variables", that is theories-
in-use in relation to their actual theories- in-action. Reflection may indicate
the need for changes in beliefs, actions or both. Hence "double" loop conveys
the concept of cybernetic feedback data.
Argyris and Schon (197G) observe that to learn a new skill, practice,
or "program" means to internalize the skill; that is, make the skill or
ability tacit. They point out that reciting a theory or a new learning is not
a demonstration of effective use or competence in practice. There is a paradox
involved here.
Argyris and Schon, p. 19.
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Foi example, if an individual is an effective practitioner what may be
gained by asking such a person to make explicit what is internalized or
implicit? Since the authors state the ultimate goal is to make the skill tacit,
why bother? The authors offer the following explanation.
There is no clear advantage of ’’explicitly stating" one’s theory- in-use
it it appears that the practitioner is operating effectively. However the skill
then remains rather mystical. The practitioner may Irnow he or she is
effective but may not understand why. This limitation hampers the transmission
of the effective practitioner’s skill to new learners; restricts the effective
practitioner’s rational explanation or defense of his or her skill to others.
They label undifferentiated interpersonal skill as mysticism and are not
satisfied intellectually by such a designation.
However, in the case wliere the practitioner is "performing ineffectively
and does not know why or if others are aware of his ineffectiveness and he is
not, explicitly stating his theory-in-use allows conscious criticism."
1
The
authors appreciate that the practitioner’s defense of his or her tacit theory-in-
use may obstruct or prevent his or her "learning to behave differently. " In
such a case, the practitioner must be willing to explicitly state and examine his
or her theory-in-use, allow public examiniation and criticism, and compare the
previously tacit theory-in-use to alternatives.
^rgyris and Schon, p. 14.
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According to this view, the practitioner is assumed to be striving for
effective interpersonal practice, their term is "behavior". Tlius the
practitioner needs valid (performance observation), information from others
regarding the effectiveness of his or her behavior. Feedback can correct the
practitioner’s intention and behavior; bringing goal intention and actual effect
into a closer correlation. However, Argyris and Schon do not emphasize the
cybernetic language found in Deutsch (1963), and Wiener (1961) in their discussion
of performance and mechanisms for sharing of valid information. But their
discussion of single and double loop learning is essentially a cybernetic
analogy also found in the laboratory method and other human relations models.
Argyris and Schon hold that in order for an interpersonal practitioner
to be successful with clients, there must be congruence between (1) his or
her espoused theory, or that of his or her work-setting organization, (2) his
or her theories -in-use, and (3) his or her tlieories-in-action. hi short the
"goal" is to seek and maintain an integration between "doing" and "believing".
Their view is based on the assumption that human behavior is subject to
deliberation and choice. Therefore the educational function is to construct
an environment in which practitioners are encouraged and assisted in
deliberating or analyzing both their actions and belief orientation. The environ-
ment is supported by the valuing of responsibility, freedom, choice,
and
effective interpersonal practice. These authors are certain
that practitioners
"know" more than they are conventionally asked to share
and reflect upon.
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Their position is consistent with the Program’s intenstion regarding the design
of an environment and process for the education of teachers as practitioners.
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CHAPTER II
THE ORGANIZATIONAL AND BELIEF WEB HISTORY OF THE
1970-1972 MASTER OF ARTS IN TEACHING PROGRAM:
THE MATRIC OF LATER PROGRAM PRACTICE
The intention of this chapter is to trace the evolution of the Program’s
design intention, experience, or educational practice, and explanation to the
1970-1972 Master of Arts in Teaching Program at the School of Education of
the University of Massachusetts at Amherst. The design -intention of this
earlier model is attributed to the belief orientations of its two principal
practitioners of teacher education, R. Jonathan Ball and Glenn Hawke So
This chapter will consider the history of the ideas, and the program
or organization which reflected those ideas, in its practice. The historical
context of the national attitudes affecting higher education will be briefly
acknowledged. The organizational climate at the School of Education will be
considered as a contributing condition to the history of the Project staffing
pattern which began with Ball and the M.A. T. Program. Finally the 1971-
1972 experience of the M.A.T. Program will be reviewed.
There are two main sources contributing to this historical analysis.
The first is my own experience with Jon Ball; initially as a "student", or
participant in the 1971-1972 cycle of the M.A.T. Program and later as his
colleague and personal friend. The second source is Ball’s written
account
of the 1970-1972 M.A.T. Program, the subject of his 1974
dissertation in
Education
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In 1970, the School of Education determined the need for the redefinition
of a distinctive Master of Arts in Teaching (M.A.T.) Program. The task of
redefining and redesigning the existing and conventional program of studies
was assumed by Glenn Hawke s, then a faculty member at the School of
Education. Hawke s shared this task with R. Jonathan Ball, a second year
doctoral candidate. The resulting M.A.T. Program is presented here as a
progenitor of the 1973-1976 Program which is the subject of this dissertation.
The M.A.T. Program, like its progeny, is considered here at three
levels, including its organization, its process and its ideas. As in the case
of the Program, these three levels operated synergistically in actual experience.
However I will endeavor to identify certain aspects of the M.A.T. organization
as a learning context and the ideas and process its principal leaders sought
to develop, represent and convey to the participants.
The ideas of the M.A.T. Program are represented by the philosophy
or belief system of its bellwether, Jon Ball. He was a doctoral candidate at
the School of Education between 1969 and 1974. Ball was involved with the
M.A.T. Program for two program cycles: 1970-1971 and 1971-1972.
The reader is encouraged to read Ball’s own full account of the M.A.T.
Program in his 1974 dissertation. I have chosen quotations which support my
analysis that Ball’s intentions for practice in the M.A.T. Program were
later reflected in the Program described in this writing. Further, that
Ball
envisioned a model in teacher education which consisted of two
fundamental
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A CHRONICAL OF EVENTS RELATED TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF
THE TEACHER EDUCATION
PROJECT
1968 Dwight Allen appointed Dean of the School of Education; a planning
year for change in that organization is declared.
1969 R. Jonathan Ball admitted to the School of Education as a doctoral
candidate.
1970 Ball and faculty member, Glenn Hawkes, form a collaborative relationship
and intend to design a ’’distinctive” and "atypical” M.A.T. degree program.
1971 The Teacher Preparation Program Council (TPPC) established at the
School of Education. T. Sweeney admitted as a provisional M.Ed.
candidate to the second year experience of the redesigned M.A.T.
Program. Ball assumes direct leadership of M.A.T. Program;
Hawke s reduces his involvement in that program.
1972 The M.A.T. Program again redesigned. M.A.T. degree changed to
M.Ed. degree; and project is renamed the Education in Community Service
Program (referred to in this writing as the Prototype). Three off-campus
sites developed for 48 incoming degree candidates. Some in-service
teachers and non-formal community educators included with pre-service
certification seeking, teachers. T. Sweeney admitted as doctoral candidate
and Prototype staff member. Ball reduces his direct involvement in
Prototype management. A. Donn Kesselheim appointed part-time
faculty director.
1973 Ball leaves the School of Education. A. Donn Kesselheim continues with
project. Prototype is redesigned; three sites consolidated into anew,
single site. Project reduced to 12 students and 1 staff member; .!
.
Sweeney. Renamed the Education for Community Service Program
(referred to as the Program in this writing). Faltnouth School District
agrees to fund 8 full time graduate students as "teaching interns” and
also fund the Program's field director: T. Sweeney. Total contribution
from Falmouth: $20,000.00. Both pre and in-service teachers included.
1974 The Program continues, having completed a full academic year in
collaboration with Falmouth High School. School Committee again
approves the collaborative model. Two doctoral candidates added to
Program staff; as assistant field directors. Program admits 1G new
candidates.
1975 A third year of collaboration approved by both the Falmouth School
Committee and the School of Education. T. Sweeney continues as
field
director; assistant directors seek regularized employment.
R. M.
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Anderson, a Program graduate, admitted as doctoral candidate and
assistant director.
1976 A fourth cycle of Program approved. A proposal to expand Program
into adjacent communities and assume a Special Education component
fails. To Sweeney resigns position in June; Anderson assumes
Program leadership. J. Winsser appointed assistant director.
1977 Anderson and Winsser continue their Program leadership; representing
a fourth year of renewing collaboration with Falmouth.
1978 Robert M. Anderson completing doctoral degree requirements. Winsser
scheduled to replace Anderson. Program again approved for 1978-
1979 academic year.
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elements: an environment for the direct interaction of participants, and a
process for experiential learning# Hie model which evolved, beginning in
1970, has continually resisted reductive explanation by conventional techniques,
because it is a process rather Ilian treatment model#
In effect, Ball and other principals expressed the need and valuing of
a process model of "professional education" which emphasized the inter-
personal aspects of social procedure and social thought of all human helping
roles and institutions, including lower school teaching. While traditional
teacher education has focused on the development of cognitive mastery and
technical or vocational skills, without critically questioning the culture of
educational institutions, the Project, beginning in 1970 and continuing to the
present time, has sought to address the subjective belief systems or social
thought and practice of its participants in a cultural-organizational context.
The shift was from an impersonal organizational role training to a personal
search for value and meaning; an existential interpretation of wholistic
experiential learning in educational practice.
The Project did not assume or believe that the capacity for inter-
personal interactions, such as empathetic listening or human caring and
compassion, were the mean-end product of rational-technical skills# Instead,
The reader is reminded here that the M.A.T. Program, 1970-1972,
was redesigned as the Education in Community Service Program, 1972-1973,
termed the "Prototype" in this writing. The Prototype was redesigned as the
Education for Community Service Program; termed the "Program" which
occurred between 1973 and 197G under the leadership of the author. That
program continues under the same title at this writing. All three program
models
are subsumed under the general term "Project' •
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interpersonal and enabling practice, exemplified by the Project’s view of the
teacher as human-enabler-of-others, was seen to flow from the individual's
subjective belief system operating in a public context. In a broader sense,
/
education was viewed as the manifestation of a socio-cultural belief system
rather than a technology of human development.
In 1971, Ball assumed the major leadership position for the M.A.T.
Program, as Hawkes withdrew from direct, managerial involvement. That
program cycle included approximately fifty graduate degree candidates.
Ball’s organizational position was listed as "coordinator” in order to ostensibly
comply with a University policy which limited the instructional role of graduate
students to the ancillary servicing of undergraduates. Despite his more
modest title, Ball was in fact the director; heading a doctoral student staff of
eight members. In 1974, Ball submitted a doctoral dissertation entitled:
Teaching Teachers in the Seventies: The Search for Meaning
,
which his his
first person account of his experience as a teacher educator in the M.A.T.
Program. His dissertation is the primary source for the material presented
in this chapter. My own relationship with Ball was, and is, not limited to that
recounting of his pioneering work as a practitioner in teacher education.
I first met Jon Ball in 1971 when he interviewed me as an applicant to
the 1971-1972 M.A.T. Program. I recall that during the interview Jon asked
me "What a university might offer me besides a degree?" At that time I was
puzzled by his question. My work in teacher education since that interview
has been a search for and realization of possible answers to his thought-
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provoking question,. In order that the reader clearly understand my relationship
with Ball, I offer the following account of our ongoing association.
1 was a student-participant in Ball’s 1971-1972 M.A.T. Program. I
viewed Jon Ball to be an impressive educator-practitioner. I soon trusted Jon
and his vision of formal education. I viewed my learning experience in the
M. A. T. Program to the uniquely positive. It was my first experience with
heuristic learning. My previous encounters with formal education had always
been controlled and directed by various instructors. The institutionalized idea
that I was capable of initiating heuristic learning was quite new to me. Although
I was uncomfortable during the first several months of my M.A.T. experience,
I gradually understood and valued Ball’s belief system which was directly
reflected in the M.A. Program’s design and experience. During the course
of my experience with that program and Jon Ball, I tacitly selected him to
be my first educational mentor. Later, Ball encouraged me to remain at the
School of Education as a doctoral candidate and to join him in planning and
managing the 1972-1973 Prototype program. My view of our relationship
shifted to a more collegial basis during our second year of interaction.
In the years that have passed since Ball completed his degree and left
the School of Education, we have been in frequent communication and remain
friends. Our mutual vision of formal education has not altered
substantially.
Thus in this writing I present Jon Ball’s influence on the M.A. T„
Progi am
and my development as a practitioner in education, as the major inspirational
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and organizational source of the development of the Program which is the
subject of this writing. His influence on mo and my work has been profound
and sustaining. We have shared an idealistic vision, an organizational develop-
ment struggle, and a common intention in the creation and development of an
educational environment and process for the wholistic development of educational
practitioners.
The design of the M.A.T. Program is presented here as the evolutionary
history of reaction and reform in teacher education. Ball’s dissertation
represents an expression of his actual experience in change within an organiza-
tion, namely the School of Education, rather than a manifestation of detached
planned organizational change. A review of the literature of organizational
change, reveals that ’’change theory" refers to deliberate mean-end
strategies of preconceived and controlled change. Agents of change are
discussed as marginal, professional, credentialled or expert individuals with
well-prepared, rationally formed propositions and schedules for intended
organizational change.
However the M.A.T. Program and its successors may be viewed as
collaborative pilgrimages in change rather than manifestations of mean-end,
planned change. Ball’s dissertation portrays the idealism and spontaneous
discovery of the M.A.T. program, rather than the realization of pre-specified
goal attainment. Project continuation, both the means and end for continuing
search and discovery, was a paramount intention.
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Robert Chin and Kenneth D. Bcnne in an essay entitled "General
Strategies for Effecting Changes in Human Systems" identify a strategy they
describe as "utopian thinking.
"
It may seem strange to include the projection of utopias
as a rational-empirical strategy of changing. Yet
inventing and designing the shape of the future by extra-
polating what we know of in the present is to envision a
direction for planning and action in the present. If the
image of the potential future is convincing and rationally
persuasive to men in the present, the image maybe part
of the dynamics and motivation of present action. The
liberal tradition is not devoid of its utopias. .
.
yet it
may be somewhat disheartening to others as it is to us
to note the absence of rousing and beckoning normative
statements of what both can and ought to be in man's
future. . . The absence of utopias in current society. . .
tends to make the forecasting of future directions a problem
of te clinical prediction, rather than equally a process of
projecting value orientations and preferences into the
shaping of a better future. 1
Ball's dissertation presents an example of such "utopian thinking".
This is not intended to convey the pejorative connotation of "utopian"; i.e.,
"unrealistic". It lias been my experience, offered as an observation here,
that innovative or alternative approaches to social or cultural convention
%,s
i
often begin their process of becoming by stating what manifestation of
convention it is that they are not. This migit be termed a reactive stage of
conceptual development. Thus the alternative is initially understood in relation
to the rules of norms of its converse which is accepted because it is
"traditional".
1
Robert Chin, and Kenneth D. Benne, "General Strategies for
Effecting
Changes in Human Systems, in Bennis, Benne, Chin and Corey (eds.),
1970,
pp. 30-31.
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In the case of the M. A 0 T. program. Ball characterizes that approach to teacher
education as "atypical". He states that the approach as neither a programmed
or a treatment approach. He refers to it as a process model. However at
the time the concept of a "process model" was neither a familiar concept nor
an accepted conventional practice in teacher education. Hence Ball’s
dissertation may be seen as an intimate history of creation rather than an
objective, detatched analysis of the process model he nurtured.
The standard approach in neophyte program proposal, development, and
funding usually requires that emerging organizations state both their "goals"
and the means as a "rationale". Thus designers are confronted with the
problem of stating their means and ends in advance of their experience and
stating their general position in the conventional mean-end language of their
particular "academic" field. For example, the convention which requires that
funding or administrative approval proposals include a "statement of goals"
implicitly assumes that all projects should be extrinsically goal directed. In
this way goals may precede experience. In addition, activity that is goal
oriented is expected to be observable and measurable in quantitative terms.
The convention of requiring treatment goals and rationales in advance
of actual experience forces neophyte projects to impose an artificial and often
inappropriate construct upon their yet-to-unfold experience. Thus later
"evaluation" may be constructed on the basis of preconceived goals. Project
reporting often tends to match goals with experience, rather than
redefine
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or interpret goals, or ends, based on actual experience.
Ball's approach is remarkably unusual because he accounts for
serendipity in experience.
We dared to think school could be what we had always
dreamed it would be—a chance to be supported in learning
whatever we wished without interference. 1
"Daring", "dreaming", and "wishing" are common human experiences, but
seldom found in the institutionalized mean-end language of formal education
or project proposals.
In contrast with Ball's "utopian thinking", many federally sponsored
projects are required to submit medical treatment type proposals which must
indeed specify expected outcomes; for example, the percentage of reduction in
the particular social problem addressed by a project. I once experienced a
situation where a juvenile corrections project was required to specify in
advance by what percentage their particular approach would reduce delinquency
in their geographic area. Proposals for educational projects are often expected
to conform to the mean-end approach of the remedial, medical model.
Ball's dissertation reveals the struggle to reconcile emerging concepts,
admittedly inchoate, with the standards of conventional mean-end approaches.
For example, the term "program" applied to both the M. A. T. experience and
the subject of this dissertation creates a paradox because "program" implies
"to write before". It lias the connotation therefore of "public notice". This
^Ball, p. 64.
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term further implies an outline or order to be followed; a sequence of planned
events. Hence "program" may be used as a synonym for "curriculum",
"prospectus", "syllabus", or "programmed instruction".
While Ball's dissertation describes the M.A.T. experience as a fluid
mixture of planned unplanned and replanned events, his leadership style
leaned more toward exploration than prediction and control. He specifically
schews the programmed approach as an inappropriate vocal.ional-technical
type of teacher education. He rejects the stimulus-response psychology of
education as "treatment". Ball's account is to be quoted here at length to
accurately represent his reasoning and his personal relationships to the
subject of this dissertation.
Ball's belief orientation or philosophy of education may be found
throughout his dissertation. He does not organize his beliefs into one
particular chapter. Nor does he synthesize his experience in educational
practice with any particular set of literature. His conceptual framework is in
fact his own belief web. He presents this and his experience with marked
candor.
Ball is both clear and steadfast in his position that the human search
for meaning, and other ideals such as "vision, community, and imagination,"
are essential principles of all social relationships and roles.
He extends this
position to social institutions. In his dissertation Ball
attempts to describe
idealism in the conventional educational language o£
the various social
disciplines and the field of education. I found this to
be a prodigious task.
14G
I have concluded that while collective human idealism spawns human sewice
institutions, this initial idealism is replaced by conventions of reified techniques
which are most often considered superior because they are deemed "rational";
i.e*, disinterested. In western cultures rational explanations are generally
more valued than subjective impression. The Project under consideration in
this writing does not represent an educational "program", despite the fact it
is referred to as such. This, is one interprets the term "program" to mean a
unilateral, prespecified plan or treatment technique aimed at preconceived
intellectual or behavioral goals.
Max Weber refers to the phenomena of how rational organizations
come into being as the "routinization of charisma". Other writers describe
the emergence of the secularized professions in Western Culture which replaced
the Christian ethic of human service with "professional technique". This issue
is developed further on in this writing.
As a result of my reflection upon the material represented in Ball’s
dissertation and my experience as a practitioner in teacher education in the
Project between 1971 and 1976, I have concluded that the Project was indeed
"atypical". Ball’s characterization of the M.A.T. Program. Therefore the
accounting and analysis of the M.A.T. experience is atypical. Conventional
approaches to explanation do not suffice. Terms such as program* goal,
treatment, hypothesis, and scientific principle do not apply.
The Project which continued beyond Ball’s leadership reflected many
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of the assumptions found in Ball ? s approach to the M. A.T. Program. While
the structure varied, a common belief web undergirds the Project. Thus in
reviewing Ball’s M.A.
T
0 experience, I shall focus upon his expressions of a
philosophy of teacher education rather than the activity-design differences
between the M 0 A. T. Program and the subject of this dissertation,.
Here the emphasis is upon the ideas and beliefs of Ilawkes and Ball and
their influence on later versions of their model. While I have concentrated
on Ball in this chapter, I do not intend to exclude the Administration and faculty
of the School of Education. It is clear that without the support of that larger
organization, the Project could not have continued for eight years.
The Historical Context of the M. A.T. Program
Ball describes the reaction and reform struggle and concerns of himself
and his colleagues of the period reported:
We are intensely engaged in personal struggles to
reconcile freedom with authority, integrity with
institutional effectiveness, sponteneity with structure,
and personal experience with societal experience. As
such our experience not only speaks to teacher education,
but to any situation where idealists arc seeking to
reshape institutions.
1
The national social changes of the several years encompassed by Ball’s
writing are fundamental historic factors in the Project’s evolution.
The reader
is here asked to recall the social climate and events
affecting institutions of
higher education, among others, to the United States
during the late 19G0's and
1
Ball, pp. 1-2.
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early 1970’s. Ball’s account is reflective of that period. The M.A.T. graduate
students oi the early seventies were most often the undergraduates of the late
sixties.
Briefly reviewed here, the Nation was divided on the legitimacy of the
Vietnam war. The "new politics" of the sixties were well developed. Jerry
Farber, in the Berkley Barb, had corned a rallying slogan for the student
rights movement on campuses: "Students as Niggers". The phenomenon was
also reflected in the form of sign worn by university students "I am a human
being—do not fold, spindle, or mutilate", which received national publicity.
Liberation, power, equal rights, oppression, government surveillance,
racism, tactics, cooperatives, collectives, communes, consciousness raising,
feminism, confrontation, activism, student alienation: these were some of
the topics and issues central to many university students and faculties.
Nationally, and at the School of Education, there was growing dissatisfaction
with the universities and lower schools as massive, impersonal, bureaucratic
systems. All authority was subject to critical questioning. Varied organizational
leadership styles were required by the social climate of the times.
In a chapter introduction entitled "Power and the New Politics", editors
Warren Bemiis, et al, describe this period as follows:
’Mankind falling suddenly out of love with its own
destiny’ is how Teilhard de Chardin put it. Falling
suddenly out of control of its own destiny is still another
aspect of what seems to have happened. As a reaction
against helplessness, alienation, confusion, and
oppression. As a response to affluence, to cultivated
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and refined aspirations ignited by a society and a
generation which lacked no material need but were
haunted by a longing to make things better. Better
justice. More equity. Fuller lives. Self-actualization.
Liberation of blacks, women, Chicanos, Indians.
Liberation for everybody. Power to the people.
. .
The ’new politics* defies description or instant
analysis.
. . We still lack that historical aerial view.-*-
Ball related the state of the culture and the circumstances of the teacher
as follows:
We are in a time of cultural turmoil. It is not only the
lone rebel who is skeptical of the social system or
searching for new patterns. It is a mass phenomenon.
Lacking trust in the given cultural forms, people are
searching for meaning in the past and the future. . .
During this turmoil, teachers in schools have generally
turned away from the transmission of culture and from
the problem of meaning. They are more and more
conceiving of themselves as being merely trainers, as
masters of technical skill
s
0 I see this as disastrous.
More than ever people need teachers who can help them
search for meaningo We cannot profit from having teachers
transmit cultural forms that are no longer compelling. . .
We can look to a teacher to be a searcher after meaning
o
whose search is useful to others.
The attitudes reflected by the Project and later Program design may
well be reflective of the political attitudes of the 1960*s and earlier part of
the 1970* s. I offer no immediate characterizations of the
Mnew politics" of
that period. However, I believe there was a general lessening of faith in
politically defined institutions. The doubt encompassed a range from cultural
and institutional assumptions to actual services and practices.
^Bcnnis, Benne, Chin, Corey, p. 359 0
2
Ball, pp. 3-4.
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The attitudes of this period were reflected in the School of Education
itself. Beginning in 1968, when Dwight Allen was appointed Dean of the School
of Education, the organizational structure, belief systems and policies of the
School of Education underwent major changes. The experimentation of Ball
and other principal designers of the M. A. T. Program in 1970 was not unique
nor limited to that particular program. Rather, die climate of change was
epidemic at the School of Education. The change effects of the M.A. T. Program
were brought about by a comprehensive strategy for institutional change initiated
by Dwight Allen in collaboration with many other principals both within and
outside of the University structure.
Over the past six years the School of Education has been
able to create itself in a new mold in part because other
arms of the University have given it the autonomy and
support to do so. Under these conditions, the School
has given faculty the freedom to take initiative, design
new programs, and enjoy or suffer the consequence of
those designs. 1
These organizational conditions have been summarized by the Teacher Education
Council in 1975 as follows:
Following the appointment of Dwight Allen. . . the size
of the education faculty was more than doubled. The old
catalogue was thrown out and a ‘planning year' was
declared. Significant expansion occurred at the graduate
level. . . The Teacher Education Center, one of a dozen
centers, found itself responsible for all teacher education,
.
involving more than 50% of the education students, almost
lf
rhe Teacher Education Council for Interstate Reciprocity Visit,
An Interim Report: Teacher Education at the University of
Massachusetts, Vol. 1
April 1975, not numbered by page.
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all of them undergraduates.
. . The Teacher Education
Center proposed changes that led to the creation of the
Teacher Preparation Program Council (TPPC). . . In
order to develop an approach to teacher education, the
Council interacted with faculty, doctoral students, recent
college graduates and other members of the educational
community seeking their notions about ways of preparing
teachers.
. . To stimulate these interactions, TPPC
invited all segments of the School of Education to propose
their ideal teacher preparation program in accordance with
broad guidelines which were established and required for
all proposals; 1) there must be a rationale; 2) there must
be an experimental component; 3) there must be a reflective
component (evaluation). Practical concerns such as meeting
state certification requirements, finding experiential sites,
getting staff support, coping with administrative questions
were not constraints in this initial invitation for ’deam1
programs. Prior assumptions about teacher education
were set aside and fresh ones explored. . . 1
In a Saturday Review article, writer Henry S. Re snick credits Allen
2
with putting the School of Education "on Hie map", referring to a growing
national reputation for innovation and change in the conventions of formal
education.
Ball links the redesign of the M.A.T. Program to a seminal article
published in Phi Delta Kappan magazine, in September 1970, entitled "The
Reconstruction of Teacher and Professional Growth, or How the Third Little
Pig Escaped from the Wolf". It was authored by Dwight Allen and Glenn Hawke
s
the School of Education faculty member appointed as faculty director of Hie M.A.T.
*The Teacher Education Council for Interstate Reciprocity Visit,
An_
Interim Report , ibid.
2
Henry S. Resnick, "Are There Better Ways to Train Teachers
?"
Saturday Review, March 4, 1972, pp. 4G-50.
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Program in 1070. rlhe "Three Little Pigs" article called for a departure from
the conventional norms and assumptions related to the education of teachers.
The co-authors called for reform in terms of open ended change, experimentation,
and innovation.
That same year, Hawkes, as newly appointed M.A.T. director, was
charged by the administration of the School of Education "to make the M.A.T.
program a distinctive program and because the responsibility for teacher
education was the burden of only a few faculty, to encourage the involvement
of additional School of Education faculty."'*'
At that time University and School of Education policy documents and
guidelines were searched by Ball, Hawkes, and others in order to discover the
limits of innovation to their redesign effort. Ball reports that official Master
of Arts in Teaching (M.A.T.) degree definitions were difficult to deduce from
the University material available at the time. Here I hypothesize that the
School of Education, and specifically the M.A.T. Program later discovered
the limits of institutional change by violating the hidden boundaries.
Ball located material from the minutes of the Graduate School
Council of April 23, 1954. Summarized here these were: that the Master of
Arts in Teaching degree would be offered to holders of Bachelor degrees
without course work in Education. The total credit hours for the degree we re
r~
Ball, p. 44.
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increased to thirty six which would allow candidates to earn twelve credits in
University departments other than Education. In the 1955-1957 Graduate
Handbook
,
the M. A.T. degree was redefined as a cooperative program between
the college of Arts and Sciences and the School of Education.
An internal memorandum reproduced by Ball from Dr. Earl Seidman,
then the School of Educations Associate Dean for Academic Affairs, to
Hawkes, reflects the situation confronted by Ball and Ilawkes:
Attached is the information from the Graduate School which
reflects the original requirements of the MAT degree.
We have already moved a long way from the restrictiveness
expressed in some of the provisions outlined here. However
as I read it, we are still basically following the guidelines
so briefly described.
I think the paucity of information should not preclude
you from suggesting revisions in the program. I want
to emphasize, however, that as you consider revisions,
please try to keep in mind one of our original concerns
which was enlisting a broader range of support and involvement
In the program from the faculty in the School of Education.
Anything you can do to encourage that process occurring
would be appreciated. ^
Originally, in the post-Sputnik era of the 1950 ! s, the MAT degree title
and format were established in several American institutions of higher education
with development funds from the Ford Foundation. The degree was designed
to attract liberal arts graduates who had not completed course work in
Education as undergraduates, and to prepare these graduate candidates for
teadhing at the secondary level. Later the degree format was expanded to
allow for elementary teacher preparation and two-year colleges.
1
Ball, p. 45.
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Ball and Hawkes were aware of the conventional, historic intentions
of the degree and the availability of design models at other institutions of
higher education. Ball’s writing makes it clear that the preliminary search
by the designers was a search for the limits of change more than gathering of
existing information for model ing or duplication at the "new” School of Education.
Ball welcomed ”,
. . the weakening of the usual University structures of course
credits, grades, and faculty authority.
These two principal designers were aware of the traditions of the
Graduate School limiting the involvement of doctoral students in graduate level
course work. But neither accepted the validity of that convention. In the 1970-
1971 M.A. T. Program, Hawkes was ’’director” and Ball the ’’assistant
director”. Ball's historical commentary shows that his relationship with
Hawkes and program design was linear rather than hierarchical. Formally
that program was described as administered on a hierarchical basis, in order
to conform to University convention.
While Ball end Hawkes were offered the opportunity for innovation in
program design, they were offered no additional funds for program dve
development. Thus the pattern which emerged for program development and
later management patterns may be viewed as a function of the absence of major
financial resources from the School of Education and the University. It is
often the case that when money is not available, ideological "commitment”
-
Ball, p. 228.
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may replace regularized salaries and positions.
It is clear from Ball’s writing that he and Hawkes envisioned more
than a technically routinized, efficient, and effective technique for "educating"
or "training" pre-service, lower school teachers. Rather, they were seeking
a model for a participant-centered, small group, learning process. They
intended to develop an identifiable, coherent group in which participants would
interact. Unconnected, piecemeal course work was to be replaced by the
establishment of a recognizable learning "community". Although they had
been requested to "involve" other faculty members, Ball reports that this
proved problemmatic. It is most probable that Ball interpreted "faculty
involvement" to mean faculty authority rather than freely offered "expertise".
The M. A.T. Program’s reluctance to seek faculty design authority may be
explained as follows.
In 1970, the reorganized School of Education inherited a large under-
graduate teacher education program from the previous administration. Under-
graduate teacher education included both elementary education majors and
students seeking secondary certification. According to Ball, "the job of
teacher education was primarily left to the chairman of the Teacher Education
Center and the Director of Field Placement.
nl
Ball reports that there was
conflict between the pre -Dwight Allen faculty members at the School of
Education and the "new" faculty. Referring to those faculty directly involved
-
Ball, p. 33.
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in course instruction related to teacher preparation, Ball writes:
About half of these faculty had been inherited from the old
School and most of them were hostile to the new School.
Most of the new members can be associated with a
programmed approach to teacher education.
. . Few of the
change-oriented, anti-authoritarian graduate students were
attracted to work with either the new or old teacher
education faculty, though many students ran their own
courses for undergraduates and held supervisory
assistantships. *
Ball determined that there was as many as 3600 undergraduates
enrolled in teacher education course work during the period of 1969-71. Ball
describes the situation this way:
Having for the most part left teacher education out of
the revolution, the school found itself doing what others
equally large and underfinanced state teacher training
schools do. Students were shuffled through 100 to 300
student certification classes, often taught by reluctant
professors. They were placed through an impersonal,
anonymous system into student teaching situations with
graduate student supervisors who would be visiting
about 20 students per year. The situation was probably
worse than at most other mass education programs
because there was less information or guidance as to
what was required. . . Most of the faculty saddled with
the administration of teacher education, when they had
the choice, sought to decrease enrollment and to restrict
their role to conducting the METEP program. This was
resisted by the University and later by the School of
Education faculty. This led to the hiring of additional
teacher education faculty, the leaving of the center
director, and, in 1971, to the reorganization of the
school’s approach to teacher education.
. .
.One small piece of the teacher education program that
the school inherited was an M.A.T. degree piece. . • The
MAT degree continued to exist in the new School because
nobody stopped it* Given the emphasis on doctoral students,
and the necessity of responding to the large number of
I
Ball, Ibid.
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undergraduates, Masters' students generally were given a
low priority in the school.
. . The MAT degree.
. . was
not given deliberate attention in the planning year or the
year after. During the planning year the responsibility for
the MAT students was picked up by William Lauroesch,
whose primary interest and experience lay in preparing
people to work in Junior Colleges. • • elementary and
secondary oriented MAT students.
. . were in the same
mass, certification
-related classes and had the same kind
of supervision in student teaching. As graduate students,
they were given priority for the several existing paid student
teaching positions. The courses taken outside of the School
of Education were pursued without real involvement of
arts and science faculty in the program. Students were in
the same position of anonymity as undergraduates, except
that they had only one year to negotiate the system. *
Ball thus sets the stage for significant change in the reorganization of teacher
education at the School of Education. He recounts that in the fall of 1970, three
new faculty members were appointed to the School of Education whose major
interest was in teacher education. This new group, made up of four other
faculty members and one student, were asked by the administration to make a
study of the School's teacher education program. Li December of 1970 this
group produced a report of recommended changes in teacher education. In
February of 1971, as a result of this report and other factors, the Teacher
Preparation Program Council (TPPC) was established. Dr. Richard J.
Clark, Jr., was named chairman of the TPPC. In 1972 Dr. Clark became
Assistant Dean for Teacher Education. Jon Ball was appointed as a graduate
student member of the Teacher Preparation Program Council. Ball recounts
the changes in teacher education promoted by the Teacher Preparation
1
Ball, pp. 34—35.
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Program Council.
The basic approach which emerged in the Spring of
1971 was to promote the creation of a large number of
alternative teacher education programs from which
students could choose. In addition to providing a choice,
TPPC sought to provide a more coherent experience with
smaller units of students and staff working together for
a year or more in classes and in the field.
. . TPPC
had been able to stimulate very substantial commitments
from a handful of faculty and graduate students by giving
them the authority to create and lead teacher education
programs of their own design. 1
In his dissertation Ball states without apology, that Hawke s and he had
no definitive curricular design for the M. A.T. Program. Their tacit principles
and assumptions are perhaps reflected in their planning for admissions to
that program. In that regard they decided the following:
-To admit full time, rather than part time students.
-To attempt to establish a "coherent" group; i.e. , an "M. A.T."
group identity.
-To admit students who would make a commitment to work within
a group context, or what Hawke s termed "a commitment to being
a community".
-To personally interview the top 100 applicants in order to ascertain
the personal qualities of the applicants rather than evaluate
these
solely on academic credentials and other symbolic admission
material. They reviewed about 200 applications.
-To identify and admit applicants who were questioning
the meaning
of schools, teaching, and knowledge.
1
Ball, p. 36.
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Ball concluded that the applicants were about equally divided between
those who were attracted by the School of Education* s growing, national
reputation for educational innovation, and local resident applicants, attracted
/
by the geographic proximity and low tuition cost of the State University.
He describes general applicant reaction to the M. A.T. interview
process as ’’occasionally negative”. Applicants reacted to the proposed
M.AoT. format as "vague” and "incomplete".
The M.A.T. Program admitted 50 students for the Fall of 1970. Hawkes
and Ball conceptualized that program as having three structural components:
one-third would consist of practice, or student, teaching; one-third in the
required arts or science course work; one-third in Education course work.
Courses were intended to fulfill requirements for Massachusetts elementary or
secondary teaching certification. The M.A.T. Program staff was to be
responsible for the supervision of twenty-four of the thirty-six credits
required for the M.A.T. degree.
Ball notes that, after considering several design options for the M.A.T.
Program, both he and Hawkes were steadfastly "against the programmed
approach" to teacher education. At the time, one undergraduate teacher
education program at the School of Education, the so-called Model Elementary
Teacher Education Program, or METEP, had received federal funding and
national recognition. METEP was an early model of the competency or
performance based approach to teacher education. Ball interpreted
this
1G0
approach of "programmed instruction" to be analogous to computer programming.
"It leads to view a program linearly. Participants are input. The Program's
goals are output."1
Ball's criticism of this approach focuses on the requirement that
program designers must control the process unilaterally in order to achieve
"outcomes". In addition. Ball observed that when "teaching" is viewed as
discrete behavioral acts "•
. . it brings one suddenly without any preparation
2
to the task of understanding the sum. " Thus, Ball and Hawke s questioned
the practice of designing a programmed curriculum without the responsible
participation of the assembled learners. They rejected any means or methods
based on the authoritarian manipulation or coercion to achieve predefined staff
intentions, or the treatment approach to education.
Rather than seek coherence through manipulation, we
sought a coherence growing out of trust and self-questioning
... The clearest specific focus we had was Glenn's idea
of making one of the education courses a year-long required
core course that would bring all the students together both
socially and intellectually.
Glenn Hawke s and Jon Ball eventually designed a field experience or practicum
entitled "Practicum in Community Education". This course title later became
incorporated into the 1972 title of the project which replaced the M.A.T.
model. The intention of the core course was to encourage students to develop
Ball, p. 270.
2
Ball, p. 272.
^Ibid., p. 53.
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their own learning process, or "learning to learn from experience."
Ball’s intentions were in a different direction,
I was enthusiastic about the theoretical content of
Glenn’s course, but I wanted to see the Program at least
as strongly identified with a more direct questioning
of teaching behavior and schools. • • with emphasis put
on reforming human relationships in schools, not on
gaining technical competencies.
Ball and Hawke s both desired a commitment to community, or group, from
M. A.T. Program participants. While Ball does not directly express such a
concern, it is probable that he and Hawke s may have wanted a similar kind of
commitment from the faculty of the School of Education. The concept of commit-
ment is far more comprehensive than the specific terms of an employment
contract, and requires a degree of involvement which is not limited to pre-
scribed periods of formal interaction; e.g. "class loads".
Ball reports that the design intention of community and student
participation in program definition and activity was to convey to incoming
M. A.T. students that Hawkes, Ball, and the staff of doctoral students were
"inclined to trust them and not impose requirements on them," and that the
M. A.T. Program itself "was as wholeheartedly critical of conventional
2
schools as it was free of hierarchies."
1
Ball, p. 54.
2
Ibid., p. 64.
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la the summer of 1970, the M. A.T. Program ,rbegan with a weekend
retreat at Glenn’s father’s primitive camp on a lake in Maine.
. . The weekend
was unscheduled and unplanned except for meals. While not referring to the
lack of structure as a deliberate strategy, Ball's narrative corresponds to
the characteristic of "unfreezing" found in the learning theory of the laboratory,
and specifically, that of so-called "T-Groups". Briefly summarized, the theory
is that unstructured group occasions, produce a dilemma situation for participants
p
which may generate new attitudes and behaviors.
Reflecting on the opening group experience of the "retreat" Ball wrote:
"We dared to think school could be what we had always dreamed it would be
—
3
a chance to be supported in learning whatever we wished without interference."
Ball's declaration is indicative of the belief orientation undergirding the
design of that M.A.T. Program. However Ball reports that incoming students
were less than enthusiastic about the open-ended nature of program definition
than were he and Glenn Hawke s.
Ball describes student confusion as a reaction to the "intrusion of
institutional procedures and restrictions" at the University and Ball’s own
style in the seminar which he led. His first class meeting numbered twenty
five; "too many for the kind of informal discussion and organic course develop-
^Ball, Ibid., p. 64.
2
cf Chapter IX of this writing on group theories.
3
Ball, p. 64.
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ment I had had in mind. Ball then decided to develop "a specific and logical
course outline" for his seminar. "I worked intensively for about two weeks to
figure out what I thought was most important in preparing people to teach."
2
Finally,
The major breakthrough came with the realization that
the problem with teachers and teachers of teachers is
usually that they do not focus on learning, but instead
cm the whole assortment of rituals that are built into
schools. I made the recognition of learning the starting
point and touchstone for the course. 2
Ball reports that while his students "praised it (his course) for being flexible,
responsive to individuals and thoughtful", they were, negatively critical of him
"for not demanding enough from students, and for not using the assigned readings
3
and written work in a disciplined way."
In subsequent years, during the 1973-1976 Program, participants
echoed a similar type of initial reaction. Perhaps what was most different was
that, as a result of my earlier experience with "organic learning" in the M.A.T.
and Prototype programs, I responded by stressing the participants’ responsibility
for participatory involvement for the environment and for the process; a
responsibility which included the mandate to create one’s own experience rather
than to wait for an institution to do so. The 1973-1976 Program acknowledged
"ambiguity" as a conscious and valued design intention.
^Ball, pp. 66-67
2
Ibid.
,
p. 67.
3jbid.
,
p. 69. Parentheses are mine.
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After the Fall semester in 1970, Ball and Hawkes saw the need to
adjust to the problems resulting from their new experience. Both Hawke
s
and Ball had taught separate seminars during the Fall semester. Reflecting
upon the MoA.T. Program's experience to date Ball wrote:
There were a series of conflicting expectations caused
by bringing the whole group together: our (Hawke s and
BaU) expectations for intellectual stimulation and for a
feeling of community, the practice teachers' *(M.A.T.
perticipants) expectations for attention and advice
'relevant' to their teaching, the School's expectations
that various administrative matters would be taken care
of with the whole group, the expectation of individual
students for advising and dialogue around their particular
needs and interests, the expectation of many that. • .
(the M. A.T. Program) could be a forum for presenta-
tions by a variety of M.A.T. participants and by
visitors. 1
It became clear that most M.A.T. students were preoccupied with their practice
teaching experiences in scattered school sites and with the demands of core
requirements outside of Education courses.
The M.A.T. Program "learning community" or "coherent group"
according to Ball, "which was already split because of their schedules, was
2
frustrated by the activity that was to have given them a common focus."
Ball is referring specifically to the two seminars offered by himself and
Glenn Hawke s. "So instead of a sense of community there was much
fragmentation and eventually resentment. Here more than in any other part
"^Ball, p. 72. Parentheses are mine.
Ibid.
,
p. 73.
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of the program we suffered because we had created high expectations and had
wanted to do everything for everybody.
Hawkes and Ball had been joined by a third principal staff member;
namely Patricia Burke. Ball identifies her as a central and committed staff
member. In reaction to M.A.T. student criticisms and concerns Ball reports
the following:
Our frustration with the limitations on time and resources,
as contrasted with the dreams of the retreat, quickly led
us away from the immediate problem, and caused us to
focus on how to make sure that next year would be
different.
2
Thus beginning in October of 1970, "the basic design of the 1971-1972 program
was conceived and articulated." Ball concedes "We had a growing feeling,
without saying it, that our program design was so restrictive that there was
little chance of getting the program to do what we wanted it to do this year.
. .
O
Glenn pushed the idea of our writing a proposal for outside funding.
"
While Ball reports that the second semester of the first year of
experience was improved, but the seminars, which were intended to foster a
sense of community among M.A.T. students, continued ". . . to be disappointing
to those of us who had pictured the whole M.A.T. group acting as a community.
A small group of students did come to assume amajor role in planning these
4
sessions and about half the (M.A.T.) participants regularly attended."
1
~
Ball, p. 73.
2
,
Ibid., p. 75.
3
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4
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No instrumental form of program evaluation for the 1970-1971 Program
experience was conducted by Hawkes or Ball. Ball notes that Dean Seidman was
critical that the program had not effectively involved other School of Education
faculty, but had been built around the particular personalities and interests
of Hawkes and Ball, hi summarizing the experience of their first M.A.T.
program cycle, Hawkes wrote to Seidman:
One tiling that we have all learned this year is that new
programs don't just happen, no matter how good the
people or how good the intentions. Jon Ball and Pat
Burke, with the help of many others have sweated blood
to build upon our beginning in order to provide for a
better program next year. Our present students have,
I believe, both suffered and benefited from our commitment
to a future program— in any event, the planning time and
effort has been essential to any hopes that we have in
realizing the kind of potential that we have had a little
taste of this year. . . In summary, the program has been
anything but a roaring success; however, there have been
gains, and if our learning has some value for us, next
year’s program will be outstanding. 1
Reflecting on his first year's experience, Ball states:
A large part of our problem was inadequate program
structure that did not realistically address the student's
use of time. Another large part was a lack of resources
that placed impossible demands on the staff's time and
energy. We had not anticipated these problems because
we had not thought through the total program design.
But even more damaging than our failure to grapple
with the design was the fact that we began the program
without a clear sense of our specific priorities for the
program. Our uncertainty about goals led to our being
inconsistent and hesitant to make demands or set
restrictions. Given an unusually unstructured and
1
Ball, p. 77-78.
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confusing climate already, I believe our ambiguity was
the critical factor in making the program a disappointing
experience for numbers of students. I believe that the
kind of program climate that we were groping for—
a
community, a place with coherence but without compulsion
is uniquely difficult to achieve. It is probably impossible
to achieve unless there is very steady, confident, non-
directive leadership. Lacking this, people tend to become
paralyzed over issues of authority, issues that are already
crying for resolution.
. • People lose their sense of when
to take responsibility and when to ask others to take it. 1
In reviewing and evaluating their effort in 1970-1971, the first year of
the M. A. T. program, Ball, Hawkes, and Burke were dissatisfied with the
requirement of the M.A.T. degree that the graduate students participating take
arts or science courses. They explored the possibility of dropping the liberal
arts requirement entirely, but settled on interpreting this requirement in a
more flexible interdisciplinary manner. The promotion of Ma sense of community"
was still deemed to be central by the staff. They searched for outside funding
which would allow them to increase their staff resources. They reflected on
the idea and structure of the M.A.T. program and came up with a redesign for
the second year. They hoped to have friends and sympathetic associates act
as adjunct faculty or so-called "fellows" so that during its second year the
M. A.T. program would not be "completely dependent on the University
departments". It is not absolutely clear from Ball’s historical writing whether
these principal designers of the M.A.T. program either could not enlist, or
chose not to look within the University arts and sciences faculty or the School
1
Ball, pp. 79-80.
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of Education faculty for support and direction for the M. A.T. program. It is
clear that they looked outside of their organization’s faculty for solutions to
their staffing problems. In fact, a staff began to evolve based on former
friendships and associations which pre-existed the M.A.T. program. Jon Ball,
Glenn Hawkes, and Patricia Burke determined that belief compatability and
complementary philosophy were central criteria for staff membership.
Yet, Ball summarizes the low morale at the M.A.T. planning staff.
We were uncertain how long we could tolerate the sacrifices
and indignity of continuing to do full time faculty work for
half-time assistantship pay. We were doubtful that we could
attract the other staff we needed without good salaries. . •
The planning effort was so far running in a temporary
patched-together manner, powered only by our idealism.
In addition to our need for the resources themselves, we
needed the confirmation of our idealism that an outside
grant could bring. . . We requested $175,000 for the first
year of operation with declining amounts for the second
and third year. About $75,000 was in salaries, $50,000 in
scholarships, and the remainder in travel, rent, over-
head and supplies, including videotape equipment. *
Ball reports that funding proposals were written and sent to the Ford, Ilormel,
Kettering, and Rockefeller Foundations.
2
"Of these, only the Rockefeller Brothers showed serious interest."
The M.A.T. funding proposals were ultimately rejected by all foundations
and funding agents. Ball again:
We surmised that he (a foundation representative) had been
critical of our lack of precise goal definitions, our idealistic
view of human nature, and our lack of a strategic plan for
1
Ball, p. 107.
2
Ibid., p. 108.
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institutional impact. In addition he, like some other
foundation officers, indicated he was no longer very
interested in the M. A.T. idea. He may also have been
skeptical of us as novice teacher educators. In retro-
spect I think we may have been hurt, too, by other
School of Education people with whom he met, who
Ball candidly recounts his disillusionment with the failure of the staff to receive
funding for the M. A.T, ideas for further program development. Their proposals
continued to stress concepts like "vision, community, and imagination" in that
program’s curricular design and rationale. Despite the rejection of their
proposals, the staff continued to seek funding by adapting their conceptual
design to various intern service areas including "... a wilderness ecology
center. . . a proposed model cities alternative school in Springfield, a Boston
court outreach project, an internship program at the Marthas’ Vineyard
Schools, an experimental high school outside Montpelier, Vermont, and a pre-
2
college training program for exiting servicemen at Fort Dix, New Jersey,"
While none of these intentions were realized, their effort did contribute
to later Project developments. At the time, the 1970-1971 M. A, T. staff could
not have known that their pioneering ideas and efforts were not, as they then
felt, in vain.
For example Ball reports that he arranged a conference with the
School’s dean at the time, Dwight Allen. Ball planned to elicit advice
from
^Ball, p. 108 o Parenthesis are mine.
^Ibid., p. 110.
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Allen on funding ideas and sources,, Ball sensed that Allen could have been
more tangibly helpful to the M. A.T„ funding effort. Ball assumes that Allen
had a real knack for finding funds for those ideas which Allen himself favored.
Ball recalls the meeting in this manner:
I believe he (referring to Dwight Allen) was pleased with
the direction we were taking and perhaps was interested
in testing out how well we could function without help.
But I think he saw our program as too idealistic and lacking
in strategic impact to give it any special support. He did
not offer to lend his influence in securing funding. 1
It is interesting to note here, that at this meeting between Ball and Allen,
Ball reports that Allen suggested that Ball attempt to negotiate with some
school districts to explore the possibility of hiring M.A. T. interns as a source
of low cost labor. This idea later emerged again in different forr id
circumstance and became the basis for funding the 1973-1976 Pro ; . im,
Eventually, the M.A.T. program’s "only support was to come from the School
of Education."
2
Ball was appointed to the Teacher Preparation Programs
Council shortly after that group came into existence in February of 1971.
In the beginning of March (1971) the M.A.T. Program
presented to TPPC a summary of the proposal and
request for a faculty position for me as director, a
double assistantship for Pat (Patricia Burke) as field
experience coordinator and four summer as sistanships,
plus the three assistantships and half-time secretary
we had now.
Ball, p. 109.
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Ball reports that the TPPC respond with praise for the M.A.T. program
design but did not increase support to the levels requested. At this same
time, Glenn Hawkes expressed his interest in reducing his "faculty load" and
involvement in the M.A.T. Program.
He requested that he be put on quarter time status.
He recommended I take over the job of Director and
receive his salary. The Deans and TPPC agreed to
give me a half time lectureship and make me Program
Director. The recognition this position given me
seemed just enough confirmation of our faith to sustain
our enthusiasm in the face of the failure to attract
other resources.'*'
At that time Ball, with Patricia Burke, also a principal designer- staff
member decided to procede with plans for a 1971-1972 program. These planning-
principals proposed other program changes, such as changing the M.A.T.
degree to an M.Ed. degree, for the expressed purpose of freeing students "to
pursue the various field experiences which would count for Education credits.
Although this proposal was denied by the administration of the School of
Education in 1971, this change was later approved in 1972. While the School
of Education did enjoy some historically documented "autonomy" to define its
coursework and interpretation of the field of education, the School’s relationship
to the larger University hardened as the School discovered the limits of its
mandate for change, often by violating the covert limits.
Such was the case in Ball’s scheduled appointment as M.A.T. Program
director, which he reports was approved within the School of Education. This
^Ball, p. 115.
2
tt>id., p. 116.
plan was to be later modified.
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Because I was to be involved with the M. A.T. degree, Mort
Appley, the Graduate Dean, took an interest in my appoint-
ment. My appointment violated the University rule that
only a member of the graduate faculty could advise graduate
students, much less direct a program for fifty graduate
students. 1
Thus a meeting was arranged between Ball, Appley, and Richard J. Clark, Jr.
,
then chairman of the Teacher Preparation Program Council. Following that
meeting, which Ball does not detail, Dean Appley outlined his position in a
memorandum to Richard J. Clark, Jr.
The substance of this memorandum of ’’understanding" was that the
M. A.T. program would be the direct responsibility of the Teacher Preparation
Program Council "under Dr. Richard Clark for the coming year." Thus, Ball's
position was reduced to a "program coordinator", who was responsible for
"reporting to Dr. Clark and the TPPC." This memorandum further called for
a "reexamination" of the M.A.T. degreee in order to "seek a pattern for that
degree program for the future that is consistent with the overall philosophies
2
of the Teacher Preparation Programs Council and the University."
While Ball discusses organizational issues related to the emerging
conflict between Dean Appley. and the School of Education which may have
situationally centered on the definition of the M.A.T. degree, a critical problem
emerged from the discussions between Ball, Clark, the TPPC and other
^Ball, p. 117.
2
,
Ibid.
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principals, which affected the staffing pattern of the 1971-1972 M.A.T.
program and its future correlative projects from 1971 through 1972, to the
1973-1976 Program represented by this writing, and to the program proceeding
1976 to the present time.
The problem is this. Although there have been two principal program
managers since Ball, namely the writer and R. M. Anderson, and three other
doctoral candidates as assistants directly responsible for the day-to-day design,
administration, and "teaching" or educational practice in the Project, that
degree of leadership and involvement has been obscured in deference to the
authority of the larger University to enforce its conventions. Thus since 1971,
a series of faculty members have volunteered to lend their "graduate level"
faculty credibility to the Project by sponsoring the courses offered in the
Project. Each year since 1971, one graduate level faculty member has been
formally identified as "program director" despite the fact that since 1972 the
Project has been community-based and more directly managed by a staff
comprised of doctoral candidates.
The issue is not limited to a question of who should receive "credit"
for the Project's success or failure. Rather the issue hinges on the following
epistemological-organizational issue.
The University continues to view graduate education as a process of
mastering the prespecified technical or cognitive skills of a scholar or
researcher. This model of scholarship is imposed on the field of Education
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on a national basis. The 1970 N.C.A.T.E. standards reflect the conventional
position that "Education" is best represented by a rational-empiri or academic
epistemology. This epistemic view holds that a particular subject or content
is transmitted to the intellectually immature, usually through the process
of instruction by experts. One becomes an "expert" by acquiring advanced,
or "terminal degrees", and other criterion which are reflected in the personnel
policies and practices of institutions of higher education. A doctorate and a
record of "scholarly" publications are two important characteristics of the
expertise sought by institutions of higher education.
However, doctoral candidates possess neither of these two and are
most often viewed as apprentice "experts"; thus their role is limited by
convention in higher education. Upon completion of their terminal degrees,
doctoral students become "eligible" for appointment to responsible, leadership,
instructional positions as experts in Education.
In the period described in this writing, few faculty members or doctoral
students at the School of Education supported this conventional interpretation
of "faculty" and graduate student status. Hawke s and Ball viewed each other
as colleagues. Thus Ball was scheduled to replace Hawkes as director until
Dean Appley intervened. Throughout the School of Education, during this
period, doctoral candidates were allowed and encouraged to assume responsible
leadership positions.
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Part of the Allen ethic is for graduate students to have a
primarily collegial rather than subordinate relationship
to faculty. There is much less subordination by academic
status than in most schools. Some individual graduate
students do in fact have a more influential teaching or
administrative role than numbers of faculty. 1
However, the issue is not presented as a general recommendation for, or
criticism of, the preoccupation of institutions of higher education with a
cultural definition of subject mastery. Rather, the position is confined to the
field of education, and teacher education in particular.
Beginning in 1970 and continuing until the present time, the Project
viewed teachers to be educational practitioners rather than meta-educational
theoreticians. In reality, the alleged dichotomy between scholarship and
practice, sometimes characterized as "knowing” and ,rbehaving", manifests
itself most acutely in the environments of higher education. There is no
universal principle of science involved, only a cultural basis, for this
dichotomy. However in the Project’s experience, the reunification of this
dichotomy is central to the evaluation of the model’s merits and limitations.
Thus the Project might appeal more to observers whose subjective attitudes
are favorable to a "practitioner’s" interpretation, than to those who favor a
climate and process which reflects a conventional commitment to the attitudes
and techniques associated with "scholarship". Interpreting the concept o{
teacher or educator to be a practitioner role is less widely held than
the
scholar-model.
*Ball, p. 30.
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Ball's leadership role in 1970 began a tradition of doctoral student
management of the Project. The Teacher Preparation Program Council, later
renamed the Teacher Education Council, supported the staffing pattern.
However, the issue of doctoral student leadership of the Project has not yet
been resolved with the larger University administration. Since Ball's report
of the incident with Dean Appley, the issue of doctoral student management of
the Project has been avoided rather than administratively resolved.
Ball describes the M.A.T. Program’s effort to institutionalize that
model through the search for material resources for staff support. Without
some even meager level of economic support, the staff could not continue its
work in project design, development, and experience. However the Project
did not receive funding at the desired level. Ball sensed that competition
for limited resources was central in the entreprenurial atmosphere of the
School of Education. Ideas and idealism remained abstractions if some level of
material support for the organization was not realized. Ball, and later Project
leaders, appreciated that the Project, as an organization, needed funds in order
to survive. Ball also realized that "funding" represented a form of
legitimization for his effort and model. Due to the fact that the Project received
only subsistence level support, usually in the form of teaching assistantships,
the idealism or commitment of graduate students replaced economic incentives.
Thus more personal forms of reward such as "meaning" and "opportunity for
innovation" compensated for regularized, economic benefits. Although this
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term was not used, "self-denial”, frequently associated with classic definitions
of professionalism, underscored the zeal or commitment of staff to assume the
holistic task of Project continuation. The absence of economic reward may
have caused the enduring protean nature of the Project. Sizable funding may
have curtailed the commitment of Project staff and substantially altered the
history of the Project.
The commitment by staff may be characterized as zealousness, for
neither Ball nor I characterize our involvement to be similar to the objective
detachment of the employed researcher.
If the Project had been funded at a substantial level, I believe the staff
positions would have been regularized. At that point one may hypothesize that
the Project would have followed to some extent the classic course of the life
cycle of human organizations, described by Weber and others, wherein
utopian aspirations evolve into rational, impersonal systems of bureaucracy.
Kurt E. Olmosk describes a strategy of change called "the fellowship
strategy”.
Simply stated the assumption underlying this model seems
to be, ’If we have good, warm interpersonal relations,
all other problems will be minor.’ Great emphasis is
placed on getting to know and like each other. . • This
strategy places strong emphasis on treating everyone
equally. This is often interpreted as needing to treat
everyone the same way. 0 • No fact, feeling, opinion,
or theory is to be considered inherently superior to any
other. Arguments are few and confusing, since conflict
is generally depressed and avoided. Groups which tend
to use this strategy tend to be composed of individuals
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who have emotional needs for warmth, love, and trust in
their fellow man. Much of this strategy is geared to
satisfy these needs. • 0 Groups which use this approach
are fairly successful in gaining members initially and
often they are able to mobilize a great deal of initial
energy. They give people something to belong to. For
many people, this is extremely valuable and may sustain
a group for some time even though its goals are unclear
and its concrete accomplishments are few. In fact,
this initial mobilization of energy and commitment is
what the fellowship strategy seems to do best. ^
Olmosk then defines some of the chronic problems that face groups based on the
fellowship strategy. He observes that because the group is oriented to
individuals rather than to projects the larger group frequently feels direction-
less, such a group may have difficulty in stating what its purposes are. The
emphasis on feelings, equality, and trust make it difficult to set priorities..
Anticipating that such a group will have at least one member who does not
agree with any decision which might be made, it is common for one person to
immobilize the whole group. Olmosk holds that it is very difficult for such a
group to set priorities, solve problems, or reach decisions. Should the
fellowship group actually reach a decision it may have great difficulty in
implementing that decision. For example, being unable to face and resolve
conflict, the group may make unrealistic decisions or plans. Since the emphasis
is on satisfying everyone’s needs, questions and issues of feasibility are often
ignored or minimized. Olmosk continues that if the plans that are foimed in
consensus are not implemented or are changed frequently, the group using
1
Kurt E. Olmosk, ’’Seven Pure Strategies of Change," The
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the fellowship strategy may have great difficulty to preserving the commitment
of its members.
The feeling begins to grow that the group is floundering,
that it isn’t doing anything, and that it is a waste of
timeo 1
Olmosk states that this "fellowship strategy" is most often observed in church
or other voluntary organizations and groups. These groups have limited
financial and physical resources with which to reward or punish the behavior
of the members.
The whiter is not intending to characterize the utopian effort of Ball and
others, as a naive form of fellowship. However, there are several similarities
with this ideal type described by Olmosk.
Ball himself determined: "The lack of regular pay, job security, and
attention was especially damaging to the staff. It put us in the position of being
2
unnaturally dependent on each other for receiving appreciation." As doctoral
students, the M.A.T. staff were compensated with academic credit, in the
form of practicums in education and assistanship stipends which amounted to
about $3,400.00 per year. Excluding Glenn Ilawkes, none of the M.AoT. or
later Project staff received a regular salary from any source. The staff may
be described as: quasi-voluntary, marginal to the parent organization, the
University, and temporary. Ball functioned as charismatic leader of the
Project, between 1971 and 1973. Ball’s language of description indicates the
^Olmosk, p» 164.
2
Ball, p. 235.
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rejection of hierarchical, unilaterial authority in day-to-day management of
the M.A.T. Program. For example, the term "we?1 is used by Ball to include
Hawke s. Ball, Burke, and later principal staff members, and the Master's
candidates registered in the program. Ball describes the situation in this
manner:
I did not see myself as being in the center of the program
• • • We had, of course, de-emphasized the conventional
organizational and academic structures of grades, credits,
courses, and the reading and writing assignments. We had
deliberately blurred distinctions between people with
different degrees, faculty and students, tuition paying
students and others with common interest, paid staff and
volunteered staff, friends and people who were new to
each other. We had intended to put in place of such
boundaries a mutual commitment to the basic program goals
and to each other that was to grow out from the staff
nucleus during the summer session.
*
The M.A.T. Program Organization 1971-1972
During the period 1971-1972, Ball assumed full leadership and responsibility
for the second program cycle.
In 1971, the M.A.T. approach to the admissions task was similar to the
first year. That program was seeking change-oriented applicants. The pool of
applicants increased from approximately 200 to over 350. Most of the 50
candidates later admitted to the 1971-1972 program had applied to
the School of
Education because they were aware of its growing reputation
for change and
I
Ball, p. 178.
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innovation in formal education,. The M.A.T. staff interviewed about 150
applicants. Admission criterion were not explicit. However Ball reports that
the staff tended to value applicants who had some experience after college.
While Ball stressed "diversity", other staff members held their own views on
applicants and their qualifications.
The 1971 cycle began with a total of 62 program participants including
11 doctoral students as program staff members. There were forty-eight
M. A.T. degree candidates and five Master of Education candidates. M.A.T.
candidates were "approved" by the liberal arts faculty in an advisory, yet
powerful, role. Several candidates proposed by the M.A.T. staff were rejected
for "low grade point averages" as undergraduates. The School of Education held
greater latitude in admissions to Education degree programs which did not
require the advise and consent of the liberal arts faculty.
Ball and other principals expressed their chagrin at the policy which
allowed the Graduate School to re-evaluate School of Education admissions
decisions. While the School of Education respected the staffs recommendations
for admissions, the Graduate School was not bound to support such "recommenda-
tions". The M.A.T. Program’s experience with admissions may have contributed
to the later decision to convert the program to an M.Ed. degree because in this
instance the School of Education was allowed greater discretionary authority
and autonomy.
The structure of the activities of the M.A.T, Program between
1971-
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1972 consisted of these principal components: 1) the month long summer
session, 2) field experiences, which were world-wide and not limited to lower
schools but included traditional practice teaching, 3) conventional university
course work, 4) small learning groups called committees. The expectations
and intentions of each component was provided by the M. A.T. Program Book,
issued in the summer session to each participant.
Ball describes this document as being Ma tangible representation of
our intentions and could be depended on as a government depends on a
constitution. nl
Ball represents the summer session as an introductory period wherein
staff and participants met to begin the process of collaborative learning. Due
to the fact that the group size numbered over fifty, sub groups were formed
randomly. In the morning sessions, the staff assumed directive, leadership
roles, hi the afternoon, the participants themselves were asked to present
various workshops. Ball reports that participants designed and described over
100 workshops; these were offered by 44 different participants including the
staff. Participants chose which workshops they wished to attend. Ball reports
the intention of workshops as follows:
It is hoped these workshops will accomplish at least
three things. First they should permit us to get to
know each other as people; the primary resource of the
M.A.T. Program is the people in it. Second, the
Workshops should be a good format for us all to get to
know each other’s particular interests and skills. Third,
we hope these workshops will provide concrete examples
1
Ball, p. 155.
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of some of the concepts discussed in the morning sessions
such as the interrelationships between teaching and learning
. . . There should be opportunities to experiment with one's
style of teaching and to observe the relationship between
content and method of presentation.
Commenting on the diversity and richness of the workshop experiences, Ball
reports:
For many participants the program first came alive with
the workshops. The format turned people loose to express
themselves in action. It was one of those rare instances
where an institution avoided setting constraints on people
and used its power to legitimize people 'doing their own
thing.'2
Field Experiences
The Program Book suggested that participants plan on "at least two
separate placements" on the basis that "Direct experiences in unfamiliar
|r q
cultures can also stimulate a new awareness of one's own learning process."
The intention was that participants explore a variety of placements, not
limited to formal educational settings or schools. Placement might be alone
or with others. Experiences were to be shared with a larger group represented
by "committees" or the entire M.A. T. Program.
The goal of the M.A.T. field experiences. • . (is). . .
to provide new opportunities for participants to engage in
learning and teaching that will increase their ability to
communicate effectively, observe critically, and recognize
*Ball, pp. 164-165.
2
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growth in themselves and others.
1
The M.A.T. Program, including staff, participants, and various associates
developed a "network" of field placement opportunities which numbered 125,
not including local "practice teaching opportunities that were available in
nearby rural, urban, and suburban schools.
Reflecting upon the number and range of field experiences Ball
concludes: "The (M. A. T.) Program bore little resemblance to the usual
teacher education program with a single practice teaching placement."3
Conventional University Coursework
M.A.T. Program participants were registered graduate students at
the University and thus eligible for course registration throughout the larger
university structure. M.A.T. degree candidates were required by university
policy to register for twelve credits outside of courses in Education. At the
time participants were not restricted to 12 hours in the same liberal arts
discipline nor restricted to continuing coursework in their undergraduate major.
Ball points out that the M.A.T. Program’s emphasis on field work, experiential
learning opportunities, "left little time for the 12 credit hours of work required
outside of Education or for School of Education activities outside of the M.A.T.
Program."4 Some participants attended regular classes; others were able
1
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to find sympathetic faculty members within the larger university who agreed
to sponsor "independent studies." While Ball recognized that participants were
restricted in their explorations and affiliations with the larger university
system of resources by the M.A. T. Program ! s emphasis on field experiences
and its own "learning community", he suggests ". .•
. with only a one year
Program (M.A. T.) and given our goals, the coherence-building activities and
the field experiences had to be given a higher priority."*
Committees
Because the M.A.T. Program included approximately fifty participants,
Ball and the staff devised the committee system as a means of achieving small
group learning through interaction. "Committees will usually have six members
including one or two staff members. . • The exact nature of committee
activities will be determined by each group. Committees are the prime
communication mechanism and mechanism of accountability for the (M.A.T.)
Program. Committees were designed to serve as a small group environ-
ment for interaction and reflection upon the experiential learning activities
of participants. "Support for the integration of experience was to come through
a sense of community among participants, the development of intellectual
Q
frameworks and attention from staff."
I
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Ball summarized the M.A.T. Program rationale as follows:
Introduction Teaching means being competent and
consistent at helping people to learn. Excellent teachers
can be found in any human group: parents, school teachers,
medicine men, athletic coaches, business executives,
kids. We approach the professional education of teachers
with the intention of cultivating the attributes that these
people share, rather than molding would-be teachers to fit
institutional job specifications. The improvement of
schools is dependent upon having more authentic teachers
who are seeking, and then acting on, an understanding
of the learning process.
Our program emphasizes the development of the three
attributes which we have said serve as a foundation for
excellence in teaching.
Vision in Teaching
—
A teacher needs to sustain a vision of
what helping people to learn really means to him. This is
rarely done. Most people see the teacher as the upholder
of institutional rituals like "controlling the class",
"covering the material", assigning grades or enforcing
school rules, which have little to do with helping people
learn. The people who criticize the meaninglessness of
these rituals are, on the whole, unable to see themselves
helping people learn. They are more likely, in a formal
teaching situation, to take as their point of reference a
stance against school authority rather than a vision of
learning itself.
A vision of learning is not easily acquired. It is not
sufficient to have in mind a vision of what the mastery of a
discipline means. It is not sufficient to have in mind a
number of teaching practices that one can call forth at the
right moment. The need is for a vision that makes one
responsive and able to take initiative in a changing
environment. That vision is nourished by studying what
scholars have discovered about human development and
by being in contact with teachers with vision. But funda-
mentally it is created out of one*s own being. Gie must
himself wrestle with questions such as: What do I really
mean by learning ? How do I learn ? What role can one
person say about what another person should learn and
when?
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We seek to make the year people spend in this program a
period of accelerated vision-building, a process which, for
true teachers, continues in a lifelong examination of
learning. We believe that a person must ask of himself
that he find meaning inherent in teaching or else not be a
teacher.
Community in Teaching—A teacher needs to be a contributor
to the creation of community. There are a variety of other
roles one person can play in another’s learning, including
devil’s advocate, programmer, and resources coordinator;
but the community building role is more fundamental.
Community building opens the way for people in groups to
contribute to each other's learning. A community takes
as its learning base the knowledge of all the members, not
just what the teacher or any one person knows. A community
increases its members’ capacity to understand their experience
by reducing their defensiveness and enriching their sense of
relationship with the world.
The conditions of contemporary society make the need for
community particularly great and the achievement of
community rare. Our capacity to understand our experience is
strained by the quantity of information we receive and the number
of rapidly-changing relationships with people and organizations
we experience. These same factors make it difficult to feel
responded to and to respond. Under these conditions many
groups form by drawing energy from a hostile stance toward
the world outside and imposing conformity on those within.
They can be contrasted with authentic communities which arise
from desires to expand communication with, the whole of human
experience.
Schools usually are not communities. Caring and communicating
with integrity are lost in the schools’ concern for control and
the means of achieving it. The teacher who can kindle feelings
of community, even if only in his own relationship with students,
stands out as an invaluable aid to learning—especially as the
isolation of generations is increasingly being taken for grantedo
We seek to have our program be an expending community, where
participants take strength from the MAT group to build
community in their classes and beyond— in schools, in neigjibor-
hoods, between institutions, and between all men.
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Imagination in Teaching
—A teacher needs to be imaginative
as he addresses the conventions of educational culture. We
are outwearing the boundaries that have been drawn between
mind and body, work and play, learning and doing, formal and
informal education, teacher and student, old and young, white
and black, high IQ and low, sciences and humanities. A
teacher needs the vision and imagination to distinguish helpful
boundaries from destructive ones, and to create new combina-
tions that will make whole what the old boundaries have fragmented.
An imaginative teacher may do such things as: take into
consideration the operation of his schools cafeteria when he is
developing an ecology curriculum; choose to have a student
advisor in the same way that a student may choose to have a
faculty advisor; find ways to involve study of the woman's
liberation movement in a biology curriculum.
This program seeks to contribute to the growth of
imagination by creating new combinations of resources and
experiences. We emphasize the combination of the learning
of subject matter and learning how to teach it and the reinterpreta-
tion of the subject matter disciplines in the light of the trans-
disciplinary whole of knowledge. I
Ball invites his readers "to draw their own conclusions" about the
M. A.T. Program experiences he describes. He does not interpret the 1971-
1972 participants' experience to constitute a special type of educational treat-
ment. For Ball the M. A.T. Program was not a technique of the treatment of
students but an educational occasion constituting an end in itself.
It should be noted immediately that these most visible
facts do not necessarily indicate that participants
possessed any specific qualities or underwent any specific
kind of change while in the program. They indicate only
that participants were willing to remain in the Program
and that employers wanted to hire the same people we
chose to admit. 2
1
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Ball further reflects:
We did not see our primary goal as being to change aspects
of teacher performance that would be revealed in short-
run observations. To this extent our goals diverge from
the accepted goals of teacher education programs.^
In his summation of "conclusions” of the M.A.T. Program, Ball states:
Our primary goals. . . were to accelerate the ongoing
life processes of building vision, community and
imagination. The goal of building imagination was later
expressed as extending the liberal education of teachers.
With these goals we are in the same position as those who
seek to measure the impact of a liberal arts education. . .
the ideal means of evaluation would be a longitudinal
study that followed the larger patterns of change in attitudes,
values, knowledge, skills, and accomplishments. 2
Ball used a "Year-End Evaluation Questionnaire" which he designed to elicit
the recorded reaction of 1971-1972 M.A.T. participants.
The responses to the Questionnaire indicate that we were
successful in building vision and community. The goal
of building imagination was not investigated here. 2
Ball replaced traditional academic norms with "faith and trust", a
major departure from the traditional assumptions of higher education:
We sought to replace the usual University structures
that defined boundaries of a program with commitments
to a set of concepts and to staff and fellow participants.
These concepts were created and articulated by the staff
. o . In a typical hierarchical institution, participants
would make a commitment in the form of a contract to
follow certain structures or have sanctions used against
them. We saw the concepts of the Program Book as an
^Ball, p. 220.
2
Ibid.
Ibid., p. 225.
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alternative democratic kind of constitution. We expected
them to elicit a sense of faith and trust.
. . We believed
we had spelled out a distinctive and subtle view of teaching.
It marked us off from the myths and traditions of the
primary culture and the counterculture.
. . The structure
was subtle; we were trying to straddle the boundary between
in and out of the University and between program require-
ments and self-direction. *
Ball continued in a half-time lecturer’s position for one more academic
year beyond the end of the 1971-1972 MAT Program. During that time he
completed work on his dissertation and led the staff at the Prototype. In a
summary of the implications of the MAT Program he wrote:
The program was built on the assumption that the healthy
development of vision, community, and imagination (or a
healthy search for meaning), involves a dialogue between
opposing views, an exchange of understanding, a balancing
of thought and action, a combining of broadening and inte-
gration. In other words, participation in these processes
is assumed to be productive for people with varying needs
... I believe the basic dynamics of the design are valid
... I have already acknowledged that the whole design
suffered for our trying to do too much too quickly with
too limited resources. This was the criticism most
often voiced by TPPC and by participants. We erred in
the creation of the original proposal by trying to squeeze
into one year all the things that Glenn, Pat and I were
committed to. We erred again in not cutting back what we
proposed to do when we failed to get substantial resources.^
A reconsideration of the M.A. T. Program under Jon Ball
In reconsidering the M.A.T. Program, Ido so from the perspectives
I
Ball, pp. 231-232.
Ibid., pp. 227-229.
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mentioned earlier: as a former participant, as a bellwether of the project
which emerged from that program, and as an advocate of the model.
In 1971, Ball assumed the central leadership function and accomplished
the following aims. He developed, as directed by the School of Education, a
distinctive teacher education program, one directed toward major reform in
teacher education.
The M. A.T. Program was distinctive for the following reasons:
Applicants were interviewed and admitted primarily on the
basis of their demonstrated ability and commitment to
examining the role of teaching and the conventions of
cultural institutions, including schools.
Emphasis was placed on self-directed, yet collaborative,
responsible learning. By avoiding, to the extent possible,
a hierarchical organization, the program stressed the
social process of learning rather than a particular content
or treatment technique. In this aspect, the participants were
socialized to such norms as self direction, autonomy,
commitment, and personal responsibility characteristics
associated with classical definitions of "professionalism •
The M. A.T. Program placed its trust for educational
reform in the individual rather than the conventional or
established organizations and bureaucracies. The M. A.T.
Program showed no appetite for finding ’better methods"
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of retaining conventional assumptions about 1) the
individual, 2) the role of teacher, 3) the function of formal
education, 4) the organization of lower schools and higher
,
education.
Ball stressed:
-the freedom of the individual to choose and be responsible for
choices.
-the importance of avoiding coercive techniques which obviate the
attainment of personal responsibility
-the need for environments and processes which tolerate and
foster diversity of belief systems and experience
-the social contract foundation of educational organizations
-the importance of the learner’s integration of new knowledge.
From the M.A.T. Program to the 1972-1973 Prototype
In January of 1972, Ball initiated the planning for the 1972-1973 cycle
of the program. He encouraged his present staff, participants in the M.A.T.
program, and faculty supporters at the School of Education, to convene and
begin the process of program planning and design. Meanwhile the Teacher
Preparation Program Council, later renamed the Teacher Education Council,
continued to encourage experimentation in the design of approaches to teacher
education. Their central proposition was: "no one knows the best way to
prepare any person for the teaching role."^ Therefore, the climate at the
1
Teacher Education Council: Teacher Eduation at the Univ. of Mass.
Unnumbered pages.
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School of Education supported the concept of creating "a climate where new
ideas in teacher education could be tested."1 Ball and his newly forming
fellowship group of planning principals set about the task of redesigning the
M.A.T. Program itself.
The planning effort produced a proposal requiring several major design
changes. For example, the planners recommended that the degree to be offered
during the next program cycle become a Master of Education degree rather
than the Master of Arts in Teaching Degree. Approval for the degree change
was ultimately negotiated by the School of Education with the Graduate School
of the University. The School of Education accepted the planners’ rationale
for the degree change. The M.A.T. degree continued to be offered in reduced
numbers through several academic departments at the University, for example
the Art Department,, The M.A.T. Program was redesigned as the Education
in Community Service Program; termed the Prototype in this writing in order
to distinguish it from the 1973-1976 program which replaced it but retained a
similar name. In summary, the Prototype planners offered the following
rationale for the degree change: The degree requirements would be reduced
from 36 to 33 credit hours which could be earned entirely within the School
of Education. The Prototype with the advise and consent of the School of
Education might admit applicants without the prior approval of various
departments in the Arts and Sciences. Once relieved of the restriction to
campus which the liberal arts course requirements of the M.A.T. degree
1
Ibid.
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necessitated, the Prototype might move off-campus and thus become community
based. At the time, the School of Education maintained a great amount of
latitude in defining the degree requirements for Education majors. The M. A.T.
degree was interdepartmental because it represented an interdisciplinary
degree. Due to the fact that the Prototype planners held no organizational status
or influence outside of the School of Education, they sought to curtail the
interdepartmental features and focus their influence within the organization
of the School of Education where they had already experienced some degree
of support for their ideas
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CHAPTER III
THE PROJECT: IDEALS AND IDEOLOGY
The single term Project is used in this writing to encompass three
correlative model programs at the School of Education. The original is the
1970-1972, Master of Arts in Teaching (M.A.T.) Program. Its direct
successor is referred to as the ’’Prototype" in this writing; occuring between
1972-1973. The third model is the subject of this dissertation and referred to
simply as the "Program”. Since 1970, and continuing to the time of this
writing, all three models subsumed by the term "Project" have functioned as
administrative sub-units of the School of Education. Hence they are termed
"organizations" within the context of the larger organizations of the School of
Education and the University of Massachusetts at Amherst because all three
models were granted a large degree of autonomy in program design and
management. Several ideological qualities common to all three models are
to be considered in this chapter.
All three models stressed the autonomy and responsibility of their
participants, experiential learning, and some form of analysis of group
process. Thus as experiential-experimental process models the three cannot
be compared on the basis of their distinct "treatment" approaches. Rather
they are best understood as normative learning environments and processes.
But the task of isolating various Project beliefs, ideals or norms related to
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teacher education, higher education, lower schools, etc„ and then identifying
them as ”M. A. T.
",
’’Prototype", or "Program” norms is unfeasible because
the Project constitutes a single nexus. The intentions of various Project
leaders and participants constitute a range of variables which may be accounted
for only in generalization.
What was most characteristic of the Program compared with earlier
models within the Prototype was the following. The Program was community
rather than campus based. A collaborative agreement was forged between the
Program and a single school site. While its predecessors, the Program focused
its field experiences in a single community. Thus learning teachers shared a
common internship site. The Program membership includes inservice and
pre-service teachers and also several non-formal community educators.
Finally, unlike its predecessors, the Program emphasized a formally
constructed environment for the laboratory method of small group interaction
and analysis concentrating on the public aspects of interpersonal, organizational,
cultural, and philosophic aspects of education. The essential notion under-
girding the design of the environment and direction of the group process was
the belief in personal responsibility.
However the Project’s intentions may generally be viewed as a
synthesis of reaction and reform germinating from the M.A.T* Program’s
experience in, and view of, teacher education and its related issues. Here
the term "reform" is intended to represent changes in the form and content
Table 1
Organizational Variances between the M. A.T. Program and the
1973-197G Program
M.A.T. (1970-1972) The Program (1973-1976)
[,A.T. degree offered
-M.Ed. degree offered
f«imately 50 degree candidates
•cipants) each 10 month cycle.
-Less than 1G degree candidates each
10 month cycle.
,Kimately 8-12 staff members per cycle. -Less than 3 staff members per cycle.
us based; office maintained at School
location.
-Community based; no office on UMass campus
but space at Falmouth High School.
tecific collaborative agreement with
rl district.
-Collaborative agreement with Falmouth
Public Schools.
rt wide field experiences o -Field experiences limited to Falmouth area.
rred during time of rapid organizational
jre and program development of the
\' School of Education; graduate
.usion applications on rise; M.A.T.
o;am received over 350 applicants.
-Occurred during time of reevaluation and
administrative turnover at School of
Education; graduate admissions applicants
in decline; Program received less than 25
direct applications.
.--.ner-director a faculty member G.
; 3 s; program affiliated directly with
: 'PPC.
-Designer-"field director" a graduate student;
no direct faculty involvement; affiliated
with the Transdisciplinary Cluster; less
direct affiliation with Teacher Education
Council.
isntary and secondary certification
e>d„
-Secondary certification only.
jrity of participants in "pre-service"
W»
-Intermediate and teachers-in-service
included; constituting 1/3 to 1/2 of total
participants.
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of teacher education by establishing a model program, the M. A.T. Program,
which deviated from the assumptions and norms of conventional fifth year
teacher education programs. Ball and other principals did not target the vast
field of teacher education but limited their effort to the establishment of a
single atypical model. This was viewed as an improvement rather than reform,
in the sense of correcting abuses.
In the beginning years of the Project, 1970-1973, it appears that Ball
and other principals based their model designs upon their own reactions to the
conventions of formal education. Their experience, intentions, and belief
s
contradicted the academic conventions of both higher education and teacher
education. For example, they were especially sensitive to the University’s
organizational attitudes toward graduate students which treated the Project staff
and participants as immature subjects, stereotyped by the term "student",
requiring standardization, regimentation, and hierarchical needs analysis,
control, and the supervision of faculty members. Because formal education was
viewed as a reflection of belief orientations, constituting principles for human
development, the Project’s staff and participants placed little trust in philosophical
beliefs which were institutionally imposed as expertise standard procedures.
Principal leaders in the Project did not conduct themselves as apprentices in
imitating the instructional crafts or educational beliefs of their academic
superiors. While admitting the value of no thods for effective communication
in education, as exemplified in pedagogical instruction, these Project principals
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viewed idealism to be the fountainhead of education. They therefore sought
and valued the experiential opportunity of planning, designing, and managing
an environment for educational practice based on educational ideals rather
than academic convention. As Schein (1972) has observed:
Changing social values have created new client systems
and have led students and young practitioners to call
for a rethinking of professional roles. In particular,
a higher value is being placed on working for the poor,
the ignorant, and the powerless.
. .
the new values
call for the professional to be an advocate, to set about
to improve society, not merely to service it, to become
more socially conscious, to become more of an initiator
than a respondent. In these new roles the professional
is asked to challenge some of the norms of his own
profession and to fight the bureaucratization and
standardization that have occurred in many professions.
1
During the beginning years, the Project was experiencing some difficulty
in expressing its position in the conventional language of teacher education.
This reflects an assumption of the reliability of various programmed approaches
which in turn implies that "students” in teacher education required exposure
to a curriculum design based on content transmission. As Ball describes it;
We believed that we had spelled out a distinctive and
subtle view of teaching. It marked us off from the
myths and traditions of the primary culture and the
counter culture. It became clearer to me later that
ideas did not constitute simple easy to grasp myth. • •
The structure was subtle, we were trying to straddle
the boundary between in and out of the University and
between program requirements and self-direction.*"
While the readings selected by the Project staff and participants favoied
such critics of the conventions of formal education as John
Holt, Paul Goodman,
1
Schein, op. cit0 , p. 3.
2Ball, op. cit., p0 232.
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Ivan fllich, Jonathan Kozal, and Charles Silberman, tho Project assumed tliat
educational institutions might be reformed and improved from within. Perhaps
the most basic reform was the intention to identify and avoid institutional
practices which contradicted essential ideals of humane education. An example
would be those paternalistic conventions in institutions of formal education
which contradict the principle of autonomy, choice, and personal responsibility.
The reform of educational institutions was seen as beginning with the individuals
employed therein. Therefore reform efforts began at the levels of self, group,
Project, the School of Education, and larger University. In order for reform
minded participants to enter educational institutions they required sponsorship
by the Project and later the credentials, such as teacher certification,
available only through institutions of higher education.
During the same period reform assumptions of the Project were fostered
by the ideological climate of the School of Education. The "new" School of
Education encouraged reform; usually referring to reform by such terms as
"innovation", "experimentation", and "alternatives".
Ball appears to share with this writer the assumption that human service
institutions, including those considered "educational" were founded on social
thought which later became expressed through organizations and bureaucracy.
Such organizations gradually rely on so-called "professional"
techniques or
technical theories which are related to the prediction and control
of human
conduct. The prediction and control of human conduct extends
to both
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institutional agents, or employees, and clients of the institution. Thus what
begins as social thought hardens into institutional convention and policy. Ball,
other principals, and the participants themselves recognized discrepencies
between what Argyris and Schon (1974) have called ne spoused theories", that
is the rhetorical intentions of human service institutions, and actual practice.
In the instance of teacher education, conventional rhetoric viewed teachers as
"professional" but the traditional curricular designs and socialization process
in fact treated both novice and veteran teachei*s as immature learners, required
to conform to the conventions of the controlling institution of higher education.
In the absence of a rational codification of the techniques specifying
the anticipated outcomes of training, Ball and Hawkes were perceived, as
expressed in Ball’s dissertation, as having built a program "around the
personalities" of the principal designers. However it now appears the M. A.T.
Program and its successors were founded on several general beliefs which are
frequently "espoused" by the conceptual framework of conventional teacher
education but continually contradicted in practice. Examples are the concept
of personal responsibility, and the concepts of autonomy, caring, commitment,
initiative, and participation. These are generally assumed as principles in
American higher education and essential characteristics of a profession.
Therefore they are seldom reaffirmed in university catalogues or other
descriptions of the available curriculum. Such ideals were essential to the
design of the context and process of the Mo A.T. Program. But since ideals
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are^ identical with treatment techniques or a particular content to be
mastered, individuals through their belief orientations formulate and represent
the higher principles involved. Thus it may be said that the personal characters
of Ball and Hawkes and later Project leaders represented human forms of certain
ideals of human social thought.
Reforming a Fifth Year Model in Teacher Education
The first of four areas of reform I have attributed to Ball and other
principals in the M.A. T. Program is the conventional assumptions and practices
reflected in the curricular design standards of so-called "fifth year level"
programs in teacher education. These normative assumptions are contained
in the national standards prepared by NCATE and promulgated in 1970. It is
not within the scope of this writing to compare and contrast all of the so-called
"standards" found in the NCATE document with the belief orientation of the
Project. Such a task would constitute a separate lengthy study of comparison.
Therefore, several generalizations are offered here which represent the
contrast between NCATE assumptions and the Project under discussion.
In considering the conventional content-centered curricular designs
of teacher education Combs, et al (1974) have declared:
The course organization of content may have been
appropriate to the goals of the liberal arts college
from which it was adopted. It is not appropriate
for the teacher-preparation program charged with
the holistic task of professional training.
1
^Combs, et al, 1974, p. 109
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Commenting on the scholarship model of teacher education and its effect on
teachers as practitioners, Ryan (1970) writes:
Most would agree that a liberal education alone does not
make a teacher. Nor do education courses. Nor does
student teaching. Those are all preparations for the
actual experience that forms a teacher—the first year
of teaching.
. • the transition from student to teacher
is a jolting experience.
*
At one level of activity, that is with teaching interns, the Project
intended to accompany the entering teacher and share this ’’jolting experience,"
After 1973, the Program shared the experience more fully by being community-
based. At that time pre-service participants spent their first year of teaching
with the daily support of the program.
The NCATE standards call for "explicitly stated objectives" in the
design of the curricular of teacher education programs. These objectives are
expressed as "behavioral outcomes" to be defined on the basis of more
comprehensive objectives "reflecting the institutions conception of the teacher's
role."
2 Where NCATE speaks of "behavioral outcomes”, Ball addresses such
areas as ’’the search for meaning", "vision in teaching", "community in
teaching", and "imagination in teaching". While Ball came to characterize
these as "goals" for the M.A.T. participants, I rather view these as intrinsic
values, or ideals constituting the foundation of the M.A.T. Program design
and experience and re-expressed in other forms later in the Project's
1
Kevin Ryan, (ed.), Don't Smile Until Christmas,, (The University
of
Chicago Press, Chicago, 1970), p.ix.
2
NCATE Standards, p. 3.
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experience. Perhaps the most basic change represented is the transformation
from an externally imposed content transmitted by instruction to a community
based, collaborative environment for experiential learning and its analysis by
the learners themselves.
In add ition Ball, consistent with the ideology of the administration and
many of the faculty members of that period at the School of Education, rejected
the intrusive paternalistic view that the institution should unilaterally define
and impose a "conception of the teacher’s role" upon its students in education.
Thus Ball speaks of "search" and "choice" for participants whil the NCATE
standards speaks of the "sequence of courses, seminars, readings, laboratory
and clinical experiences, and practicum selected for each student"'*' by the
institution.
Here the epistemological assumptions contained in the NCATE standards
are characterized as rational-empiric, Western academic norms stated in
scientific terms. Simply stated, human conduct is an outcome of accumulated
knowledge. Such NCATE terms as "laboratory" and "clinical" are borrowed
from a scientific or medical treatment model of experiential learning. Teacher
education is a treatment in knowledge to be defined by experts, the university
faculty, whose qualifications are also standardized by NCATE, and applied to
subjects classified by the term "student". Outcomes are to be predicted and
controlled. In order for student outcomes to be achieved by the institution, it
must maintain the unilaterial authority to predict and control the mean-end or
^NCATE Standards, p. 3.
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instrumental treatment process. Otherwise the institution could not be held
responsible for the performance of its graduates by NCATE and others, such
as future employers.
For Ball, the emerging Project leaders, and principal decision makers
at the School of Education, the concept of a uniform institutional definition of
a single role of teacher or teacher education was untenable. At that time the
assumption, supported by the institution, and held for example by the Teacher
Preparation Program Council was that there was no particular academic or
scientific form of knowledge or professional techniques, universally demonstrated
or accepted, forming the foundation of the education of teachers. Rather, as
demonstrated in the earlier chapter, there was an atmosphere of fraternal
sharing and discovery between the faculty and students; especially graduate
level students. Therefore Ball and other principal leaders fostered the belief
that each participant in the Project should forge "a conception of the teacher’s
role” rather than accept a "conception” imposed by the hierarchically
organized institution. While the NCATE standards called for "individuality,
imagination, and innovation" in the institutional planning of "responsible
experimentation and innovation" in teacher education programs, the tacit
belief web of the Project encouraged the expression of these same concepts on
a personal level for Project participants. Academic paternalism was rejected.
Here paternalism is intended to convey the sense of a system which identifies
and supplies the needs of those under its control and therefore regulates the
20 G
conduct its subjects in order to meet institutionally defined needs.
While some degree of unilateral paternalism might be an appropriate
basis for a relationship with less capable or mature learners, and was not re-
jected per se by the Project belief web, it was viewed as inappropriate to
Project participants, who on the average had amassed sixteen or more years
of formal education in addition to tother learning experiences. Participants
were viewed as seeking learning experiences and credentials which contributed
to the development of judgement in what the Project defined as a true, albeit
ambiguous, enabling profession. As Combs, et al, have expressed it:
.
.
judgement separates professional work from mechanical work. . . the
improvement of human judgement is what education is all about." 1
In this writing material has been presented which indicates that the
institutional "role" of the lower school teacher is not a profession; according
to the sociological definition of this term. But despite the fact that the lower
school teaching was not a clearly conceived profession, the Project, and most
especially the Program held the position that it should be . Empirical evidence
to the contrary was not viewed as negating the essential quality of professionalism
to the social role of teacher.
Therefore, it was reasoned that learners in, or preparing for educational
practice, should be involved in and responsible for the creation of the
process
and context their own learning situation; for social belief may form
social
^Combs, Blume, Newman, Wass, op. cit., p. 89.
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realities. Thus one may not be well prepared for expressions of wi.idom,
uncertainty, judgement, autonomy, compassion, and activism by functioning
as a dependent-reactive learner in a formal process of initiation into a
’’profession” which does not require or encourage such expressions but asks
that "real” autonomy be deferred until graduation. The Project held the view
that a dependent in role preparation might become a dependent in later
practice.
The Project viewed the educational process of teachers to constitute
s ocialization to the ideals of educational practice. Thus it sought to avoid
contradicting the content of its educational belief web by the form of its
transmission.
Because teachers themselves function in paternalistic capacities in lower
schools, their implicit authority was viewed as considerable. It was reasoned
that their degree of responsibility must therefore correspond to their potential
authority. It was reasoned that personal responsibility for learning, at the
level of further development of self kno wledge and continuing to the level of
mastery of various contents of knowledge was the responsibility of the individual
rather than any institution. The Project saw the potential of developing attitudes
for life long learning in its participants by fostering personal responsibility as
a first principle of adult, socially inclined, learning for the public practice
of teaching. This concept of professional education has been characterized
by Edgar Schein (1972) as ’’training for uncertainty.” Personal responsibility
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was seen to be effected by allowing and challenging participants to accept a
major role in the creation of their learning experience. Therefore while the
learning environment was structured, the process was not unilaterally controlled
by Project staff. f he curriculum design was not rigidly constructed in advance
of the participants enrollment in the Project. The Project retained and valued
ambiguity so that participants might discover and learn rather than react to the
instrumental instruction of staff. Because the staff did not completely design,
that is predict, nor control the design of the curriculum, the Project is here
termed a "process” model rather than a "treatment" model. The NCATE
standards reflect the fact that such a process model is atypical and that the
more conventional approach may be described as a academic-epistemological
treatment model. Here the term "process" is intended to represent a gestalt
of collaborative learning experiences; resistive to description by a means-
end causal analysis of discrete phenomena. Hence the gestalt is resistive to
justification by means of extrinsic institutional "goals". The gestalt, or
process, is seen as constituting a value end in itself; or intrinsic value. The
process may in fact have extrinsic value at some point in the experience of
the participant but this cannot be said to have been predicted and controlled
by anyone except the individual involved because he or she is considered
responsible for the meaning or value of his or her experience. The individual
was viewed as the creator or subject of his or her experience rather than the
object of it.
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The Project represents a rejection of what Klicbard has termed the
"technological framework" in teacher education. 1 This framework
As applied to teaching involves both precise pre specification
of outcomes and progressively efficient means toward their
achievement. • . The technological framework places its
highest value on the educational product, on predictability
and precision.2
As the nexus of three process models, the Project conformed to Jackson’s
observation that intuition and immediacy is a common feature of educational
practice and further: "As typically conducted, teaching is an opportunistic
process. While the Project conceded that accumulated knowledge was
both worthwhile and essential to the process of education, such content required
the moral considerations represented by the individual’s belief web as source
of guiding principles rather than technical methods of education. While the
content of moral or ethical ideas or principles may be taught through instruction,
the form is mastered through reflective experience.
The above considerations were for many years tacitly held as the
Project initially defined itself in contrast with convention. Later the Program
developed a conceptual framework for explaining the design of its environment
and process for teacher education.
^Herbert M. Kilebard, "The Question in Teacher Education," in
McCarthy. New Perspectives on Teacher Education, 1973, p. 23.
2
Ibid.
,
p. 23.
^p. w. Jackson, Life in Classrooms, (Holt, Rinehart and Winton,
New
York, 1968), p. 166.
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Tho Convent icnrt ) dole of Teacher
Tho second area of reform involves the conventional, cultural-
organization view of the role of teacher reflected in the organization and
administraticn of lower schools.
Despite tlic fact that the term professional is often applied to the role
of teacher, the organization of lower schools is in fact hierarchical. Hence
teachers lack role autonomy and other characteristics of professions.
Phillip Jackson (1966) points out that the teacher has a "dual allegiance- to the
preservation of both the institution and the individuals who inhabit it. 1,1 The
Project discussed this issue imder the notion of a benign sense of paternalism.
Schein (1972) has observed that the perplexing problem for the professional
employed in an institution is in identifying who his or her client is. Cooley
(1956) cautioned that an institution, as "a mature, specialized and comparatively
rigid part of the social structure" is composed of persons, "but not of whole
persons; each one enters into it with a trained and specialized part of himself."
Thus while the individual entering, as in the case of the teacher or teaching
intern in lower schools, "represents the wholeness and humaness of life" his
or her inclination is "in antithesis to the institution." Cooley further comments
that: "A man is no man at all if he is merely a piece of an institution; he must
2
stand also for human nature, for the instinctive, the plastic and the ideal.
"
1
Jackson, p. 154.
2
Cooley, p. 254.
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This dissertation attributes the lack of autonomy and status to the fact that
lower school teaching has historically been an employment situation most
frequently populated by females. Jackson's (1968) study of classroom and
lower school life indicates that lower school teaching is marked by a ,fhere-
and-now urgency and a spontaneous quality.
. He reports that teachers
resent being "checked up" on by administrators; ".
. . the teacher's plea was
for freedom, but freedom within limits.
Commenting on the status of teachers, Freidenberg (1963) observes that
"Teachers do not have offices with assigned clerical assistance and business
equipment that would be considered satisfactory for, say, a small-town, small
time insurance agency.
. . the level of support and working conditions
customarily provided simply defines the status of the occupation and the value
2
the community in fact places upon it."
Freidenberg concludes that the consequence, represented by the lack of
such amenities as private office space, telephone services, and well appointed
lounges, "is to help keep teachers timid and passive by reminding them, against
the contrasting patterns of commercial alluence, of their relative ineffective-
ness; and to divert against students their hostilities and their demands for
status. . . Both teachers and students, each at their respective levels, learn
3
to regard the ordinary amenities and freedoms of middle-class life as privileges."
*Jackson, p. 133.
^Freidenberg, Coming of Age in America , p. 45.
3
Ibid,
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Bowles and Gintis (1976) comment on the employment conditions of
teachers in lower schools under a consideration of what they term an "emerging,
white collar proletariat". Interpreting 1973 United States Bureau of Census
data which indicates that "roughly half of the relevant age group go on to post
secondary educational institutions,” these authors include lower school teachers
in "A reserve army of underemployed skilled white-collar workers.
.
.
(which)
• • • has increased the pool of available labor. By reducing job security this
reserve army acts as a critical buttress to the power of employers over their
workers. "*
These co-authorc point out that the lower school teacher’s job is not
"relatively integrated, unalienated labor" that is conventionally assumed.
The deducational efficiency binge of the 1920’s led to the
application of business management methods to high schools.
The concentration of decison making power in Hie hands of
administrators and the quest for economic rationalization
had the same disastrous consequences for teachers that
bureaucracy and rationalization of production had on most
other workers. In the interests of scientific management,
control of curriculum, evaluation, counseling, selection of
texts, and methods of teaching was placed in the hands of
experts. ^
Bowles and Gintis note the rapid development of educational specialists which
fragmented the task and role of teacher. The result has been that:
The tasks of thinking, making decisions, and understanding
the goals of education were placed in the hands of high-
level administrators. 3
^Bowles and Gintis, op. cit. , p. 201.
2
lbid., pp. 204-205.
3
Ibid.
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The value of administrative efficiency contributed to larger school populations
and more impersonal institutions. The technological ideology limited "intimate
or complicated classroom relations" which "gave way to the social relations
of the production line."1 The Project assumed that teachers were charged
with a great degree of responsibility without concomittant authority within
the organization of lower schools to effect that environment.
The Project held views similar to these quoted observations. The
Projects relationship and experience with lower schools and communities
indicated that while some teachers exercised a great deal of authority within
their own classrooms, they seldom influenced the larger institutional decision
making processo While some teachers were content with this condition of
diminished institutional-community responsibility, Project participants were
admitted, in part, on the basis of their interest in reforming, in the sense of
improving lower schools and the community. In this sense the Project, like
the School of Education, was interested in enfranchising potential agents of
change. Thus the Project was not interested in training school technicians
but in the education of educators, with a comprehensive understanding of the
principles of education rather than the technological framework of schooling.
Later the Program managed to straddle the ideal and the real by offering
teaching internships to participants wherein they became familiar with both
the principles, through Program learning groups, and current
organizational
Bowles and Gintis, pp. 204-205.
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technology and jargon through their daily teaching experience in a comprehensive
public high school. The Project sought to develop the organizational-community
leadership potential of teachers; not viewing this as limited to incumbents of
positions in school administration. The Project was also aware that social
change is seldom the result of the discrete efforts of a single reformer. In
the United States social change is more often the result of a group effort. But
teachers are often trained as individual learners whose attention is focused
on the curriculum and the instructor rather than on one another. Later, in
practice, teachers most often operate in isolation from one another; separated
by room, grade, subject, scholastic aptitude of learners or curriculum. Aside
from the teacher labor movement, which often concentrates its attention on
wages, employment benefits and conditions, teachers seldom operate on a
collegial group basis. The Project sought to develop group generative learning;
terming this collaborative learning. Later, the Program focused on theories
of small group learning and interaction. This feature is examined in Chapter
IX of this writing.
Program participants were encouraged to become reflective in the area
of interpersonal practice because the Program that while the content of a
belief, including verified knowledge may be transmitted as a subject, the
teacher represents a human form of belief systems in interaction with other
humans. If participants were not effective in the interpersonal domain, it
was assumed that other humans, such as their students, would not be influenced
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by the content they were attempting to transmit. The Program also emphasised
the conceptual frameworks of organization and change theory.
If teachers were to become responsible, self-directed, initiating,
creative, change orientated, leadership practitioners in education, it was assumed
that they would be expected to justify their conduct; first to him or herself
and then to others. The term justification was used, rather than scientific-
empirical proof, because the Project assumed that education was fundamentally
based upon moral concepts rather than scientific principles. And further that
moral beliefs, such as freedom, responsibility, equity, and truth, could not
be fully represented technologically. Participants were encouraged to comprehend
and function within human institutions while preserving the idealism of formal
education. Both the conceptual frameworks of change theory and sociological
characteristics of organization and bureaucracy were considered important
intellectual understandings for agents of change. By understanding institutions,
participants might incorporate ideals into the actual institutional context of
education.
Education as an Idealistic Philosophy of Human Potential and Value Development
The Project acknowledged several conventional forms of learning,
frequently consolidated under the rubric of ’’education
1
'; for example indoctrina-
tion. manual craft and behavioral training, subject content mastery, cultural
initiation of various forms, and techniques of a profession. But
the Project
held that education was an ideal to be realized rather than
limited sets of data
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or pedagogical techniques to bo mastered. The ideal was initiated by the
individual. Education was not a science, but did not exclude science. Nor
was it a technological framework for schooling, but might be occasioned in a
school setting. Education was interpreted as a philosophical matrix; a belief
System judgement regarding the human potential for improvement.
Formal education was viewed as the conscious occasioning of something
intrinsically valuable: an ideal state of mind. Paraphrasing Erich Fromm,
genuine ideals express the aspiration for something which is not yet realized
but is intrinsically desirable for the growth and happiness of the individual.
In addition to the valued state of mind, formal education implies the
identification of particular, deliberate, experiences which contribute to, or
occasion, such improvement. Therefore training is not education per se for
education implies an idealized state of mind. Training may be limited to
demonstrations of behavior. Training need have no moral or intrinsic value
component. If training claims moral development this better be termed
’’indoctrination" rather than training. Thus an individual may be trained for
a variety of extrinsic purposes, from carpentry to effective techniques of
homocide.
Thus a novice in criminal activities may be said to "acquire more
knowledge about crime in prisons because prisons may be
1 school s-of-crime”’.
The novice may "learn" criminal beliefs and behaviors through a variety of
experiences, including formal training, but can not be said to be
"educated"
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in crime because a sociopathic mentality does not imply an ideal state of mind,
intrinsically desirable for the growth and happiness of the individual.
The Project recognized that the idealism expressed by education
presented a complex problem for justifying the higher concepts of human belief
systems such as "growth” and "happiness". Thus this writing considers
ideals, values, morality, ethics, and attitudes in the context of human belief
webs.
Because forms of education were viewed as ambiguous, public expressions
of belief or philosophy, reflecting moral ideals rather than scientific principles,
issues may arise concerning the process of determining value; resolving who
should determine values; and the rendering of value in educational activities.
Such complex issues do not readily submit to scientific control and prediction in
a free society. These are areas of moral or ethical discourse which are central
to the belief webs and conduct of educators. Philosophy of education was not
limited to the content of a particular course, nor the formally written discourses
of experts in moral philosophy. The Project held that each educator operated
on a personal belief web or philosophy; albeit indistinct, or tacitly held. This
philosophy of education was viewed as component of the individual participants
Weltanschauung. The participants public conduct as an educational practitioner
was seen as a function of his or her belief orientation. Longitudinal, conduct
in practice was interpreted to be effected by beliefs, attitudes, and values
rather than behavioral programming through training.
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The Project’s idealistic concept of education served as a guide to its
experience,, Therefore the autonomy of participants was not unilaterally
coerced as a means to later, and greater, professional autonomy. To have
imposed a training activity upon mature participants would have contradicted
the principle of personal responsibility for learning. "Community” was a
design principle, consistently valued by the Project. Goodman (1963) has
observed ".
. . the best means of creating community is to delegate power.
Participation means initiating, deciding, acting."'*'
One apt, anonymously authored metaphor refers to the concept of
education as a seemless web of learning upon which formal education attempts
to impose a pattern; attending to some particular portion of the seemless web.
The pattern is always to some degree artificial and confining but may be either
detrimental or helpful.
The Project assumed that in order for some activity to be considered
education, something which brought about a desirable state of mind, that is
something of intrinsic value, must be occasioned. The individual learner, most
immediately appreciated the value since education was viewed to be of intrinsic
value rather than justified by an end extrinsic to it.
While maintaining its idealism, the Project also sought to influence
institutions of formal education and training; including the School of Education
itself. This implied some degree of ethical acceptance of systems
of formal
education.
^Goodman, op. cit. , p. 283.
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Later in the Project’s experience, the Program directly collaborated
with a public school district in order to immerse participants and stair in the
experiential, often unforseen, opportunities such institutional access occasioned.
Further, other human service institutions such as health, mental health and
prison facilities were included. The nexus was between the ideal of human
potential and development and interpersonal practice rather than technical
theories and practice in the instruction of contents. Experiential-heuristic
learning was favored rather than subject mastery because interpersonal
sufficiency was viewed as an outcome of reflective practice rather than content
study, or data mastery.
Summarized here, the Project tacitly held the view that human behavior
was not a simple function of accumulated knowledge.
A conventional, Western epistemic assumption is that individuals are
motivated by rational self interest, thus if new knowledge can be demonstrated
as objective, rational, and to the manifest benefit of the learner, such data will
alter or become incorporated into the behavioral repertoire of the learner.
Accumulated, verified knowledge ameliorates human behavior. The emphasis
is on objective data. Paraphrasing Fromm, the "emotional” or subjective view
point in contemporary, Western thinking has become synonymous with being
"unsound" or "unbalanced". Yet all creative activity, including human thought,
is "inseparably linked" to human emotion.
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The Project assumed that the subjective view point, or emotional
component, was conventionally eschewed in formal education, because of
institutional apprehension of addressing the form of human beliefs as well as
the moral content of beliefs. An example may illustrate the issue. Reviewing
the position offered in Chapter I beliefs were viewed to have two components:
the content or substance of the belief and the form of its expression. Beliefs
may refer to spatio temporal or abstract phenomena. A common example of the
former is the belief that the earth is round; a relatively new belief in the history
of man. The fact that the earth is round constitutes the content of the belief.
How an individual comes to know this fact is the form of the belief. An
individual may ’’know" or "believe" the earth is round because he read it in a
book, because his parents drilled him in this fact, because he had studied such
disciplines as geography and physics, or because he saw photographs of the
earth taken from the vantage point of the moon.
The so-called liberal arts model, in post-secondary training, was
viewed as a cultural transmission of contents of accumulated beliefs. The
form of the learner’s belief was not necessarily discovered. This was limited
to content. The contents of spatio temporal, or physical beliefs, are more
amenable to techniques of rational technology such as the scientific method.
For example physical health can be demonstrated by such physical, measuiable
criteria such as body temperature. Beliefs in human autonomy and worth confine
the formal study of abstract beliefs to a rational content
which appears more
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orderly; more amenable to logic. Thus the rational approach adopts a mean-
end approach to the transmission of logical content of beliefs. Knowledge may
be seen as a logical means to other activities or ends; often which lie ahead
for the learner. In incremental schooling one may "learn" in order to advance
to the next level of learning; from pre-primary to elementary to secondary,
to post-secondary or higher education. Learning activities which over-
emphasize the mean of learning to the end of eventual employment are termed
here "vocational" rather than "educational". Learning activities, and procedures
may be justified by "theories” which address instrumental ends. Education may be
reduced to a commodity in which a society "invests” for various purported ends;
such as admission to college, gainful employment, advanced technology, or a
literate society.
I
The conventional, Western academic-epistemic view, then, as expressed
in the liberal arts model, concentrates its generative and transmissive procedures
to contents of beliefs which are amenable to verification through logic. However
the Project, as expressed directly in Ball’s dissertation subtitle, "The Search
for Meaning", discoursed the significant qualities of human beliefs and experience
in education al practice. For the Project, meaning resided in the participating
learner, that is in the form of the belief, rather than in the content or subject
matter of the belief. Therefore, the Project emphasized experience and
reflection as the appropriate process for synthesizing cognitive
structure and
the emotional quality of existential meaning.
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Discoursing the form and content of abstract beliefs, for example
belief in justice for all humans, becomes a matter for intelligible justification
rather than quantified verification. As a fifth year approach the Project was
more intrigued with discoursing forms of social beliefs related to educational
practice, than in the contents of the beliefs to be transmitted from participants
to their then and future students. But the emphasis on form did not negate the
reality of content.
T
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CHAPTER IV
THE DEVELOPMENT OF AN ORGANIZATION FOR INNOVATION
IN TEACHER EDUCATION
The Project may be viewed as a representation of educational ideas,
or what Warren Bennis (1966) has referred to as "irienes",'*' and as an
organization, or administrative subunit of the larger School of Education, by
which the Project developed and expressed its "idenes" or philosophy of teacher
education,. However, as a gestalt experience of an organization in action, the
Project did not distinguish between its philosophy and its daily experience.
Rather the Project may be said to have functioned intuitively; synthesizing
tacitly held principles and the action world of daily practice; that which Jackson
has observed as ". • • the tendency to approach educational affairs intuitively
rather than rationally."2 This dissertation, then, represents an initial endeavor
to conceptualize the gestalt of the multiple year Project, while distinguishing
between the Project’s ideas and organizational history. Therefore in this
"chapter, the Project will be discussed as an organization—one which was in
the process of change while simultaneously promoting change in teacher
education.
"^Warren Bennis, Changing Organizations , p. 1 (Bennis recalls that
Henry Murray coined this term to represent the relationship between concepts
of value and social evolution in an analogy to the relationship
between genes and
biological evolution. Thus slavery and democracy are both examples
of "idenes".)
p
Jackson, Life in Classrooms, 1968.
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The Project functioned as an administrative subunit, or organization,
within the structure of the larger university. The Program may be seen as
an organization because it managed what Schein (1972) has termed
. .
the
whole paraphernalia of record keeping and accounting.
.
.
(such as).
. .
registration, credits, grades, letters of recommendation."1 The complex
task of managing administrative responsibilities, according to Schein,
• • • acts as a restraining force in social systems." But he comments further
on situations where such restraining forces are overcome:
Some of the most dramatic educational change programs I
know of became possible only when an agreement was made
with the university administration to give block credit for
an entire semester or year to all students registered in
the experimental program and for the program to take over
all other administrative matters such as grading and
record keeping. 2
The Project was granted responsibility similar to the ,rblock credit" arrange-
ment which Schein describes favorably.
While the Project may be described as an administrative organization,
it did not conform to classical characteristics of bureaucratic organizations.
Bennis (1966) describes bureaucracy as "a social invention which relies
3
exclusively on the power to influence through reason and law." He asserts
the theory that bureaucracy ". . . developed as a reaction against the personal
1
Schein, Professional Education, p. 90.
2
Ibid.
3
.
_
Bennis, p. 5.
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subjugation, nepotism, cruelty, emotional vicissitudes, and subjective
judgement which passed for managerial practices in the early days of the
Industrial Revolution." According to classical interpretation of bureaucratic
theory "roles are institutionalized and reinforced by legal tradition rather than
by the 'cult of personality'; rationality and predictability were sought for in
order to eliminate chaos and unanticipated consequences; technical competence
rather than arbitrary or 'iron' whims."2
In Chapter I of this writing the emergence of the concept and characteri-
stics of the professions is discussed as .a rational-disinterested expression of
social idealism which evolved into institutionalized techniques which are
characterized by prediction, control, and treatment modes. Bennis offers
an interpretative definition of bureaucracy which closely follows the classic
"machine model" of Max Weber. Bennis holds that bureaucracy is characterized
by six "dimensions" which he claims describe "the basic underpinnings of
bureaucracy. ' ' The se are
:
1. A division of labor based on functional specialization
2. A well-defined hierarchy of authority
3. A system of rules covering the rights and duties of employees
4. A system of procedures for dealing with work situations
Bennis, Ibid.
2
Ibid.
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5. Impersonality of interpersonal relations
6. Promotion and selection based on technical competence.
1
Downs (1967) distinguishes between "organizations" and "bureaus":
An organization is a system of consciously coordinated activities or forces of
two or more persons explicitly created to achieve specific ends,"2 whereas,
A bureau is any organization that exhibits (1) every one
of four primary characteristics and (2) some (but not
necessarily all) of a number of secondary characteristics. « .
1. It is large.
. .
2. A majority of its members are full-time workers who
depend upon their employment in the organization for
most of their income. • .
3. The initial hiring of personnel, their promotion within
the bureau, and their retention therein are based at
least partly upon some type of assessment of the way
in which they have performed or can be expected to
perform their organizational roles, rather than solely
upon either ascribed characteristics (such as religion,
race, social class, family connection, age) or periodic
election to office by some constituency outside of the
bureau.
4. The major portion of its output is not directly or
indirectly evaluated in any markets external to the
organization by means of voluntary quid pro quo
transactions. . . Thus General Motors as a whole
is not a bureau because its outputs are evaluated in the
outside markets for automobiles, . . etc. However,
the Public Relations Department of Chevrolet may
be a bureau, because there is no accurate way to
evaluate its output in dollar terms. 3
1
Bennis, p. 5.
2Anthony Downs, Inside Bureaucracy. Little Brown & Co., Boston,
1966.
^Ibid., pp. 24-25.
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Downs (1967) comments that he consciously omits such classic Weberian traits
as: • . hierarchical organization, impersonality of operations, extensive use
of rules, complexity of administrative tasks, secrecy, and employment of
specially trained personnel on a career basis.
.
.
(because).
. . almost all
of them can be logically derived from the four primary characteristics set
forth, o
.
(earlier in this writing).” 1 Downs thus describes Weber’s
characteristics as "secondary".
While the Project under discussion here appears to conform to Down’s
definition, quoted earlier, of an organization, it does not appear to fully conform
to Downs’ (1966), Bennis’ (1966), or Weber’s (1962) definitions of bureaucracy.
Nor does it appear that the Project was seeking to eliminate human "vicissitudes"
and "subjective judgement" through law and reason; if both are understood as
disinterested, intellectual processes devoid of emotion. To the contrary, the
Project maintained that professional, interpersonal conduct was a function of
the individual’s subjectively formed and held belief system, including such
powerful emotional phenomena as love, fear, hate, and power. Bennis has
observed that the bureaucratic model ". . • treats man’s ego and social needs
as a constant, or as nonexistent or inert. • . "^ But Schein (1972) has observed:
Changing social values have created new client systems
and have led students and young practitioners to call for
a rethinking of professional roles. In particular, a
higher value is being placed on working for the poor, the
ignorant, and the powerless. . • the new values call for
the professional to be an advocate, to set about to improve
society, not merely to service it, to become more socially
^Downs, P« 25. Parentheses are mine. Also cf: Weber,
"Bureaucracy"
in From Max Weber: Essays in Sociology , pp. 196-244.
2Bennis, p. 7.
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conscious, to become more of an initiator than a respondent.
In these new roles the professional is asked to challenge some
of the norms of his own profession and to fight the bureau-
cratization and standardization that have occurred in many
professions. *
De spite the fact that the Project did not clearly conform to the four
point sociological criteria defined by Downs for distinguishing between organiza-
tions and bureaus, and, further, that principal Project leaders eschewed the
bureaucratic model, I have included sociological literature, concerning the
"life cycle", that is, the establishment and growth, of bureaucratic organiza-
tions because such literature elucidates the analysis of the "life cycle" of the
Project. At present there is no separate "life cycle" theory for organizations
as distinguished from "bureaus" by Downs' criteria. Therefore, I have
reviewed literature under the general rubric of the social sciences including
sociology. Within the area of social science I have realized accord with what
Chin and Benne (1976) have described as the "normative-reeducative" strategy
of deliberate change. Their figure is reproduced in this writing on page 229.
Briefly this set of organizational change theorists represent an amalgamation
of the classic views of therapists and other "situation changers" with respect to
assumptions about human motivation and change.
Change in a pattern of practice or action, according to this
view, will occur only as the persons involved are brought
to change their normative orientations to old patterns and
develop commitments to new ones. • • changes in noimativc
orientations involve changes in attitudes, values, skills,
and significant relationships, not just changes in knowledge,
^Schein, p. 3.
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information, or intellectual rationales for action and practice.^
Normative
-reeducative theorists included in Chin and Bonne's figure
are well represented in this writing and include such behavioral scientists as
for example, Chris Argyris, Douglas McGregor, Rennis Likert, Edgar Schein,
and Kurt Lewin. Such literature more often addresses the organizational
structure and management experiences of organizations which manufacture
commodities rather than institutions of formal education.
The behavioral sciences have made stunning progress in
management education.
. . they have not only infiltrated
the field, they have secured a firm foothold in all the
leading centers of management studies.
. . In the mid-
1950's, before the influential Ford and Carnegie Reports
on the state of management education were published,
management education was in the same state or "fix" as
medical education was at the time of the Flexner report
in 1910—that is to say, deplorable.
^
According to Bennis (1966), behavioral sciences flourished in their relationship
with industrial management and the emerging "professional schools", such as
management, public administration and social service, because "conventional
wisdom and practice failed to work. The leaders, or management of
organizations "were basing their predictions on incomplete and skewed data,
4
a mechanistic and depersonalized view of man."
The following propositions are produced from Bennis. While these are
not astonishing revelations in the late 1970's, they represent relatively new
^Robert Chin and Kenneth D. Benne, "General Strategies for Effecting
Changes in Human Systems" p. 23; Bennis, Benne, Chin, Corey (eds.), 1976, 3d ed.
o
Bennis, p. 182.
3
Ibid.
,
p. 184.
4
Jbido
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attitudes and beliefs about human motivation and belief systems, concepts of
less than fifty years duration.
.Man does not react solely on the basis of economic gain.
.Man has a hierarchy of needs which change over time toward
social and self-actualization and away from basic physical-
economic needs. Quite often management does not recognize
this and hence incentives may be off-target and/or inappropriate.
.Man reacts in unanticipated ways to different forms of leadership.
• Man’s interpersonal relationships are important, have regularities,
are real in their effects and cannot be subsumed or understood
through conventional theory.
.Interpersonal relationships affect organizational effectiveness.
.Interpersonal relationships cannot be outlawed or ignored. If
they are, they go underground and turn up in the damnedest places.
.Groups can establish and enforcenorms on their membership.
These norms may or may not be congruent with management
goals.
• Morale is a complex of variables and not necessarily correlated
to productivity.
• Communication gets distorted, particularly as it goes up the
hierarchy. Subordinates who hold views at variance with their
superiors tend to withdraw or suppress their point of view,
allowing their superiors to make mistakes even when they "know
better."
• The validity and frequency of upward communication appears to
be dependent upon the degree of interpersonal trust between
superior and subordinate, the degree of power held by the
subordinate, and the degree of the subordinate’s ambition. None
of these factors is taken into account explicitly in the theory and
practice of bureaucracy.
• The formal organizational chart only rarely, if ever, resembles
the power structure.
• Bureaucratic theory and practice do not possess adequate means
for resolving conflict between ranks and between functional gioups.
• Bureaucracy has no adequate juridicial process to protect its
incumbents.
• The control and authority systems of bureaucracy do not
work.
•
Bureaucracy cannot assimilate the influx of new technology or new
professionals entering the organization.
.Bureaucracy does not adequately account or allow for personal
growth of mature personalities.
.Bureaucracy seems unable to cope with rapid,
unprogi amme
changes. 1
1
Bennis, pp. 185-186,
Summing up the influence of the normative
-reeducative view of
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behavioral science, Bennis observes:
It seems to me that we have seen over the past decade a
fundamental change in the basic philosophy which underlies
managerial behavior, reflected most of all in the following
three areas:
1. A new concept of man, based on increased knowledge
of his complex and shifting needs, which replaces the
over simplified, innocent push-button or inert idea of
man, (Man as passive instrument)
2. A new concept of power
,
based on collaboration and
reason, which replaces a model of power based cn
coercion and fear,
3. A new concept of organizational values, based on an
humanistic existential orientation, which replaces the
depersonalized mechanistic value system.
The "organizational values", which I prefer to term the Project’s belief
orientation are reflected in its norms for staff and participants are considered
here in Chapter VI,
Although the Project did not meet the classic sociological definitions
or characteristics of a bureau or bureaucracy, theories of organizations may
offer a conceptual understanding of the evolution of the Project as an organiza-
tion. Max Weber has defined four basic ways by which bureaus come into
being, ^eber’s first category is as partially applicable to the early MAT/
Prototype organizational sub unit, or Project.
Weber noted that a bureau can be formed by the "routinization of charisma"
applied to the Project this complements Olmosk’s fellowship strategy described
Bennis, p. 188, Parentheses are mine.
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earlier, in that a group of individuals transform personal devotion to a
charismatic leader into a structure to perpetuate his ideas. Weber’s classic
example is the emergent organizational framework of the Church, wherein
Christ is the charismatic leader.
Hawke s and Ball may be viewed as charismatic leaders. Their utopian
aspirations for teacher education were to be found in others; national educational
writers and critics, including Project graduate students colleagues and faculty
at the School of Education.
Weber and later writers of the ’’life cycle theories" of organizations
have identified the dominance of charismatic leaders and zealots in the develop-
ment of organizations. They describe the aggressive agitation and action by
zealots who want to put an idea into practice; this is the notion of "entre-
preneurship", or the agitation for change.
The success of these zealots, or change agitators, within the parent
organization largely depends upon tolerance of the parent organization which
may grant the developmental opportunity or conversely allow or promote the
suppression of the change by traditionalists, conservors or change avoiders.
The organizational existence of the MAT program was brought about by the
the phenomenon of "entrepreneurship". That is, the ideas of Hawke s and Ball
required an organization for demonstration in reality. In effect this required
a symbolic "splitting off", another Weber characteristic, from the existing
parent organizations--namely the School of Education and the larger University
out the MAT "ideas". The "split" was symbolic because thein order to carry
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MAT program ideas and activities certainly required access to both students
and the formal credentialling prooess provided by the larger university
organization.
If a parent organization wishes to control the development of the
"entrepreneurship" by a sub-unit it may follow the classic control processes
and devices of bureaucracy: the invocation of rules.
Effective control begins with issuing orders.
The less ambiguous and general they are, the less
discretion is delegated to subordinates.
. . subordinates
may respond in unexpected ways to any increased emphasis
upon such devices (control), for they will resist reductions
in their own power and autonomy.
. .
greater stress upon
formal regulations may cause reduced personal involve-
ment with the organization, a scaling down of performance
to minimal conformity, dysfunctional rigidity in adapting
rules to meet special circumstances, or increased
frequency of referring decisions to higher authority.'*'
Downs posits that the critical time for the "entrepreneurship" aspect develops as
conflict emerges with the parent organization. The new section may be
suppressed, or break off from the parent organization. A third situation is
characterized as the struggle for autonomy.
Downs again:
The key factor is the amoimt of support the new section
generates outside of the parent bureau. If the new
section’s leaders can establish a strong clientele or
power base beyond the control of their immediate
superiors, then they have some leverage in agitating
for relative autonomy. , . it is purposeful agitation
by men specifically interested in promoting a given
program that generates the splitting off of new bureaus
^Downs, Inside Bureaucracy , pp. 144-145. Parentheses are mine.
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from existing ones (or new sections within a bureau from
existing sections). Hence the new bureau (or section) is
initially dominated by the zealots whose efforts have
brought it into be ing. 1
The attractive "commodity” provided by the Project was the credentialling
of pre-service and in-service teachers. Credentials took two forms: a
Master’s degree and coursework required for a state teaching certificate in
Massachusetts. Therefore it was unlikely that the Project could "break" away
from the parent organization because higher education then and now controls
the teacher credentialling process. Lower schools and private enterprise are
not now authorized by state laws to provide alternative teacher education programs
leading to certification which is, in effect, a legal license for employment.
However the idea of moving the Project to another institution of higher
education, where both types of credentials would continue to be available to
students, was discussed periodically. The Project planners assumed that
students, or participants, would not be as plentiful if some type of employment
related credential were not offered.
The possibility of relocation to another institution of higher education
was discussed with principals in the Teacher Education Council in 1974.
Although no formal negotiations were ever undertaken, I explored the
possibility with a faculty member of a state teachers’ college, formerly a
"normal" school, located about thirty five miles from the
Program site in
I
Downs, p. 6.
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Falmouth. However the Program design was not attractive to that institution.
No higher level negotiations were undertaken.
The Struggle for Autonomy
No bureau can survive unless it is continually able to
demonstrate that its services are worthwhile to some
group with influence over sufficient resources to keep
it alive. . .
Generation of such external support is particularly crucial
for a new bureau. • • Yet the survival of new bureaus
is often precarious. Their initial external sources of
support are usually weak, scattered, and not accustomed
to relations with the bureau. The latter must therefore
rapidly organize so that its services become very valuable
to the users. Only in this way can it motivate users to
support it. • . This critical drive for autonomy will
determine whether or not it will survive in the long run. 1
A central problem for the early Project planners was that the ’’service"
ttey provided was chiefly to Masters students who, by themselves, did not
have significant "influence" on administrative decision making at the School of
Education. According to Ball, and verified by School of Education correspondence
and publications of that period, the priority for the "new" school was doctoral
candidates and undergraduates; with Masters candidates constituting the third
position of priority.
But Ball, et al, sought to generate both the political support of the
Project 1 s students (participants) and external agencies such as private
foundations and other grant giving organizations to legitimize or
validate their
1
Downs, pp. 7-8.
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design model. Grantsmanship and external money had provided the impetus
for much of the overall organizational change at the School of Education. In
1970, in an article entitled "Frenzy at U. Mass." Time magazine reported:
Dean Allen first set out to whip up a graduate school.
Foundations and the Federal Government agreed with
his goal, came up with nearly $4, 000, 000. 1
In fact, Dwight Allen's change strategies at the School of Education, including
charismatic leadership, zealots, fellowship, and drive for autonomy within the
larger University organization, parallel the organizational history of the
Project.
The Project was demonstrating its "usefulness" to its staff and students
but failed to convince any organizations external to the School of Education, to
invest in the Project until the Falmouth School Committee voted funds, $20,000
in 1973, for the students of that Program to be employed on a temporary basis
in the school district. Although Falmouth had funded Program participants as
temporary employees in return for a direct service—namely, classroom
instruction—the Program had demonstrated a potential "usefulness" to a group
o
"with influence over sufficient resources to keep it alive."
Additionally the functional connection with a public school district
complemented the School of Education’s "public service" orientation. Here
then was a School of Education service directly funded at the community level
rather than by a disinterested third party, such as the federal government or
~*Time Magazine, December 21, 1970.
2
Downs, pp. 7-18.
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a foundation funding agent. The Falmouth employment agreement represented
one objective measure of the functional performance of the Program, especially
when the politically elected and variable school committee reviewed and
renewed its financial support for the Program on a year-to-year basis from
1973 to 1976 and beyond. The Program may have endured in dual political and
organizational climates by demonstrating functional performance.
Advocates or zealots in emerging organizations are not solely interested
in organizational survival, according to Downs.
In fact, they are more interested in performing Its
social function. This follows from the fact that the
new bureau is initially dominated by advocates or
zealots, who are not primarily motivated by self-
interest. *
But Downs adds the motive of self-interest described by Peter Clark and
James Wilson:
Few (organizations) disband willingly, as neither
executives nor members are eager to end an activity
O
that rewards them.
In the case of the Project’ the "executives” maybe seen as the principal
staff planners. The "members" might correspond to the Master’s candidates
except that these traditionally view membership in an educational project or
program as a temporary condition and therefore are usually expected to be
less invested in long term organizational survival.
Downs, p. 8.
2Downs, Ibid. , as quoted by Downs from Peter B. Clark and James Q.
Wilson, "Incentive Systems: A Theory of Organizations", Administrative Science
Quarterly, Vol. 6, No. 2 (Sept. 1961), pp. 157-158.
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Downs, Clark, and Wilson agree that the leadership of emerging
organizations place a "high Priority on creating conditions" that seem to
insure that organization's survival and offer this explanation:
The proliferation of associations and the division of
labor in society has meant that there is almost no way for
an organization to preserve itself by simply seeking ends
for which there are not other advocates. Thus, the
maintenance of organizational autonomy is a critical
problem. By autonomy we refer to the extent to which an
organization possesses a distinctive area of competence,
a cleanly demarcated clientele or membership, an un-
disputed jurisdiction over a function, service, goal,
issue, or cause. Organizations seek to make their
environment stable and certain and to remove threats
to their identities. Autonomy gives an organization a
reasonably stable claim to resources and thus places it
in a more favorable position from which to compete for
those resources. Resources include issues and causes
as well as money, time, effort, and names. 1
It appears that Ball et al, provided what Down's calls the organization's
"initial survival threshold." Downs describes this concept as the time interval
between the beginning of an organization, in this case the creation of a distinct
MAT program in 1970, and the attainment of the "initial survival threshold",
in this instance the present 1978 organizational status of the Program, which
may be described as a stabilized level of temporariness.
The organizational evolution of the Project also conforms to Downs'
hypothesis that organizations created through entrepreneurship are generally
not successful until the zeal of the nucleus group "coincides
with environmental
Downs, p.158.
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conditions favorable to the function they are promoting.
In the case of the Project, it was not until January 1974, when the
Teacher Preparation Program Council, at the School of Education, issued a
report entitled: "Report of the Inservice Study Committee" which favorably
approved a mandate, issued by the TPPC two months earlier, which called
for increased service to in-service teachers; those professionals already
functioning in the role of teacher. This Council was later renamed "The
Teacher Education Council" in order to reflect this broadened mission to all
teachers.
The report stated:
We take heart in the fact that the clinical component
in all professional preparation programs is being
examined from a wide variety of fresh and imaginative
perspectives. In service programming is increasingly
viewed as the more effective bridging of the theory/
practice gap within a strong field orientation. In-
service efforts are emerging as a natural response
to the increasing demands for a new partnership between
universities and public schools. The call for community
service and involvement by university personnel is
insistent. 2
At the time of that report, The Program was engaged in its second year
of "partnership" with the Falmouth Public Schools; the third year of including
in-service teachers.
By 1975, the School of Education was offering twenty in-service teacher
programs. It seems the seminal ideas of the Project were "coinciding with
^Downs, p. 9.
^Unpublished report of the Ihservice Study Committee.
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environmental conditions favorable to the function they (The Project) were
promoting.
Describing the conditions for viability of a "fledgling" organization,
Downs' hypothesis again parallels the Project's beginning experience.
Developing organizations require external support, according to Downs, in
order
To resist severe attacks. Since most organizations
have both functional and allocational rivals the
possibility that a bureau will be destroyed by its
enemies is a real one. . . The bureau may have
to fight strongly during the infancy to avoid being
disbanded or swallowed by some larger existing
bureau.
. • Thus, the single most important
determinant of whether a bureau can establish a
autonomy (and how fast it can do so) is the character
of its power setting. If its suppliers or beneficiaries
are strong and well organized in comparison with
its rivals. . . then it will probably quickly gain a
clearly autonomous position. 2
The external support for the MAT Program initially came in the
appointment of Glenn Hawkes as director of the MAT Program which the School
of Education administration had indicated was to be reorganized. That change
mandate, quoted earlier in this writingwas "to make the MAT Program a
distinctive program."3 Hawkes and Ball were apparently successful in
fulfilling that part of the mandate, but less compliant with the second phase
of the mandate which called for "the involvement of additional School of
Education faculty. "4 The second phase of that change mandate will be
examined
*Downs, p. 9.
2Ibid,, pp. 9-10.
3
Ball, p. 44.
4
Ibid., p. 85.
later in this analysis.
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Therefore, beginning with the change mandate for a ’’distinctive Program”,
and throughout the early years, Ball experienced the TP PC, including its
chairman, Richard J. Clark, Jr., as "beneficiaries” or protectors of the
fledgling Project organization. Ball managed to be appointed as a member of
the TPPC. This appointment may have increased his influence on that policy
making, school-wide council. Although the TPPC claimed little administrative
power or authority, it functioned as the "allocator" of teaching assistantships
—
stipends to be awarded to the graduate students staffing various teacher
education programs. The TPPC may by said to have held "the power of the
purse strings".
The TPPC approach has required that more faculty and
graduate students do more work than under the mass
system. (Ball’s referring to undergraduate and graduate
teacher preparation/certification) TPPC has been able to
stimulate very substantial committments from a handful of
faculty and graduate students by giving them the authority
to create and lead teacher education programs of their own
design. It has been able to stimulate some participation from
faculty and students in most of the Centers of the School
through its control of about 65 graduate assistantships,
each worth $3-4, 000. *
Ball’s experience in involving faculty at the School of Education was similar
to the Program’s later experience. The majority of faculty members were
involved in their own duties, interests, projects, and programs. Diversity
of programs in teacher education at the school of Education may account for
1
Ball, pp. 37-38. Parentheses are mine.
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the absence of concentrated faculty involvement in the Project and later
program. In addition, while the Project and Program actively sought "faculty
resources
,
both were resistive to ideological domination by any particular
faculty member.
In the case of the organization called the MAT Program, it is clear
from Ball’s dissertation that he and Ilawkes did not initially view themselves
as experts in teacher education. Ball says:
Both of us were in our first year at the School, Glenn
as an Assistant Professor and I as a candidate for a
Doctorate in Education.
. . we were eager to assume a
major tangible responsibility.
. • We were also eager
to work together. And we were excited by the style of the
new School of Education that created incentives for people
to explore new fields by putting them in charge of those
fields. We made the decision to take the job. 1
Terms such as: "organization", "experiment", "subject" do not
appear in Ball’s dissertation. Ball’s stated intention is to describe his personal
search for meaning rather than to present an organizational analysis of the
Master of Arts in Teaching Program between 1971 and 1972. No analysis
of the 1972-1973 Prototype has been reported to date.
Here it is held that the primary struggle for the early planners of the
Project was to keep their administrative sub-units institutionally viable at
the School of Education. Each time their organizational existence was
threatened, they responded by searching for outside funding to support and
*Ball, p. 42.
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thereby validate their administrative sub-unit. The process of institutional
survival was not solely determined by the merits of the project's innovativo
ideas or demonstration, but depended upon staff funding sources.
Continuing to the present time, the institutional survival of the Project
has been a year-to-year endeavor. For example, before 1975, the critical
time for the Project each year was during the second university semester
when administrators and other decision makers at the School of Education
began to negotiate with the Graduate School for graduate student admissions
slots and then consider how to distribute these slots among the many
administrative sub-units, or programs, of the School of Education.
Therefore there were varying degrees of competition between these
various sub-units for a share of the admissions allocations. The Graduate
School of the University did not determine whether the admissions slots
allocated to the School of Education were assigned to Master's degree or
Doctoral candidates. In the earlier years of The Projects development,
doctoral students were generally considered to be a higher value priority
at the School of Education. In more recent times, the School of Education
negotiated with the Graduate School for "in-service, full time equivalency-
type" separate admission allocations for part time graduate students who
are employed as school teachers.
Considering the situation in the early 1970's, Ball wrote:
The School could not afford to fund an ambitious teacher
education program at a reasonable levelo Beyond meager
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part time salaries, the rewards to the staff could only be
their learning, their feelings of accomplishment, and
graduate credits. The unusual part was that 1 and others
were willing to try to run an ambitious program anways. . .
Most other staff and participants were usually confused
about this arrangement and harbored resentment. I also
felt resentment when I was most pressed by the School.
At the same time I always held the hope that if we did a
good enough job contributing to the School through our
participants, we would move up as a priority . But, partly
because of the participants* resentment, the (M.A.T.)
Program often did not appear to be contributing to the School
as much as to be using the School. ^
As described earlier, there appears to have been three distinct sets
of activities for the early Project planners:
1) Organizational maintenance (i.e., the distinct administrative
subunit called the Project)
2) Direct service to enrolled students (e.g. , instruction,
advising, record keeping, field work supervision)
3) the development and articulation of a distinct educational
rationale and method (see table).
These sets of activities are derived from Ball (1974) and my own records
as a staff member in the Prototype, 1972-1973.
The Prototype
As described earlier planning for the
1972-1973 year, Prototype
Program began in January of 1972. The year and
a half of the Prototype's
experience is not fully reported here because
it is beyond the scope of this
lBall, p. 236. Underline added by this
author for emphasis; parentheses
are mine.
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Table 2
Organizational Activities of MAT/Prototype Project (1970-1973)
-national Maintenance
»sal writing
,gotiating/reporting with
».iool of Education
TPPC
faculty
significant others
i)d raising
nl aspects of:
- 0-year survival
nining commitment of
^iry staff (fellowship
el
Dtiting
dctoral students
isistant ships
rreting program to School
dcation/public relations
ipting with other sub-units
amission slots and
ismtships
nfining support of influential
of Education decision
Adm in i stration
-record keeping
-course descriptions
-student registration
-admissions/inquiries
-interviews
-paperwork
-minority recruitment
-justification/rationale
for low grade point
applicants
-program descriptions
-communication with students
in field sites.
-negotiating travel funds for
staff
-state teacher certification
applications
-development of career
placement files
-student recommendation
writing
-staff meetings/planning
-recording, arbitrating staff
differences
-developing nationwide
internship sites for field
experiences
Services to Students
-teaching seminars
-supervising
-field work
-student teaching
-individualized programs
-creating sense of community
-counseling/
supporting/
advising students on a
one-to-one basis
-developing curriculum and
materials
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writing. The experience of that predecessor has not been reported in other
writings. It might well be the subject of a separato analysis.
Here, the year of the Prototype's experience will be abridged. The
Prototype was a critical organizational link in the Program discussed in this
writing.
I have reconstructed this description from memory, accumulated notes,
correspondence, and other documents retained from that time period; January
1973 through May 1973.
The Planners/Designers
The idea for the Prototype evolved from the MAT program model. The
principal designers and implementors were graduate students who met during
and were participants in the MAT program experience. No planning funds,
staff, or directions were specifically designated by the School of Education.
During his experience as MAT Program coordinator, Jon Ball invited
several Master's candidates, including this writer, to participate in the
planning and redesigning of the next cycle of the MAT Program for 1972-
1973. These graduate students were not to be compensated immediately in
any form, but were offered, by Ball, the possibility of support for later
admissions to the doctoral program, and of a future teaching assistantship
stipend. The opportunity offered continuation of their working and personal
relationship with Ball and the opportunity to work in a fellowship model on an
innovative graduate project in teacher education. Larger societal
reforms
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were perceived and discussed.
In addition to enlisting the efforts of these now planners. Ball hoped
to be appointed to the faculty of the School of Education on a regular full
time basis. At the timo he held a half-time, lecturer’s position. He was
actually working more than full time teaching and administering the fifty-
student MAT Program.
Ball also sought to retain the services of several of the doctoral
student staff members then affiliated with the MAT Program.
All of the proposed staff were in need of financial support. In addition
to these novice planner/de signers, several regular faculty members were
involved periodically in the planning meetings. All were members of the
Teacher Preparation Program Council (TPPC) (later termed the Teacher
Education Council (TEC)), The Chairman, Richard J. Clark, Jr. was also
involved.
The School of Education negotiated the appointment of a then current
professor to assume directorship of the next, 1972-1973, cycle of the MAT
Program. The appointment was not negotiated by, or with. Ball and the
other principal graduate student planners.
As a graduate level program, the Project continued to require
graduate faculty involvement, by traditional University policy.
The unilateral assignment of a hierarchical leader is described here
because that appointment effected the fellowship model of
the emerging staff
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of Prototype planners and represented a change in that planning gi-oup’s basic
composition of graduate students. Ball had been the central and charismatic
leader of the MAT Program and the planning group. There was polite, but
manifest, planning staff resistance to the newly appointed faculty leader.
Despite the employment disappointment, Ball remained central and
active during the planning period. The student planning group invested large
amounts of time and energy in the planning process. They considered
designing a combined MAT/M.Ed. program, a new Master’s degree in
Individualized Concentration, M.D.I. C., similar to an innovative under-
graduate program. By April 1972, immediately prior to student admissions,
the ’’degree-to-be-offered" issue was resolve: all incoming students would
receive a Master of Education degree. The abandonment of the title
"MAT Program" was required by that change in the degree to be offered.
In a January 18, 1972, mid year written report, Ball outlined the
following recommendations:
Our experience so far leads us to offer these recommendations
and considerations for next year: The requirement of work
outside of Education should be dropped, chiefly to leave more
time free to explore the unique opportunities present through-
out the School of Education. Financial "aid should be made
available to make it possible to attract more minority group
students, poor white students, and older students. . . If
there is increased diversity, efforts to encourage inter-
action need to be increased. The size of the program could
be increased. The program should consider concentrating
field experiences in several institutions or geographical
areas, acquiring more MAT House-type buildings, and
dividing the program into 1-15 person clusters. The
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PlV r •“'A' cannot expect to return the current staff or to attract
as l s, t effective a staff without an increase in funding.
Wii>. u ir^eratc increase a new kind of staffing pattern
cou'. i I** instituted. . . The model is essentially not a fixed
des.:7 <* 2; is a process model. 1
The idea u\ "community” had been central to the MAT Program. For
the MAT Program the term "community" was used to convey a sense of
fellowship in learning, sharing, and belonging among the fifty plus participants
in an organizationally distinct teacher education program.
However, when the planners for the 1972-1973 Prototype used the
term "community4 ' they planned to broaden the implications. For example:
-The Prototype was to be physically located in a geo-political
community, rather than university based. Staff and students
would live in a community site and commute to the university
rather than vice versa.
-The Prototype would use the community itself as the primary
learning resource. The University campus would be a secondary
resource. The Prototype would focus on schools and other
human service agencies as locations for experiential learning.
In turn, the Prototype would invite people from the community
schools and human service agencies to apply as degree
candidates in the Prototype (these individuals were described
as in-servico, whether formal school teachers or nonformal
educators). The Prototype also planned to invite community
people as guost speakers and leaders for the community-
based learning group’s seminars.
-The Prototype planners sought to develop a connection between
formal and informal learning resources in the community.
The primary committment was to the geo-political community
rather than any particular institution—for example public
lower schools.
Unpublished report on the Masters of Arts in Teaching (MAT)
Program, R. Hall 1—18—72, p. 9.
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-The Prototype planners wanted to bring schools and participants
closer to other community resources for learning. In this aspect,
the Prototype would be closer to the common definition of
community education.
-The planners perceived a responsibility for making a concomittant
contribution to the host-site community. Therefore the Prototype
intended to provide various forms of public or community service
while at the same time learning from the community resources
and experience.
-Finally, the sense of social community among program participants
themselves in their community sites would continue to be a major
goal. In fact, the planners theorized that they were more likely
to build a process of community among participants if the participants
were not distracted by the life style of the larger university which
the planners felt diluted group identity and a sense of common
purpose.
Education
In planning for the 1972-1973 cycle, the planners consciously expanded
the conventional conception of Teacher Education. Now offering a M, Ed.
instead of an M.A.T. degree, the horizon of the term "teacher" was to be
extended beyond the pedagogical and classroom- restrictive organizational role
of lower schools. The word "teacher" was used interchangeably with
"
"educator". The term educator was generally construed to mean a practitioner,
a facilitator of learning, and influencer of the human learning process and
environment. In this, the planners moved beyond lower schools as
a focus
and sought to gain access to non-formal and informal
educational settmgs;
for example: prisons, day care centers, and
mental health clinics.
The title "Education in Community Service" was
corned and agreed
to by the planning group as an appropriate title
for the "old" MAT Program.
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The selection of community sites was a lengthy process. Basically
the sites were chosen on the basis of:
1) v/hether the Prototype's students would be allowed to practice
teach in the schools of the site community. Access was
negotiated with superintendents of schools in each of the
selected geographic areas;
2) whether cooperative, interesting human service agencies
existed and would grant access for "internships";
3) the need for an urban site in order that racial minority
students might be recruited;
4) the planners' subjective attitudes toward a particular
community.
The planners unsuccessfully sought outside funding for the Prototype
model. A formal proposal was submitted to the New England Program in
Teacher Education in Durham, New Hampshire. NEPTE was, at that time,
the primary negotiator for federal funds for innnovative teacher education
programs, with an emphasis on inservice teachers. The total budget submitted
was $34, 263. A central budget item was for teaching assistantships at
$3,800 for four doctoral candidates and salaries for three site secretaries.
The proposal was "for the Development of Models of open-circuit education
in the Gateway (Mass.) Regional School System, the Montague (Mass.) School
System, and the New Britain (Connecticut) School District."
1
The proposal was not approved for funding. However, the geographic
sites incorporated by the proposal were retained as the Prototype's community
locations. Gateway was a rural Western Massachusetts site; Montague
a mixed
funding Proposal submitted to NEPTE by the Prototype Program.
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manufacturing and University "bedroom" community. New Britain,
Connecticut, was urban and industrialized; demographically the largest of
the three sites and the most distant from the University campus in Amherst.
By July of 1972, the Prototype staff was comprised of those persons
who had been willing to invest time and energy in the Project up to that date
without financial compensation, written confirmation of their admission as
doctoral students or confirmation of later teaching assistantships.
One of the Prototype planners wrote a memo to the appointed faculty
director of the Prototype on July 10, 1972 to protest the delay in the pro
forma confirmation of staff 1 s admission as doctoral students and teaching
assistantships. He wrote:
For all practical purposes, ECS exists and functions because
a small group of people got together and made it happen. And
they made it happen, in part, in return for two promises
clearly implied by the TPPC very early in the entire process:
a minimum of four staff people were promised admission to
the School as doctoral candidates and four were promised
assistantships for the 1972-73 academic year. The formal
letters of admission promised have been delivered or are,
the Graduate School assures me, to be mailed this week.
The assistantships are threatened, however, by the capricious
numbers* game the Administration is playing. The threat to
ECS may be real or imaginary, but it is felt nonetheless.
Our experience with the Administration on the matter of
program (non-doctoral) admissions slots has left us feeling
that any imaginable contingency has the potential of being
realized. That constitutes a threat.
We have operated since Februaiy entirely on the assumption
of good faith on the part of the TPPC and the Administration.
We have developed a new and exciting graduate teacher
education program. We have negotiated and organized an
elaborate interface with three communities/school systems;
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we have sweated through one breach of faith on the part of the
Administration.
• • that cxcrulialing admissions bind that was
none of our doing; and we have filially managed to put together
an impressive and eager group of Master’s candidates. In
short, the staff has put in five and a half months of very hard
work and is planning and willing to put in ten and a half more
months in exchange for four meager, nine -month stipiends.
Now, even those meager stipends are threatened.
. .
Let me make a prediction:
The ECS program will come to a screeching and unambiguous
halt if we do not have explicit and written assurance by August
2 from an appropriate administrator at the School of Education
that four TPPC assistantship contracts will be forthcoming. . . 1
This memorandum was intended as an ultimatum. At the time of its writing,
July 10, 1972, the Prototype was preparing to operationalize at the three
selected sites 0 Incoming students were scheduled to arrive on those sites
on August 14, 1972, to begin a two week, summer orientation session. In
effect. Master’s candidates had been notified of their admission to a School
of Education program which was not yet staffed. Unless faculty members
assumed the respcn sibility for on-site supervision, the model described to
Prototype applicants could not have been realized.
The four ’’proposed and invested staff members described in this
memo included the writer here. The admissions delay being experienced by
the Prototype's staff may have been due to the fact that the Prototype
was
not affiliated with any of the several "Centers" at the
School of Education. In
1972, "Centers" were the equivalent of
departments within the School of
Education. Each "Center" had its own admissions
committee to review and
^Unpublished memor^dum from Jeff Amory to Professor
A. Donn
Kesselheim, 7/10/72.
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recommend on doctoral admissions. These admissions committees were
looking for doctoral students to staff their own Center affiliated programs
and projects* Thus the four "proposed and invested staff members" sensed
that their precommitment to the Prototype was impeding rather than enhancing
their admission as doctoral candidates.
After the date of this memorandum, it became clear that the Prototype
planners were not to be recommended for admission to the doctoral program
by any of the several Centers to which they had applied.
Therefore, the Teacher Preparation Program Council, which was not
a Center, but a school-wide council, intended to transcend center affiliation,
made the unprecedented decision to negotiate the admission of the four
"proposed and invested staff members". This was accomplished by re-
designating four of the graduate admissions slots intended for Prototype
Master’s degree students as doctoral admission slots. The four planners
were then admitted to the School of Education without Center affiliation.
One of the Centers, described as the "Non-Center" had been designed
and supported by the Administration specifically to respond to such unusual
circumstances. The Non-Center had also refused to expend one of its
allotment of admissions slots for Prototype planners. In retrospect it appears
that the admissions problem is an example of a side effect of the entrepreneurial
model common in School of Education experience during this period.
The writer of this memorandum quoted had himself been admitted
to the School of Education’s Center for Leadership.
He was to have continued
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as the coordinator of Prototype staff activities; a "linking agent" between on-
site staff, the faculty director, and the School of Education. However, just
prior to the arrival of incoming students on August 14, 1972, he was informed
that the funding source he was anticipating for support of his continued
involvement in the Prototype would not be forthcoming. Shortly thereafter,
he withdrew from his unpaid, but vital position, as coordinator. He was
not replaced.
The issue that was characterized in the memorandum as a ,Tbreach of
faith" by the Administration referred to a policy of the School of Education
regarding the admission of so-called minority students. This class included
women women and non-white people. In that regard, the Prototype program
planners had no difficulty in identifying and admitting female applicants.
However, the planners were less successful identifying racial minority
students. The planners explained to the School of Education administration
that the Prototype had not been successful in attracting minority applicants
and offered the hypothesis that that was because racial minority applicants
were generally more interested in either doctoral student status or specialized
content training and vocational certification in areas such as media, school
counseling, and administration.
Generic teacher education on the Masters level was widely available
nationally and regionally. Therefore, the planners explained the
Prototype
could not compete for minority admissions with other programs
and institutions.
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Further, the Prototype had no funds for either recruitment, advertising,
or financial aid for minority students.
When it became clear to the Prototype planners that they would not
be able to meet the numerical expectations of the School of Education
regarding "affirmative action", the planners requested that the Administration
accept their "non-attraction" hypothesis. However, final notification of
admissions to all students and programs was substantially delayed in the
spring and into the summer of 1972 because the School of Education sought
school-wide implementation of its affirmative action policy. In retrospect
the issue serves as an example or organizational conflict of needs rather
than ideological dissention, for the Prototype staff agreed with the affirmative
action goals of the School of Education.
First Year Prototype Model:
Staff
The Prototype’s basic staffing pattern was as follows:
-one faculty director, holding several other program commitments
and role responsibilities.
-one half-time lecturer, Jon Ball, completing work on his doctoral
dissertation.
-four doctoral students admitted directly by the TPPC in return for
their continued staff function in two field sites, Gateway and Montague.
-one doctoral student admitted directly by the Dean’s office at the
School of Education; no financial support. This person was also
the
director of the Mental Health Clinic in New Britain and in 1972-1973
functioned as a voluntary part-time staff member of the New Britain
site.
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-one M.Ed. student, selected from incoming New Britain M. Ed.
students to function as on-site staff; no financial compensation.
Students at the three sites could take regular University or School of
Education courses, or enroll for "core” courses offered on site by the
Prototype’s staff; under the course sponsorship of the faculty director.
In general, the core components were:
-practice teaching
-a Community internship or Practicum in Education
-independent study
-foundations of education- type seminars.
-philosophy of education-type seminars
Core components, during the first year of experience varied in design
and experience among the three sites.
Approximately 38 Master of Education candidates were admitted during
the Summer of 1973 for the Fall 1973 University semester. To the extent that
it was possible, and with consideration to a balance of numbers of students
among the three sites, incoming students were allowed to indicate their first
and second choices of site communities. There were to be two staff members
in each of the three sites.
During the course of the ensuing academic year, 1972-73, each site
developed distinctive subgroup characteristics. The phenomena was largely
a reflection of the site staff’s educational philosophy and leadership styles.
In effect, the three sites, staff and students, were ideologically different
and constituted autonomous sub-units of the Prototype’s umbrella of ideas
and intentions.
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The preoccupying activities of the staff members of both programs
subsumed by the term Project were divided between meeting the needs and
demands of student-participants and negotiating Project autonomy and survival
within the School of Education. Both concerns contributed to the ”hore-and-
now" quality of Project management. The Project generally demonstrated
little appetite for long range planning, quantitative Project evaluation, or
formal articulation of its ideology or methodology. The Project itself assumed
those characteristics associated with educational practitioners rather than the
publication of a well defined theoretical basis for design and operation. Yet,
despite its practitioner or immediate -action mentality, the Project had
continued for three years under the leadership of Ball, and for three additional
years under the leadership of this writer. These six years have increased to
an eight year total at the time of this writing, therefore, it appears that
innovative projects in education managed by graduate students, often viewed as
temporary members of the university collegium, have a capacity for
longitudinal feasibility and study, provided the parent organization gives
permission if not financial resources.
The Project’s struggle for autonomy was organizationally reflexive;
not formally analyzed by Ball and the other principals. Occasionally
the
reflex toward autonomy appeared to be interpreted, informally
at least, by
some faculty at the School of Education, as ’’separatist’,
organizational
’’disloyalty”, or the ’’cult of the personality”.
2G0
Now, at this writing, such perceptions and evaluative comments, are
not accurate explanations of Project behavior and motives. The writer
characterizes the drive for autonomy as symptomatic of an emerging
organizations operating on an ideological rather than technological basis.
It also appears, that the sub unit or Project administration, consisting
of activities such as record keeping, and student accounting were time consuming
but vital maintenance functions; contributing to Project autonomy.
The writer hypothesizes that effective sub-unit administration in the
Prototype was important to:
1) organizational autonomy and power.
2) Project visibility in the larger organization—the School of
Education.
3) The demonstration of the Project’s organizational responsibility,
maturity, efficiency; and the legitimization of its services.
4) The Project’s "image” in the larger organization which contributed
to the year-to-year decision by the larger organization to continue
support;, approval of the sub unit.
Baldridge (1971) considering organizational studies and institutions of
higher education reports that while universities have conventionally been
examined by either the "bureaucratic model" derived from the work of Max
Weber or the "collegial" paradigm, represented by such writers as John
Millet’s (19G2) The Academic Community and Paul Goodman’s (1962) The
Community of Scholars, these two conventionally employed frameworks miss
"many important" features.
By themselves, however, they gloss over many essential
aspects of the university’s structures and processes. 1
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Baldridge has constructed a ’’political model” ’’for building a new political
interpretation of University governance." His so-called political model2
is based on three theoretical sources: conflict theory, exemplified by the
writings of Karl Marx, Dahrendorf (1959), Gamson (1968), and Coser (1956);
The "community power theories of political sicence, exemplified by Hunter
(1963) and Dahl (1961); and what he terms "the so-called ’informal groups’
approach in organization theory", that is, the studies of interest groups in
organizations, exemplified by such prison studies as Cressey and Krassowski
(1957), and on the topic of a utility corporation, Selznick (1949).
J. Victor Baldridge views university policy making as a result of the
interaction of "special interest" groups affecting the university; these may be
inside or outside the formal organizational structure of the university.
Baldridge defines "policies" as:
Those decisions that bind an organization to important’
courses of action.
3
Shown in the following table of this writing, Baldridge devised his
political model for use in a case study of policy making at New York University.
The design is a five step, "dynamic process" model.
^Baldridge, p. 14.
2
cf. figure 4, page 262 of this writing.
3Baldridge, p. 21.
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Here the Baldridge model will be applied to a single policy issue
which directly influenced the continuation of the Project: the distribution of
teaching assistantships to teacher education programs at the School of
Education,, Project continuation since 1970 has been dependent upon the
recipiency of teaching assistantships for the Project staff.
Baldridge describes universities as being "complex pluralistic social
system(s)", representing a "configuration of social groups with basically
different life styles and political interests". The School of Education at the
University of Massachusetts may be viewed as a upit of the larger university
structure which competed with other university divisions for resources,
including assistantships for graduate students. And within the School of
Education in the early 1970's diversity among students, faculty, and programs
was encouraged and multiplied.
Ball (1974) reports that the "new administration of the School of
Education added over thirty new faculty members, while the graduate body was
approximately doubled for each of the first three years". 1'urther "About
500 doctoral students and 200 Masters students were admitted in each of the
first three years. Among them were an unusually large proportion of people
2
with political influence, Blacks, and counter culture types.”
Faculty and doctoral students were encouraged to experiment in
alternative teacher education projects. As shown in figure 4,
the first
Ball, p. 25.
2
Ibid., p. 30.
2G4
stage of the Baldridge political model is termed "social context factors".
Here it is held by Baldridge that divergent values and interest groups create
a condition which may lead to conflict. As fragmented groups or factions
compete to influence decision makers, "the interest of one group may damage
another". Diversity allows complex goals and values and divergent "interest
groups".
In 1971, the university wide committee adopted a specific goal of
diversity.
Diversity of academic program and of place and time of
learning, to make the University truly responsive to the
needs of students and society.^-
While the larger university sought diversity of academic program, the School
of Education promulgated educational pluralism. The change and development
atmosphere at the School of Education is discussed elsewhere in this writing.
The Administration at the School of Education encouraged a collegial relation-
ship between graduate students and faculty members. The social structure
of the School’s instructional staff was expanded to include doctoral candidates.
Ball (1974) reports:
The governance of the School, while legally in the hands
of the Dean, was by Dwight's (Dwight Allen, former Dean
of the School of Education) choice shared with the faculty
and graduate students, a sort of Town meeting arrangement.
^Teacher Education at the University of Mass. Vol. I, of an Into rim
Report
,
April 1975.
2
Ball, p. 25. Parenthesis are mine.
2G5
Ball (1974) further explains:
Part of the Allen ethic is for graduate students to have
primarily collegial rather than subordinate relationships
to faculty.
. . Some individual graduate students do in
fact have a more influential teaching or administrative
role than numbers of faculty.
. . the graduate population
has been allowed to grow without comparable increased in
faculty membe rs.
1
Allowing a diverse student and faculty population, a consensus or fellowship,
governance model, and complex goals and values in program development,
varying degrees of conflict were inevitable within the social structure of the
School of Education.
The second stage in the Baldridge model is termed "interest articulation".
"Groups with conflicting values and goals must somehow translate them into
effective influence if they are to obtain favorable action by legislative bodies
j O
... the articulation of interests is a fundamental process."
Here the "favorable action" sought was in the form of resources for
the Project. The legislative body appealed to was then the Teacher Preparation
Program Council. Although the TPPC denied any legislative function because
it attempted to function as a School-wide body which transcended individual
programs and Centers, the TPPC controlled at least one vital resource for
special interest groups, namely teaching assistantship stipends.
1Ball, p. 30.
2
Baldridge, p. 23.
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Beginning in 1970, Ball and Hawke s were given the change mandate
Mto make the MAT program a distinctive program and because the responsibility
for teacher education was the burden of only a few faculty, to encourage the
involvement of additional School of Education faculty". 1 However, other
programs and personnel were receiving similar mandates. Therefore other
interest groups, with their own aims and belief orientations, were emerging
within the pluralistic structure of the School of Education.
Each interest group required resources for program development and
student service. Two key resources were student admissions allotments and
teaching assistantships. Here the discussion will be limited to the assistant-
ships.
The Project had to compete with other emerging projects and programs
for such resources by articulating its unique interests. In the Spring of
1971 Ball (1974) reports there were 16 new teacher education projects. Hawkes
and Ball appealed to the Teacher Preparation Program Council for resources.
The major competition for assistantship resources came from under-
graduate teacher education programs. These had the greater claim to teaching
assistantships because assistantships were approved by the University on the
basis of the total number of undergraduates enrolled in the School of Education.
The Project principals continually lobbied their needs before the
Teacher Preparation Program Council established in February 1971.
The
T~
Ball, p. 44.
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TPPC developed guidelines for program proposals. Programs in teacher
education were approved and awarded resources on a year-to-year basis.
Recalled Ball’s observation: "TPPC has been able to stimulate very substantial
commitments from a handful of faculty and graduate students by giving them
the authority to create and lead teacher education programs of their own
design. It has been able to stimulate some participation from faculty and
students. • • through its control of about 65 graduate assistantships, each
worth $3-4, OOOo”1
The Project has no history of coercive political measures such as
strikes, "sit-ins" or other forms of disruptive demonstration. However,
such tactics were employed by some interest groups at the School of Education
during this same period. When Project planners were frustrated by lack
of financial resources, they developed proposals to seek funding from sources
outside the School of Education, such as private foundations. With limited
resources, the Teacher Preparation Program Council could not make a
positive decision for one particular program without a corresponding reduction
in resources for another program.
The third stage in the Baldridge model is termed the "legislative
stage". At this level the dynamics of translating special interests into final
decisions or policies are effected.
^Ball, pp. 37-38.
2G8
Legislative bodies respond to pressures, transforming
the conflict into politically feasible policy. In the process
many claims are played off against one another, negotiations
are undertaken, compromises are forged, and rewards
divided. 1
The Project appealed to the Teacher Preparation Program Council
which in effect legislated program approval through the allocation of resources.
R. J. Ball was appointed to serve as a member of that Council in 1971.
As reported by Ball (1974), that Council included fivo faculty members,
two undergraduate student members, and Ball as the single graduate student
member. As a Council member, Ball was in a position to represent the
Project’s interest to that body.
At that period in the School of Education’s history under the deanship
of Dwight Allen, programs were not usually seeking direct academic approval
of their belief systems, often fundamentally reflected in their curricular
designs. Instead programs competed for resources represented by assistant-
ships for staff. Thus the TPPC could control, by resource allocation, which
programs developed, continued, and were terminated. Innovative programs
more often were discontinued because they lacked resources than because of
direct administrative disapproval of their design, curriculums, or experience.
But because the Project was in direct competition with other teacher
education programs or special interest groups, often represented by influential,
fall time, faculty members rather than graduate student leaders, it was
difficult to generate "faculty involvement" from competing faculty members.
^Baldridge, pp. 23-24.
2G9
There was no particular incentive for a faculty member to become involved in
or supportive of the Project. However, there wero incentives for criticizing
the Project for lack of faculty involvement. If the Project were terminated
several additional assistantships would have been available for redistribution
to other programs.
The fourth stage in the Baldridge model is the "formulation of
policy"; or the results.
The articulated interests have gone through conflict
and compromise stages and the final legislative action
is taken. The policy is the official climax to the conflict
and represents an authoritative, binding decision to commit
the organization to one set of possible alternative actions,
to one set of goals and values. ^
The yearly decisions of the School of Education and the TPPC to award
teaching assistantships to the Project, although not usually in the quantity
requested, renewed the belief systems of the special interest group, represented
by Ball and others, for one more academic year cycle. About mid-term of
each year, another round of interest articulation began.
After 1973, when the Project moved to Falmouth and became what is
referred to in this writing as the "Program", it lost its direct representation
to the TPPC. That Council became the Teacher Education Council (TEC) and
each year the Program filed a written renewal proposal with that body. The
proposal was prepared by the field director of the Program. Despite major
changes in the School of Education, for example in administrations, the Program
1
Baldridge, p. 24.
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lobbied successfully for the resource of assistant ships. With the Falmouth
Schools investing directly in Program funding, the Program had a compelling
argument for continued existence at the School of Education. The Program
was the first and only teacher education project In the School’s post-1968
history to maintain a collaborative relationship directly with a public school
district without some form of third party funding.
The final stage in the Baldridge model is termed "the execution of
policy step". It marks the temporary cessation of conflict or competition.
Usually the official policy is promulgated and turned over to the bureaucrats
for routine execution "„ • .it is remarkable that yesterday’s vicious battle
may indeed become today’s boring bureaucratic chore."
1
This stage corresponds here to the final awarding of assistantships
which eventually are reduced to a payroll and personnel function despite the
critical importance to program development at the School of Education. How
However, Baldridge observes that few policies remain in the final stage.
Thus in his diagram, shown in figure 4, a broken line represents "feedback
processes" which often generate a "new cycle of political conflict". The
feedback process corresponds to the yearly experience of the
Project’s
demonstration of its belief system and methods. Each year the
Project
renewed its interest articulation in its search for resources
to continue.
^Baldridge, p„ 24.
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CHAPTER V
THE DEVELOPMENT OF A COLLABORATIVE
COMMUNITY-BASED ORGANIZATION
Background
The Prototype program staff began the planning for the next academic
year, 1973-1974, during January 1973. Finalization was not achieved until
the end of May 1973.
During this period the discussion of seeking outside funding again
emerged. However, the direction of the search for funding shifted from
"grantsmanship", formerly aimed at such traditional sources of funding as
the Federal government and private foundations, to several public school
systems.
By that time the Prototype was more than a paper proposal model; it was
a viable enterprise functioning in three separate locations. The three
cooperating school districts appeared generally satisfied with the performance
of the Prototype program but not particularly invested, financially or
organizationally, in continuation of the Project. When the Prototype program’s
staff broached the subject of financial investment and support with the
administrations of the presently cooperating school districts,
the response
was not encouraging,
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The central concern for the Prototype program's staff, in planning
for the next yearly cycle, was increasing the financial support base of the
Prototype's field staff. Because the School of Education reportedly could not
increase financial resources, and private funding agencies had repeatedly
rejected variations of the Project model, the Prototype's staff hoped that
school districts might be induced to fund the Prototype. The idea to seek
financial support for staff from school districts was more bom out of
desperation for funding than economic foresight.
Discussions with the cooperating school districts raised the articulation
of these responses from lower school authorities; If the Prototype was looking
for sources for funding for its field staff: A) Staff salaries were a School
of Education employment-budget problem; B) A school district conventionally
expended its financial resources for direct services to school age children,
not for in-service or staff development or the pre- service education of
teachers; C) What basis existed for school administrators to convince their
school committees that the district should direct funds to University affiliated
personnel, the Prototype's field staff, to provide a service that was perceived
as the conventional institutional obligation and mission of the University.
Lower school authorities were amenable to improved, augmented, or expanded
services offered directly to school children. They were unwilling to seek funds
for a university field staff, whether school, community or university-based.
These early discussions and objections helped the Prototype's staff
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conceptualize a possible school district funding scheme. Somehow the staff
would have to convince a school district on the basis of cost effectiveness
and direct services to school age children as initial steps in collaboration with
the Prototype. During the long mid-winter planning discussion, several
random and human factors affected the plans for 1973-1974.
Jon Ball was completing work on his doctoral dissertation and
beginning the process of seeking advanced and regularized employment.
The part-time graduate faculty director of the Prototype was then being
considered for re-appointment by the Personnel Committee and the Administra-
tion of the School of Education. The personnel decision regarding the incumbant
faculty directors reappointment was ultimately negative. Therefore, both the
faculty director and the staff of graduate students were aware that 1973-1974
would be a transitional year for the faculty director allowed by University
personnel policies. In informal conversation the staff prepared for a lame-
duck administration during the upcoming 1973-1974 academic year.
Meanwhile, Ball, while investigating an advertised mid-year opening
for a director of the Omnibus Alternative School in Woods Hole, a village
section of the Town of Ealmouth, Massachusetts, became aware of a newly
constructed, comprehensive public high school for that town.
The Omnibus School was partially funded by the Falmouth School
district. At that time Omnibus was also a small, separate, School of
Education, undergraduate, off-campus teacher preparation program.
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Jon Ball’s employment explorations with the Omnibus School led him
to Falmouth, where he initiated a meeting with Peter L. Clark.
Peter L. Clark had been appointed "planning principal" in 1972 for the
newly constructed high school, scheduled to open in September 1973, and to be
renamed Falmouth High School. The former high school building was named
Lawrence High School, after an early town benefactor. The incumbent
Lawrence High School principal was scheduled for retirement in June of 1973.
Pieter L, Clark was to be the principal of the new high school and had been
appointed a year early in order to manage the planning and administrative
and curriculum reorganization of the new school.
Jon Ball discovered that positions for unit administrators or so-
called "house administrators" were being advertised for the new reorganized
high school. Ball’s plan was to apply for a house administrator position and,
simultaneously, interest Clark in collaborating with a new model or version
of the Prototype Program. Ball might then have gainful regularized employ-
ment and continued affiliation with the teacher education project he ahad
nurtured for three years. He conceived the possibility of a position similar
to a clinical professorship. Ball formally applied for an administrator’s
position at Falmouth High School.’
In addition. Ball invited Clark to the School of Education in Amherst,
and the Negotiations commenced for a new "site" for a redesigned model.
At the same time, other school district sites were being explored by other
Prototype staff members.. For example, this writer was working
at that
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time on a proposal for the development of a site which would have the twin
institutional focus of schools and a penal institution.
Clark, the planning principal, expressed interest in both Jon Ball’s
employment application and the newly proposed model but was adamant in
viewing and deciding on the two as completely separate issues. It was during
these early months that a funding mechanism evolved. Clark’s eventual unique
proposal to his administrative superiors is summarized as follows:
The budget for the new high school’s opening year, 1973-74, had been
prepared and previously approved by the Falmouth School Committee without, at
at that time, any knowledge or consideration of the proposed model. How-
ever, the approved budget did include funds for several additional professional
staff positions. Therefore, Clark proposed the idea of using the equivalent
amount of the total of two teachers* salaries, approximately $20,000, to
fund the new model. The funds were already approved and contained in the
salary budget for instructional positions at the new high school.
Clark discussed the plan with Ball and the writer here, both
representing the School of Education, and with his immediate administrative
superior, the Superintendent of Falmouth Schools. The plan would eventually
require the approval of a majority of the Falmouth School Committee.
Clark’s basic proposition and resulting discussion with the principal
planners and Falmouth superintendent led to the following rationale
for
collaboration:
27G
Instead of hiring two subject teachers, Falmouth High School would
pay $1700 each to eight full time Master of Education students, selected
and sponsored by the new model, in return for direct instructional and
/
supervisory services to students at the new Falmouth High School. These
graduate student interns would be designated as "visiting teachers". The
choice of this appellation will be explained later in this writing.
It was reasoned that these eight visiting teachers would allow for
greater secondary subject flexibility; this, assuming that the two teachers
to be hired were each capable of instructing in one subject area, e,g.
,
one
Social Studies teacher and one English teacher. With eight visiting teachers,
Falmouth High School could service more classes and subject areas. At that
time, Clark had a clear idea of his staffing needs for the 1973-1974 school
year, and he needed teachers for more than two secondary subject areas.
There were additional benefits. The most obvious was the service of eight
persons and a supervisor for the cost of two full time teachers.
Falmouth would be paying the visiting teachers only for direct service
to students; it would also receive more supervisory service for its dollar
investment and have greater flexibility in staffing assignments.
In addition to funding the eight visiting teachers, the balance of
budgeted salary amount, $6,500, would be paid to a supervisor of the eight
visiting teachers. The supervisors salary was negotiated with Peter Clark
by me on my own behalf, and it remained stable for three years. The salary
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for the position, to be described locally as "director", was one step removed
from immediate classroom service to school children. For this reason,
some difficulty was foreseen in justifying the funding of such a position to the
Falmouth School Committee. Therefore, a rationale was prepared to explain
that such on-site supervision would insure the quality of service provided by
visiting teachers while not increasing the supervisory responsibilities of the
regular Falmouth High School administrative staff, who were expected to be
quite busy during the opening year of the new high school.
Clark was very enthusiastic about the proposed inclusion of Falmouth
High School in-service teachers in the new model proposed. As mentioned
earlier in this writing, the 1972-1973 Prototype had incorporated in-service
and pre-service teachers in the same learning group.
Clark reported that he perceived program availability to in-service
teachers as a major advantage. He shared his enthusiasm for in-service
education with his superintendent and, subsequently, the School Committee.
When asked four years later by the writer here why he elected to
collaborate in 1973 with the Program, Peter L. Claric reported that he was
inclined to collaboration because (1) he was not concerned with gradual change
in 1973. He felt that the opportunity for change would be most comprehensive
at the beginning of his administration. (2) He valued on-the-job training
because of his own earlier field experiences as an M. A.T.
intern and later
as an administrative intern in a doctoral program,
neither of which was
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affiliated with the University of Massachusetts. (3) He valued the open-ended
potential he believed imiversity affiliation offered.
Jon Ball and I negotiated between the Falmouth Public Schools and
the School of Education during the Spring of 1973.
During that period, policy decisions by the Graduate School and the
School of Education, effectively reduced the number of students the new
model could expect to admit for fall of 1973.
It became clear during that time that the new model would have to be
regrouped from three sites to one site and from 37 graduate students to
about twelve. That reduction of incoming students and site locations
occasioned a reduction of the doctoral student staff from six to one, the
an-site director. It was necessary that the on-site director, funded by
Falmouth, be identified in the spring of 1973, in order to begin the planning
and admissions work for fall of 1973. It was at that time that this writer
was deemed acceptable by Falmouth and the School of Education to be the
on-site director.*
During that time. Ball and this writer made several trips from
Amherst to Falmouth to assist Peter Clark in conceptualizing and presenting
the new model, to the Falmouth School Administration and eventually to the
School Committee. Peter Clark, Jon Ball, and this writer collaborated
in the drafting of a seven page document finalized in form by Peter Clark and
entitled:
*The role development of the on-site director is
discussed at length in
the components section of Chapter VI.
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Contractual Agreement between the Falmouth School Committee
and the School of Education of the University of Massachusetts
at Amherst
.
1
In May of 1973, the Falmouth School Committee voted to approve this contract,
only to be later informed by the Falmouth Town Counsel, 2 in an advisory
opinion, that a direct contract between two municipal agencies (i.e., the
Town and the University) would not be legally enforceable under Massachusetts
Law. That apparent impediment resulted in the decision by the Falmouth
School District to later contract directly with the individual members of the
Program. This decision was ratified by the Falmouth School Committee on
June 12, 1973. The eight visiting teachers, to be selected through the
University admissions process, and the on-site director were to sign year-
long, individual contracts with the Falmouth School District. An example
of this contract is reproduced in the Appendix to this writing.
Although the terms of the seven page, inter-institutional contract
were not executed by the two organizations, the spirit of the document later
served as the basis of the mutual expectations of Peter Clark and this
writer, as the field director. These two, in effect, became the principal
parties in the definition of expectations for the 1973-1976 Program. In the
ensuing years, details of the voided seven page contract would be altered,
but the activities outlined by the unenforceable contract remained substantially
-
See Appendix,
o
A legal counselor; an attorney for town matters.
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unchanged. The essence of the agreement was that the on-site director would
"interact with" the eight visiting teachers three days per week; that he would
be the administrative link between the Falmouth High School administration
and the visiting teachers, and the School of Education. Further, he would
supervise the visiting teachers in the classrooms of Falmouth High School as
they fulfilled ".
. . the following responsibilities as part of their program of
studies: a) to teach up to two courses for a full year, supervised by the on-
site director and the appropriate School System personnel."*
In May of 1973, Ball and this writer functioned as informal, non-
binding negotiators between principal decison makers at the School of Education,
as yet uncommitted to the relocation and continuation of the new model, and
the Falmouth administration. For example, Jon Ball and this writer proceeded
with reviewing applications for admission for the 1973-1974 academic year,
because if the new model were approved, participants were very necessary
constituents. Therefore, several presentations were made to inservice
teachers at the Lawrence High School in early May of 1973 in order to interest
them in the new program. Interested persons were given graduate admissions
applications and oral information about the new model program, which remained
tentative at that time. One in-service teacher, claiming to be an official
representative of the Falmouth Educators’ Association, the local teacher-
labor organization, demanded that he be present at all presentations to in-
*Voided "contractual agreement" see Appendix.
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service teachers in order to gather information about the proposed venture
and insure equal admission access for all teacher-members of the Association.
In terms of timing, Falmouth's commitment to the collaborative venture
preceded that of the School of Education.
During the preliminary negotiations with Falmouth, the School of
Education was negotiating the numbers of admissions for Fall of 1973 with the
Graduate School of the University. This had resulted in a major reduction
in graduate admission slots.
On May 16, 1073, the new program was given initial and temporary
approval by the School of Education to proceed with student admissions.
Because of this late finalization, at-large applicants were interviewed on the
Memorial Day weekend of May 26-May 28, 1973. A program description was
not published until May 31, 1973, 1 after the admissions interviews had been
completed.
Ultimately, Jon Ball was not offered a position by Falmouth High
School. However, I relocated to Falmouth in August of 1973. On August 14,
1973, the Education for Community Service Program, hereafter simply
termed the Program, held its first meeting of the summer session. Included
in the thirteen participants were three full time Falmouth High School teachers
as Master of Education degree candidates, and two as non-degree candidates;
a teacher from the Omnibus Alternative School; and eight "visiting teachers",
all newly residing in the Town of Falmouth.
1
cf. Appendix.
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The terms "collaboration" and "collaborative" used in the title and
throughout this writing, require clarification of usage. These terms have been
used to describe a number of organizations and situations not similar to the
Program's structure and experience. Bennis (1969) has observed,
"'Collaboration* is a difficult worl to do justice to, but it involves mutual
trust, joint determination of goals and means, and high mutual influence."’1
Bennis offers the following general organizational characteristics of the
phenomena of collaboration: understanding and mutual agreement, open
communication, mutual trust, mutual support, effective means for the
management of conflict, using the skills of parties to the collaborative
effort, developing appropriate leadership.
The root verb "to collaborate" describes "the act of working together"
in order to produce some new entity. For example, several authors might
collaborate, or act in concert, to create a book. Most often the term is
intended to convey a sense of human, intellectual, creative activity.
Collaboration is not used to describe production by manual labor or machinery.
Nor does it usually apply to economically- related or casual relationships.
It rather implies the voluntary association of individuals, groups, and organiza-
tions to enter a productive relationship. Such a relationship may be formalized
by some form of contract or explicit understanding, whether oral
or written.
^Bennis, Organization Development, p. 13.
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In relation to the Program reported here, this term is intended to
describe an organizational decision in 1973 by two institutions, the Falmouth
Public Schools and the School of Education, not bound by tradition, contract,
or policy, to work together by the common acknowledgement of a third
entity: the Program described in this writing. Collaboration took the initial
form of institutional authorization. Direct contact between the administrations
of these two institutions was rare, and on the intermediate level. The
collaborative relationship was maintained by the mediate Program. The
existence of the Program was the single, formal manifestation of the
collaboration. Clearly, the Program could not have continued, in the form
to be reported here, without the collaborative warrenty of both institutions.
Throughout this writing the Program is represented as a somewhat
independent third party, marginal to both institutions, rather than as an
administrative agent of the School of Education. This is an attitudinal issue
in organizational perspective. For while the School of Education may have
accurately perceived the Program as their "own" project, the Program sought
to identify itself with the organizational interests of both Falmouth High
School and the School of Education.
On the subject of interorganizational collaboration, Bennis (19G6) has
observed:
In modem organizations we observe many of the same social
processes of conflict, stereotypy, and centrifugal forces
which inhere in and divide nations and communities. . . (such
organizations). . . employ the same furtive, often fruitless.
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always enervating avoidance or suppression, annihilation
of the weaker party by the stronger, sterile compromises
and unstable collusions and coalitions. 1
For as organizations develop, they become complex. As they become more
complex, "they fragment and divide, building tribal patterns and symbolic
codes which often work to exclude others (secrets and noxious jargon, for
example) and on occasion to exploit differences for inward (and always,
fragile) harmony. • • One of the basic, but often unrecognized, paradoxes or
organizational life is that its chief device of integration tends to induce
excessive in-group cohesiveness at the price of intergroup cooperation.
The Program’s success in its lower school setting required affiliative
neutrality rather than over-identification with an institution of higher education.
The intention was to avoid the creation of a situation in which the Program
was perceived as an ’’outside expert" coming from the University, 150 miles
away, to offer hierarchical direction to the Falmouth Public Schools and the
personnel therein. Diplomacy and genuine concern for the host community
was essential to the twin concepts of parity and trust.
The Carnegie‘S Commission on Higher Education has reported on issues
related to lower schools and higher education in collaboration. However, it
is important to note here that the collaboration described in this writing was
^Bennis, p. 199.
2
Ibid.
^The Carnegie Commission on Higher Education: Continuity and_
Discontinuity (McGraw Hill Book Co. , New York, 1973).
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not a demonstration funded by a third party, for example tho Office of
Education or private foundations. Examples of actual "grass roots” or
unfunded collaboration are rarely reported. However, tho concept of lower
school
-university collaboration has had national discussion related to the
funding of demonstration projects in teacher education, such as the Teacher
CorpSo
In its Report, the Carnegie Commission on Higher Education considers
the inherent incompatibility between lower schools and institutions of higher
education. This is summarized in Table of this writing. The Commission
notes:
Any collaboration between organizations faces tensions
stemming from personal fears of exposure and scrutiny. 1
Tensions may be viewed as restraining forces or the source of various
impediments to collaboration. The Commission reports that there are
’’practical problems inherent in developing new procedures and programs".
New collaborative programs require change. Thus, problems arise around
such issues as "institutional purposes, language, style, and operating
procedures". For example, Falmouth High School accepted and supported
change in its modification of the original staffing pattern and standardized
personnel and payroll procedures by contracting with the eight visiting
teachers, atypical employees sponsored by the Program. This change
produced tension and related problems which are reported elsewhere in
this writing. From the University perspective, a major change required
*The Carnegie Commission on Higher Education, p. 101.
Table 3
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Impediments to Lower School-University Collaboration; Summary of
Report by the Carnegie Commission on High Education
:.ar institutional purposes
sions
titutions will be competing
"state educational dollars"
ommunities seek state
*3 for property tax relief
n faculty at University
>3 contact with lower
sthan other departments
ciffe rence when teacher
C3 with professor
Schools
School personnel distrust
academic elitism
Personnel are active, day-
to day, practical problem
solvers
Personnel usually hold
only Master's degree
Majority of perscone 1 are
female
Emphasis on teaching
Political attitudes of
personnel are traditional,
middle class, moderately
conservative
Teachers have little policy
making powe r; no influence
on budgetary expenditures
Teachers use spoken com-
munication; informal
writing style
Teachers adhere to "strict
schedules"; not in control
of their own work time and
priorities
Colleges and Universities
University personnel (i.e.,
faculty) disdainful of anti-
intellectualism perceived in
lower school personnel
Personnel study problems on
long range, theoretical basis
Majority of personnel are male
Theoretical and research
emphasis
Personnel (faculty) have policy
making power; budget influence
Written communication;
publications; formal writing
style
Faculty personnel control their
own schedules and work
priorities
Faculty often work on committee
basis
Political attitudes often
liberal
Personnel usually hold
Doctoral degree
Teachers usually work alone Organizational status unclear;
difficult for "outsiders to Judge"
Organizational status clear;
hierarchical titles, degrees. Institutional "promotion and
lines of authority and re- reward system" does not
sponsibility prioritize concerted attention
of faculty to lower school
issues
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was the authorization of Program staff to function as intermediaries between
the graduate faculty and graduate students participating in the Program.
Procedures at the University required faculty involvement because the
Program offered graduate level courses. In turn, this requirement served
as an impediment to developing this community-based project, because the
faculty was located 150 miles from the site, and there were few organizational
inducements to teach small classes in Falmouth rather than large classes
in Amherst. The Commission has reported:
The more significant the collaboration, the greater the
threat and the more likely the tension . 1
Martin Haberman, a teacher educator at the time of his 1971 publica-
tion, produced a controversial article in the Journal of Teacher Education
which sketches the major attitudinal impediments to collaboration between
lower schools and institutions of higher education. He is uncommonly direct
in his position, despite assumptive discussion to the contrary, that these two
institutions are incapable of significant collaboration.
The major impediment is the "clutching bear hug" by which higher
education holds on to the licensing process of teacher education. As the
"parent and protector" of teacher education, higher education is resistive
to change in its orthodox view of formal education, despite the benefits
which might accrue to the field of teacher education. In order for collaboration
to take place, Haberman contends, major changes in traditional attitudes
The Carnegie Commission on Higher Education, Ibid.
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would be required of these two "mutually exclusive" systems: lower schools
and higher education.
There are no budgetary, personnel, or other resources
built into either institution that depend on cooperation;
quite the contrary, the more either institution ’cooperates’,
the more it costs and detracts from its own major purposes. 1
In addition, this author denies that personnel in lower schools and
higher education can "work together". Both organizations operate on
different organizational reward systems. Lower school personnel often view
university people as "too theoretical", unbound by the exigencies of lower
schools, while university personnel often view lower school personnel as
"too conservative", practical, timid and of "lower intelligence, status, and
education". Haberman’s views are presented here at length because he surveys
the restraining forces to lower school, teacher education, and university
change and collaboration.
The following description summarizes Haberman’s (1971) lengthy
article, in which he lists traditionally "unexamined assumptions" which tend
to restrain innovation in teacher education and restrict collaboration between
institutions of higher education and lower schools. Haberman chaHenges the
conventional assumption that teacher education is best achieved within the
academic culture of institutions of higher education because:
^Haberman, p. 134.
1
,
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• These two institutions have no resources "built in" to foster
cooperation.
2. Personnel at both institutions are suspicious of their counter-
parts in the other. Personality and value differences are
common. Cfcie major difference is the theoretical aura of
university personnel and the pragmatic outlook of lower school
personnel.
3. Academic disciplines, as conceived in higher education, have
little impact on the exigencies and curriculum needs of lower
schools. Lower schools have unlimited interdisciplinary needs,
while higher education delimits research and curriculum to
particular disciplines.
4. Lower schools are organized for widespread public support and
cannot afford the luxury of specific objectives. Thus, they have
diverse professional needs. Conventional teacher education
assumes there is a single "universal professional theory" of
teacher education. Teacher education must be as diverse as the
schools and clients which teachers are expected to serve.
5. The motives of students in preservice teacher education are
unknown. Students in teacher education may not be "open to
change" in lower schools, "while high positive correlations
do
exist between having a vocational orientation and
a fit-in mentality."
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6. The mean age of students in pre-service teacher education is
characterized as "late adolescent". Late adolescence may not be
the optimum time for developing the student’s capacity for
"nurturing, eliciting, caring, supporting, empathizing,
and deemphasizing (one’s) own needs in the process of enhancing
others".
7 . "Most college faculty perform in a neverland that falls between
sound theory and competent practice.
. . Faculties of higher
education institutions may be unable to unite theory and practice
under the real time conditions of lower schools.
8. Instructional and teacher relationship models in higher education
and not appropriate models for teaching in lower schools. Student
motivation, expectations, and achievement are perceived
differently by both levels. ". . . Lower education is more
concrete and couched in personal activity and experience; higher
education is more abstract and supported quite well by reading,
writing, formal experimentation, and discussion."
9. Institutions of higher education do not support "a reward system
that facilitates teacher education". On-campus activities such as
research, publications, consulting, graduate seminars, lecturing,
and administration all rank as higher institutional prioiities and
valued activities than working with students in their field
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experiences in lower schools. Faculty members are not rewarded
for their practice in supervision of field experiences.
10. Universities are not accountable for the teaching performance
of their graduates. "The NCATE guideline for follow-up can’t
be met by any of the more than two thousand institutions that
prepare teachers. If graduates are found lacking, universities
can shift the cause to the conditions in lower schools."
11. While government and private foundations have assumed that
universities are capable of facilitating change and improvement
in themselves and lower schools "through research, demonstration,
creative proposals, and disemination programs. . • Any status
survey will reveal that the proverbial third grade in Peoria grinds
on pretty much as it did in 1910". Universities have had little
change impact on lower schools despite "massive aid for
innovation". The university itself preserves the same academic
"yardstick" for teacher education as it has held for several
decades. Reform is unlikely without change.
12. The leadership of Schools of Education do not display a keen
interest in becoming directly involved with the problems of lower
schools. Administrators in higher education are not evaluated
on tho basis of concern for and collaboration with lower schools.
Thor© is less interest in lower schools manifested by non-education
department administrators,
2u2
13. Although the "public" assumes there is close cooperation between
higher education and lower schools, these two seldom interact
except on the issue of college admission of higher school students.
14. The assumption that higher education positively influences the
future performance of teachers more than their subsequent
employment situations is doubtful. "Teachers fit in, fight, or
flee. They are not instruments of change that introduce great
new ideas from college into the lower schools. Nothing we offer
future teachers—whether skills, values, or theory—can withstand
what they learn on the job as practitioners."
15. "Teacher education is based on an individual entrepreneur
model." The conventional assumption that lower schools can be
improved by the discrete efforts of individual teachers may not be
accurate. Sabbaticals are one example cited of "historical efforts"
to improve lower schools by educating teachers on an individual
basis. Haberman contends, on the other hand, that "educational
(any important social) change is the result of organized group
action".
16. Personnel in higher education experience awkwardness in establishing
credible relationships with community groups and schools. This is
especially applicable to the special circumstances of racial and
cultural minority communities. Universities often
"lack the
minority faculty members with the credibility, the know-how,
the
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will, and the organization to help communities with their goals”.
There is little genuine and long term involvement between higher
education and, for example, predominantly black urban schools.
17. Institutions of higher education do not have a tradition of
collaboration with professional organizations; that is, local
teachers1 associations.
18. Specialization among teacher educators themselves limits a
generalist perspective in the field of teacher education. ’’Faculties
are composed of specialists in learning, reading, administration,
etc.” The assumption that higher education represents and offers
’’the best of what is now known about teacher education" may be
inaccurate.
19. Teacher education programs in higher education are resistive to
evaluation, change, and improvement. ”In truth, changes in higher
education are not planned; they are most frequently the result of
chance or unpredicted events."
20. Teacher education programs in hi^ier education have limited
relevance to the development of in-service teachers. "The issue
is not the simple-minded charge that we can’t relate theory to
practice but that disciplined academic knowledge is, by its very
nature, not capable of transfer." The expectations of personnel
in higher education create an "ethic” of educational
"shoulds"
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which intimidates practitioners to the extent ’’that few, if any,
practitioners dare admit the nature of what they actually do".
21. Institutions of higher education do not effectively evaluate one
another's teacher education programs. Mutual evaluation focuses
on "organizational rather than content criteria". The American
Association of Colleges for Teacher Education is cited as
"concerned with the enhancement of an oligarchy".
22. Certification of lower school teachers is presently confined to the
exclusive judgement and control of institutions of higher education.
"Approved programs should not be limited to institutions of higher
education; community groups, schools, and private enterprise should
be permitted to compete with programs that have state approval.
The assumption that college faculty have a comer on relevant
expertise is not supportable by data."
23. Institutions of higher education "can study, demonstrate, even
disseminate, but they cannot assume the direct administration
and aegis over do-good organizations and still keep public
support". Whereas schools of education may require community
involvement, the university as an organization may require
continued detachment from "the surge st of the mob". The
assumption questioned here is the appropriate location of schools
of education within the university organization.
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The term "consortium” is often used interchangeably with the term
collaborative. The United States Office of Education has used consortium to
describe the relationship of higher education and lower schools exemplified
by such federally sponsored projects as the Teacher Corps model. The
Federal concept of collaboration in teacher education merits attention at this
juncture.
Proponents of performance or competency-based teacher education
appear to agree that community sites are vital laboratory components for the
actual, real condition, demonstration of instructional acts and behavior.
The Federal Office of Education has provided major funding for
collaboration in competency based teacher education through a variety of
consortia, from regional and national conferences to demonstration projects
such as Teacher Centers.
Houston and Howsam (1972) have edited a text, Competency-Based
Teacher Education, which presents the Federal point of view on the inter-
organizational and community issues related to collaborative teacher education.
In seeking to promote consortium in teacher education, these editors have
underscored the myriad contractual canons which are associated with the
complicated arrangements between the parties. Regulations are used to
attempt to affirm the rights of all parties and insure that no party
will overstep
his/its traditional area of assignment. In setting such
formal limits for all
parties, collaboration maybe seen as restrictive rather than innovative
and exploratory.
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The extent of collaboration in the Federal model is clearly predefined rather
than open ended, as in the Program reported here. Rigid contractual
construction in the examples reported by these editors may indicate the extent
/
of mutual distrust, quoted here earlier, reported by Haberman and the
Carnegie Commission. However, Houston and Howsam report on no such
issues of parochial attitudes. Rather, they stress the burgeoning
growth and developmental aspects of such phenomena.
Any attempt to define a consortium soon leads to the
conclusions that there are as many definitions as
there are types of institutional partnerships or agree-
ments. Little has been written about their character
or purpose. • • Yet consortia continue to flourish,
despite fuzzy delineation and sparce description in the
literature.
This description may imply that each instance of collaboration is
defined may imply that each instance of collaboration is defined by a unique
contract executed by the several parties often described as "contractors"
and "grantees", inchiding higher education institutions and lower schools.
The "flourishing of consortia" in teacher education is attributed by the writer
here to the funding incentives offered by the Office of Education in the 1960’s
and early 1970’s. Substantial funds were offered to support the competency
based teacher education model.
However, J. Myron Atkin
2
has reported that the Federal role in teacher
education has become "intrusive and highly visible" since 1900. Prior to
Houston and Howsman, p. 81.
2
J. Myron Atkin, reporting in McCarthy and Associates,
Ngw
_
Pe rspe ctive
s
on Teacher Education. (Jos sey Bass, Inc., San Francisco, 1973),
pp. 72-83.
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that time teacher education "was almost entirely in the hands of the
Universities". Atkin ties the intervention of the Office of Education in teacher
education to the emerging role of social scientists in the political administra-
t ions of Kennedy, Johnson, and Nixon. Federal, state, and local collaboration
was a key issue in a variety of all Federal social programs.
A condition of federal support in many poverty programs
was strong participation by the ’target groups'. 1
The Office of Education and its funding of collaborative teacher education
projects may be seen as an illustration of Federal "vision" of desireable
social programming. Atkin reports, however, that the net effect of the Federal
model of the funding and management of social policy projects, adopted from
the management model of the Department of Defense in the 1960’s, was to
eventually shift management and budget control from local control to state
governments. The central Federal management concept was later adopted
by state governments, according to Atkin.
Therefore, when the Federal government curtailed the expenditures
associated with the social policies of the 1960’s, state administrations assumed
the management model of Federal spending. According to Atkin, this resulted
in increased executive power on the state level and federally inspired norms
of evaluation.
The increase in the executive power in the control and management of
state budgets increased at a period of national expansion of
institutions of
higher education. The result, according to Atkin, was the
"shifting (of) major
1
Atkin, p. 74.
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decision-making away from the campus and toward the executive branch of
the state government". The shift has not "been questioned seriously by the
public", according to Atkin, because the executive management controls have
been "instituted in the name of economy and rationalization, two attributes
highly valued by the people", Atkin reports that the Federal role in teacher
education has been similar to that of private foundations. "The Federal
focus has been on exemplary efforts, demonstrations, and some research. 1,3
Atkin is generally critical of the Office of Education. He observes
that that Office "attempted faithfully to adopt the managerial procedures
developed in the Department of Defense".
4
The result of such mean-end
procedures was the elimination of flexibility in research and development
in teacher education.
In the experience of the Program reported here, flexibility and
open-ended innovation were vital characteristics of the collaborative
understanding. Neither Falmouth nor the School of Education required pre-
specified outcomes. Collaborative and shared judgement were not replaced
nor governed by codified regulation and standardized norms imposed prior
to the Program’s actual experience.
*Atkin, p. 77.
2
Ibid.
3
Ibid.
4
Ibid., p. 78.
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WhUe the Program's funding means may be viewed as cost effective,
efficiency was not a norm or precondition externally imposed upon Program
design. In effect both collaborating institutions may be viewed as sharing,
rather than competing for, "educational dollars". Such a feature may become
more consequential if the tax support base for financing lower schools is, in
fact, broadened, and thereby placed public higher education and public lower
schools in direct and visible competition for state funding, as suggested by
the Carnegie Commission.
At the time of this writing, the Program continues to be funded at
the same rate of cost as originally designed in 1973. Its current fifth year
of operation excedes the usual duration of similar federally funded demonstra-
tions of "innovation" in teacher education. The Program model has trans-
cended shifts in Federal social policy, changes in the executive offices at
several levels, including the national executive branch of government, the
Office of Education, the School of Education, the Falmouth Public Schools,
and the field director position of the Program itself. Therefore,
collaboration has survived at an institutional level competely unrelated to
the shifting beliefs and practices of national social policy programs.
The Program Field Director as Interorganizational Link
The Program under consideration in this writing may be viewed as
an organization promoting change and undergoing change itself, an
alternative
Table 4
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Force-Field Analysis of School of Education-Falmouth High School
Collaboration
Restraining Forces
at the School of Education/University
-Limited resources
-Lack of faculty involvement
-Distance from parent campus, 150
miles travel costs
-University restrictions on admission
allocations; reduction of project in
1973
-Program* s competition with other
projects at the School of Education
for resources
-Lack of Program funding mechanism
-Non-traditional and non-conforming
nature of Program* s course
description
At Falmouth High School/Town of
Falmouth
-Anxiety manifested by some School
Committee members concerning
the appointment of nuncertified”
teachers (i.e„, teaching interns)
-Program required a majority
vote of approval by Falmouth
School Committee on a year-to-
year basis
-Falmouth Public Schools wanted
a formal contract executed
-Applicants to Program had to be
matched to instructional needs
at Falmouth High School
Driving Forces
at School of Education/Univcrsitv
-The School of Education interested in
in-service education in 1973; developed
position of support in 1974
-Teacher Education Council continued
to support experimentation in teacher
education
-Program model supported by principal
policy makers and influences
-Field director willing to relocate to
Falmouth and develop the initial
opportunity
At Falmouth High School/Town of
Falmouth
-The High School*s principal, re-
organizing a new school, actively
supported collaboration
-Principal able to influence his superiors
and School Committee
-Administration and faculty interested
in opportunity for teachers in-service
-The approval and support of School
Committee in 1973
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model to traditional teacher education which also required change of its
participants and parent organizations. Therefore, change and organizational
theories were considered during the Program’s experience and again during
the preparation of this writing.'1' Two correlative areas of literature
considered may be understood as theories of planned change related to
organizations, and theories of planned change related to individuals and
small groups within such organizations. The former is also described under
the discussions of organizational development; the latter, within the literature
of the ’’normative re-educative” techniques associated with the laboratory
movement of approach as demonstrated by T-Groups, sensitivity groups, and
other forms of human relations training. These are usually associated with
relationships between individual, role, and organizational change.
In addition to these two goal-directed approaches to the study and
implementation of planned change, social psychology also studies the
individual roles, the small group, and the larger organization, offering a
less subjective approach to the subjects of planned change literature. The
literature of planned change may be described, therefore, as offering the
’’now” while the more objective-analytic approach of sociology describes the
’’what”. Poth are generally related to the subject of this writing. Here in
this writing the focus is upon several aspects of theories of planned change;
the sociological and re-educative approach are all considered in
Chapter IX,
in a discussion of small group theory.
Ntcferenoe works are shown in a topical bibliography
found in the
Appendix of this writing.
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Theories are planned change offer, or may impose, a rational analysis
and conceptual framework for imposition upon the random reality of human
life in organizations. The human instruments of planned change are described
as "change agents" or organizational "consultants". These arc not systems or
efficiency experts, but most often behavioral scientists, termed professional,
who are well grounded in a theoretical basis of some behavioral discipline.
These agents offer their beliefs, attitudes, and values to client systems. The
change agent, while often likened to the anthropological participant-observer,
is described primarily as a catalytic agent. Hence, he or she has a particular
point of view 0 Often this is given as the re-humanization of institutions in
order to improve the quality of human life and interaction at such settings.
Client systems range from lower schools to large business corporations
and institutions of higher education. In most instances reported, such
organizations contract, in various forms, for the services of a consultant
or consultant group.
While such literature is helpful to the reporting of the Program considered
in this writing, the applicability is limited. Therefore, in the ensuing
discussion of the role of the field director and the general change atmospheres
at both the School of Education and Falmouth High School, no causal relation-
ship is suggested between the internal change tendencies and innovations
of
these two institutions and the agency of the field director or the
Program
activities. Rather, it is suggested that the field director
acted as a linking
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agent between two organizations already engaged in major change processes
in order to develop a third, emerging organization, namely, the Education
for Community Service Program.
The Into rorganizational Change Agent Role of the Field Director
Likert (1961) has described the concept of "linking pin" as the ability
of a m anager or supervisor to influence his or her superior decision makers.
Likert cites research which indicates that a primary variable identified in the
effectiveness of supervisors was "the amount of influence which a supervisor
felt he had with his own superior. To function effectively, a supervisor must
have sufficient influence with his own superior to be able to affect the superior’s
decisions".
1
Likert holds that the supervisor must be skilled both as a
supervisor and as a subordinate. Thus, the principal of Falmouth High School,
may be viewed as an effective "linking pin" in influencing his superiors, the
superintendent and subsequently the School Committee, to collaborate with the
University in approving the funding and access of the Program.
But here this writer introduces the "linking pin" concept applied to the
intergroup role of the field director who was employed by and accountable to
two separate hierarchical organizations: the School of Education and Falmouth
High School. Both of these organizations had distinctive titles for the same
person and job function. At the School of Education the title was "coordinator",
^Rensis Likert, New Patterns of Management, (McGraw Hill Book Co.,
New York, 1961), p. 113.
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because graduate students were restricted from directing graduate level
programs. However, Falmouth High School, not directly affected by Graduate
School policies, and seeking to indicate that the visiting teachers would receive
adequate hierarchical supervision, referred to the position as "Director’.
With respect to University policies, I refer to the position as "field
director", a consolidation of both conferred titles.
The field director served as an organizational link between the School
of Education and Falmouth High School. Awarded a teaching associate ship
by the School of Education, the position represented an informal joint
appointment. As a "linking pin" in Likert’s hypothesis, the field director
may be seen as representing the same group of subordinates, Program
participants, to two separate hierarchies: the School of Education and Falmouth
High School. The former classed participants as "students"; the latter,
as "teachers"—either in-service or "visiting teachers". According to Likert,
effectiveness with subordinates would be affected by the supervisor’s ability
to influence superiors. This meant that the field director had superiors in two
separate organizations; he had to act as a double linking pin. Thus, it was
imperative that the field director retain credibility with both institutional
sets of superiors and the Program participants.
During the initial negotiations with Falmouth High School and the
School of Education, the issue of distinguishing areas of
responsibility and
authority between the two institutions was effectively
clarified. A clear policy
was important to the day-to-day supervisory
function of the field director.
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The finalized procedure by which the School District contracted directly with
individual visiting teachers assisted in keeping organizational responsibilities
in perspective. There came to be a clear distinction between the functional
concerns related to role performance (a visiting teacher’s "job" at Falmouth
High School), and the area of academic affairs and policies of the School of
Education project (the Program’s curricular design). Although interdependent
within the Program, responsibilities were distinct for both collaborating
gxmsors.
The principal of Falmouth High School, therefore, expected to hold
the field director and the individual visiting teachers accountable for their
actual role performance as Falmouth High School teachers. The field director
and visiting teachers were expected to uphold the policies and procedures of
Falmouth High School. No effort was made by the principal to control or
influence the academic affairs of the Program's learning groups.
A major area of potential conflict between the two organizations was
their separate work and vacation schedules. Because visiting teachers were
signed to Falmouth contracts, the Falmouth obligation prevailed and the
Program’s schedule of seminars and field experiences conformed to the
Falmouth school schedule rather than the University's shorter aacademic
year and longer vacation periods.
In fact, visiting teachers were awarded their University degrees on a
yearly late-May commencement date, but honored their teaching contracts and
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continued at tlieir field assignments until the end of the Falmouth school year,
usually the third week in June. That practice, largely dependent on the ethics
of the visiting teachers, resolved the problem of leaving Falmouth High School
classes without teachers for one month at the end of the year or during
lengthy University intersessions.
Later in this writing, I shall comment on the phenomena of sharing
the organizational linkage role with Program participants.
The role of field director is pivotal to the collaboration phenomena,
because the sponsorship of the school and the University is exemplified by
this position.
In this pivotal role, the field director may be viewed as a "change
agent". In the discussion here, I will limit the change goal to be the effective
and ongoing collaboration of a school district and the University in a teacher
education project.
In a discussion of "system models", Robert Chin describes an "inter-
system model" for a change agent which may be applied here. "An inter-
system model involves two open systems connected to each other. • •
Connectives represent the levels of relationships of the two systems." The
field director may be viewed as the inter-system change agent. Chin says
such a change agent may be "external" or built into an organization", but "he
must remain separate to some extent. • • thus standing apart "in another
system* from which he re-relates. This new system might be a refeirent
group.
. o or a body of rational knowledge."
1
The former is represented by
the Program as a bridge organization.
Bennis (1966) ennumerated five characteristics of formal change agents2
which have applicability to the role of the field director. These may serve as
a guide to understanding this dual organization role.
The first characteristic is "professional". Bennis (1966) describes
a professional change agent as an independent "consultant" type, external to
the client organization. However, in the Program under consideration, the
f ield director’s position was not fully "external", because the position required
actual part time employment in two separate organizations.
The field directorship was professional in the sense that ethical
principles were operational in, for example, the valuing of multiple client
interests as a basis of judgement, rather than the sole reliance on a personal
belief orientation. The multiple "clients" identified include Falmouth High
School, including the administration, staff and students; and the School of
Education, the graduate students and the faculty members participating in
the Program. Bennis (1966) identifies other elements of professionalism
as the change agent’s use of a ,rbody of certified knowledge", and deferred
personal gratification. The body of certified knowledge referred to by
Bennis is behavioral science.
"^Tound in Bennis, et al, The Planning of Change , 1976, p. 96.
^Warren G. Bennis, Changing Organizations (McGraw Hill Book Co.,
New York, 1966), pp. 148-149.
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I have difficulty accepting the field of behavioral science as a "body
of certified knowledge" if such is intended to indicate absolute universal
certainty. Nor do I consider the field of education in general or teacher
education in particular to be based upon such "certified knowledge". While
accepting the principle of seeking objective research techniques, the Program
viewed education, and all human considerations of human interpersonal
behavior, to be a function of beliefs, attitudes, and values.
The second characteristic defined by Bennis (1966) is "marginal",
meaning that the change agent does not have formal membership in the "target
system" nor colleagues close by. The field directorship was "marginal" to
the two "systems", the School of Education and Falmouth High School.
Although to the extent a "position" was formalized by title in both systems,
i.e,, "coordinator" and "director", it was not a routinized position in either-
organization. Rather, it was a temporary role formalization by both systems.
Multiple criteria may be used here for establishing a definition of "formal
membership", including eligibility for "fringe employment benefits" like
retirement funds and medical insurance coverage.-
The field director was not eligible in either system for such full
employee benefits. It is interesting to note here that during the labor
negotiations in 1975 between the Falmouth School Committee and the Falmouth
Educators' Association which effected a labor contract agreement for
professional school personnel, both the Program's field director and the
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visiting teachers were formally excluded from the labor contract by the
language of the contract. None were considered "regular" employees of the
district. Hence, the field directorship may be described as marginal in
the formal sense.
The community site location, 150 miles from the University campos,
mitigated against the field director’s having university colleagues close by,
if one assumes that colleagues might be other teacher educators.
An additional element of marginality was the fact that the Program
directorship was not a vital position at either organization.
The third characteristic of Beunis' change agent is the term
"ambiguous". Bennis (19G6) notes that it is difficult for the change agent to
answer the question "What do you do?" Thus he or she lacks the "legitimacy"
and "credibility" that someone having "formal membership" or a regularized
role, might expect. Here again, the field director's role was ambiguous at
both the School of Education and Falmouth High School; the concept of an
"ECS field director" had no conventional organizational implications at
either institution. However, the presence of the Program at Falmouth
High School beginning in 1973, and continuing to the time of this writing,
may have familiarized that organization with the field director's role more
completely than the School of Education.
Bennis (1966) acknowledges that the ambiguous role of the change
agent may draw suspicion and hostility in the target system, but such a
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limitation is offset by the fact that role ambiguity may provide valuable and
necessary latitude that a more defined role might not allow.
Bennis (1966) presents a fourth characteristic which is described
by the term "insecure", meaning "precarious employment"; expendability
further explains this characteristics. Bennis observes that "resistances to
change that often develop in organizations" may serve as possible motives
for employment dismissal or termination of service.
Unlike the con sultant-type change agent, who might negotiate
multiple short term, financial fee contracts with client systems, the field
director was restricted to overlapping year-to-year employment contracts
with both Falmouth High School and the School of Education. Employment
status with the School of Education was on the teaching associate salary
level. Graduate students as teaching associates may be described as both
temporary and expendable employees. Both organizational employment
contracts were limited to one academic year and were dependent on informal
reappointment policy decisions at both institutions. Continued graduate
student status at the University of Massachusetts was necessary in order
to retain eligibility for a teaching associate ship.
The final characteristic considered by Bennis (1966) is term "risky".
Here, the author is not referring to the risk of unemployment but the
assumption of risk by cthe change agent for "unanticipated consequences" or
"undcsireable outcomes". Bennis warns of the possibility of "failure" and
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damage" to either the individual members or the organization itself.
Applying the concept of risk-taking to Program experience, one such
example of risk-taking is represented by the personalities and role
competencies of the Program* s visiting teachers. These individuals were
similar to "unknown quantities" when admitted to the Program. Application,
transcripts, recommendations, resumes, and personal interview were
valuable indicators but, like human judgement, were fallible. Falmouth
High School, as a child- serving, politically administered organization, was
expected to be sensitive to the character and public conduct of the field
director and the visiting teachers. The School of Education, perhaps having
a different political and organizational climate and culture, might have a
higher tolerance for a wider variety of social conduct. Both the Program
and Falmouth High School, however, were more directly accountable to the
parents of children, the Falmouth School Committee, and the community of
Falmouth than was the School of Education. If the yearly Program renewal by
the Falmouth School Committee may be viewed a sound indicator, there were
no "undesireable outcomes" which damaged the services or reputations of
either organization or the Program itself. However, the element of risk was
ever-present. Bennis (1966) observes that in most instances individuals
would not risk their job security in order to bring change. In the case of the
field directorship, the risk was built into the "insecurity" of a year-to-
year, expendable position. However, the position of principal at Falmouth
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High School was not such an expendable position. Thus, there appears to have
been greater risk for the principal than for the field director. The assumption
of such risk may be analyzed by examining some of the characteristics of
client-systems which seek planned change as described by Bennis (1966),
and by applying his theory to both organizations: the School of Education and
Falmouth High School.
The client systems may be viewed as sharing the change goal of
temporary collaboration in a community-based teacher education project.
In order to achieve coherence, the two organizations will be treated
separately.
The writer has compiled four characteristics^ from. Bennis (1966)
of client systems which seek planned change:
1) There are rapidly changing environments.
2) Frequently, the client system is "founded, developed, and
succeeded through a particular innovation. . . thought to be
in jeopardy".
3) "There is always some exigency, dissatisfaction, tension,
dilemma, or crisis—some discrepancy between the ideal and the
actual-confronting the organization, which seems to activate
the program".
I
Bennis, pp. 169-170,
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4) . . All of them (referring to client-systems) put some faith
in the idea that an intermediate proportion of their effectiveness
is determined by social and psychological factors. Improvements
in this sphere of action, they reason, no matter how vague or
immeasurable, may bring about an increment of organizational
effectiveness."*
Schein (1972) interpreting Lewin, sums ease of entry: "If the change
agent is lucky, the system to be changed is already unfrozen and ready to
seek new information.
Falmouth High School, under the administrative leadership of the
principal, seems to meet Bennis (1966) characteristics in following
representative examples of the search for idealized organizational goals,
and Schein ? s condition of being "already unfrozen".
As mentioned previously, but expanded here, Falmouth High School in
1973 were being completely reorganized administratively. The "particular
innovation” to be evaluated later by the community included the appointment
of a young man from "out of town" as principal, Peter L. Clark.
Clark, addressing students through the 1973-74 Falmouth High School
"Student Handbook", wrote:
The Falmouth High School administrators and faculty are
excited about the year ahead; it holds the great potential
of a new building, an enlarged program of study, and a
^Bennis, pp. 169-170.
2
Schein. Professional Education, p. 85„
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more open schedule. But special patience and flexibility
on the part of students and staff will be necessary as we
live with the confusion of becoming acquainted with the
new building and new procedures.
In the same "Handbook" the new school was described:
Anew $11,000,000 Falmouth High School opened in the
fall of 1973. Although all students are within one physical
plant they are assigned to one of three houses, each of
which contains approximately 550 students. Each house
has its own administrative, teaching and counseling staff. Flex-
:ible modular scheduling.
. . students and teachers have more
time to interact with each other. 2
Other innovations at the "new" high school were:
-a modified open campus program, allowing students freedom
of movement within and outside the school building
-an alternative, or self-contained, classroom for students needing
"structure and supervision"
-a wide-ranging choice of electives, mini-courses, and the
absence of "ability grouping"
-an emphasis on student choice, decision making, and
responsibility for conduct and learning style.
As a result of the reorganization at Falmouth High School beginning
in early 1973, multiple academic subject department chairmanships ahad
been abolished and replaced by consolidating these several positions into
three supervisory positions termed "curriculum chairmen". Vice-principals
were replaced by ,Thouse administrators". Closed classroom facilities at the
"old" high school were replaced by large open space instructional areas.
Signal bells, marking periods, were replaced by flashing lights. There had
been an informal practice of faculty lounges, separate by sex, at the
"old
^
Falmouth Student Handbook, 1973, p. 1.
2
Ibid., p. 2.
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school; at the new school there was no space specifically designated for a
"faculty lounge" in 1973, Such space was later created.
Clearly Falmouth High School was a "rapidly changing environment"
and already "unfrozen". The principal of Falmouth High School was in the
position of demonstrating the worthwhileness of an $11,000,000 investment
in architectural and educational innovation by the taxpayers of Falmouth.
The employment contract of the Superintendent, who had hired Clark to
direct the changeover to the new school, was terminated by the Falmouth
School Committee prior to the opening of school in September of 1973.
While the dismissal was not connected specifically with the new school
opening employment jeopardy was in the air.
As reported earlier, the principal expressed a particular interest
in the in-service component of the Program in conjunction with the rapid
organizational change and relocation confronted by the staff and faculty in
the newly opened high school.
My own experience as a participant observer, in the role of field
director, confirms all four of Bennis’ characteristics. In the course of
the three beginning years, Falmouth High School continued to struggle with
the process of change. It developed many policies for both students and
faculty, and many curriculum changes, which were considered innovations
when the school’s curriculum was planned, but which later provoked political
reaction in the community. During that same three year period, the
Falmouth
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Educators* Association successfully attracted and enrolled sufficient numbers
of high school faculty to create what is termed a "closed-shop" in labor
parlance; that is, either by membership or agency fee, every professional
employee was required to contribute fees to the Association, which is the
sole bargaining agent:
For the purpose of collective bargaining with respect to
wages, hours, and other conditions of employment,.
. .
the Committee (i.e. the Falmouth School Committee)
recognizes the Association as the exclusive representative
of all full-time and regular part-time teaching employees
employed by the Falmouth School Comittee.^
During the same period, the principal established a faculty council
and administrative council to advise him in organizational policy making.
These groups were not founded on a legal contract or a basis similar to the
Falmouth Educators* Association; therefore, there were no basic governance
documents. The existence of the two ad hoc collegial groups demonstrates
Bennis* observation:
. .
.An intermediate proportion of . . . effectiveness is
determined by social and psychological factors. Improve-
ments in this sphere of action. . . no matter how vague or
immeasurable, may bring about an increment of organiza-
tional effectiveness. 2
According to Schein (1972), "unfreezing" is a process in which certain
forces act upon an individual or organization in such a way that he or she or
the organization sees a need for change. Schein identifies some unfreezing
elements as:
^1975-77 Contract Agreement between the Town of Falmouth School
Committee and the Falmouth Educators* Association.
^Bennis, pp. 169-170.
a) the physical removal of an individual from accustomed
routines, sources of information, and relationships;
environment.
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b) the undermining and discontinuance of conventional
social supports.
c) demeaning and humiliating experience to provoke the
individual to perceive former behaviors as ’’unworthy"
and therefore be motivated to change.
d) a system of rewards and sanctions linked to willingness
and unwillingness to change.
1
However* in a later publication, Schein cautions: ”... no matter how much
pressure is put on a person or social system to change through discontinua-
tion and the induction of guilt-anxiety, no change will occur unless the
members of the system feel it is safe to give up the old responses and learn
something new. Without a feeling of psychological safety the members of
the system will increase in defensiveness in direct proportion to the amount
of pressure brought to bear. 0 . The essence of an effective unfreezing process
is therefore a proper balance of (1) discontinuing forces that do arouse
discomfort, tension, and threat, and (2) forces that create sufficient
psychological safety to make it possible for the person to pay attention to the
discomfirming cues and develop a motivation to change rather than to resist
o
change."
1
Edgar H. Schein, "Management Development as a Process of Influence"
in David R. Hampton, Behavioral Concepts in Management (Belmont,
Calif.
:
Dickenson Publishing Co. , 1968), p. HO. Reprinted from Industrial
Management
Review, n, No. 2 (May 1961), pp. 59-77.
2
Schein, Professional Education, pp. 77-78. Italics,
represented by
underlining are Schein's.
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Schein further observes that agents of change in professional education
must "take careful note of the forces operating toward unfreezing the
system" and must "create a climate in which faculty and administration feel
enough psychological safety to see how to overcome the barriers in implementing
an innovation." Since climate and barriers are variables, from system to
system, "no common prescription can be given.
This particular phase of change theory is discussed later in Chapter
IX of this writing in a consideration of group theories of interpersonal
education. Falmouth High School in 1973 was "unfreezing" in a modified form
of the processes described by Schein; for example, the name of the school
itself was being changed. There were many new alternatives to the "old
way", including on site in-service education opportunities for Falmouth
High School teache rs.
In an application of change theory, specifically to professional education,
Schein later (1972) writes:
Studies of the change process consistently come up with
one key finding: if change is to be accepted and to become
part of the regular system, the parties to be changed
must be involved early in the diagnostic and change planning pro-
cess. In other words, once an entry system has been selected,
the first step most likely to succeed is to involve the entry
system in some of the same diagnostic procedures that the
change agent has already gone through rather than confronting
the entry system with proposal or recommendation. Such
involvement has two advantages: (1) it provides a check on
whether the change agent has analyzed the driving and restraining
1
Schein, p. 78.
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forces accurately; and (2) it involves the change target
(initially the entry system) in the process of managing
the change effort, thus ensuring a better understanding
of whatever new program is developed and ensuring reliable
implementation because it is now their program rather than
something imposed from the outside,
Program planners in the Spring of 1973 were not fully cognizant of
nor guided by Schein' s advice for points of entry; in retrospect, however,
two-thirds of Schein' s interpretation of Lewin's paradigm was demonstrated:
unfreezing and changing. However, at this writing the collaborative approach
to community-based teacher education has not been Mre-frozenM
; that is,
it has not been fully adopted and routinized by either organization.
The writer turns now to a force field analysis of the Program's change
intention of collaborative, community-based, small group teacher education.
Force field analysis, useful here in diagnosing a change situation, was
developed by Kurt Lewin. He conceptualized that there were both driving and
restraining forces influencing change occurrences.
Driving forces are those forces in a situation which are pushing or
agitating in a direction toward change in the status qquo . Restraining forces
are those forces acting to counterbalance or decrease the driving forces. The
mid-line is described as the point of equilibrium and may be affected by changes
in the relationship between the driving and restraining forces, by increased
pressure from either side.
Schein, pp. 93-94.
Table 5
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Continued Support of the ECS Program and Collaboration with
Falmouth High School
Restraining Forces—Against
Program (1973-1976)
-School of Education* s lack of funds; or
decision to expend funds on other
projects; policy of not hiring graduates.
-Requirement of graduate faculty
leadership.
Driving Forces—Toward
Forces within ECS
-Search for salaries for staff
-Search for sub unit recognition
and mission within School of
Education.
-Fear of Program extinction
-Search to expe riment with and
demonstrate ideas without
geographic restriction.
-Desire for increased political
autonomy.
-School of Education's policy of yearly
review of teacher education programs.
-Requirement of faculty involvement;
faculty's lack of interest in travelling too
far from Amherst.
-Policy restrictions by University and state
certification requirements.
Forces within the School of Education
-Support of innovative teacher
education projects by TPPC,
later Teacher Education Council
-Recognition of abilities of doctoral
students for leadership and
experimentation.
-Search for distinctive programmed
approach to graduate teacher
education.
-Support for in-service/pre-service
integrant.
-TPPC's support for experiential
learning.
-Need for laboratory to train
teachers and service in-service
teachers.
-Demands by other teacher education pro-
jects for equal shares of limited resources.
-Policy of Graduate School restricting
graduate students from formal teaching
of other graduate students.
-Lack of financial and faculty resources
to support program.
-Cost effectiveness. Additional drain on
School of Education/University resources.
Forces within Falmouth School District
-Interest and support of new FHS
principal.
-His search for staff development
programs for in-service teachers.
-Desire for additional staff; staff
diversity and flexibility
-Concern that the "move" into the new
high school was enough change for one year.
-Concern by "teacher's association" that ECS
be available (open admissions) to all
interested teachers.
-Concern for the ability of "untrained"
teachers.
-Superintendent and School Committee
interested in and supportive of
innovation in educat ion.
-Lack of tradition of sustained collaboration
between IHEs and LEAs; ie. higher education
and lower schools.
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The reader will recall that in the Spring of 1973, the Program
planners, then Ball and this writer, negotiated back and forth between
Falmouth and the School of Education; a linking function.
There were several significant organizational conditions at the School
of Education which effected the preliminary negotiations with Falmouth. The
writer will consider these in the application of the four characteristics of
client systems described by Bennis (1966) and previously applied to Falmouth
High School.
The first is rapidly changing environments. Earlier in this writing,
the rapid changes at the "new" School of Education under the administration
of Dean Dwight Allen have been partially described. The influx of new faculty
members, doctoral students, and massive funding all contribute to the
assertion here that the School of Education was such a rapidly changing
environment. "The fact that there is no specific program for change is the
result of a deliberate decision. «,. the most important thing right now is to
develop alternatives."*
The application of Bennis’ second characteristic is more complex,
because it applies to the innovation of the School of Education and the reaction
of other University of Massachusetts departments, administrators,
legislators, and a variety of other interest groups. Allen’s "innovations"
^Henry S. Re snick, "Are There Better Ways to Train Teachers?"
Saturday Review, March 4, 1972, pp. 49.
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would provoke a reactive opinion from other departments of the University.
Re snick writes:
In the fall of 1969, Allen initiated a full-scale study of the
school’s activities by the faculty senate of the university.
The final report of the School of Education Review
Committee, submitted February 18, 1970, amounted to
a venomous attack on almost every facet of the school’s
operation and on Allen himself. The report was so biased
and its research methods so superficial that it carried very
little credibility, but between the lines ran a stinging
indictment. *
In that same Saturday Review article. Resnick concluded that Allen was
resented because he had taken away the usual power and authority of faculty
members.
The article describes Allen as having a "minor national reputation" as
an innovator prior to his appointment as Dean. Re snick suggests that Allen
was the "center of the action". Therefore, the "innovation" Bennis describes in
his second characteristic, "thought to be in jeopardy", may have been Dwight
Allen himself including his belief system, ideas, policies, intentions, and his
faculty and graduate student appointees then active throughout the "new" School
of Education.
The third characteristic of Bennis:
There is always some exigency, dissatisfaction, tension,
dilemma or crises—some discrepancy between the ideal
and the actual confronting the organization.
2
1
Rdsnick, p. 50.
2
Bennis, pp. 169-170.
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In this article Re snick describes two basic types of Schools of
Education in the United States, the large state teacher-training institutions,
meeting state certification requirements; and research centers, which are
usually private institutions of higher education. Earlier in this writing,
Jon Ball is quoted as describing the massive, impersonal certification
processing of undergraduates at the School of Education in the early 1970s.
There was dissatisfaction at the level of national discussion regarding the
conventional practices in teacher education. Re snick again:
Even after the planning year, the teacher training
program was inadequate.^
Thus, the School of Education Administration appears to have been
seeking reform of the system of teacher education within the School of
Education itself.
The fourth and final characteristic put forth by Bennis (1966) refers
to the "faith” the client-system places in the idea that organizational effective-
ness is determined by social and psychological factors; the changing system
seeks improvement in these two spheres of action. Examining the School
of Education as a system in change in teacher education, it seems clear that
the School of Education had such "faith" at the level of School of Education
administration and policies, and at the level of national directions for
teacher education and American schooling. Resnick’s example of Bennis
Resnick, p. 50.
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notion of "faith" is "the somewhat fuzzier area of humanistic education
the idea that schools must be humane places in which people genuinely relate
to each other".'*'
In 1969, the School of Education adopted a constitution under which
graduate students shared responsibility with the faculty in governance. "The
o
usual emphasis on status and roles had been conscientiously avoided."
This writer concludes that the School of Education, under the leader-
ship of Dwight Allen, and Falmouth High School, under the leadership of
Peter Clark, were both "unfrozen" systems; they were already in the process
of change and therefore ready for "new information", in the form of the
Program’s approach to teacher education.
The initial introduction of the two systems was fortuitous. Luck and
chance were elements represented by Jon Ball’s search for employment which
led to Falmouth.
The task of the Program planners in the Spring of 1973 was to
demonstrate to the Falmouth School System and the School of Education that
some of each of their organizational interests were complementary and
could be accomplished by Program intensions. Douglas McGregor’s (1960)
term for this is "integration of goals".
3 Falmouth and the School of Education
Re snick, p. 49.
2
,
Ibid.
3Douglas McGregor, The Human Side of Enterprise, (McGraw HiH
Book Co.
,
Inc.
,
New York, 1960), p. 45 .
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had official or espoused "goals" formalized by a variety of means, e.g.
,
charters and General Laws of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. The
writer will not detail those here. It is sufficient to generalize that among
the School of Educations several missions was teacher education, and among
Falmouth's, was teaching services to secondary students. The former was
described later by the principal, Peter Clark as: ".
. . the fresh and
energetic efforts of concerned graduate students.
. • capable beginning
teachers with on-site supervision and a strong support network from the
ECS program as a whole.
. .
nl
The University Climate for Innovation and Change
hi her study of the University of Massachusetts and organizational
change Crossen (1S74) presents the following organizational characteristics
that made that university "amendable to change":
A. Spectacular growth in enrollment facilities, and faculty.
B. Adequate resources provided by the State to support this growth.
C. Fiscal autonomy so that the University could internally allocate
. resources for redirection in response to its own priorities and
missions.
D. A major organizational shift from a single campus to a multi-
campus system. The resulting unstable organizational environ-
ment proved conducive to change.
E. A shifting governance structure.
F. A critical mass of faculty who were interested in academic
reform and public service.
G. Many students who applied pressure for change and who were
willing to work with faculty and administrators.
H. Strong yet changing leadership throughout the decade.
I. A number of institutional self studies, committees on long
1
Memorandum from Peter Clark to Earl Seidman, Acting Dean of the
School of Education, 11/21/74, cf Appendix.
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range planning, and frequent open discussion on missions
and the role of the university in society.
J* An overall climate for change. Students, faculty, and
administrators felt that it was worth working for change because
change was possible.
1
Crossen cites "special Units" or new programs as the "vehicles for change"
most often employed at the University of Massachusetts. "Special programs
were advocated and created as a means to be responsive to a new student
clientele."
As a result of her research on theories of change and their applicability
to higher education, Crossen (1974) notes that most theoretical models
concerning change are general and do not fully explain or guide change in higher
education. Change factors, Crossen observes, are difficult to separate from
the actual history of the subjects of a change study. Her work examined three
non-traditional undergraduate programs at the University of Massachusetts at
Amherst, and resulted in the identification of the following generalizations
which, she says, when "operating together can be important to getting a
o
change program started within a university". Crossen® s study produced
generalized factors which are both applicable to and explanatory of the
history and development of the project and Program described in this writing.
Crossen*s first of seven factors: "A small group of committed
individuals is essential". In the Project described here, R. J. Ball and
Glenn Hawke s appear to be the principals in 1970. They were joined beginning
in 1972 by other individuals, reported in Ball (1974).
1
Patricia H. Crossen, Toward a Theory of Change: Three Case Studies
in One University. Doctoral dissertation, University of Massachusetts
at
Amherst, 1974, pp. 103-104.
2
lbid., p. 284.
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Ballf s dissertation documents the centrality of Project commitment.
As Hawkes withdrew from daily participation. Ball assumed the central position
during 1971-1973.
The "committed group" size ranged from 2 to 12 members. All were
doctoral students with varying levels of commitment to completing actual
degree requirements, but all appeared to be committed to the support and
service of the Project.^ The only period of solitary staff involvement was
the first year of collaboration in Falmouth, 1972-1973. In subsequent years,
at least two staff members remained committed to Program continuation.
It is also possible to view participants, that is the students themselves,
in the Program after 1973 as constituting the "small group of committed
individuals", and apply Crossenj s characteristics to Program participants
after 1973.
The second factor: "The core group must like to work together,
contain a congenial mix of personalities, and it must also be acceptable
to the larger group which controls the approval process.
"
First person material quoted earlier from Ball (1974) demonstrates
the motivation he drew, as principal designer and manager, from wo riving with
a group of friends; it was an association he valued highly.
The Teacher Preparation Program Council (TPPC) 1970-1973
later Teacher Education Council, 1973 onward, represents the larger
^At the time of this writing, only Ball has completed the degree
requirements.
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organizational group who controlled, in effect, the "approval process" of
Project continuation. This is the vunacular faculty group which each year
approved and represented Project justification to the larger faculty and
administration. Without such faculty approval and ideological support, the
Project and later, the Program, could not have continued.
The third factor presented: "The idea or program must carry enough
moral weight to inspire people to work on it".
Once the Project had been established by Ball and Hawkes, it drew its
staff resources from within the Project, usually contemporary or former
participants. This factor might include or be attributed to the personalities
of persons who represent an "idea" or "program". For in the Project under
consideration here, there was not one unified idea. Rather, ideas or ideals
were unified and represented in the personalities of the Project leadership.
Clearly, the central ideal was to shift from a curriculum-centered
project to a participant-centered learning group or "community" of
professional learners.
The fourth factor : "The idea must also be provocative to a large
number of people— it must be in tune with the times."
The M.A.T. Program attracted students who, typically, were under-
graduates in the late 1960’s. As mentioned earlier, this period coincided
with national student movements against the Vietnam War, and for cultural
and institutional changes, often characterized as liberation movements. There
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appears to have been a manifestation of distrust and rejection of national
economic and political beliefs and institutions, summed up in the notion
of the "Establishment". Schools, both lower and higher education, were
often viewed as providing a prejudicial gatekeeper function to the social and
economic mobility of certain ethnic and cultural minorities.
As described earlier, the Project was compatible with the change
activities of the School of Education, which attracted national attention for
its innovative remodeling of the concept and conventions of formal education.
However, the Project continued to attract participants well after changes
in national politics, social mood, and administrative and policy changes at
the School of Education.
The fifth factor concerns the compatability of the change idea and
the larger University attitude toward change. "The core group proposing
the program, must have a sense of timing that is in time with the campus and
deploy a strategy for implementation."
This factor applies to the leadership of the School of Education
beginning in 1968, which fostered innovation, change, and authority to
graduate students for program design. During this period, the administration
of the School of Education enjoyed the support of the central University
administration. In turn, the central University administration appears to
have enjoyed positive relations and influence on the source of its fundings,
the state legislature
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The sixth factor concerns resources for change and innovation.
"Resources are important, but are not alone sufficient. It can be more
effective to start with a small program and allow it to grow organically,
than to make inordinate demands for resources given the present financial
conditions."
The Project began with limited financial resources for staff personnel.
Ball (1974) reports that he expended a great deal of time and effort maintaining
Project resources at meager levels. He had to compete with other School
of Education programs, for example, for teaching assistantships. The
difficulty is in judging how much to demand for support without exceeding
undefined limits of administrative toleration. Exceeding these limits might
result in project or program termination as a resources allocation decision.
During the Project period, the School of Education launched new programs,
for example, in the rapidly expanding areas of special education and bi-
lingual education. The Project had to compete with these two priorities
which represented new national directions and employment market demands.
While the demand for and attention to school role specialization increased,
the Project retained a generalist orientation in secondary education.
Therefore, Ball and other principals looked outside the School of
Education and larger university organizations for financial support; they
looked, for example, to private foundations.
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In 1973, the Project finally located resources from the Town of
Falmouth Public Schools. Financial support took the form of individual
stipends for instructional service. Thus, the traditional aspect of teacher
education funded the innovative aspects. The Project received no funding
specifically for innovation.
The final factor offered by Crossen in her case study of change factors
and higher education, concerns the overt verbalization of the extent of the change
to be effected. "Granting the difficulty of changing basic behaviors and attitudes,
it can be effective to underplay the extent of the change."
Although the Project began at a time, and in an organizational atmosphere
at the School of Education, of radical innovation and questioning it shifted the
focus of its attention from shared criticism outside the system of lower schools
to institutional setting of lower schools. The Program remained an alternative
or innovation within the conventions and control of these two larger, and
conserving cultural institutions.
The "changes" described in this writing are not singular factors, but
elemental components of larger cultures. These include but are not limited
to the American society of the late 60* s and earlier 70 T s: the administration,
student clientele, and faculty at the School of Education; the orientation of
the central University administration and the state Legislature, which approved
and funded its direction and mission; the community. School Committee, and
administration of the Falmouth Public Schools; the national conventions of
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higher education and teacher education; the policies, national and regional,
affecting certification standards for lower school teachers; and Federal
guidelines regarding education.
Therefore, it is not possible within the scope and purpose of this
writing to analyze the diverse factors and phenomena which offer explanations
for the events and changes described here. The reader is advised that the
cultural environment of the period described remains the principal source
and Gestalt of the changes reported, while the reported demonstration
represents the utilization of change strategies by the principal leaders of the
Project, Ball and Hawkes between 1970-1973 and the writer here, between
1973-1976
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CHAPTER VI
COMPONENT FEATURES OF THE EDUCATION FOR COMMUNITY
SERVICE (ECS) PROGRAM
I have separated Program features or components into trichotomy of
interdependent, but recognizable, categories in order to assist the readers
conceptual understanding of the structure of the Program.
The first category includes general organizational features such as
staff, admissions, summer session, a participant-produced journal,
Program retreats, and learning activities of second year participants. I have
grouped the Methods seminar, teaching internship at Falmouth High School,
and staff supervision in a second category ; all pertaining to role development
for secondary teachers. The third category is comprised of learning activities
for community educators. It includes the community internship experiences
required of all participants and two year-long seminars. I will describe some
of the principal features of these activities.
The components are considered in a generic manner. The Program was
an environmental-process model rather than a simplified technique which
can be reduced to a singular treatment, amenable to exact duplication in
other circumstances.
According to the current, 1978, field director, the Program has not
substantially altered the component activities to be described here.
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In the period described here 1973-1976, The Education for Community
Service Program, generally referred to simply as ,rECS", was described
by the author, the field director during this same period, in a one page
promotional summary as follows:
"ECS is a graduate, community education small learning group
experience located in Falmouth, Massachusetts under the academic auspices
of the School of Education of the University of Massachusetts/Amherst.
Graduate participants include teachers and other community human service
workers, who are engaged in a two-year M.Ed. program of studies, and
full-time, one year M.Ed, candidates who are appointed as year-long
visiting teachers at Falmouth High School. Major features of the program
are: complete on-site program of studies, leading to an M.Ed. and secondary
Massachusetts certification; diversity of participants (age, agency role,
experience); small group learning experiences; juxtaposition internships of
in-service participants; access for all participants to a range of field
experiences, and human service institutions including Falmouth High School 1
weekly seminars and periodic retreats."'*’
The learning activities and organizationl features of the Program were
intended and implemented by this writer, in collaboration with other principals,
including participants, coincidental to actual Program operation and experience.
Unpublished Program description, cf Appendix to this writing.
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The Program description of components to be reported here is an ex post
facto account; a summary report of the field director. The position of field
director required membership in three organizations: the School of Education,
Falmouth High School, and the Program. In the interest of clarity, accurate
subjectivity, and role consolidation, I will present this section of my account
in the first person; retaining my intention to contribute to the applied field
of the formal education of educational practitioners.
I have not intended to include the personal implications of meaning,
motivation, needs, satisfactions, or feelings. The assumption of the effects
of such powerful, human variables is implicit. Here, my intention is to
describe my own design and leadership activities from the point of view of
the practitioner as historian.
My position is based on the assumption that for educational practitioners,
including myself and Program participants, structure and meaning follow
experience.
Program Intentions and Purposes
The terms "goal" and objective are now commonly associated with the
literature and organizational language of schooling and formal education.
The term "goal" properly connotes the concept of marking a delayed end
(target) of individual or collective effort. The term’s origins are in athletic
competitions; hence implication of terminal and measurable purpose. A
y|
companion term is the noun "objective” which implies ". . . something toward
Table 9
Selected data related to Program Admissions, 1973--1976
Categories Cycle Year
1973-74 1974-75 1975-76
,! £jree admission slots allocated to, and filled by
I. 11 16 10
ee status participants:
a) University v/Without Wallts undergraduates 0 2 0
b) Graduate students enrolled through
Division of Continuing Education 2 0 1
.11 participants enrolling for Summer Sessions 13 17 11
11 participants completing full year cycle. 12 13 10
ts completing M. Ed. degree requirements 10 10 9
f Mat-large" participants:
a) beginning Program 7 7 5
b) completing one cycle 6 7 5
H "local" participants:
a) beginning Program 6 10 6
b) completing one cycle 6 6 5
r £ male participants. 6 10 7
ri[ female participants 7 8 4
r : racial minority participants 1 3 0
Pits informally reporting economic backgrounds as:
a) low 2 3 0
b) low to middle 8 7 11
c) middle to high 3 5 0
Pi its* ages:
a) under 25 years 4 5 0
b) 25-30 3 3 5
c) 30-40 6 7 2
d) over 40 years 0 1
1
P; ts® marital status:
a) single 3 7
5
A
b) divorced or separated 4 6
U
c) married 6 4
b
itfcHigh School In-service participants completing
opycle:
3 1 2
mil community educators: ' *
2
a) beginning Program 12 2
b) completing Program cyclo
ahoutli school personnel; not staff at Iligfr School
0 1 1
a) beginning Program ft o
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which effort is directed.
. . external to the mind.
.
.n1
I occasionally used these terms during my tenure as field director.
I often experienced difficulty in reconciling such standardized educational
language and the Program's activities. I repeatedly observed that the most
significant and compelling human events, interactions, insights and develop-
ment or learning experiences were neither amenable to quantitative measure-
ment nor predictable in the scientific or propositional sense. As a community
based, experiential learning process, the Program intended to construct a
fluid environment which reflected the multiple variables affecting individuals
and experiential learning, not reduce the variables, or control and predict
outcomes or participants.
My analysis here will reflect mysub sequent conclusion that such terms
as "purpose", "method", "intention", and "activity" more accurately reflect
Program assumptions and intentions regarding experiential learning as the
further development or maturing of interpersonal practitioners in education.
There were two broad areas of Program attention: organizational
endurance and educational activities. The organizational evolution has been
described earlier in this writing as the development of an enduring organiza-
tion, or administrative sub-unit, by which to convey an educational belief
orientation and an environment in which to foster formal learning activities.
“
Svebster's New Collegiate Dictionary. (G. and C. Merriam Co.
,
Springfield, MA, 1976).
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The educational environment focuses on learning and the support and guidance
to practice interpersonal activities. Reunification of these two might be
accomplished by the normalization or institutionalization of a similar model.
At this writing, the Program model remains feasible yet still tentative and
marginal to both collaborating sponsors. Validation would appear to require
major changes in national attitudes, norms, and assumptions of the rubric
known as "teacher education". The organizational intention of the Program
persists, through the time of this writing, to Program continuation and year-
to-year support by two collaborating institutions: the School of Education
and Falmouth High School. The Program demonstrated its merit primarily
through the service of its teaching internship component; the source of its
funding. But the task of incorporation by either institution requires an appeal
to two separate cultures, and formulation of distinct ideological standards
and policies for evaluating the merits and purposes of the model and its
mission.
In practice, the Program held a view that teacher education should be
described as teacher maturation or the further educational development of
educational practitioners. As such it is a field fundamentally distinguished
by its concern for intrinsic ideals, and situational or instrumental means and
ends as well as "terminal", or extrinsic, ends. The purview of the practice
of teaching does not appear in reality as a confined, linear progression toward
a singular identifiable goal but an equation of multiple variables and intentions.
The confusion of professional language may explain for example a particular
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curriculum often being interpreted as the (goals or learning objectives) "end”
of education; rather than the means of moment-to-moment, situation
-to-
situation, variables in idealistic service to children or other learners, to
the community, or to society. As discoursed earlier, the Program held
that there were ideals and methods in education; but not extrinsic "goals".
The Program did not assume that either lower school or higher education
were, in fact, single purpose institutions engaged solely in the quantifiable
transmission of knowledge (content or data or culture) through a two party
hierarchical relationship of knower (teacher) and uninformed (learner).
Therefore the Program’s learning approach was not centered on an instructor
as content expert or content and methods of instruction but on an environmental
network of clients, personnel, policy makers and ordinary world problems
confronting formal and non formal education. While supporting the value of
accumulated specialized knowledge, the Program emphasized its necessary
application to human events through intentional behavior; thus enmeshing itself
in the parallel academic dichotomies of theory and practice; research and
teaching; ,rknower" (scholar) and ,rbehavior" (practitioner); scientific method
and subjective belief systems as the source of intentional human behavior;
exemplified by the public, professional conduct of educational practitioners.
The Program sought to meet its moral commitment to the immediate
clients of education, the school-aged children of Falmouth, by collaborating
with the local means, the, Falmouth Public Schools, in particular Falmouth
High School.
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The introduction of common terms used in the Program and their
relationship to the more traditional and standardized language of schools
and formal education is presented in the table on the following page.
The Program's educational intentions were established by an ongoing
process of addressing the fundamental but complex question for any human
service practitioner or organization: who is the client of the service and
what are the client's needs? Development of institutional purposes was held
to be a response to the definition of the perceived needs of the client, with
the client sharing in the definition process.
Its community-location and interaction assisted the Program in keeping
a perspective on the question of client identification and the issue of ends
and means. Hence its name includes the notion of direct service to a
community.
The Program's particular emphasis was on the development of responsible
educational practitioners who might eventually serve clients and needs,
unidentified at the time of the Program; unforseen, but eventual clients,
hi this general area the Program and staff intentions were congruent; fully
integrated and value consistent.
The order of intention was:
Access to practitioner roles, locations and clients for individual
experiential learning; concomitant to some degree of actual service to
the organization and the clients.
Tablo 6
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A Comparison of Conventional Terms and Program Language for Similar Concepts
Jial
!ry in
cation
Program
language
Explanation of Variance
"participant"
"group member"
Program terms intended to convey a sense of mature,
active, committed, responsible, self-motivated,
heuristic, experiential, learning, teaching, and
interaction; an active rather than reactive process
j of
>
l'
"meeting"
"activity"
"learning"
"experiencing"
"interaction"
Program terms intended to imply an experiential
learning environment and process; accounting for tacit
knowledge and apperception, and human belief systems
as a source of human conduct. The focus was not the
individual mastery of a particular content or body of
knowledge as data.
r'tr"
sir"
"group leader"
"facilitator"
The Program environment and process was participant-
centered rather than instructor-centered. The model
intended non-coe reive leaderships style rather than a
model in which the instructor is the expert content
master and researcher or the transmitter of a pre-
specified set of data. The leader assists rather than
controls either the environment or the process.
sotion" "group"
"Learning community
community"
"The Program"
Participants were members of an identifiable, member-
ship consistent, small group, designed for collaborative
interaction and learning. The "group" met for at least
six hours per week. Participants became familier with
one another. The environment was neither large nor
impersonal. A sense of community was intended.
4"
'
•
-
"Program cycle" The program operated on a ten-month continuum which
in practice overlapped the university schedule of
semesters. The Program conformed to the Falmouth
Schools’ schedule rathe r than the University’s.
-
4
ii"
smal
A
5
i
snes"
"learning"
"development"
"maturation"
"growth"
"experience"
The Program assumed that all of its participants were .
at different, unique points on an infinite continuum of
life-long learning, rather than at "levels" of an academic
hierarchy. The Program did not assume that participant
were in need of "more content" or "new, advanced
data". Education was viewed as an individual and group
process, rather than a treatment imposed upon a
collectivity of independent "students".
te.cy-based "learning process" The Program did not hold a pre specified set of out-
"judgement" comes for participants. Learning objectives were not
t erformance" "wisdom" determined prior to group interaction and experience.
Interpersonal skill was viewed as a behavior. This
behavior was viewed as a function of human beliefs,
attitudes, and values rather than technical programming.
The Program encouraged flexibility and toleration for
ambiguity rather than scierfiiic notions ox prediction
and control of outcomes; reflecting The Program's
valuing of democratic principles.
To convene a diverse group of learner-teachers; at various stages
of personal and professional maturation.
The creation and maintenance of a membership-consistent, small group
learning-teaching environment; the climate and conditions or environment
for experiential learning, role renewal, feedback, and further individual
growth and development through the epistemic phenomena of apperception.
The expansion of the technical vocational and ideological norms of the
role of "teacher" to include non-formal and interpersonal aspects; specifically
N
the paternalistic, caring and interaction component.
To demonstrate the validity and feasibility of using a small, collaborative
group, experimental learning process, and available community resources as
sources of learning and knowledge.
To illustrate, demonstrate and facilitate the individual participant’s
propensity to life-long, self-directed learning.
To demonstrate a leadership style, attitudes and methods which
convey a sense of personal worth, trust, and caring support to participants.
The Program did not assume full responsibility or recognition for the
learning of its participants. Both were shared with the individual participants’
themselves, the learning group, the collaborating institutions and populations
therein and other resources of the community.
The Program assumed that the field of "teacher education" and "secondary"
education was an interdisciplinary area involving the application of
knowledge
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research. Its intention was to contribute to and facilitate the further develop-
ment of sensitive^ responsible educational practitioners.
Thus, the Program sought to stimulate, support and further develop
ethical conduct by individual participants. Learning activities and methods
were to be demonstrated through experience rather than an absolute subject or
content to be transmitted through instruction. Thus the Program* s purpose
may be stated in terms of maturing and supporting the participants' pre-
disposition toward:
-learning based on continuing experience and meaning; reflective and
analytical approaches to individual and the sharing of perceptions,
-increasing the participant's maturity and self-confidence in the areas
of: problem identification, discernment, decision making and judgment;
including collaboration with others.
-increasing the participant's ability in giving to, and receiving from
others, help in learning and other growth experiences.
-increasing the participant's sense of personal responsibility
-experiencing a human servicing role; with a concern for practice and
social involvement within the idealistic rubric of education.
-assuming the responsibility of self-directed learning while performing
an other-directed multifaceted role.
-seeking and risking unique, creative solutions in effective situational
and organizational problem solving.
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-increasing one’s effectiveness in communication; with an emphasis
cm empathetic listening.
-renewal, purpose and meaning within a bureaucratized social system
with human clients.
-developing a capacity to tolerate ambiguity, and personal and organiza-
tional change.
-remaining or becoming open to new ideas and educational approaches.
The potential for the development of interpersonal, membership,
leadership, observational, and change agent group skills were subsumed in
the dynamics of process of group ''laboratory" learning; the subject of Chapter
IK of this writing.
Consistent with what is sometimes termed a "normative-reeducative"
epistemology the Program sought to assist individual participants in sharing
and considering their own view of such fundamental notions as: "Education",
human potential, mankind, society, self-realization, community, teaching,
and learning, schools, children and adolescents. The educational purpose
was the transformation of the narcissistic accumulation of knowledge to
generative application; the transcendance of the individual to a other-directed
multifaceted role.
The Emergence of the role of Field Director
The enduring impetus for the seven year continuation of correlative
organizations for planned change and innovation in teacher education was
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Increased the potential for their assumption of consequential roles and duties
at the School of Education. In some cases the result was the blurring of the
traditional hierarchical association of students and faculty. This was the
case in the staffing pattern of the seven year evolution described here beginning
and exemplified by the collegial relationship between Glenn Hawkes, a
faculty member and Jon Ball, a doctoral candidate.
The administrations of the School of Education and other University
departments did not appear to be in complete agreement on the limits of the
School of Education^ sharing of organizational and academic authority and
responsibility with doctoral candidates. The School of Education itself was
then engaged in changing traditional norms and policies related to the status,
role, and function of doctoral candidates.
Ball (1974) describes his experience in seeking role recognition and
authorization and the limits imposed by the Graduate School. His dissertation
contains a historical but incomplete account of the organ izational dynamics of
experimentation and tradition at the School fof Education during this period.
To my knowledge a full historical analysis of this era at the School of Education
has not yet been written.
At this writing, direct faculty involvement and ’’student" leadership
continue to be central and organizational policy issues for the Program. The
two are directly related to the long standing inability of unwillingness in
American higher education and teacher education to distinguish between the
methods and standards of the intellectual development of "knowers” or
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supplied through the commitment and activities of three principals, all
doctoral candidates at the school of Education: R. J. Ball, 1970-1973,
T. Ao Sweeney 1973-1976, and recently R. M. Anderson, 1976 to the present.
The correlative organizations reviewed here are: the M.A.T. Program,
1970-1972; the Education in Community Service Program, 1972-1973,
referred to as the Prototype in this writing; and the Education for Community
Service Program, 1973 to the present, here referred to as the "Program".
The discussion of the role and activities of Program staff necessitates
a summary review of some historical background related to the leadership
role for doctoral candidates and their collaboration with several faculty
members at the School of Education. Although some of this a priori material
has been presented in Chapter IV it will be reiterated in a more subjective
historical style in this section because the staff role in the Program evolved
through subjective experience rather than programmed design. Direction was
provided by tradition, purpose, intention, and the constraining realities of
the two organizations providing the institutional support and authorization:
the School of Education and Falmouth High School. At each institution there
was one principal organizational support sponsor: Peter L. Clark;, principal
of Falmouth High School and Richard J. Clark, Jr., Assistant Dean for
Teacher Education at the School of Education and chairman of the Teacher
Education Council.
In Chapter III I attributed the expansion of the authority and responsibility
of doctoral candidates to the administration of Dwight Allen; whose direction
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scholars, and the professional development of ,fbehavers" or practitioners.
In the meantime the practice continued of allowing doctoral candidates access
to responsible roles, tasks, and certain responsibilities, previously considered
the sole purview of ranked faculty members. The increase in authority and
responsibility was not generalized throu^iout the School of Education. It
was discretionary. It appeared to be based upon the direct delegation of
powers from a specific faculty member to a specific individual or group of
doctoral candidates, with the faculty member exercising varying degrees of
supervision. For example, during this period many graduate and under-
graduate course descriptions at the School of Education carried t^ie names of
both a doctoral candidate and a faculty member, listed as co-instructors.
If the Program design had been held to a strict interpretation of direct,
on-site, immediate, and traditional faculty involvement, such as faculty
definition of and on-site course instruction, the Program would not have
continued either as an organization or a unique program model for teacher
education. I base my conclusion on the observation that there were no
additional resources and few incentives for a major investment of faculty
time in such experimentation; which would have additionally required
significant amounts of travel and site supervision time. The Program
depended upon assumptions of risk by faculty members supporting the
continuation of the experimental work of the doctoral candidates who served
as staff members.
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The Project's continuation from 1970 to the present is a manifestation
of the voluntary, collegial collaboration of faculty and doctoral candidates.
If the Project had been successful in early proposals for grants, the lines
of authority would perhaps have been more carefully drawn to conform to
traditional or bureaucratic standards. However as it was, each field director
or "coordinator" informally and continually negotiated the limits of his
authority with the School of Education through one or more supportive faculty
members.
Between 1970 and 1971, the collegial faculty- student collaboration had
been between Hawkes and Ball. When Hawkes later reduced his direct involve-
ment at the end of 1972, Richard J. Clark, Jr., Assistant Dean for Teacher
Education assumed faculty responsibility for the 1971-1972 M.A.T. Program.
Ball (1974) reports the intention to appoint Ball as "director" replacing Hawkes
was "questioned" by the Dean of the Graduate School at the University of
Massachusetts. The result was that in the Spring of 1971 Ball was appointed
half-time lecturer and M.A.T. Program "coordinator"; titular academic
responsibility was assigned to Dr. Clark and the Teacher Preparation Program
Council (TPPC).^
In the Spring of the following year, Dr. Clark's "faculty involvement"
was reassigned to another faculty member, A. Donn Kesselheim. Kesselheim
and Ball were part-time director and part time coordinator respectively
^his council was renamed the Teacher Education Council or T.E.C.
in 1972.
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during the 1972-1973 Prototype period.
In the Spring of 1972 Dr. Kesselheim inherited an ad hoc Prototype
planning group of aspiring doctoral admission candidates assembled by
Ball. I am not fully informed on any negotiations between Ball and
Kesselheim. But I observed my own, and other graduate students’,
inclination to view Ball as the accepted, functional and charismatic leader.
We relied upon Ball to represent the staff’s views to Dr. Hesselheim, who
held other major faculty responsibilities, teaching assignments, and interests.
The drafts of design proposals, transforming the M. A.T. Program into the
1972-
1973 Prototype Education in Community Service Program, were written
by both Ball and the planning staff of graduate students. Describing staff
and faculty dynamics between January 1972 and April of 1973 might well be
the subject of a separate report.
In the early months of 1973, several months into planning the Prototype,
and was informed by the Administration of the School of Education of a
school-wide reduction in graduate admission slots for the forthcoming
1973-
1974 academic year. The reduction would reduce all, and possibly
eliminate some. School of Education programs and projects. Ultimately
the Prototype retained 12 admission slots and one teaching assistant ship.
Meanwhile Ball was working to complete his doctoral degree requirements
and seeking a regularized professional position. Dr. Kesselheim announced
that he too, would be leaving the School of Education at the end of his 1973-
1974 contract. Coincidental organizational problems have been reported
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in Chapter IV. At that time, I was receiving moral and organizational support
from Ball to assume Project leadership. We speculated upon the possibility
of his securing an administrative position at Falmouth Hi$i School, relocation
to Falmouth, and our sharing responsibility for project design and management.
We held hope that Ball, upon completion of his degree requirements, might
then be appointed an adjunct faculty member at the School of Education, and
employed at Falmouth High School; thereby contributing to a solution of the
"faculty involvement” issue. Our hopes were not realized. Jon Ball was
not employed at Falmouth High School.
Ball’s positive support for my assumption of leadership influenced
decision makers at the School of Education, including Dr. Kesselheim, and
the principal at Falmouth High School, to co-approve my appointment at
1973-1974 Program "coordinator". I believe there were other factors
contributing to the approval of my appointment. For example, my expressed
willingness to travel to planning sessions in Falmouth and eventually to
relocate my family and household to that community. I had also assumed
the interim tasks of Program design and planning, negotiations with Falmouth,
and the admissions process; identifying applicants for the Program in
Falmouth. I freely invested time and effort; assuming the risk that all the
variables including, for example, funding and approval by the Falmouth
School Committee would eventually result in a positive outcome. A mixture
of hope, optimism and naivete may describe the elements contributing to
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my decision to assume the various risks. I believe that such psychological
factors contributed to what may be best understood as a parental type of
involvement and relationship to the Program.
During the Spring of 1973 while I was investing myself in the role of
1973-1974 Program "coordinator" or field director there was no pre-existing
or regularized description of that position. There was the legacy of the Project,
its concomitant tasks, and the precedent role of design, teaching, and
administrative responsibility for doctoral candidates. I did not formally
negotiate the limits of my authority with Dr. Kesselheim. Instead, I exercised
initiative and created by leadership role simultaneously with my experience
in it. The experience was like an internship. I was responsible to my own
Weltan schauung and standards, to future participants in the Program, to my
co-employers, the principal of Falmouth High School and the principal
supporters at the School of Education. I felt the support and trust of agents
at both institutions. Here, I use the word trust to embrace the notions of
»».
. ,
reliance on character, ability, strength or truth of someone. . ."
and the sense of responsible care and custody of the Program. I valued the
challenge of stewardship; it appeared essential to the true aspirations of
educational leadership.
At this point in the historical narrative which coincides with my
increased authority and responsibility in 1973, I will refer to my role by the
consolidated title of "field director". The term "director" more accurately
•^Webster* s New Collegiate Dictionary (C. &C. Merriam Co., Springfield,
MA, 1976 .
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conveys the degree of role autonomy I exercised than does the term
"coordinator”. The addition of the term "field" resolved the risk of usurping
the title of Program director which was reserved for faculty members at the
School of Education.
My earlier 1972-1973 staff experience in the Prototype substantially
contributed to my subsequent definition of my emerging role and changes in
the Program’s design. I will describe the effect on role definition before
presenting the organizational guidelines for the role at the School of Education
and Falmouth High School.
I have described in Chapter IV the two earlier models of the Project
as managed under a "fellowship" model. I consciously avoided the repetition
of such a composite leadership model after 1973; being the singular field
director simplied the process of decision making and organizational accountability.
I continued to value collaborative decision making with Program participants
in many areas such as curriculum planning. But I limited such negotiation
to areas which did not directly affect the fundamental organizational and
conceptual structure of the Program. I considered myself responsible and
accountable for these latter areas. In the earlier Prototype, doctoral
candidates formed a staff peer group unable to respond promptly to organiza-
tional tasks. I saw that administrative model as ineffectual; an arena for
equal status and expression of opinion but lacking legislative or similar
rational policy-making procedures. At that time I observed that too much
time and energy was expended coping with inter- staff relations; deciding how
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to decide, planning how to plan, debating the need for consensus. When
needed, we lacked a fundamental process to direct action or effect policy.
At the same time we feared the imposition of hierarchical authority from
outside the peer group. The three geographic sites of the 1972-1973
Prototype comprised three different programs; each reflecting some
combination of the personalities, assumptions, intentions, and methods of
the assigned team of two doctoral candidates. During this period, I had
Glared the leadership role of one site with a fellow doctoral candidate. We
did not agree in several substantial areas. After one semester of the
’‘teamed" approach, we agreed to separate and independently perform the
various site duties. The effect of my earlier staff experience is exemplified
by two conscious design decisions for the Program structure described here.
The first example is a decision to limit the number of credits an in-
service teacher could assume. During 1972-1973 no such policy had been
supported by the majority of the Prototype staff. At that time it became
apparent that in-service teachers with no compensatory time for their full
time employement positions were overextending themselves in a hasty effort
to complete their degree requirements in two or three semesters. The
quality of their participation in learning groups was mediocre. As a
consequence, the subsequent Program in Falmouth set clear limits on the
credit load and offerings available to in-service and other persons employed
full time.
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A second example involves later staffing arrangements. When doctoral
candidates again assumed staff responsibilities, beginning in 1974
,
they
functioned under my direction; not as co-directors but as ’’assistant field
directors”.
I have characterized my role involvement as essentially parental.
However, there were implicit guidelines for this role involvement at Falmouth
High School and the School of Education. After considering these guidelines,
I will examine two basic role variations; that of project manager and teacher-
educator.
While I negotiated my duties at both institutions, limitations of my
authority were not discussed. Whereas the School of Education had some
experience in relationships with lower schools and the coordination of
similar project activities, Falmouth had no such earlier experience with
higher education. The duties of the field director in Falmouth were first
described by the drafting of the unexecuted contract, intended to bind the
Falmouth Public Schools and the University of Massachusetts in an agreement.
The document was described in Chapter V and is shown in the Appendix of
this writing. Local use of the title ’’director” resulted from the language
of that agreement which was drafted by the Principal of Falmouth High
School, Peter L. Clark. This agreement attempted to specify the duties
of the field director, calling for my interaction with interns (termed visiting
teachers) "an equivalent of three days'a week". I was also expected to
"provide seminars" and "coordinate the program". Finally I was to prepare
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"quarterly written reports" to, and confer with, the Superintendent of Schools.
When this document was later deemed unenforceable by the Falmouth Town
Counsel, no new document or job description took its place. The principal
and I briefly considered a consultant-type model of employment but the money
with which to pay me and the interns was already budgeted in a so-called
"salary account". Consultant or service fees were budgeted separately.
Eventually, I signed a standardized yearly contract form designed for district
teachers. A copy is contained as an example in the Appendix. At the close
of each school year I also received by mail, a registered letter from the
Superintendent terminating my yearly contract. I understood that this practice
was intended to prevent the routinization of the Program director’s position.
In 1974 the District also had to negotiate the status of my position with the
local teachers’ association. An agreement was reached which neutralized the
Program and its temporary positions, eliminating both from subsequent labor
negotiations and regulation by that contract.
My role evolved as I enacted it in meetings with the Falmouth High School
principal. I resisted the early inclination to "help out" by volunteering for
any duties that were not directly Program related. Although I thought such
"volunteerism" might be good public relations, I wanted to test the reality
of being employed solely for Program support-service purposes. I observed
that many administrative roles in lower schools are described as "staff
development" related but this intention is often nullified by the daily demands
of student management.
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The principal and I met weekly throughout the three years reported here.
My contact with the superintendent was limited to one conference in three
years. I assumed that the Superintendent delegated the duty of Program
supervision to the Principal. I did file end-of-the-year reports with the
Superintendent. In the courseof my meetings with the principal we developed
a fuller understanding of one another and our organizational relationship.
Neither of us could foreee, or pre-define all the possible eventualities
experienced by the Program. Although some meetings were quite brief, with
no major issues for discussion, the weekly practice insured ongoing and
open communications. I was always allowed access to the principal. I used
such access with judgement; reserving requests for additional meeting time
for critical problems. Routine business was accumulated for the weekly
sessions. We frequently communicated by written memorandum.
Our meetings usually centered on the teaching interns; their performance
and any problems they were experiencing. The principal was helpful and
interested in solving any difficulties such as problems they were experiencing
within his organization. Interns usually did not meet regularly with him, so
I brought their concerns to his attention. We also discussed Program
continuation and the status of collaboration with the School of Education. The
principal's interest is exemplified by his continuing support of the Program
and collaboration with the School of Education. I have included a copy of a
letter he wrote to the Acting Dean of the School of Education in November
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1974; which is exemplary. 1
I shared information and observations generated from my position with
the Program with the Principal only if these were pertinent to his administration.
I exercised judgement. The Program was closely associated with his
administration of the new high school, which was the focus of at least one
School Committee campaign and election. I sought to keep the principal
apprised of and prepared for any concern that might become a public issue.
At the same time, I sought to respect the confidentiality cf communications of
Program participants, including those of in-service teachers. On one occasion
I informed him of my concern that a teaching intern's personal problems
were beginning to affect that intern's teaching performance. He did not
overreact but advised me to be prepared to document and defend my judgement.
Eventually that individual was counseled out of the Program and advised to
complete degree requirements on the University campus. The principal
offered to share the task of informing the inter; a task which required a great
deal of humane patience and firmness. In general, I characterize our meetings
as task oriented and concise. His continued personal and institutional support
was vital to Program continuation. While I represented the Program's interest
at the School of Education, the principal represented these to the administra-
tion of the Falmouth Schools and the School Committee.
r
|
cf. Appendix.
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My work schedule and its relationship to compensation was clear. My
teaching associate ship at the School of Education specified twenty hours per
week. Falmouth had outlined the general notion of "the equivalent of three
days a week". Both organizations agreed that the schedule could be
contiguous. I arranged my permanent daytime schedule at Falmouth High
School as Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday. This did not include seminar
times but corresponded to the class hours of Falmouth High School. During
1973-1974, I was without staff assistance and overwhelmed by the demands
of Program development. I usually worked five full days in addition to after-
school seminars. I scheduled trips to Amherst for Thursdays or Fridays.
Like the participants, I followed the Falmouth Hi^a School vacation schedule.
Beginning in 1974 I intended to limit my schedule to the three full days and two
evening seminars. Here again, analagous to the parental role model, there
were tasks or participants needing attention. For example, I routinely accepted
telephone calls both at Falmouth High School and my home. I maintained
Program records at my home. My wife acted as an unpaid secretary, taking
phone messages and typing various Program related correspondence.
My continued receipt of the associate ship stipend from the School of
Education was conditioned upon continuing graduate student status. The
position remained temporary despite its yearly renewal pattern at both
institutions. My position remained marginal and was not being considered
for incorporation into the organizational framework of either collaborating
institution.
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Therefore, in the Spring of 1976, I attempted to regularize and upgrade
my position through funding by collaborating with a third organization: The
Cape Cod Collaborative. This public organization was newly created and
rapidly expanding to meet the increasing demand by school districts for
special education programs in the Cape Cod area of Massachusetts. School
districts throughout the Commonwealth of Massachusetts were under a
legislative mandate to increase educational services to persons between the
ages of three and twenty-one who are determined to have special educational
needs. School adjustment and behavioral disorders are included in the
provisions of the law which has become known as Chapter 766.
In conjunction with the Capfc Cod Collaborative, the Program proposed
to expand its teacher education component to the preparation of "teachers of
children with moderate special needs" and to develop and manage a demonstra-
tion project of a substantially separate "psycho-educational" prototype for
secondary students whose disruptive behavior restricted their participation
in regular high school settings.
The diversification into the field of Special Education was consistent
with the professional educational interests of the Program and vocational
interests of many of the participants. The employment opportunities for
secondary subject teachers were shrinking while employment opportunities
in various certification areas of Special Education were expanding.
Traditionally the Program’s teaching interns had been assigned to classes
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for lower performance and disruptive students at Falmouth High School.
Many interns expressed an interest in continued employment in such roles.
There were to be major changes in the curriculum of the Program to account
for the "content” requirements of teacher certification in Special Education;
specifically as generic special needs teachers 0
Ultimately the teacher education component of the proposal was not
funded. The prototype separate setting to service secondary special needs
students was approved. I accepted the position of teacher in that prototype
and resigned from my position of field director of the Program at the end of
the third cycle in June of 1976. The assistant director during 1975-1976,
Robert M. Anderson, has since assumed my position and directed the 1976-
1977 and 1977-1978 cycles. At this writing plans have been approved for
a 1978-1979 cycle; marking the sixth year of collaboration with Falmouth
Public Schools and the ninth year of the correlative Project.
In writing the role description of the field director, I have examined
various models by which to illustrate the role. As I have briefly mentioned
earlier in this section, the parental model appears to offer the most accurate
simile. I did what was necessary, rather than performing predefined duties
prescribed by a formal agreement which delineated all eventualities. My
conscious intention was to demonstrate the best tradition of the parental
model; guided by the implications of attendant negative aspects such as the
creation of mutual dependency with the participants. The role of field
director, like the field of teacher education, was viewed as an opportunity
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for the application of other disciplines. I conducted myself as a generalist
practitioner drawing upon experience, judgement, generalized knowledge, and
problem solving skills, I responded to criticism about the appropriateness
of such a model by citing examples of organizational and social acceptance
of the parental model found elsewhere in contemporary society; for example
the medical doctor in the practice of medicine. Many of the characteristics
associated with paradigms of the concept of "professionalism” parallel the
parental model.
The multifaceted role of field director is not readily reduced into
distinct categories for understanding. Invariably duties and activities over-
lapped, resisting confinement to a single category. While I was the
"manager" devising strategies for organizational perpetuation and survival,
I was also a designer, planner, organizer, coordinator, teacher, counselor,
trainer, supervisor, employee of the Falmouth School District, and employee
of the School of Education as teaching associate.
In an effort to clarify and summarize my functions as field director
I have prep?.red Table 7. The columns are divided on the basis of function.
However, the overlapping characteristic of some functions has not been
eliminated. Thus, for example, I have listed "admissions" as a function
related to the School of Education while that same activity is described as
"identification of teaching interns" at Falmouth High School. The difference
lies in organizational reference and point of view.
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The development of the position of assistant director
During my first year’s experience as field director, 1973-1974, I had
determined that I did not have sufficient time in my schedule to adequately
develop or supervise that aspect of the Program I have termed MRole training
for community educators", specifically the community internship and community
seminar* My attention was demanded by, and focused on Program develop-
ment and maintenance at Falmouth High School.
Therefore in planning for the next cycle, 1974-1975, I requested an
additional teaching assistantship from the School of Education. Eligibility
for appointment was conditioned upon graduate student status. I further
proposed that the appointment be effected by admitting one of several 1973-
1974 Program participants who then were making application to the doctoral
program at the School of Education. In the course of negotiating this arrange-
ment the suggestion was made that the position be advertised and filled from
a pool of current second year doctoral candidates at the School of Education.
The appropriateness of my proposal of favoritism was discussed. I maintained
that the needed qualifications for such a position were experience and
familiarity with the Program model: the collaborative environment and
process. Commitment and loyalty to the Program and my leadership were
also essential. Ultimately my request was approved and Robert P. Jones
was appointed.
In addition, a second 1973-1974 participant, Colin MacKinnon, was
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admitted to the School of Education as a doctoral candidate and assumed the
position of director of a local alternative secondary school sponsored by
Falmouth High School. This school was then collaborating with the School of
Education in a small undergraduate teacher education project. The school
director's work schedule restricted his staff responsibilities within the
Program; so I characterize his role as ancillary; supportive staff involvement
and seminar leadership. After 1974, the Program was staffed by a field
director and one assistant.
Beginning with the Summer Session of the 1974-1975 cycle, the assistant
director assumed the specific responsibility of supervision of internships
and related duties in addition to a general leadership position within the
Program.
At the end of the 1974-1975 cycle, these two staff members left their
Program positions to pursue their development of career and doctoral
program plans. The process of negotiation for replacement was repeated
with the School of Education and a 1974-1975 participant, Robert M. Anderson,
was appointed as assistant director for 1975-1976. Upon my resignation,
Mr. Anderson assumed my position as field director and in turn negotiated
with the School of Education to replace his vacated assistant director position.
I am certain that the subject of staff dynamics in the Program could
constitute a major portion of this writing. However I offer the following
summary generalizations.
3G5
After 1974, the assistant director assumed the duty of communicating
with and travelling to the University campus* performing tasks such as the
University registration of participants and communicating with faculty
members. The incumbent also attended seminars and other campus activities
related to his own doctoral work. The incumbent also supervised the
community internship component, attended, planned and facilitated Program
seminars (with the exception of the Methods seminar), attended meetings with
the director or as a single Program representative.
Program staff meetings were scheduled weekly. The assistant director
shared work space at Falmouth High School with the field director, thus
%
these two met continually on an informal basis.
Although I reserved the right to final decision making, after 1974, I
valued the collaborative approach to authority and responsibility with the
assistant directors. We shared loyalty, exchanged observations, insights,
and judgements about the Program and participants. I valued the companionship,
support and concern of the staff. During my first year I had experienced a
sense of isolation and social marginality to the School of Education, Falmouth
High School, and Program participants. The assistant directors often filled
this perceived void; performing a valuable psychological support function.
We strove to resolve and suppress our differences quickly and within
our staff group. Our shared leadership, in my judgement, was mutually!
loyal, unified, effective, and efficient 'in Program management.
3G6
All staff members reported the value of earlier experience as
participants. Prior to his appointment as 1976-1978 field director, R. M.
Anderson was both a participant, 1974-1975; and assistant director, 1975-
1976. He reports that his earlier experience has been vital to his role
performance as field director. The substantial contribution of assistant
directors to Program development and maintenance is not easily summarized
and is often subsumed in the field director’s activities, previously described.
Participant Screening, Selection and Admissions
The Program’s selection process of applicants is to be detailed fully
in this section because the Program's intention was to identify diverse
applicants, who demonstrated qualities or potential which the Program
associated with effective educational practice. In general, the Program sought
to admit candidates who were likely to complete a year's successful member-
ship in the Program learning group. In the case of the teaching interns, the
Program sought individuals who were likely to fulfill their year long contractual
obligation to Falmouth High School. With a single exception in 1973, no
additional members were admitted to the Program's learning group after the
summer orientation session. Members who withdrew were not replaced.
Therefore the Program invested a sizable amount of time and effort in the
screening and selection process; viewing it as a most critical variable in
overall Program purpose and success.
3G7
The Program admission categories were generally based on teaching
experience and employment status as follows:
Pre-service applicants. This category included individuals with little or no
undergraduate course work in Education who were interested in obtaining
secondary level, subject certification in Massachusetts. Sometimes these
individuals were lacking only a "student teaching" experience for certification.
Some teaching interns were selected from this group.
Intermediate service applicants
. This category included individuals who were
already qualified for, or possessed, a teaching certificate from any state.
In most cases such individuals were certified in Massachusetts. They had
some formal classroom experience; ranging from earlier student teaching
experience to two years of classroom experience. Individuals in this category
were interested in full time Program participation; some teaching interns were
selected from this group.
In-service applicants . This category included individuals holding a teaching
certificate in Massachusetts, classroom teaching experience, and a full time
position as a teacher. In most cases these were faculty members at Falmouth
High School, although several lower Falmouth schools were also represented.
Community educators. This category included individuals employed in helping
roles at a human service or non formal educational institution or agency.
Applicants from these last two categories understood that they would
be on a University degree schedule which would require three or more
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semesters because their full time employment limited the amount of time
they could spend in Program related and sponsored learning activities.
These categories blurred, upon admission into the Program, to the
term "participant" or "member”. All participants were to be accorded
s imilar member-learner status regardless of age, agency, or previous
experience. Participants expressed a consciousness of a division within the
membership between the "one year persons" and "two year persons", hi
most cases the former were chronologically younger than the latter. But
from the Program's perception, the one and two year status was a simple
administrative distinction based on employment and time available for
Program activities.
Thus, full time participants completed their thirty-three credit hour
requirements of the Master of Education degree in ten months. Part-time
participants, those holding full time positions, completed their requirements
for the same degree in three or more university semesters. In most cases
four semesters were required, hence the term "two year". These participants
were allowed by University policy and with School of Education approval to
transfer up to nine credits of graduate level course work from other
accredited institutions toward the thirty-three credit hour total.
The -major difference in the full and part time category was the
availability of teacher development and certification activities for full time
participants, such as the teaching internship and Methods seminar. Veteran
3G9
or in-service teachers were appropriately interested in more "advanced”
course titles and learning activities* The "course" o£fe rings available
through the Program were limited by design. The Program was not interested
in effecting a "continuing education" course type service for large numbers
of teachers and other advanced degree seekers.
While there was local interest in "taking some of the courses for
credit", the Program did not intend to address such expressed needs.
Part time participants were considered full members of the learning
group during their first year. They could not select portions of the first
year activities. They were required to participate in the summer session,
two weekly seminars, and a community internship. After their one year
learning group membership they pursued more individualized learning
activities; most often in the form of independent studies or Practicums.
They did not continue as members for a second year in the next Program
cycle-group.
The schedule of weekly activities for the full and part time participants
are compared in the following table.
The issue of objective and subjective admissions criteria continue to
be the subject of national debate at the time of this writing. I appreciate
that the admission standards to be described in this section would not in all
probability be legally defensible in the view of the current American federal
court system, which has increasingly become the arena for national policy
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Table 8
A Comparison of the Weekly Schedules of Full and Part-time Participants:
generally corresponding to pre or intermediate teachers and inservicc teachers. 1
ime Schedule:
ly Average number of
hours pe r week
Academic designation Number of academic
credit hours per
semester
ig internship
iiouth High
1
25
-student teaching for
pre service persons
-"teaching internship”
for intermediate
participants
3 too 6
liity agency
pip
1
9
not including travel
-practicum in Education
-Practicum in Education 3
Bachers 1
V
1
3
fall semester only
-Methods and Materials
Secondary
\
3
& for all
pa participants
a;twice weekly
6
-Seminars: "Community
Learning Resources"
and "Issues in Education"
3 per semester
6 total
*
1!
1 supervision
with staff 1
-none -none
J
c Semester Fall: 47
Spring: 44
Fall: 15
Spring: 15
schedule; during first year oi Program participation
if Average number of
hours per week
Academic designation Number of academic
credit hours per
semester
*employment 37-| -none -none
n
2
Sty agency 12
not including travel -Practicum in Education 3
for all
1
participants 6 -see above 6 total
1 supervision
with staff 1 -none -none
f semester 55f *
9
t
——
c^ipants received 3 credit hours for two week summer orientation session which was
ul during ten day period for no less than 8 hours daily.
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formation in this area,, At this writing, many national observers and
commentators expect that the United States Supremo Court will support the
position that the subjective criteria of special-admissions programs arc
legally untenable and should be replaced by so-called standardized tests and
other quantitative measurements of aptitude, academic skills, and accumulated
knowledge.
Admissions
The institutional norms, policies, and procedures of the School of
Education and the University of Massachusetts at Amherst were accounted
for by the Program’s admission intentions, procedures, activities, criteria,
and schedule. In addition the Program attempted to meet the projected
teaching area assignment needs of Falmouth High School.
In order for an individual to participate as a graduate student and
candidate for the degree of Master of Education, he or she was required by
University policy:
1
-to be a holder of a bachelor’s degree "or the equivalent from any
college or university of recognized standing."
-to submit a formal application with "supporting documentation"
(i.e. an undergraduate transcript, two letters of recommendation
commenting on "suitability" for graduate study, and a score
transcript of testing results from the Education Testing Service’s
1
1975-1976 Graduate School Bulletin, The University of Massachusetts
at Amherst.
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Graduate Record Examination (GRE) Aptitude Test) by a fixed
calendar date, usually March 1 of the admission year.
-to demonstrate by transcript: "A minimum undergraduate cumulative
grade point average of 2,75 on a 4,0 grading schedule."^
The Program: Admission Standards
In the period reported in this writing, there was no case in which the
Program was unable to nominate and process the application of an individual
who was desirous of, and acceptable of, to the Program for admission. How-
ever, in accordance with University policy, the Graduate School reserved
the exclusive right to formally admit applicants. In effect, the Program made
informal ’'recommendations" to the School of Education, which in turn would
make formal recommendations to the Graduate School.
Although barred from making legally binding admission decisions the
Program did make moral commitments to those applicants it selected to be
recommended for admission. In summary, the moral commitment was that
the Program would take all necessary action to effect formal admission. At
the same time clearly notifying the applicant that this moral commitment was
not a binding guarantee of admission, but a guarantee of the Program’s
interest in and effort in the admission process. Admission to the Program
was held to be a mutual moral commitment.
"Sbid.
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The notion of ’’moral commitment" was necessary, not only because
of the Program’s belief orientation, but also because the Program was
obligated to Falmouth High School to introduce eight teaching interns to the
high school staff on the September following the Spring admission decisions
by the Graduate School.
There was no provision in the admission policies of the Graduate School
to allow for the replacement of applicants notified that they were to be
admitted and who might later decline the offer. Therefore, during meetings
with Program applicants, mutual moral commitment was discussed. The
applicants verbalized responses to the introduction of the concept of commit-
ment. Their willingness to make a specific commitment to one full school
year and generalized commitment to active participation in the learning group
constituted a criterion for admission. I asked each applicant selected to make
a moral commitment to participate in the Program while offering the reciprocal
commitment to support his or her admission.
Additionally, the Program sought to fill all of its alloted number of
admission "slots". Each year, the Program negotiated with the School of
Education for admission slots. Until 1975, other graduate level programs
were in direct competition for these slots; positions were limited to the
total number granted by the Graduate School to the School of Education.
In cases where an applicant was to be recommended for admission by
the Program but faced possible rejection by the Graduate School, usually
.
j
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because of an undergraduate cumulative grade point average bdlow 2„75, a
letter of "justification" had to be drafted by me, and endorsed by the
administration of the School of Education, explaining the recommend ation to
admit. Usually a statement would be made citing the applicants contribution
to or performance in the field of education; or if the applicant had taken post-
graduate course work reflecting improved grades, this performance was cited
as evidence of academic ability or "suitability".
In order to begin early Spring admissions activities, after 1973 I first
ascertained the likelihood that the Program would again be administratively
approved for continuation and financially supported by the School of Education
and Falmouth Hi$i School. Because there was no recorded collaborative
agreement between the University and the Falmouth Public Schools, the
collateral approval procedures and administrative decision making timetables
at these two institutions were not formally conjunctive; an aspect not
controllable by the Program.
The usual chronological pattern was for the Program financing to be
presented to the Falmouth School Committee during the months of February
or March as a part of the high school budget. There was no instance after
1973, when the high school administration displayed negative concern or
executive ambivalence toward the continuation of the Program despite public
1
and School Committee concern for Program legality. Once the budget was
See news stories from The Falmouth Enterprise in Appendix.
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approved, often with amendments, none affecting financial support of the
Program, the Program would approach the School of Education with Falmouth's
implicit offer to continue support and access for Program participants.
The approval process and negotiations with various parties at the
School of Education were far more complex and time consuming. Involved
were the Program's applying for tangible support such as a certain number
of admissions slots, usually ranging from 12 to 16. A minimum of eight were
required for teaching interns and the balance were to be used for in-service
teachers or nan-formal, community educators. The Program also required
financial support in the form of two teaching assistantships for its staff.
In addition to these two resource categories, the long-standing issue of
"faculty-involvement” with the Program would re-emerge in the negotiations.
Although the Program was well satisfied with the allocation of the resources
of slots and assistantships, various parties at the School of Education continued
to be concerned with the Program's distance from the School of Education and
conventional University resources.
The process of the School of Education's administrative approval for
Program continuation often took several months. The Graduate School's
demand for the return of admission applications, materials, and final
recommendations from the School of Education, appeared to control the
speed of the School of Education's decision making. The effect on the Program
of this delay in time between February and May was that the Program could
not negotiate mutual commitments with applicants without an authorization
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from the School of Education for Program continuation. The delay also may
have had the effect of introducing the Program's tenuous institutional status
to participants.
Simultaneous to negotiations with the School of Education, the Program
sought to identify a pool of applicants from which to select finalists.
Applicants were characterized as "local" and "at large". Local applicants
included in-service teachers at Falmouth High School and others residing
in the Falmouth area. After 1973 the Program received an increase of local
applications and a decreasing number of the at-large category; defined as
individuals not residing in the Falmouth area, for example those living
out-of-state, and generally expected to attend classes at the Amherst campus.
No formal advertising was done for local candidates outside of Falmouth
High School. There, a mimeographed announcement was placed in all teacher
and staff mail boxes. In addition, the principal would announce the invitation
for applications to his faculty at meetings and through school notices. The
Program provided Program descriptions, current University application forms
and Graduate Record Examination applications to interested local applicants.
The action recommended to interested parties by the Program was to first
make formal application and reserve final decisions and commitments to a
later time. Only once, during 1973, the first admission period, was an
in-service Falmouth High School applicant refused admission. In that case,
the decision was simply based on the fact that there was one more applicant
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than there were available slots. After that time the Program was able to
recommend all interested in-service teachers for admission.
Although there were many full time teachers in the Falmouth Public
Schools and surrounding school districts who continually inquired about
the Program, these in effect, deselected themselves from further consideration
when they obtained full information from the staff about the Program’s
structure and schedule of learning activities. They had assumed that the
Program offered traditional course work in Education similar to other
continuing education programs, in which a student may select varying amounts
of academic credits from a range of course offerings. However the Program
did not offer such options; for example registering for only one particular
seminar. An in-service participant was expected to commit himself or her-
self to the block of experiences described as the two week summer session,
the weekly community internship, and two weekly seminars. Again, the
Program did not propose to become a continuing education operation capable
of meeting the range of ere dentiailing needs of in-service teachers or others
in the Cape Cod area.
After 1973, other local applicants and interested persons reported
that they "heard about" the Program; usually from a current or former
participant. Most local, non- school interest came from agency workers where
•^In the Spring of 1973, over 35 Falmouth High School faculty members
attended orientation sessions conducted by Program staff at Falmouth High
School.
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Program participants were introduced through the community internship
component. If local applicants planned on full time employment during the
Program cycle, they were in the 2 year category. If they were interested
in full time intern status that option was available to them. Although three
teaching interns were identified from local applicants, in general the Program
relied upon at-large applicants to fill the eight yearly internship openings.
Identifying at-large applicants proved problematic after 1973.
The M.A.T. Program (1970-1972) and first cycle of the Education in
Community Service Program (1972-1973) had maintained office space,
telephone listing, and clerical help in the School of Education building on the
Amherst Campus. Ball (1974) reported over 350 applications for the 1971-
1972 admission period. The campus office provided visitors and prospective
graduate students with immediate and up-to-date program information, in
addition to maintaining the awareness of that program's existence with faculty
members and others. When the Program moved to Falmouth in the summer
of 1973, the campus office was abolished.
Direct applications to the Program diminished each year the Program
continued in Falmouth. There was little promotional material actively
distributed by the School of Education and no active referral or recruiting
agent there. For example during the admissions period in 1975, there was only
one application in the at-large category, directed to the Program.
In order to meet the renewing demand, in particular for teaching
' interns, the Program negotiated with appropriate offices and parties at the
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School of Education to travel to Amherst and screen general applications
to the School of Education. The Program waited until other School of
Education programs had screened and selected individuals to recommend for
admission in order to avoid any inter-organizational conflict. In addition,
memorandum was sent to appropriate School of Education programs
announcing the Program's search. This was done to encourage referrals but
appeared far less effective than the direct contact with applicants’ procedure
to be described.
In effect, the Program was identifying a group of prospective Program
members from a pool of applicants scheduled for ultimate rejection by
i
other School of Education programs; but prior to the return of these applica-
tions to the Graduate School for official processing and notification of rejection.
In screening applications, the Program generally sought individuals
seeking admission at the Master’s rather than doctoral level. However, two
racial minority applicants, later admitted as Program participants, had
originally applied for the doctoral program. Sex, grade-point average, and
status of college attended as undergraduate were not critical norms for this
admission screening. Age and marital status were noticed as a possible
maturation indicators contributing to group diversity.
The Program would next send an introductory and explanatory form
letter to these individuals describing features of the Program and requesting
an interest response. The Program sent out an average of 40 to 60 such
letters each year. The response rate requesting more information was about
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75%. Of these, approximately twenty-five applicants would agree to travel
to Falmouth for orientation/admissions sessions. Typically these applicants
had earlier expressed interest in such diverse areas of specialized, or
technical preparation as media technology, elementary education, special
education, counseling, or school administration. Initially all had expected
to pursue a formal program of studies on the Amherst campus. Some
applicants travelled from out of state to Falmouth for interviews and additional
information.
Participants were confronted with "change" and "ambiguity" at the very
beginning of their experience with the Program. They were asked to consider
changing from their intended field or area of concentration to a small group
and generalist practitioner program offering only Massachusetts Secondary
Subject certification which some already held. They would be asked to
relocate to the Town of Falmouth rather than Amherst, a much larger
community reflecting a University type atmosphere and lifestyle. The Program
interpreted an applicant’s willingness to consider an off-campus program as
one observable indication of interest in a process model, flexibility and risk
I
assumption.
As mentioned earlier, the program followed University-defined
admissions policies, however the implicit criteria were somewhat different.
For example, the Program did not view undergraduate grade point average
as a particularly applicable criterion to project an individual’s potential
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contribution as a Program member or likely contribution as a teacher in
the Program's broad conception of the role of educator-practitioner.
If applicants were interested in secondary certification in Massachusetts,
they were advised of such certification requirements as the need for 18 credit
hours in one of the state's secondary subject areas, (e.g. English, Social
Studies, History, Math).
The Program was most interested in applicants with a record, whether
salaried or voluntary, of sustained interest demonstration and experience in
a human relations helping role; for example, counseling, tutoring, social
work, teaching, non-formal education programs or agencies such as Big
Brother, YMCAs, Girl Scouts. Preference was given to applicants with
work experience after college rather than very recent graduates.
Recommendation for admission was weif^ited heavily by the impression
the applicant created during personal interviews. In 1973, three applicants,
unable to travel great distances for a personal interview, were accepted
without interview; a lengthy long distance telephone call was substituted. One
of these was later asked to withdraw from the Program after one semester;
another became a subsequent cycle staff member. Beginning in 1974, orientation
and interview sessions were held on-site in Falmouth. Program participants
in the 1973-1974 cycle were invited to participate in the admission process.
The format continued in subsequent Program cycles. If an applicant was
interested but unable to attend the scheduled admission weekend that person
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was invited to choose another time to visit the staff, participants, and site.
All applicants were welcomed to visit Falmouth High School during class
sessions.
Applicants who travelled to the orientation weekend were offered local
lodging, tours of the school and community, and general hospitality by
current Program participants, who were available to share their personal
perceptions, experience, and evaluation of the Program with the applicants.
Subsequently both participants and applicants commented favorably on this
orientation process. Participants felt explaining the Program to "outsiders"
helped them synthesize their learning experiences. Applicants felt they
were given an accurate description of what to expect from the Program and
what would be expected of them. Although some applicants appeared more
enthusiastic during the orientation sessions than others, no applicant immediately
verbalized disinterest in the Program.
In general the day-long sessions were informal. As applicants entered
a common meeting room at Falmouth High School, Program participants
greeted and Introduced themselves and, in their own personal style, began
conversation. Participants had been briefed earlier by staff on University
policies pertaining to admission and were provided with blank data sheets
to complete on each applicant.
1
All applicants were asked to meet individually
with the Program field director at some point during the day. I was situated
*cf* Appendix.
in a separate office near the common meeting room. I would begin the inter-
view with general questions about the applicant’s background and earlier
experiences in human relations. No special interview format was employed.
No absolute time limit was set. Applicants had not been scheduled for clock
time appointments but had been asked to spend as much time as they could
allow for and invest in the introductory process. In addition to gathering an
impression of the applicant, I intended to carefully explain the "commitment
procedure" to each applicant.
Applicants for teaching intern status were told that they would be
notified via telephone by a specific date if they were selected to be "recommended
for admission". At that time they would be asked to make a moral commitment
to begin the Program on the following August at the Summer Session. In the
meantime their personal data (names and resumes) would be submitted to the
Falmouth School Committee for appointment (during the summer). Later they
would be mailed formal written employment contracts for the school year.
They were impressed with the fact that if they were to change their minds,
after making the commitment, the Program could not merely go to the next
name on a selection list and easily replace them. In short, they understood
that they would place the Program in an awkward, precarious position within
the Falmouth Schools. In the three years reported here only one person broke
this commitment explaining that he had later decided to accept a subsequent
offer of admission to another university; this despite the fact he denied such
an eventuality during the interview.
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This experience caused me to pointedly and repeatedly ask applicants
in 1975 whether they were expecting admission notifications from other
universities. And, if so, which offer would they be inclined to accept and
pursue. At the end of each orientation session, after all applicants had
departed, the Program participants and staff met at length to discuss and
exchange impressions, insights, and observations of the day’s events. Finally
applicants were rated and arranged in a hierarchy by this group.
Applicants were considered by the following criteria:
-the subject areas assignment needs at Falmouth High School; 18
semester hours in an academic subject area e.g. English, Science,
Social Studies.
-a record of interest and/or experience, either salaried or voluntary
in an interpersonal, helping role,
-our of college, two years or more with an interim record of
productivity, service, or conscious exploration.
-preference to mature applicants, perhaps career change or
development persons.
-preference to those who appeared to value and comprehend a
’’spirit of inquiry" and authentic, open, interpersonal communications,
-preference to those with limited access to low cost, formal education,
-an expressed willingness to invest more than forty hours per week
in learning, service, and related Program activities.
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-an expressed interest in signing a one-year, "visiting teacher”
contract for $1700 with the Falmouth School District. The contract
required that the individual conform to the vacation schedule of the
Falmouth Schools rather than the University schedule. Thus the
individual agreed to continue teaching beyond the end of the University
academic year, and graduation, until classes were terminated at
Falmouth High School.
-an expressed willingness to arrange for personal transportation to
commute to internship sites.
-an expressed willingness to relocate to the Town of Falmouth. (The
V. s
weekly work schedule did not allow time and energy for commuting.)
-an expressed willingness to attend the summer orientation session.
-an expressed willingness to engage in the development of personal
responsibility in both individual and group learning.
-an expressed interest in experiential collaborative learning.
In addition to these criteria, the Program was seeking to construct a
diverse group; seeking diversity of sex, age, race, ethnic background,
economic background, and professional maturation.
Applicants were not screened or cleared through the administration at
Falmouth High School prior to Program commitment. Resumes and "personal
ctata sheets*', similar to those used for regular professional appointments
were
completed by Program staff on each teaching intern proposed and in turn
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submitted by the Superintendent for approval by the School Committee. On
one notable occasion in 1974, there was sufficient concern by one Committee
member to prompt an unexpected executive 1 session of the Committee. This
writer and Falmouth administrators were invited to attend. The discussion
centered on the fact that one incoming intern recorded on his resume that he
had been a graduate student counseling intern at a university health clinic.
The Committee member concerned reported that he had read national press
editorials criticizing health clinics at institutions of hi^ier education for
promoting sexual promiscuity among college students. The teaching intern
in question had received a Master’s degree in Theology from the Divinity
School of this prominent eastern university which the committee member
noted was singled out for editorial criticism of its clinic’s activities. The
committee member demanded "proof" and reassurance that the incoming
Program intern would not "spread that kind of thing aroimd Falmouth High
School". The School District Administration offered to telephone the clinic
in question and report back to the Committee on the activities and evaluation of
the intern. A Committee majority later accepted the Administration’s report
that "a medical doctor, administratively responsible for the University
Clinic, recalled that Mr. X was a mature and responsible counselor." A
simple voting majority of the School Committee carried approval to authorize
the issuance of a contract to this particular teaching intern. In this instance
and throughout the period reported here the administration of Falmouth Hi$i
1
Closed to public.
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School supported the Program's selection and preliminary judgement of
incoming participants.
Although the Program did not seek to convene large learning groups each
year, there was a need for diversity and admission flexibility. For example,
the Program encouraged two local women, enrolled in the University Without
Walls Program, an external, adult degree program offered at the University
of Massachusetts at Amherst, to complete course work in Education applicable
toward secondary teacher certification in Massachusetts. One woman was
married and the mother of four young children. She was employed at the
time at Falmouth High School as an instructional aide. The other woman was
single and self-supporting. She had been employed previously as a school
secreatary. Both women expressed the goal of professional, school related
employment. Neither was in a position to relocate in order to attend university
based coursework. Both have since completed their undergraduate degree
requirements and are employed at this time in professional positions in
public, lower schools.
Other exceptional applicants whose admission exceeded the degree
candidate quota were selectively offered the opportunity to participate in the
Program for graduate credit through the Division of Continuing Education at
the University of Massachusetts, hi these cases, this arrangement was vital
in providing flexibility in teaching intern coverage at Falmouth High School.
There was no imposed ceiling on non-degree graduate student enrollment.
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Group size, composition and teaching intern needs were the governing
variables. For example, when the Program needed to replace an incoming
intern who reneged on his commitment, an intern was identified who was
willing to register as a non-degree student.
Summer Session
The Summer Session was held each year during the last 10 weekdays of
August. It was essentially an introductory learning experience. Participants
were introduced to one another, the staff and the conceptual environment
process, and organizational framework of the Program. The timing of the
schedule corresponded to the last several weeks of the yearly peak business
and population period in Falmouth and surrounding Cape Cod communities;
the summer tourism economy. After Labor Day and the opening of schools,
the nine month winter demographic, and economic conditions, and local life-
style would re-emerge. Although this metamorphosis allowed participants
who were relocating to Falmouth, a clear sense of the shift in the population
and economy, it coincided with a period of peak rents for housing. Most
newcomers identified inexpensive "winter rentals" during this two week period
which would be available to them after Labor Day. In such a seaside resort
community there was an abundance of available houses or "winter rentals" to
choose from. Rents for single houses were usually less than half the amount
of comparable housing in mteropolitan or university communities. Upon
meeting in the summer session participants often made arrangements with
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each other to share housing space and costs, hi each cycle after 1974 there
was at least one group residence maintained by teaching interns in the
Program. Participants reported their experience that local homeowners were
pleased to find "teachers" as winter tenants.
Daily sessions were a minimum of eight hours in length. Of the three
sessions reported here, two met between the hours of 9 AM and 5 PM at
Falmouth High School which was air-conditioned. The 1974-1975 session met
between the hours of 12 noon and 9 PM. These sessions were held at a Town
Conservation area in a secluded, lakefront location which lacked electric
service. Later in the day the group moved to space granted by the Woods
Hole Oceanographic Institution, which was equipped for cooking and
dining at daily, group prepared suppers.
The purposes of the Summer Sessions were:
-to introduce participants to the values, assumptions, methods,
purposes, intentions and expectations of the Program; the Program’s
conceptual framework and components.
-to provide for a social familiarization peciod and structured
introductory activities.
-to begin the process of developing a sense of group membership.
-to begin to introduce the Program’s intention of a collaborative
learning environment and process.
-to introduce participants from out-of-town to Falmouth High School
.
and the community,
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-to introduce all participants to the principal and administration of
Falmouth High School.
-to prepare teaching interns with their assignments, class rosters,
instructional materials, etc. prior to the beginning of Falmouth
High School classes.
-to introduce participants to the fundamental aspects of the laboratory
methods of group process.
-to introduce participants to the developmental history and organizational
status of the Program and the School of Education.
-to process registration and related forms, paperwork, and
administrative concerns, (e.g. student health insurance, Veterans*
forms, tuition and fees)
-to hear questions and concerns of participants.
-to assist the out-of-towners during their relocation transition.
The daily sessions were divided into three main categories: staff-
conducted introduction and orientation sessions in the first part of the day,
participant-conducted workshops in the latter part of the day, and there were
several administrative-paperwork sessions.
Approximately one month before the first day of the Summer Session, a
preparatory letter was prepared and mailed to participants. A sample is
displayed in the Appendix. The letter explained that each participant was
expected to present a workshop, approximately two hours in length, to the
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learning group. The workshop format was open to their interpretation. A
time sign up sheet was passed around during the first day. Usually two
two-hour workshops were presented each day during the latter part of the
session.
Some examples of workshops conducted by participants were:
-a field trip by boat to, and an on location lecture concerning, the
history of the Elizabeth Islands (an island chain off the coast of
Falmouth).
-a field trip to the Norfolk State Prison in Massachusetts to hear a
presentation by and subsequent discussion with two inmates serving
life sentences.
-a field trip to an experimental organic farm and community.
-a lecture on the history of the fishing industry on Cape Cod-.
-a lecture, recorded demonstration, and interpretation of the musical
history of the Beatles; a popular musical group of the 1960s.
-a lecture and slideshow of a participant’s experience in an outdoor
camping and science course in the Rocky Mountains.
-a lecture, demonstration, and workshop on the art of woodcarving,
-a biographical lecture and demonstration on New Orleans creole
cooking, culture, and lifestyle, which included a Creole meal.
-a shellfishing expedition with a participant and her spouse. The
catch was prepared, cooked, and eaten by the group.
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-a poetry workshop. During one exercise, participants were encouraged
to use a "word bowl" and illustrations in creating original poems which
were shared with the group.
-a music workshop. Participants were introduced to an experiential
learning exercise and Orf materials and method of music education.
-an art workshop. Participants were given models, materials and
assistance in pencil sketching.
The idea for participant conducted workshops originated in the earlier
M. A.T. Program and served as an introductory exercise for participants,
their interests, and capabilities. Their presentations were not formally
evaluated or critiqued for pedagogical style or content, although some
participants reported later that they had assumed their teaching "competency"
was to be measured in some manner by staff.
The staff introduced the conceptual and organizational framework for
the Program by the lecture method in an effort to make organizational
expectations, norms and limits clear to participants. Many participants
later reported that although they had heard the conceptual framework
presented, this was not fully comprehended until they actually experienced
some related issue at some point later in their experience in the Program.
The staff also introduced group process and dynamics through a
variety of experiential exercises often associated with human relations training.
These were not high risk, private exposure-type exercises, but nonetheless
were often very new experiences for participants.
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For example
:
One opening day introductory exercise used in the Summer Session involved
pairing off participants, including staff, with someone they did not know.
Participants were asked to draw pictures or symbols of their significant
life experiences, events, or persons and then explain the drawing to their
partner. When the group was reassembled, partners would introduce each
other using the illustration and reconstructed narrative of the other. A
similar exercise was also used focusing on earlier educational and schooling
experiences.
Guest speakers were sometimes invited during the summer sessions.
Each year the principal of Falmouth High School would arrange to welcome
and meet for the first time. After 1974, representatives of potential
community agency sites came to recruit prospective interns for their agency.
Ten of the twelve participants completing the first, 1973-1974, cycle in
Falmouth remained in the Falmouth area. Several of these nECSers", as they
became known, offered to present workshops and assist in the orientation
of new participants.
During the summer session the staff was available for individual advising
sessions with participants in addition to the group sessions.
The Journal
Each Program cycle produced at least one participant created collection
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of material referred to as a ’’journal". However It was not intended nor used
as a demonstration of traditional scholarship. It was rather an "In-house"
expression of a variety of feelings and reactions, often humor and satire,
which had meaning within each Program group. The 1973-1974 group produced
three issues under the title ECSTASY. At that time, one participant in the
group became the self-appointed editor and catalyst for group contributions.
The following Program groups produced one journal each. The staff
encouraged this emerging tradition.
The staff distributed copies to some faculty members at the School of
Education, receiving mixed reactions. Several commented that the material
was unintelligible, banal, and sophomoric. Others observed that the material's
significance was in the process of group identity rather than product. I view
the "journal" as a tangible document of memorabilia for participants, and
an expression of group identity and emotion.
Retreats
There were two types of "retreats"^ conducted annually. One occurred
midyear, usually in January; the other in June. Retreats were additional
and extended group meeting times. No additional academic credit was offered
or awarded for attendance.
The Impetus of the mid-year retreat emanated from the field director.
The expectation of attendance at retreats was raised during admission,
^Retreats corresponded to the "cultural island", or isolation, referred
to in theories of laboratory training.
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summer, and fall sessions. Mid-year retreats were overnight, weekend
long, sessions intended to allow ample time and other conditions conducive
to intensive group interaction. The purpose was Program evaluation and
planning for the balance of the year. Exercises for staff and participant
evaluation and planning were arranged. The focus was the identification
and resolution of issues of content and consensus. The staff did not publically
evaluate participants in this group setting; rather participants provided public
evaluation feedback to staff and to one another. Frequently new group issues
emerged from both the feedback focus and the common living situation. In
general, the retreats served as an occasion for stepping back and considering
that is, evaluating, the group experience to date. The following illustration
compares selected features pertaining to the three cycles reported in this
writing.
End-of-the-year retreats were in effect final exercises marking the
ritual termination of the learning group and Program membership or
affiliation. Unlike the mid-year retreats, there was no objective or format
imposed by the staff. Each group, by cycle, devised their own definition of
separation activities. In 1974 and 1976, the June retreat was one day only
and conducted locally. In 1975, however, it encompassed a weekend at a
summer youth hostel at the National Seashore in Brewster, Massachusetts.
At that occasion, several participants produced a color slide show
with a
taped musical score; a review of the year through earlier pictures
of Program
participants, going back to the summer session.
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A constant feature of the final retreat was a moot, graduate closing
exercise which I designed. Symbolic "Master of Further Learning" diplomas
were printed at Falmouth High School and awarded to each participant and
also to selected Program supporters. A sample is contained in the Appendix.
The diplomas were designed to accommodate all the .signatures of participants
and staff. The ceremonies were satirical and lighthearted; an occasion mixed
with merriment, celebration, and the sadness of impending loss and
separation. *
Program Evaluation
During the three year period reported in this writing. Program evaluation
was conducted on several levels and in several forms on an ongoing basis.
Program evaluation began on the first day of the Summer Session and continued
both formally and informally throughout the entire Program cycle. But in
addition to this protracted evaluation by participants and staff which will be
discussed further in this Chapter, there were other significant parties
involved in Program evaluation. For example, the annual review of the
Falmouth School Committee may be seen as a form of program evaluation,
albeit a political form of evaluation. It is assumed that their criteria of
evaluation, if formally stated, would be far different than both the
administration of Falmouth High School and the School of Education. For
these two also had an interest in Program performance. I am not fully
aware of the content of evaluative discussions held at the School of Education
*This phenomena is often referred to as the "death rituals" of a small
group.
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concerning Program continuation. However such discussions were held.
I assume similar discussions were held between the administration of
Falmouth High School and the Falmouth Public Schools. So too* various
agencies which allowed participants access for community internships were
assumed to hold some opinion of the merits of the Program model. Here
the history of the Program’s evaluation by other parties cannot be fully
detailed because the details are not known to this writer. Selected examples
of formal correspondence are reproduced in the Appendix to this writing.
The conclusion which I have drawn is that both the Falmouth Public Schools
and the School of Education found evidence of merit in the model. I base
this conclusion on the fact that both institutions continued to monitor and
renew on an annual basis their collaborative support of the Program beginning
in 1973 and continuing to the time of this writing.
The Program staff did not rely on any single form, for example a
quantitative instrument of measurement, of evaluation. No single or final
conclusion is offered in this writing regarding "outcomes" for Program
participants. The issue of "outcomes" has been discussed earlier in this
writing in relation to treatment models of training and therefore considered
inappropriate to the Program's intentions and model for teacher education.
However the question arises as to how the staff, and in particular the writer
here, became informed of participant reaction to their Program experiences.
The Program relied on both formal and informal indicators. With the
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exception of a lengthy, "year-end questionnaire"1 participant evaluation was
elicited on an ongoing and immediate basis. Longitudinal studies were not
intended. Several formal means of evaluation were regularly employed.
The participants were encouraged to offer their appraisal of Program
activities as each group meeting, or seminar was experienced. Because the
Program adopted the epistemological position that each participant was
responsibly in varying degrees for the creation of their learning environment
and process, Program evaluation included the notion of self-evaluation. The
intention was to encourage participants to include themselves in statements
of evaluation and thereby avoid stating their thoughts in forms which presented
their conduct as caused by external forces. The intention was to elicit
statements of evaluation in which the participant considered his own conduct
as well as the conduct of others. Thus evaluation was not usually elicited in the
form of statements of reaction but in the form of statements of intention and a
review of action. However there were instances when it was appropriate for
participants to state reactions to circumstances which were unilaterally con-
trolled by the staff, for while some aspects of the Program experience were
shared with participants, others were not. In those instances where the staff
controlled the process, this fact was acknowledged. The important feature
was for participants and staff to gain skill in differentiating between various
sets of circumstances and thus become aware of the degree of responsibility
each might be apportioned for the particular event under consideration.
1A sample of the 1974-1975 questionnaire is shown in the Appendix and
is discussed in the next section of this Chapter.
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At the beginning of each Program cycle, participants were unfamiliar
with ongoing group process evaluation. Therefore the staff was initially
responsible for making interventions which requested evaluation. Participants
were told that it was expected that they too would become involved in inter-
rupting the group process to inquiry about participant reaction to the ongoing
activities. At the end of each group meeting, an effort was made to preserve
some time for review; in effect an evaluation of activities just completed.
So-called "wrap up" or "process time" constituted a form of evaluation On
sev eral occasions participants requested that entire seminars be devoted
for process evaluation. Frequently major issues for discussion emerged
during "wrap up" times, however there was insufficient time to resolve these
issues. Therefore the issue or issues would be "tabled" for immediate
discussion at the beginning of the next scheduled group meeting.
At the beginning of each cycle participants generally demonstrated a
reluctance to share their observations with the group. My interpretation was
that they were unfamiliar with this experience and that trust was an important
factor. In Chapter IX, this is discussed in a consideration of "psychological
safety" in group situations. I assumed that trust is a phenomenon which is
impossible to consider on a mean-end basis because it represents an
experience which cannot be contrived. Despite the difficult in predicting and
controlling trust, I believe it is an important quality to the accuracy of
evaluation.
i
Initially, participants appeared to be more comfortable with expressing
M
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dissatisfaction than satisfaction. Positive expressions seemed to occur
more frequently during the mid-year and end-of-year retreats. But as
educational practitione rs, most participants agreed that while positive
evaluation appeared to be tacit it was important for them to be able to
recognize manifestations of support for their own practice. The Program
staff shared their need for both positive and negative evaluation from
participants, despite the fact that positive reactions are frequently assumed
when no indication is made to the contrary.
On several occasions participants volunteered to meet for additional
day long sessions of evaluation in addition to the scheduled retreats. The
%
subjects of their evaluation included the Program design itself, the performance
of the staff, the experiential learning opportunities offered, such as Falmouth
High School, and peer evaluation. Participants were encouraged to prepare
• written notes prior to such peer evaluation sessions. The staff spent
considerable time preparing participants for peer evaluation, for it appeared
that participants frequently found it easier to evaluate the staff or the Program
design than to be direct and authentic in their communications to other
participants. Some participants were more direct and skillful in their
presentations of peer evaluation than were others. A few participants
expressed their continuing objection to any such process; viewing academic
or hierarchical evaluation as the only "appropriate" form of "feedback".
1
1
The subject of "feedback" as an approach to evaluation is discussed
in Chapter IX.
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However the Program held to its view that peer evaluation is an appropriate
element of the concept of professionalism. I observed that the majority of
participants became increasingly enthusiastic and capable in initiating
process evaluation as the cycle progressed.
In addition to evaluation conduction on a group basis, the staff used
individual conferences as occasions to follow up with individual participants
issues of evaluation which first surfaced in the group context.
No single indicator of the participant’s evaluation of the Program
model and his own experience in the Program was held to be superior to any
other indicator. Both verbal and non-verbal expressions of evaluation were
interpreted as contributing to the staff’s comprehension of the participant’s
response to Program design. Thus such phenomena as facial expression,
body posture, and seimilar gestures were viewed to be significant as
indicators of evaluation. However such gestures we re not usually interpreted
unilaterally by the staff. For example, a participant who was observed to be
d ozing in a seminar was not assumed to be bored, although that would be one
of several interpretations. The staff would attempt to "check out"
most interpretations by asking the participant directly, either in the group
setting or on an individual basis. Staff judgement was the determinant of
time and location for such inquiries. In general the staff recommended that
all participants become skillfull in observing and evaluating non verbal conduct
because this was viewed as a common and frequent form of communication
offered to a teacher by students.
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However, not all non-verbal conduct was subjected to public discussion.
It was not the staff’s intention to subject every aspect of participant conduct
to scrutiny and subsequent analysis. For example, Program retreats were
frequently the occasion for special gestures of affirmation offered to the
staff as indicating the participants’ approval or valuing of the Program
experience. Examples include laughter, tears, physical contact with added
implications; including extra firm or lengthy handshakes and embracing. Such
experiences contributed to the staff’s sense of participant reaction to them
and the Program model and experience.
After participants had completed the Program, several wrote letters
to me or communicated in person indicating later insights or thoughts
related to Program evaluation. I have chosen not to quote from such
communications in this writing because I view such matters to be personal
rather than academic. Again such information informed my own evaluation
of my educational practice in the Program. I assume that I did not collect,
either formally or informally, all the evaluative data that might have been
available from participants. All of the participants who completed a full
year of Program activities reported favorably on their Program experience.
This conclusion is drawn from the results of the end-of-the-year questionnaires
which are the subjects of the section to follow.
In summa ry my position here is that educational practitioners cannot
formally collect and report all of the evaluative information that occurs in
educational practice. Yet despite its lack of permanent recording, such
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Information is available on a daily basis. Further the educational practitioner
frequently uses a variety of forms of information to guide practice and may
not be aware of the precise source of his or her knowledge.
The end-of-the-year questionnaire
A single sample of this questionnaire is offered in the Appendix to this
writing. In 1973, 1 designed a similar questionnaire which required narrative
responses from the 1973-1974 participants. At that time I thought that their
responses would be helpful to this dissertation. I was not clear how this
information would fit into my, then projected, dissertation. However the
results in the form of the actual questionnaires were available to Program
participants and faculty of the School of Education. I was also willing to
s hare the questionnaires with the principal of Falmouth High School I was
unwilling to share the questionnaires with a broader audience at that time
because I was concerned with misinterpretation and misuse of the content.
During the next year, while planning the second set of questions to be
directed to participants, several form and informal advisors told me that
the lengthy narrative form of 1973-1974 participant responses was too
cumbersome for use in a dissertation or other publications related to the
Program* s design and experience. I wish to make it clear at this time
that I was not clear at that time of the form that my dissertation would take.
But the observation made sense. Therefore in 1974, I sought the assistance
of Virginia Root, an in-service teacher and Program participant in translating
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open ended questions into a numerical response format. At that time both
assistant directors, Robert Jones and Colin MacKinnon, as well as Program
participants offered their suggestions for the questions to be asked. The
results of this collaboration are shown in the Appendix to this writing. I
designed the final form with Virginia Root’s assistance. All participants
complied with my request to respond in this form. The results were tabulated
and, as in the earlier cycle, the responses were positive. Later, I prepared
graphic displays of the results; again with Virginia Root’s assistance.
Finally, I enlisted the assistance of the media department at Falmouth High
School and the graphs were reproduced for a slide show format. At that time
*
I intended to reproduce the results in some form in this dissertation.
For the 1975-1976 cycle, I adapted the basic format of the earlier
questionnaire for that cycle of experience, which was not identical with the
previous year. Again at the end of that cycle, participants completed the
lengthy questionnaire. Once again the responses were generally positive. I
then had three sets of questionnaires, two of which were in a similar format,
which I intended to use somehow in this dissertation as evidence of participant
evaluation.
However in the course of searching for models of explanation to adapt
for my intentions related to this dissertation, I became aware of the limita-
tions of such evidence. Such reporting has what has been termed a "haloing
effect”. Participants in group experiences have been observed to experience
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Intense and immediate, but temporary, positive effects of their group
experience. I therefore concluded later that while the information which
was collected by means of the end-of-the year questionnaire had been useful
to actual Program practice because it informed my understanding of the
completed cycle, the results were in no way conclusive as empirical evidence.
Therefore I have not included the results oin this dissertation. However the
sample questionnaire is offered in the Appendix for readers interested in the
design of limited instruments for program evaluation.
Second year activities for part-time participants.
Because the Program was approved and renewed on a year-to-year
basis by both collaborating institutions, there was an ongoing possibility
that part-time participants might be left without local means to complete
their degree requirements* Therefore the director negotiated with cooperating
faculty members at the School of Education to guarantee these participants
a negotiated means to completion which would not require their relocation
to attend courses in Amherst. This plan implied the use of independent
studies and practicums negotiated by formal contract to be performed locally
and evaluated in Amherst.
This was, in fact, the actual means arranged for continuing second year
participants, the difference being the local involvement of the Program
field director. Each person negotiated individualized learning contracts
through the field director with sponsoring faculty members at the School of
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Education. For example, one in-service teacher tutored other adults, who
were local students in the University Without Walls Program, in English
composition. This Famouth High School teacher was a veteran English teacher
and her University Without Walls students reported positive gains from her
instruction and direction. Another Falmouth High School in-service teacher
assisted the field director in leading the weekly Methods seminar for teaching
interns at Falmouth High School. Other participants chose more traditional
independent studies involving a review of related literature and scholarly
papers. All but one person in this category who completed the first year in
the learning group completed their degree requirements.
An overview of organizational characteristics of Program seminars
Seminars were the weekly schedule, small group learning experiences
conducted by the Program. Characteristics common to the three seminars
offered will be discussed here. Distinguishing features will be examined
briefly in the later description of each seminar.
The Program arranged two weekly, year-long seminars, September
to May. Credit was awarded on the basis of attendance; which by the
Program's interaction design implied participation and involvement. The
seminars were not designed solely on a lecture model of instruction by
experts. The two cycle-long seminars were a Program requirement for all
first year participants whether full or part time. The same group composition
was represented at both seminars. The third seminar met only during the
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Fall, university semester and was a requirement for teaching interns at
Falmouth High School.
The term "seminar" had been traditionally defined as, "... a
group of advanced students studying under a professor with each doing original
research and all exchanging results through reports and discussions."1
Program participants conformed to the "advanced" student notion.
Most had sixteen or more years of formal education. However they were not
"studying" a fixed content "under a professor". Here again the traditional
liberal arts model is represented as the transmission of a particular content
by the direction of the content expert—a professor. Students "study"
in order to master a content; a defined body of data or knowledge.
Program seminars, however, assumed an action— research, small
group learning model which will be discussed at length in Chapter IX. A
"professor", in the sense of an individual with full faculty rank and status
was not usually present to direct either the content or process of the seminars.
Instead several faculty members at the School of Education sponsored
these seminars and supervised the activities by both site visitation and
conferences with the collaborating Program staff and participants. During
one university semester, Fall 1976, a School of Education faculty member
travelled to Falmouth Higji School to lead a weekly seminar for all participants.
Other faculty members from the School of Education visited less frequently,
depending upon their work schedule.
1
Webster t s New Collegiate Dictionary, G & C Merriam Co„, Springfield,
MA., 1976.
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The Program staff was present at all seminars in order to provide
formal, institutional verification and evaluation of learning activities, as
well as educational leadership.
Seminars met in space provided by Falmouth Hi$i School. This
procedure was part of the informal collaboration agreement. The staff filed
a standardized form application, designed for after-school building use.
These requests were routinely approved at the high school level of admini-
stration. There was no fee paid to Falmouth for any use of space by the
Program.
Up-to-date media equipment was made available for Program and
participant use upon request. For example, film projection, and video-
taping equipment were available for seminar use. Technical instruction and
assistance were available to participants through the Falmouth High School
media staff. Participants made use of studio type television production
services.
The seminar group size was relatively small, at no time larger than
16 members.. Seating was usually in a circular pattern. In such a situation
attendance and tardiness were readily apparent to all. A record of both
was noted by the staff and available to all participants. On one occasion
during a mid-year retreat, I published and distributed a sheet containing
this data to the participants. Tardiness was more frequently observed than
absenteeism. When tardiness patterns would emerge I would offer to alter
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the meeting time to a later starting time. This would usually evoke a
general group response of consensus to retain the original schedule. Late-
comers usually conformed to the subtlety of group pressure.
In general, absenteeism was not a problem. During each cycle it
appears that only one or two participants contributed to the mean of three
absences per participant, per cycle. At least three participants over the
three cycles had no absences. In one case, ongoing failure to attend scheduled
activities led to the withdrawal of a participant. Participants were aware that
attendance and participation were central to the Program model and therefore
academic credit.
%
Once the seminar meeting schedule was established it was adhered
to, the exceptions being occasional local learning events deemed by staff
to be appropriate substitutes. For example, the Falmouth Hospital once
sponsored a series of public seminars on the subject of alcoholism. The
participants attended these sessions held at the hospital instead of convening
at Falmouth High School. A fixed meeting schedule was constructed so that
participants could plan their personal schedules with certainty.
I was responsible for establishing a practice of limiting the attendance
of observer and social guests at Program seminars. The concept of group
membership will be discussed in Chapter IX. However, the seminars were
generally "open” only to participants and School of Education faculty members.
In the latter case, it seemed clear that the School of Education should have
open access to the activities which it authorized. Conversely I reason that
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school district personnel held no such claim. There was no interference with
the sanctuary of the seminars in relation to the School district; nor any attempt
to evaluate the seminars by obse ivation. I held to the position that such
learning activities as the teaching internship were accountable to the Falmouth
Public Schools but not Program seminars. In 1974, a sub-committee of the
local teachers1 association requested that I submit course descriptions for
their consideration and evaluation. I denied their request.
Although guest-observers, with the exception of School of Education
personnel, were not invited to seminars, quest-participants were invited.
The distinctiai was based on their direct involvement and interaction with the
group. Their presence and activity was directly related to, or constituted a
topic for group attention and conside ration. For example, human service
practitioners were invited to discuss their role, agency and activities, often
upon the invitation of a participant. The principal of Falmouth High School
routinely accepted invitations to discuss his role, activities, and educational
opinions. The seminars were roughly split on an overall ratio of one guest
participant per 3 seminar.
The issue of barring social guests or casual observers was discussed
each cycle, usually during the summer session, with participants. On
occasion the group polarized temporarily on this issue. "Open session"
proponents seemed to share the characteristic of having a relationship with
a non-participant who was quite curious about the Program and its activities.
My staff experience during the 1972-1973 Prototype had allowed me to observe
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what I considered negative effects of walk-in guests on a small learning group.
In my judgement, observer-guests did not contribute but in fact constituted a
variable which altered the group experience by their mere presence.
The Program, on occasion, did sponsor special educational offerings
and invited all interested persons. These open sessions were not frequent
but featured topical films, for example Frederick Wiseman’s documentary
"High School" 0 On one occasion a School of Education faculty member
expressed an interest in speaking to such an enlarged audience. Most faculty
members preferred to engage the Program membership. The Program had
no funds for sponsoring a speaker series but retained an interest jn such an
approach. On one occasion, during 1973, a participant wrote to James
Coleman, at the University of Chicago, inviting him to Falmouth during an
announced international colloquium at the Harvard School of Education.
Professor Coleman declined this invitation.
The staff alowed and encouraged participants to set aside portions of
these common meeting times for participant initiated issues and concerns.
Often such "process" issues carried over from one seminar meeting to the
next. And the leadership did not attempt to confine group process issues to
the seminar which may have precipitated the issue.
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CHAPTER VII
EDUCATIONAL PRACTICE FOR SECONDARY TEACHERS
Two Program components are described in this Chapter, the teaching
internship at Falmouth High School and the Methods and Mete rials seminar.
These two components were supervised by the field director; whose activities
have been described earlier.
These two components were intended to operate in concer with the
individualized supervision offered those Program participants interested
in developing experience and practical educational skills through the actual
experience of responsible functioning as a secondary teacher. Here in this
section these Program participants will be referred to as "interns". As
described earlier, some interns had two or less years of experience in
classroom teaching; others had no experience and were seeking secondary
subject certification in Massachusetts. While some had taken undergraduate
coursework in Education, including student or practice teaching, others
had no such previous exposure. The Program held that all could develop or
increase skill through the reflective experience of practice in teaching. A
critical difference between the Program’s supervised internship component
and a conventional year of individual cn-the-job training as a first year
teacher was the model of supervision and the overall group learning
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environment of the Program, in particular the Methods seminar which
included only teaching interns as participants.
The overall Program design was based on the assumption that interns
could and would adequately meet the instructional and other educational needs
of Falmouth High School students.
The interns were legally considered part time employees of the Falmouth
School District assigned to Falmouth High School. Their immediate, "line"
supervisor was the Program field director. I was employed by Falmouth
specifically to supervise these interns a minimum of three days per week.
My other activities were understood to be secondary to this supervisory
task. I met weekly with the principal of Falmouth High School and discussed
the performance of the interns. The principal also encouraged his subordinate
administrators, called house administrators and curriculum chairmen, to
observe the interns. But the responsibility was primarily mine. In turn, the
principal accounted to the superintendent of schools and the Falmouth School
Committee.
After 1974, and the establishment of the position of assistant field
director, I was able to spend more time on in-classroom supervision. The
Progrands view of classroom teaching was discussed with the interns in the
Methods seminar on a group basis. Supervision was individualized. I was
available daily for conferences with interns.
The subject of supervisory methods and my experience as a teacher
supervisor is too vast to fully account for within the scope of this writing.
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Teacher supervision is a complex topic which could well be the subject of an
extensive separate writing. Here I shall offer a summary of my approach to
the supervision of intern s„
I view teacher supervision as having three central focuses. A
traditional focus has been the discrete instructional acts of teachers. Here
"teaching’ 1 is limited to the behaviors of instruction. But in my gestalt figures
introduced in Chapter I, I have suggested that in addition to the instructional
acts of communication of a content (data or information), the individual
teacher’s belief orientation forms a permeable baseline and is the source of
his or her interpersonal behavior in practice. Bloom (1956) and Krathwohn,
Bloom, and Masia (1964) have divided a "taxonomy of educational objectives"
into the "cognitive" and "affective" domain. The competency approach appears
to be that identifiable, discrete acts form the basis of measuring human
competency in instruction.
The term "performance-based" and the term "competency-approach"
appear to be used interchangeably in the literature. Elam (1972) reports that
"no entirely satisfactory description of performance -based teacher education
has been framed to date."'*'
My position was closer to the view of Stevens (1956 and (1967). Stevens
explains that the failure to identify technical skill constants in teaching
behavior may indicate that despite the fact that teaching behavior is conventionally
*S. Elam. A Resume of Performance-Based Teacher Education. American
Association of Colleges for Teacher Education, Washington, D.C.,
1972.
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viewed and presented as a deliberate human process, it may rather be an
intuitive and spontaneous activity.
My approach was similar to the theories offered by Argyris and
Schon (1976) wherein the practitioner is encouraged to internalize effective
belief and behavior, and make explicit only those areas in which he or she
is experiencing difficulty or problems, or attempting to teach other
practitioners. Thus the emphasis examines personal causes as well as
results. The overall approach may be also described as the development of
generic interpersonal skills.
Most often I observed that interns acted intuitively, in their teaching conduct,
as Argyris and Schon (1976) have reported in their study of behavior and attitudes.
Thus I did not focus solely on "the teaching act" but on the intentions of the
intern; what had he or she intended to have happen, compared with what in
fact happened. If the two were effective, than that was noted, if not, then we
' could discuss the disparity and remedies for bringing intention and act into
closer proximity.
We, that is both I and the intern, took a perceptual psychology or process
approach to behavior. Therefore we discussed behavior in terms of feeling,
believing, and understanding. This approach has been well presented by
Combs, et al (1974) and there is termed the "self-as- instrument" approach
to teaching as an enabling role.
The "Self-as-Instrument" concept is presented by Combs, et al (1974)
as a shift from "a mechanistic to a personal view of teaching." The concept
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applies to other human service or helping professions. The view is that the
professional helper or educational practitioner is no longer regarded as a
technician, "applying methods in a more or less mechanical fashion", but
"as an intelligent human being using himself, his knowledge, and the resources
at hand to solve the problems for which he is responsible. He is a person
who has learned to use himself as an effective instrument."
1
This human
relations approach has counterpart models in social work, medicine, nursing,
and counseling. "These professions do not seek the production of automatons.
They want creative, thinking human beings able to use themselves as refined
O
and trustworthy instruments for dealing with complex problems."
The critical element of my supervision was to begin to identify with the
intern the source and area of his or her experience and problems.
My approach was to assist interns in exploring their own belief webs,
knowledge and perceptions in relation to their teaching activity; including
areas of content, communication of content, and interpersonal relations. It
was important that we experience a trusting, confidential relationship. There-
fore I was available upon demand by interns for supportive supervision. I
was not an administrator judging their discrete teaching acts or personal
conduct in relation to subsequent re-employment. I was, rather, a colleague
1Combs, et al (1974), p. 8.
2
Lake, Rltvo, and O'Brien (1969) report on the experience of similar
human relations training projects applied to community education, inservice
teacher education, a religious institution, nursing education, medical personnel,
among other areas.
3
Combs, et al.
,
p. 8.
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in creative problem solving; helping interns to discover their own best methods
of teaching. I found no inherent conflict between my function as supportive
supervisor and salaried supervisor responsible to both the principal of
Falmouth High School and the School of Education. On two occasions interns
were counseled and then made a decision to withdraw from their teaching
internship at 1 almouth High School. In both cases the problems they encountered
were personal conflicts rather than instructional or content failure. It has
been observed that teachers seldom fail in their knowledge of content, rather
they may fail to find effective means of ''getting it across".
My approach to in classroom supervision was similar to a detached
group observer. I did not intervene with the process. I paid close attention
to the class as a group situation. I observed students and their interaction
as well as the teaching intern’s action and interaction. Sometimes I video-
taped classes with Falmouth High School media equipment. Both students
and interns found the process somewhat distracting, despite the fact that I
used a hand held camera. However, interns were most interested in reviewing
tapes of their classroom action. These were shared with the intern group
in the methods seminar again by arrangement with the Falmouth High School
media department. Interns could also teach in a special room, setup for
studio format, two-camera-type coverage. Thus they could make a teaching
demonstration tape or provide a ready-made lecture for their classes. The
media department was most cooperative with our requests for technical
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advice and equipment. There was real interest in that department in develop-
ing new applications of the technology of television. Very often Falmouth High
School students were the assisting technicians.
By being on site I could acquire a direct familiarity with Falmouth High
School students as well as the Program interns. In conferences, we could
discuss particular students and look for assistance in problem solving from
other Falmouth High School personnel: guidance, administration, and other
subject teachers. We generally used a case study approach trying to develop
a full picture of the student* s situation and personality. We did not limit our
interest to the student* s academic performance or in- school behavior.
I attempted to schedule weekly class visits and individual conferences
with interns. The frequency and intensity of supervision was highest at the
beginning of the school year. I found I was more anxious in the Fall. As the
school year progressed and 1 came to know the interns and their teaching
' capabilities, I became less anxious. Intern performance usually far
exceeded my expectations. This was reassuring to me. I believe I worried
privately that I might have recommended the appointment of an intern who
was unable to perform the role of teacher to my satisfaction and the satisfaction
of the high school community, including his or her assigned students. I was
concerned that a negative experience might also affect Program renewal. I
met with some interns more than others. While I did not force my way into
classrooms, most interns felt comfortable with my coming to their classes
unannounced. Very often an intern would invite me to attend a particular
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class to observe some special event. Oi other occasions they would advise
me not to come and give their specific reasons.
My presence in the building occasioned meeting with interns informally,
for example, at lunch. I was assigned work space in the teacher area, an
open cubicle arrangment adjacent to the intern's space. Therefore, I was
readily accessible to passing interns. Sometimes our discussions were
conducted after school in the school’s parking lot. In addition interns felt
comfortable telephoning me at home to discuss some particular problem. I
believe the interns understood that my primary intention was to help them
become effective teachers. Interns reported that they were satisfied with
my approach to supportive supervision and valued their teaching internship.
I. The teaching internship
The Program placed eight teaching interns, per academic year, in
classroom assignments at Falmouth High School. These assignments began
on the first day of classes at Falmouth High School and continued until the
end of the Falmouth High School school year in June. Actual assignments
were made by matching Falmouth High School instructional needs with the
Program applicant's area of eligibility for Massachusetts teaching certifica-
tion. Thus academic major was one criterion for Program admission. Under
Massachusetts law an applicant for secondary teacher certification requires
eighteen semester hours in a subject area such as math, English, History, or
Social Studies. Most liberal arts graduates are eligible for Social Studies
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subject certification. Business subject majors may be eligible for certification
in secondary business areas. Certification was discussed during the admission
period, and ultimately teaching assignments were made with a view to the
participant's areas of certification.
In Program experience interns taught in these areas: Science, English,
History, Social Studies, Mathematics and "alternative" or "self-contained"
interdisciplinary secondary classrooms. The latter classification were
special compensatory programs for below grade level students. Teaching
interns were paid $1700.00 per year and signed a teaching contract with the
Falmouth Public Schools. Their paid assignment was primary. For example,
interns in the alternative classroom would have students with very different
learning behavioral characteristics than students in a college preparatory
English section. In keeping with Program values the student population’s
learning style and needs would be the variable to be addressed by the methods
and curriculum. Program interns were encouraged, but not forced, to
experience a population of students with differing academic characteristics.
For example, if an intern were teaching in a self-contained or alternative
classroom, the Program would arrange for that intern to work in a college
preparatory classroom as an additional experience. Juxtaposition was not
institutionalized as a requirement. In three years, six interns exercised
this option. For in most cases, once interns began to work in their assigned
areas, these activities absorbed most of their time, energy, and commitment.
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By design and agreement, these teaching interns were to bo accorded the
formal organizational role, status, and responsibility of regular, full time
faculty members at Falmouth High School. The interns carried only a partial
course load, usually the equivalent of two courses, instead of the full time
teaching load of five courses, in addition to a weekly duty area assignment;
for example, hallway control duty.
The title "intern", or the term internship, were not used on-site in
Program reference to this component. The terms are used in this writing
for purposes of accuracy and consistency with the field of teacher education.
The reason this language was not used in Falmouth was due to a recommenda-
tion by the Falmouth High School administration. Early in 1973, during the
early negotiations of the collaboration, I was told that there had been an
earlier incident of some negative community reaction to a proposed hiring
of an intern in school administration from another university. Anticipating
negative reaction to the term "intern", the Falmouth High School administration
proposed the alternative title 'Visiting teachers". Thus the invalidated agree-
ment shown in the Appendix to this writing, reflects the latter title.
The central characteristic to the Program’s secondary teaching intern-
ship was the fact that interns assumed full responsibility for performance in
an actual classroom. There was no traditional period of apprenticeship as a
"practice teacher". The interns worked with Program staff and Falmouth
High School personnel to gather materials for class preparation. The interns
designed and administered tests, reported grades, met with parents. In
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short, they actually functioned as secondary teachers. The continuing
renewal of the Program from 1973 until the present, representing five school
years, indicates that their performance satisfied the administration of Falmouth
High School. In fact many Program interns established reputations as out-
standing teachers within the Falmouth High School community and several were
hired after completing the Program.
Referring to intense lobbying by Falmouth residents which took place in
March, 1975, one Falmouth school committee member is quoted as follows:
”He said that he had heard the assertion that one of the ECS teachers was the
best in a department. ‘Are our own teachers failing?* 'What*s with our own
teachers?; he wondered."^"
The interns* performance as teachers was never publicaly questioned
d uring the period reported here. Their credentials were questioned on
occasion but not their performance. The issue of credentials and qualifications
will be discussed further, later in this section.
In addition to the salaried internship opportunity, the Program offered
"student teaching" to other Program participants. These were participants,
seeking teacher certification but unable to complete year long internship
assignments. These experiences were unpaid, of shorter duration, and the
circumstances negotiated individually. In these cases the Program followed
national standards for the duration of the student teaching experience. For
example an instructional aide at Falmouth High School completed her student
teaching requirements inder this program feature.
^•Falmouth Enterprise , March 4, 1975, cf. Appendix.
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Although subject assignment areas and roles were not standardized
within each cycle or in the span of the period reported here, there were
general organizational expectations of Program interns which were consistent.
The following were agreed to and supported by both the Program field director
and the principal of Falmouth High School.
According to the wording of standard teaching contracts prepared by
the Falmouth Public Schools, interns were expected to:
... fulfill.
. . duties as a teacher in this town for the
term of this contract or until released by vote of the
School Committee.
• • • abide by all rules and regulations of the School
Committee as a condition of this employment. ^
This general agreement was more specifically defined by the formal labor
agreement between the School Committee and the Falmouth Educators
Association. But Program interns were not legally bound by that particular
employment contract. In effect, the role, responsibilities, and duties of the
intern evolved from the "Contractual Agreement Between the Falmouth School
Committee and the School of Education of the University of Massachusetts at
Amherst;2 a non-binding but seminar document framed the Spring of 1973
by the principal designer collaborators: myself, the principal of Falmouth
High School, Peter L. Clark, and R. Jonathan Ball.
The role expectations for interns were described as follows:
1
cU sample contract in Appendix.
2
cf. Appendix.
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-that interns would uphold all school policies, defined in The
Student Handbook.
-that interns would accept and perform teacher role assignments
up to, but not in excess of fifteen hours per week.
-that interns would accept day-to-day instructions and assignments
from school administrators.
-that interns would attend faculty and departmental meetings and
in service activities unless these conflicted with the intern’s schedule
at his or her community agency internship.
In planning the high school’s scheduling of classes, the principal
accounted for the Program’s request that the intern’s assignment hours of
classes and duties be grouped into proximate time frames on the modular
schedule. Effort was made to avoid a situation wherein an intern would have
a class early in the school day and an additional assignment at the end of that
day. This posed a problem only because the interns were required to engage
in a community agency internship in addition to their school internship. The
object of such scheduling was to cluster the interns' time commitment so
that they could meet their commitments to community agencies. The teaching
assignment cluster might be in the morning or afternoon. Duty periods were
scheduled to coincide with class periods. Interns were not expected to be
present in the building on the same duty schedule as regular faculty members.
.
(Regular faculty members were required to seek administrative permission
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if they intended to leave the premises during scheduled hours.) In cases where
the intern’s computer prepared print out of class schedules and duty periods
produced significant time spreads, these were corrected by the school
administration.
Interns were expected to attend departmental and faculty meetings. When
these conflicted with their schedule of community internships, the commitment
to the latter prevailed. The principal approved and supported this priority.
The Program considered most arenas of interaction with students in
addition to the classroom to offer valuable learning experiences for interns
and encouraged such experiences. For example, one intern, with extensive
undergraduate athletic experience in the sport of Track, was offered a paid,
part-time position as an assistant Track coach. Another intern was the
faculty sponsor of an extra-curricular hiking and camping club. Other
interns volunteered to chaperone school dances and the annual prom. Some
interns took minor speaking and chorus singing parts in various school plays
and student musical productions. One intern was nominated by his students
to serve as "Freshman Class Advisor.”
Interns also became involved in home tutoring assignments This hourly
wage employment was not attracting full time faculty members so the Program
was approached by the Falmouth High School Guidance and Special Needs
Departments to announce tutoring opportunities with Falmouth High School
students who were at home; usually either ill or under disciplinary suspension.
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State law required tutorial services be offered under such circumstances.
All extracurricular activities were supported and encouraged as
learning opportunities by the Program, provided the intern honored his or
her basic commitment to scheduled Program activities, such as the weekly
seminars. A particular learning opportunity, albeit rare and extraordinary,
could not be substituted for the Program's scheduled group learning activities.
Although actual roles and experiences were not standardized from year-
to-year there were general expectations of interns which were consistent.
These were agreed to by the Program director and the principal of Falmouth
High School and subsequently the interns prior to admission and participation.
Because the school was conforming to a modularized schedule which
changed weekdays to symbolic letter days interns had to learn to adjust to a
six school day cycle rather than a conventional five day week. The result
was that their class sections might meet on four or five of six cycle days;
the length of class time might also vary between 40 to 60 minutes as specified
by modular schedule for that letter day.
At the car set of each school year it was deemed to be more understandable
to interns, new to the Falmouth High School schedule jargon and culture of
"mods’* and "A days", to summarize their duty time in clock hours per week.
They were expected to be assigned or available for assignment up to fifteen
hours per week by the Falmouth High School administration. Each year
interns reported, ^ and were observed, actually working 25 or more hours
^cfo Sample intern questionnaire in Appendix.
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per week. The latter figure represented so-called preparation time used
for instructional and management related paperwork, student and parent
conferences.
The Methods and Materials Seminar
This seminar component met weekly for three hours following the end
of the Falmouth High School work day. It was a Program requirement for
all the Program* s teaching interns. The general intention of this seminar
was to assist and support the teaching interns who were beginning their
educational practice at Falmouth High School.
Methods were defined as ways of accomplishing intentions or purposes.
The seminar did not attempt to teach specific instructional methods. Rather,
it was conducted in conjunction with the internship and individual supervision;
the seminar was designed as adjunct to helping interns discover appropriate
methods. Methods were considered appropriate and effective when they
complemented: the teacher, the purpose of instruction, the learning task,
the population of learners, the problems confronted on the job, the educational
vision of a community.
In addition to the overall Program intention of fostering knowledge
about others (human development and behavior), and general subject matters,
this seminar sought to emphasize norms which would foster an interdisciplinary
awareness in the interns* teaching. For example, interns teaching Social
Studies were encouraged to also be concerned about literacy, literature, and
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writing skills, and not view such concerns to be the sole purview of the
English Department.
Other normative assumptions included the fostering of a caring
concern for students as individuals. Interns were aware of the inherent
dangers of labelling students; wherein the student "becomes" his or her
school behavior. The Program valued student-centered teaching. It made
this norm manifest by designing a participant-centered learning group. A
guiding rhetorical question to be asked of the group was: "Who is education
for?" Interns were constantly amused and chagrined by the attitude of some
school staff and faculty who offered the observation that the high school
would be a much nicer place to work if there were far fewer students.
This seminar was intended to create a learning environment for:
-providing interns with realtime problems, resources, direction,
information, and opportunity for personal discovery and further
personal and role development in secondary teaching,
-the further development of responsible, self-directed, creative,
adaptible, reflective, capable teachers; effective educational
practitioners.
-the further development of attitudes and skills to effectively deal
with complex human interpersonal, technological, and material
problems encountered, and most probably to be reencountered
longitudinally, in other organizational settings.
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Secondary formal teaching was presented as a highly individualized and
interpersonal activity relying on the individual's belief orientation, sound
human judgement, and the application of the teaching practitioner's technical
skills and knowledge. These skills were seen as the product of accumulated
wisdom and experience.
Teaching was presented as an area of constant practice; requiring a
life long commitment to self-directed learning; a reflective approach to
empirical data. Failure in teaching was not attributed solely to a teacher's
lack of knowledge about a particular subject matter or more often the failure
to transmit their knowledge in a manner that makes an impact on their
s
students but also the condition of the learner. Communication skills including
listening were considered crucial to educational practice.
Therefore there were no universal methods. Rather teaching methods
varied from individual to individual, from moment-to-moment, from setting-
,
to-setting, from client need or student populations. The determining variable
»
whether student-need, teacher-need, or organizational-need was viewed as a
judgement for the individual practitioner, but appropriate to both teacher and
students. The constant guidepost among many variables was considered to be
the judgement of the teacher; an ability to effectively solve problems and be
prepared to defend choices of action.
Teachers were defined as practitioners in contrast with "scholars",
defined as detached "knowers". The distinction was important to the interns
I
.
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because they had accumulated sixteen or more years of experience in formal
education with expectations of evaluation based cm their performance as
”knowers" rather than as practitioners. Both the purpose and the process
were presented in contrast to their earlier experience in formal education.
Learning was viewed as an active searching process rather than a
passive process of presentation and absorbtion of data. In order to create
the material for discussion, reflection, and in the case of actual problems,
possible analysis and solution, the intern had to agree and be willing to
examine and share his feelings, attitudes, beliefs, and reactions in relation
to self, role, others, organization, and the larger world. Shared feelings
were seldom analyzed. The group and leadership did offer their reactions
when requested to do so. Sharing seemed appropriately sufficient. The basic
material to be considered was the daily reality of the interns; the seeing and
feeling of a viable ordinary world. Interns reported an experience sometimes
labelled ’’parallel processing” whereby a speaker’s discussion or communica-
tion with another person stimulates reactions in the consciousness of the
non-participating listener. The learning process began with a personal,
perhaps psychological order; corresponding to the immediate needs of the
individual intern. A learning intention was the development of a logical
order. Need was created by the responsibility of the teaching internship.
Paternalistic responsibility was learned by having it.
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During the 1974-1975 cycle, two Program participants enrolled in the
Program through the University Without Walls Program, also participated.
The seminar was directly related to the Participant’s teaching practice and
daily school experiences. It represented one aspect of an interdependent
group approach to experiential learning in the maturation of educational
practitioners. The complementary components were staff supervision and the
internship. Unlike other Program seminars, this component convened for
only one, or two, university semesters; from September to December. Its
schedule corresponded to the beginning experiences of the interns at Falmouth
High School.
In September, the interns were fully involved, and by their observations,
feeling overwhelmed by the daily and requisite demands of their teaching
assignments and other Program requirements.
They viewed this seminar as a source of group support and guidance
which was the intention. It was an occasion to share: frustration and reward,
mistakes and successes, confusion and clarity, ambivalence and meaning,
with others expressing similar concerns and reactions to the common
experience and location within the organization of Falmouth High School.
The seminar was also intended to serve as an occasion for the sharing
of resources, ideas, results of innovation, unique and common problem
identification and solutions, and the materials ancillary to instruction. For
example, participants were introduced to the school’s media equipment.
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These participating interns demonstrated an observable ability to discover
instructional materials and resources. They demonstrated varied, unique
and creative approaches to their roles and assignments.
This seminar was not designed to "take the credit" or give credit for
the full range of skills and competencies developed or matured by the initiative
of the interns. It was designed to observe, guide, and validate such experience
on a small group basis.
The design and activities of this seminar were based on several
assumptions related to 1) the individual participant, 2) learning theory,
3) the educational practice of secondary teachers. The guiding problem
statement for the field director was: "what will beginning teachers need to
know now, that will endure for the next five, ten, twenty years?" I assumed
that teachers must learn to leam; to be responsible for an unending maturation
process of action and analysis.
Assumptions about Individuals
Because of the fifth year nature of the Program and earlier admissions
screening and pre-Program evaluation, interns were assumed, on the basis
of earlier evidence to be both capable and responsible persons; possessing
adequate intelligence and fundamental knowledge to prepare themselves for
the instructional mastery of a secondary level content curriculum. And
they were assumed to be capable of learning the practice of teaching by
having the opportunity to practice it. The design assumed that the interns
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would rise to the level of Program expectations and to the demands of the
internship, fulfilling both responsibly.
It was expected that most beginning interns would need additional review
of the subject matter of their particular class assignment. They were
advised and encouraged to be responsible for such a review. In most instances,
teaching interns knew in advance of the summer session what area they
would be assigned to. Assignments had been discussed with prospective
interns during the admissions phase. The two possible assignments were
subject courses, which were subsumed by Falmouth High School after 1974,
under such headings as "general” sections or "college preparatory" sections;
and two self-contained classroom programs for students requiring individualized
attention, supervision, structure and instruction. Prior knowledge of assign-
ment area afforded the interns several months for the necessary self-directed
review of subject matter. Student and teacher texts were available through
Falmouth High School. The interns were observed to be motivated to invest
some time, prior to the opening of school in September, in subject preparation.
They were aware that they would have full responsibility for instruction in
September. They reported a concern for possible embarrasment, awkwardness,
and failure and wished to avoid such circumstances. They sought to be well
prepared with a "script" for their teaching "debut". Interns reported various
amounts of time expended in content review and class preparation work,,
The controlling variables were their retention of earlier study and current
familiarity with a given subject field.
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Individual interns were not assumed to be at similar levels in competency,
educational beliefs, personal style, philosophy, or earlier experience and back-
ground. All earlier experiences were viewed as contributing to the intends
self concept", the result of a life-long process of interaction with others.
Effectiveness in teaching was viewed as directly related to the individual's
perception; notably perceptions or beliefs about self. Thus the Program held
the assumption that the meaning of learning resided in the intern not in a
particular subject matter of this seminar. Structure and meaning were assumed
to follow experience; the experience considered in this seminar being the
teaching internships.
The internship experience created an immediate need for new aware-
ness, attitudes, behaviors, intentions and understandings. The immediacy of
the psychological order of needs was resistive to a chronological or systematic
arrangement of seminar material. The seminar assumed immediate and
spontaneous expressions of need in its design. Thus there was no externally
composed or imposed arrangement of content.
The value of group learning theories are discussed in detail in Chapter
IX. The Methods and Materials was in one sense, a "common- role" group;
the common "role" being new temporary intern status, worldoad, stipend, and
a common locus for daily interaction: Falmouth High School.
An intention for the small group setting was the creation of an atmos-
phere for individual and group exploration and discovery of meaning. This
concept is discussed in Chapter IX. The group provided active, vocal, and
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immediate assistance and encouragement; support for exploration and
discovering meaning in teaching. The seminar was seen to be a group process
to aid each intern in finding his or her own best method of practice and dealing
with unresolved matters and personal feelings through the discussion and
analysis of their practice.
Interns also shared resources, ideas, results of innovation, and
materials. The teaching interns rapidly discovered sources of instructional
materials beginning in the summer session and continuing well beyond the
opening days of school. In addition to material available through the Program,
they made use of an early Fall, local teachers1 convention, publisher’s
catalogues, and complementary teacher samples. They were made aware,
during the summer session, by in-service teachers, also participating in the
Program of the keen competition among faculty members for textbooks,
space, and even chalk supplies for the ensuing school year. Although not
designed in the structure of the Program, in-service participants often formed
mentor-type relationships with interns during the opening weeks of school.
Other faculty members, staff, and administrators also recognized the novice
intern status of Program members and provided valuable guidance and
direction.
Therefore this particular seminar component did not either by design
or actual practice, account for the full range of skills and competencies
developed by interns. The interns used all the available learning resources
of the school; including, for example, secondary students who often appeared
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interested in orienting the "new teachers". Interns attributed their rapid role
development and competency to the demands of their teaching internship.
The following topical outline contains a brief summary of discussion
topics explored by participants in this seminar and recorded at that time by
the writer. The topics are organized here into five categories; pertaining to
the individual, the learning group or seminar; the role of teacher; secondary
age students; school as an organization; and the field of teacher education.
Assignment to a particular category is not intended to confine topics; many
transcend these categories.
The Individual
-the effective use of self
-the personal discovery of meaning in educational practice
-commitment to learning and knowledge
-self-concept
-effects of physical characteristics (i.e. male-female, large-small,
age) on personality, behavior, and responses from others.
-human judgement as data for decision making
-short and long term aims
-risk taking, openness, flexibility, toleration for ambiguity,
experimentation, creativity
-personal memories of "great" teachers; qualities and methods
-personal memories of experiences as students
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-communications skills; listening; mixed messages and non verbal
communication
-beliefs about people, "human nature", attitudes and values; toward a
personal view of "Man", "society".
-cultural expectations and stereotyping
-conformity and creativity
The Institutionalized Hole of Teacher
-keeping up with the "information explosion"
-teaching as a helping relationship
-teaching: art or science ? .
-teaching: profession or semi-profession?
-teaching and personal styles
-group leadership and management skills in the classroom
-personal and positional power in group situations
-adult, authority figure; teacher as school policy enforcer
-instructional skills and techniques
-sequencing and logic of content
-individualized needs and instruction
-formal and non-formal student assessment; observing and
measuring effects of one's teaching
-tests and grades
-class "cutting" and absences
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-videotaped, peer, student, and supervisory "feedback"
-role-playing for problem solving selected problems for group
solution; teacher "acts out" student behaviors to be considered
-beliefs and values about subject matter
-academic freedom
-preparation for conference with parents; telephone, parent conferences,
home visits
-preparation and issues for class field trips; arrange ing transportation,
parental consent, insurance and liability
-corporal punishment, physical intervention and assault
-response to formal evaluation and supervision
-behavior modification techniques
-literacy based curriculum
-material resources
-community resources
-media resources
-curriculum and teacher guides
-teacher made materials
-learning theories; learning readiness
-realation of emotion to learning
-school language and jargon
-school records and reports
-instructional and course objectives
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-lesson plans
-team teaching; differentiated staffing
-collaboration with other school departments (e.g. Reading, Dui
Guidance, Administration, Special Education)
-learning for mastery
-"Pygmalion-effect” in the classroom/self-fulfilling prophesies
-cultural and racial minority groups
-teacher- initiated controversial classroom topics and assignments
(e.g. Sex education) and the compulsory attendance law; the
students as captive
-motivation issues and techniques
-student rejection, approval and manipulation techniques
-ethical issues; imposition of values
‘Relationships with Students
-adolescence; human growth and development
-peer pressure; gangs, cliques, and membership
-confrontations with students in group situations
-student anonymity
-structure vs. permissivity
-one-to-one counseling
-student advocacy role; limitations and hazards
-dating and after school interaction with students; prudence and
social norms
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-maintaining role differentiation
-setting limits for students
-student manipulation techniques
-teacher manipulation techniques
-subject matter as a vehicle to relate to others
-implied and formal learning-teaching contracts with students
-presentations of individual acase materials from classroom
experience
-identifying the client in public education
-the teacher! s need for student approval; first name or last name
%
issue
-issues of teacher self- revelation to students
-special needs students
-issues related to the student and his or her family (e.g. runaways,
child abuse and neglect, divorce effects, family therapy)
-multi-cultural and cultural conflict issues
-student insults, language, and hostility
-academic failure and personal rejection
-the gifted student
-invasion of students’ privacy
-teacher as peei/pal
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School Organizational Considerations
-toward a view of the individual, and schools
-who controls American education?
-community conflict, consensus, compromise and social policy
-enforcing social assumptions and school policies
-the intern as change agent, working within the system
-tenure, malfeasance, indifference, cynicism and incompetence;
why are veteran teachers protected from accountability?
-the underlife of school organization; real decision-makers and
policy influence rs
-the pressure to conform to norms of teacher cliques
-working with difficult staff personalities; dealing around
obstructive personalities; flattery
-anxiety about becoming like "them" (infamous indifferent and cynical
teachers)
-mindlessness and the monolithic school organization
-leadership styles
-institutionalized racism
-problems with "sharing” an open space instructional area
-getting along with faculty and staff; resentment and suspicion
of
•’new" teachers
-teacher cliques and the faculty lunchrooms
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-faculty meetings and in-service meetings; observations and analysis
-forms and paperwork
-memorandums; written documentation of communication; the
value of carbon copies
-respecting the chain-of-command
-discovering organizational limits by violating them
-the Teachers 1 Association; labor union or professional organization?
Teacher Education Issues
-competency-based teacher education and teaching competence
-requirements and categories of Teacher Certification; reciprocity
and interstate agreements
.
-wholistic teacher education; the fifth year approach
-vocational approaches to teacher education
-describing the Program to prospective employers
-accountability and teaching
-legal issues; teacher rights and obligations
-the lifelong process of "becoming" a teacher; terminal competence
-stimulus- response and phenomenological psychologies
-the compartmentalization of knowledge
-observation instruments and teacher evaluation; "interaction
analysis"; "behavioral objectives in teaching"
-Teacher Centers
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-teacher renewal throughout a career in teaching
-teaching and organizational leadership and impact
The norms for assessing the individual's development in this seminar
on "methods and materials" and in the teaching internship may be summarized
as follows.
The participant-intern was expected to demonstrate knowledge of the
actual content being taught. This would be demonstrated under actual class-
room conditions. In addition, the participant- intern was expected to be
knowledgeable about resources and references for the content area. Library
skills would be an example here; also knowledge about published curriculum
and curriculum guides; keeping abreast of new materials as published.
In addition, participant- interns were expected to develop and demon-
strate a non-defensive, or positive self-image. This was assumed to be a
function of both personality and a secure belief orientation or "personal
philosophy" for educat ional practice.
Finally, the participant- interns were to demonstrate expertise in
encouraging and enabling others to leam; that is to develop their human
potential. This was viewed to be a result of personal beliefs and attitudes
to learners, learning and helping; a commitment to others.
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CHAPTER VIII
EDUCATIONAL PRACTICE FOR COMMUNITY EDUCATORS
In this section, the Program’s two, year long, survey-type seminars
and the community internship component will be described. The Program
envisioned an idealized role described as a "community educator"; which was
far more comprehensive then the concept implied by the conventional use of
the term "teacher" or "educator".
In current parlance both terms are often limited to the concept of an
instructor in a formal, most often a lower school, classroom setting. The
setting may therefore define and limit the concept of both to a conventional set
of institutionalized beliefs, techniques and resources.
A community educator was viewed as an interpersonal and interorganiza-
tional educational practitioner; not limited in conceptual thinking, access, or
practice to one particular institutional setting. A teacher, a policeman, a
social worker, medical doctor are examples of the institutional roles en-
compassed by the potential of this idealized concept of community educator.
The critical quality assigned to this idealized role was willingness to collaborate
with other social institutions and agencies.
In some instances the ideal community educator may act as a catalytic
or change agent because the history of meaningful collaboration in human
services is neither frequent nor interdisciplinary. For example, lower
schools have limited experience in collaborating directlywith mental health
clinics. While referral of clients is often "made" from tchool to clinic, there
is seldom an exchange of personnel or ideas related to separate belief webs. In
fact, lower schools have developed their own versions od mental health roles
represented by the positions of guidance and school adjustment counselors.
The general intention of this set of Program components was to develop
diverse community resources for the immediate educaticnih benefit of Program
participants. This was viewed as a point of beginning. Ban informal link
could be forged between the Program’s educational forum and community
resources, a new tradition of broader interagency awareiess and collaboration
might be fostered. For example, if the introduction of ©immunity resources
to the Falmouth High School curriculum was viewed favorably by that school's
administration, the focus of common collaboration mightIscome the similar
intentions of human service agencies and practitioners ratter than distinguishing
institutional characteristics as political zones of authority..
In addition, ideals of education pervade all human ^rvice organizations
and institutions. While technique maybe specialized, the ideals of human
potential and development encompasses a variety of expressions of social
thought and policy.
The Community Internship
Community internships were designed to be variegabd, voluntary,
learning experiences to be performed a minimum of twelve hours per week,
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at a local community human service agency. Examples of such agencies
granting access to Program participants were the local juvenile court, a county
prison, a mental health clinic, the town hospital, the local newspaper, the
Town administrative offices, the Town recreation department, the Big Brother
Association, a local nursing home, and an alcoholism treatment clinic.
Community internships were intended to be year long experiences for
all participants; including in-service teachers. A participant was allowed
to negotiate more than one type of internship experience in the course of the
cycle. Experiences were recorded as practicums in Education on standardized
learning contract forms; used for student field experiences by faculty at the
School of Education. Typically a participant would receive three semester
hours of credit per semester for this particular field experience or practicum.
i
After 1974 internships were supervised by the assistant field director. Prior
to the creation of that position, the field director was responsible for such
supervision. The local staff supervisor was also the Uniting agent between the
participant and the sponsoring faculty member at the campus at Amherst.
In this section I shall refer to the Program participants as "interns"
for this component represents individualized learning experiences.
The final choice of internship getting or agency was the interns’. The
actual role assumed by the intern at a particular agency was negotiated with
that agency on an individual basis. Most often the Program staff arranged for,
and was present at, the initial meeting between intern and the agency, offering
explanation to the agency representative. In some cases, interns located and
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negotiated directly with an agency.
In the summer of 1973, prior to the Program's first cycle in Falmouth,
I prepared a list of possible internship sites; using the local telephone book
and other reference listings of social or human service agencies in the Falmouth
areas. I generally discussed the internship idea with several agencies, being
careful not to pre-commit the interns to a particular agency. I did not intend
to raise local expectations and then disappoint an agency if no participant
expressed interest. Agencies were usually amenable to no-cost, additional
help. General concerns were expressed for adequate supervision, personal
qualities of the intern, and finding an appropriate entry level of role
responsibility. In some cases the idea of "school people" being involved in a
human service setting was an entirely new and most unusual idea; one which
required some explanation and time for consideration and adjustment by agency
personnel.
The only site to which the Program required a precommitment of interns
was Falmouth High School. This was due to their employee status and the
tacit labor agreement with the Falmouth Public Schools.
As originally conceived, the community internship required a voluntary,
human helping type service to be rendered at an established agency in the
immediate geographic area of Falmouth. Some human services, such as the
mental health clinic offering services on a regionalized basis were located
in nearby communities. This emphasis on local human services was based on
two broad intentions.
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The first was for interns to identify and become familiar with the range
and quality of social services offered to residents of the town of Falmouth;
notably Falmouth High School students and their families. An overall intention
was for the Program to assist in bridging the gap between school and other
human service agencies. A possible outcome was connecting local resources
for learning with the Falmouth High School secondary curriculum, or a similar
work-study or community service program for secondary students.
The second was to insure that the internship site be within a relatively
short commuting distance from Falmouth High School, which served as the
central identifiable Program assembly and duty location. I considered
Falmouth High School to constitute Program ’'headquarters"; for example, I
was available for public ocontact at and through that facility. Both staff and
interns would have primary service obligations at Falmouth High School and
commute from that point to internship sites. In some cases, interns taught
an early morning class at Falmouth High School, left for their community
internship, and then returned later in the day to teach another Falmouth
High School class. Program seminars were also held in meeting space at
Falmouth High School; after regular school hours. Personal transportation
was vital to this Program component. Interns were made aware of this fact
during the admission orientation. There was no local, public transportation
system available to commute to internship sites or Program sessions at
Falmouth High School.
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The original conception of this component defined a "human service
agency” as a private, not-for-profit, or municipal agency providing some
form of social, that is, interpersonal, service to clients of any age who were
dependent upon that agency for the definition and servicing of their needs.
The intention was not that the intern master the professional techniques
of a particular agency. Rather the initial objective was access to essentially
two party social service organizations. From that point multiple relationships
were envisioned and identified as complimentary to and paralleling the inter-
personal aspects of educational practice.
Human service agencies appear to share the following characteristics
with lower schools. They are structured as organizations reflecting social
thought or beliefs. They are often publically funded and politically controlled
or administered. The workers are often described as "professionals” or
"practitioners". These practitioners most often offer both a technical and
interpersonal service to clients. Client needs are often defined by the agency
or profession’s conventional view and technique. In some instances the service
provided might be coercive in nature such as a jail, court, probation, police
department, or other code enforcement settings. The agency might be
educational or re -educational; in the sense of behavioral training. Its client
service might be viewed as non-formal education. For example, a hospitalized
patient who "learns" he has diabetes, may also "learn" about his newly
identified illness through a variety of means including his physician, the
hospital staff, or fellow patients.
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Through this field experience the intern might also be cast in the
positim of learner-novice in an unfamiliar organization. He or she might then
be guided to connect his or her experience there with a broadened view of
education, theories of culture and belief orientations including ethical issues,
local and national social policy, theories of organization and bureaucracy,
sociological characteristics of professions, theories of social practice,
including intergroup and interpersonal communication, and heuristic,
experiential learning theories for educational practitioners. Program seminar
meetings and supervisory conferences and intern self-directed study and reading
served as the occasion for such broader considerations.
The community internship was viewed as an experience which might
serve as a source of material for group examiniation of social theory and
practice. Another, perhaps more pragmatic, aspect was the possibility that
interns might find immediate resources for their Falmouth High School students.
Resources might take the form of a referral to a particular service based on
the interns*
,
as teacher, knowledge of an agency. An example would be the
Ala-Teen organization, a branch of Alcoholics Anonymous, which offers
supportive services to the children of one or more alcohol-addicted parent.
Or the resource might take the form of guest lecturers from the community
or work-study or community service experiences for high school students.
An example of the former was accomplished by an intern in the 1975-1975
cycle who prepared a needs assessment questionnaire for Falmouth High School
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teachers. This intern offered to identify community resources and arrange
for field trips or guest speakers for Falmouth High School classes based on
the expressed interest and needs of teachers. An example of the work study
aspect was a project devised by a 1973-1974 intern. In this example, the
intern chose the Falmouth Hospital as his site. He spent time in all of that
institution* s various departments. For example, he was allowed to witness
a surgical operation, and on another occasion an autopsy. He was also allowed
to attend administrative meetings of the board of trustees during a period of
their labor negotiations with a non-professional employees labor organization.
(Such opportunities are often difficult to specify in advance of actual experience,
hi addition the hospital administration had no previous experience or model
for an internship for non-medical personnel. The quality of such an experience
depends upon both the initiative of the intern and the cooperation of the site
agency. During his htemship, the intern developed the idea for a hospital
careers awareness/intemship project for Falmouth High School students. He
approached the science department among other departments at Falmouth High
School. The school expressed interest and approval for student involvement,
but noted it would be difficult for teachers to negotiate, structure, and
supervise any longterm, off-campus experience conducted during school hours.
Thus the intern acted as catalytic agent-coordinator and subsequently arranged
for permission by the hospital administration. He then negotiated with various
department supervisors at the hospital to allow Falmouth High School access,
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pointing to his own experience as a model. Eventually the project was jointly
sponsored by both institutions. In this example, the Intends own experience
established a visible model for a later project. According to his self report,
his own knowledge of key decision makers at both institutions helped him to
gain approval for his educational innovation and arrange the mechanics of
scheduling.
In the case of in-service teachers, the majority had entered teaching
immediately after their college experience. While they were familiar with
the culture of lower schools, they had no comparable staff experience in other
human service bureaucracies or organization. In the course of Program
experience, I found that in-service teachers appeared to grasp theoretical
e.g. issues of organizations and change theory when examples were elicited
from their practice and experience in internship sites rather than their more
familiar experience of schools. I hypothesized thatthey could be more objective
about an unfamiliar, non-employment situation.
Pre-service or teaching interns were interested in exploring career
opportunities for educational practice outside of schools, for example,
educational practice in correctional facilities. In the hospital example cited
at length, the intern involved was later employed in an administrative position
in a public health-public school education project. In one instance a veteran
in-service teacher expressed an interest in the possibility of a career change
to a non-school setting.
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An unforseen aspect of the community internship component was the
reaction by community agencies to the actual service provided by Program
interns. During periods of Program reconsideration by the Falmouth School
Committee, some agency personnel offered to make their support known to the
School Committee. I formalized and capitalized on this idea, and later asked
agencies, often through the interns, if they would be willing to publically express
their support. In some cases letters were mailed, in others agency personnel
appeared at School Committee meetings prepared to voice their support. In
no instance was negative criticism from agencies expressed. A local newspaper
article, appearing in the Appendix of this writing, of March 4, 1975 indicates
%
the phenomena of agency support before the School Committee.
One negative ramification of such visible agency support was that from
year-to-year a school committee member would object to the School District’s
funding of the Program’s "non-school" educational projects. I would attempt
to clarify that the internship component was distinct and additional to the
©laried teaching internships at Falmouth High School; but an objection would
continue to surface despite my explanation.
During the first year of experience, 1973-1974, in-service teachers at
Falmouth High School, were granted "release time", the equivalent of one
class in their normal load of five, in order to participate in the intership,
by the Falmouth High School administration. Many agency sites experienced
the greatest client demand during regular school hours. This practice was
discontinued in following years because of objections voiced by non-participating
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faculty members at Falmouth High School. From 1974 on, in-service teachers
were therefore required to negotiate internship times after regular school hours,
This requirement added to an already full weekly work schedule.
In-service teachers experienced difficulty in managing a full time job,
two weekly seminars, and other personal comitments, for example those to
their families. Some suggested an intensive summer internship project and
other alternatives to the weekly internship. However, there was no funding
provision for the supervision of summer practicums. In addition, I believed
it was important for in-service participants to have a learning experience
comparable and contiguous to other Program participants so that they might
better engage in common, coUaborative learning at Program seminars. The
requirement of a weekly internship was not altered nor reduced in the time
required. The time element was admittedly arbitrary and intended to be
sufficient to allow the intern to contribute to, as well as learn, from the agency
experience. My own experience had been that graduate students are often
perceived by clients and agencies as "using" such experiences for their own
purposes rather than contributing to the servicing of human needs. Interns were
not viewed as "detached" observers but as participant-observers, similar to
their Program experience.
The internship component was discussed at length during the Program’s
summer session. During the second year of experience, several agencies
offered to present the work of their agencies to participants in advance of their
final selection decision. The agencies hoped to replace earlier interns by
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attracting new participants. Also there were Program graduates, after 1974,
who remained in the Falmouth area. These offered to share their view
of a particular internship experience with new participants; commenting on
the relative value and demands of a particular experience. In some instances,
these graduates expressed a sense of commitment to the agency or clients
and were interested in having someone act as their replacement.
After 1974, the assistant director held the major responsibility for
describing, negotiating, supervising, and evaluating this component. He
would meet with agency personnel to elicit their evaluation of the intern and
the collaborative arrangement. It was important to demonstrate an interest
in preserving the collaborative relationship. In actual practice, the supervisory
relationship was individualized by informal agreement with each agency. The
Program did not intend to impose a model upon agencies but to explore
possible areas of service and learning.
No agency approached refused to consider an internship relationship.
In some instances agencies were very concerned about collaboration. For
example, the staff at the local mental health clinic in 1973 required that I
speak to a full staff meeting for their advice and approval of a proposed
internship. In this instance the staff agreed to accept an interested intern,
upon interview and with the stipulation that the clinic* s professional super-
visor meet weekly with the intern. The supervisor agreed to this arrange-
' ment and assigned the intern related readings and the writing of reports as
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a basis for supervision. The intern, a mature and experienced in-service
teacher, functioned as an "intake interviewer" gathering data on new out-
patients to the clinic. In addition to the .tutorial opportunity with her clinic
supervisor, she attended staff meetings and other agency events. This intern
reported significant insights occasioned both formally and informally, but
dependent upon her initial access to the clinic.
Agencies with less specialized or professionalized staff appeared less
concerned about the supervision of particular techniques but were concerned
about the intern’s conduct within the institution.
For example, the area’s county prison did not have a long tradition
of relations with educational agencies. The facility was administered by an
elected official. While he and his staff were interested in developing
educational programs for inmates, they were also concerned with security.
Therefore criminal background checks were conducted on both the proposed
intern and Program supervisor. This agency reported that they received
many requests for visits from interested students, but few offers of a regularized
service to inmates. In this particular instance when I approached the admini-
strator with my proposal, I was able to point to my own internship experience
in a similar facility, as a reference for my sensitivity to the unique institutional
setting represented by prisons.
The intern who served at this agency tutored and counseled inmates;
many of whom reported earlier negative experiences with lower schools.
Such a facility served as a location for informal follow up studies on individuals
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who had left school prior to graduation. Some inmates were the same age as
secondary students and most interested in expressing their views on both
teachers and lower schools. The jail administration and intern later
arranged for a tour of the facilities for all Program participants. In addition,
the administrator approved inmates coming to Program seminars to address
the Program participants (they were accompanied by correctional staff) at
Falmouth High School.
There were several outcomes of the Program’s relationship with this
particular correctional facility. Some examples are the participation in the
Program by the education officer at that facility who was subsequently
admitted to the Program in 1974; adding to participant diversity in experience
and perspective. The Program developed an introductory curriculum in
corrections and personnel were enthusiastic when coming to seminars and
in sharing their opinions and experiences. Most program participants were
unfamiliar with and interested in correctional problems and issues. The
management and etiology of behavior problems was an example of areas of
common concern.
From the beginning of 1973, Program participants expressed an interest
in expanding the Program’s definition of a human service agency. Their
interests were broader then my initial vision. Therefore requests for
alternatives were considered on an individual basis; with the Program
reserving final approval authority*
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In effect three general categories of "community agencies" emerged
and were approved as internship sites. The first were the municipal
-types
of traditional social service agencies. The second were non-formal educational
experiences or agencies; not necessarily human
-problem centered but types
of human service and organizations; for example the Falmouth library, the
Audubon Society and the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution. The third
type was similar to the previous two except in formal and traditional
organizational patterns. These were termed: experimental, neophyte,
cooperative, or self-help organizations. An example here was the Falmouth
Helpline; an agency only several years old and staffed by community volunteers.
It was viewed by some as an alternative approach to counseling, crisis inter-
vention and referral; less professionalized than the local mental health clinic.
Another example was a group home for juvenile offenders assigned to a
community based, small supervised setting. This experimental approach was
an effort to replace the earlier tradition of a large, locked institutions for
court adjudicated juveniles. Another subset of this category were various
intern initiated projects which may be described as entrepreneurial rather
than bureaucratic.
Several interns expressed their desire to design or create organizational
experiences. For example, one intern, an in-service teacher, wished to
organize and direct a student theatre production of a play which required a
non-white cast. Her argument for "non-conformity in community" was
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persuasive and matched the general guidelines with the exception of the clear
bureaucratic characteristics found in existing human service organizations*
Because the Program also valued flexibility and innovation her proposal was
approved.
In these instances where intern demands and Program guidelines differed,
the intends proposal was generally approved. However the intern was advised
that such projects represented a higher degree of risk because they required
a great amount of intern initiative and self direction.
The general guidelines which evolved as the basis for evaluating the
interns’ learning experience are as follows.
Interns were expected to perform some negotiated service, by arrange-
ment and agreement with a cooperating agency, of the three types described
above, for an average of twelve hours a week. Thus attendance to the task
was a primary criteria of evaluation. This practicum was assigned three
credit hours per university semester. The practicum "learning contract"
was specific in writing. Staff assisted in the construction of such contracts.
An example is shown in the Appendix to this writing.
Interns were expected to begin their role no later than the fourth week
of September; allowing time for interns to investigate opportunities. The
internship schedule continued until the following May. Interns were not
expected to perform their tasks during Program vacation periods which
conformed to the Falmouth Public School schedule rather than the University
or agency vacation schedule. Internships could be changed at the end of the
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university semester with appropriate notice to the agency. The majority of
interns continued their relationship with agencies for the balance of the year.
The interns were advised by staff to select internship sites on any of
the following bases: curiosity, unfamiliarity, fear, ignorance, animosity
toward or tacit attraction toward a site, activity or type of client. Experience
indicated that it was impossible to define all learning opportunities and events
prior to actual experience. The intention was not to specify a clear relation-
ship between the internship activity and formal education. A "hunch" was a
sufficient beginning. The terms "goals" and "objectives" were problemmatic
because this experience was envisioned to be more like a trip or pilgrimage
than a preconstructed logical sequence of learning.
The "unfamiliarity" concept was presented as an important choice
factor. A relationship was perceived between the "unfreezing" or dilemma
.
stage of human change theory and readiness for new learning.
Thus interns were advised to choose a new "culture" or environment
or an activity in which they had little or no direct experience. For example,
someone experienced in working with adolescents, would be encouraged to
work with adults, the elderly, or younger children. Interns were not
-
expected to state preconceived relationships between their area of content
specialization and their internship experience. In many instances such
relationships did, in fact, develop, as exemplified by the earlier report on
.
the hospital careers program.
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The model of supervision for this component was similar to the
Program's approach to the supervision of teaching internships. The super-
visor, the assistant field director, was available to interns both at their
sites and at Falmouth High School. He met with interns each week in individual
conferences. Seminars also served as occasions for group supervision. The
purpose of supervision was to support the intern's effort and facilitate new
learnings; for example generic process and organizational analysis skills.
The Program intended to preserve agency access for successive cycles.
The supervisory visits to the site occasioned an opportunity for Program and
agency communication. In general agencies expressed an interest in informal
communication modes, rather than expending time on written or formal
evaluation instruments. I hypothesized that agencies were feeling over-
burdened with their own reports and paperwork.
During the course of the semester, interns were scheduled to report
on their practical experience to other Program participants at one of the
two weekly seminars. In this way, interns exchanged experiential learning
while attempting to articulate theoretical issues related to practice. This
corresponds to the "cognitive map" concept of group laboratory learning and
Argyris and Schon’s (1976) concept of the relationship between theories-in-
use and theories-of-action. For example, an intern working in corrections
would introduce that field to the larger group.
Typically, an intern would schedule a time to lead the Program group
discussion at a seminar. He or she might assign or distribute readings
for
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other participants. Internship agency personnel or clients were often invited
to the seminar to discuss their work or experience with the agency. Several
learning features were intended: collaborative learning, including introductory
theory, group knowledge of community resources, a group leadership-teaching-
communications experience for interns, a synthesizing experience for interns
as they related their practice to theory.
Agency personnel were also invited to Program social events, known
as community potluck” suppers. Such means allowed the program participants
to share their internship experience with other participants, thus broadening
the base for community education.
Summary
For the period reported in this writing, ten interns of forty expressed
difficulty with or resistance to the Program, s guidelines for internships.
Attendance and attention to the experience was the problem in all cases. In
s ome instances, interns also reported difficulty with the ambiguity of
experiential learning. Of these ten, four later withdrew from the Program.
None attributed their withdrawal solely to the internship component. Additionally
three others did not complete their University degree requirements on schedule
because they did not uphold the attendance agreement outlined in the learning
contract. Therefore academic credit was not granted.
In all ten instances of difficulty, the interns had desigied experiences
which were self-directed rather than agency directed. I hypothesize that
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these experiences required a higher degree of initiative and self-direction.
Three of the ten interns reporting difficulty completed the terms of their
contract; for example, the intern, described earlier who in fact successfully
organized, produced, and directed the first all black student theatre production
at Falmouth High School.
In contrast, a much higher proportion of interns who selected agency
structured internship roles completed the terms of their contract. It is
possible that attendance, that is the Program's requirement of an average
of twelve hours expended per week, was more readily structured and scheduled
in agency work. None of theintems in this category withdrew from the Program.
Despite the problems encountered with innovative, self directed
internships, interns continued to be allowed, though not encouraged, to
initiate such undertakings. In all such cases the interns presented cogent
arguments and pressed for approval of their non-conforming choice.
In several instances when the intern was denied academic credit for
the internship experience, they completed a field experience during the next
semester, without credit and not necessarily repeating the same experience.
Although they signed an additional learning contract with staff, they were not
registered for academic credit with the University. Essentially they were
completing or repeating their earlier contract which had been academically
reported as "incomplete". The experiential learning, represented by this
component cannot be completed at the same rate as, for example, an
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independent study or scholarly paper; for one semester of weekly experience
cannot be "completed" in several hours or weeks. In no such instance did
an intern fail to meet the terms of their second semester contract.
The community internship experience was causally related to post-
Program employment for several individuals. In one case a participant who
had spent two semesters as an intern at the jail found employment in an
educational program for inmates at a correctional facility. In another case,
upon graduation the participant was hired as a staff member at the same
pre-school, day care center where he had interned.^ Two other Program
participants reported their employment opportunities after graduation were
enhanced by their community internship. This outcome was not forseen in the
original design.
Seminar 1: The Community as Learning Resource
This was the title of one, of two, year long Program seminars. The
seminar met weekly for three hours and was a core requirement for all first
year participants.
The Program1s general learning theory and assumptions undergirding
the collaborative group learning environment will be presented in Chapter IX
of this writing and will not be fully discussed here. It is sufficient to restate
that in all Program group process experiences, group interaction was a
central and continuing focus of situational analysis. The full range of
seminar
1
More recently, this same individual reported to me that he has
been
appointed to the position of director of this agency.
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activities and Program experience, representing hundreds of class hours
between 1973 and 1976, can not be fully accounted for within the scope of this
writing. However, the following generalizations are offered as a description
of this Program component.
The basic intention was for the Program participants to draw upon the
educational resources of the community. A community resource was conceived
to be a source of supply or support for the practice of formal education.
Resources represented local means for educational ends, sources of information
or expertise, pragmatic and available means for human and organizational
problem solving.
*
The participant himself or herself was considered to be the primary
human resource. The seminar then offered the additional resources of the
Program participants. In addition, community internships were reviewed
in this Seminar. Guest speakers were invited to lead discussions at this
seminar. Thus a psychologist, in local practice, might accept a Program
invitation to present his or her views and experience at this seminar. No
funds were available for any form of compensation for guest lecturers or
guest group discussion leaders. Despite this fact, approximately twenty
such guest speakers per cycle accepted Program invitations. The guest
chose whatever format, for example, lecture or interaction, suited his
or
her needs.
As mentioned in Chapter I, there were several distinct
’'communities"
perceived: the Program, the township of Falmouth and
surrounding areas.
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the unstructured network or community of local human service agencies and
institutions represented by Program internship sites, the community
represented by Falmouth Hi$i School and the School of Education as a
community.
Thus while subject sequencing varied between 1973 and 197G, the
Program presented the following concept of community as a guideline to
seminar action as a plan for future conceptualizations of education in a
community.
While there are many useful definitions of community as a social
association, Tonnies (1963) distinguished between Gemem shaft (community)
and Gesellschaft (society). Thus community is defined by such characteristics
as intimacy, interdependence, folkways and mores, wherein human relation-
ships are characterized by acquaintance, confidence, and interdependence.
Society is marked by impersonal, rationally constructed formal relationships
as exemplified by bureaucracy, wherein human relationships are often
depersonalized and independent.
While techniques varied among the several types of communities
mentioned here, the common bond or focus of common esteem was education
as an ideal and a varied process or approach to human development. The use
of "community" was not limited to such sociologically derived characteristics
as sets of households or interaction between residents of a limited geographic
area, or politically defined geographic areas.
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The Program described itself as a temporary community in the sense
that it was intended that participation be valued as an end in itself, as well
as a means to other ends; such as academic credit, an advanced degree, or
future job opportunities* Therefore the Program asked for an individual
commitment to the common purpose of collaborative learning and the laboratory
or human relations approach to a group process for learning, analysis and
conflict resolution.
Buber’s (1958) view on community best represents the Program’s
difficulty with a clear definition of the concept of community, for the Program's
conception was more an ideal, to be realized, than a sociological definition
or description.
Community should not be made into a principle. • . the
realization of community, like the realization of any
idea, cannot occur once and for all time: always it
must be the moment's answer to the moment's question,
and nothing more. *
This seminar served as a direct source of group experience and a
reflective forum for developing understandings of the following issues related
to educational practice:
-the laboratory, or human relations approach to collaborative
learning.
-the reporting of and introduction to the experience- in-practice and
theories of community internships by interns and their guest speakers.
r
~~
Buber, p. 134.
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-the sharing of community resources; both human and material.
-the discussion of inductive, heuristic, experiential learning
methods and models; including the Program’s approach to this arca.
-the consideration of such topics as: belief, attitudes, and values,
social philosophies, practice and problems, organizational theory,
including organizational development models, sociological theories
of bureaucracies and small groups, human and organizational change
theories, political theories of conflict, conservation and change,
theories of professions and professionalization.
Examples were drawn from participant and Program experience.
s
Seminar II. Issues in Contemporary Education
The above was the title of this, the second of two year long Program
seminars. This seminar met for three hours weekly and ms a requirement
for all first year participants. The Program’s small group, collaborative
learning environment and process were central characteristics. After the
first year of experience, 1973-1974, the collaborative learning tasks of this
seminar also served as the basis for the development of generic group process
skills for participants.
The theoretical framework for this seminar involved* social and
other forms of change and American formal education, viewed as expressions
of human social beliefs. Education was not viewed as a function of science,
professional technique, or technology. Both lower schools and systems of
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higher education were discussed, including teacher education itself.
Participants were viewed as creative educational practitioners in both
an organizational and social context. The subjects and areas were surveyed
against the backdrop of those traditionally treated in conventional courses
in the Philosophy of Education and social foundations-type coursework. The
systems, individual organizations, administration, and resources of formal
education were addressed with reference to historical, social, and philosophical
foundations. Special interest groups and associations within the systems of
formal education were also examined. While particular curriculum areas,
teaching methods, for example, the instructional process, and human growth
and development were not the central interest of this seminar, these were not
ignored, but considered as correlative topics.
Many local issues developed each year which became topics of school-
• community conversation and were used as starting points for seminar
collaborative research and discussion. Examples of these include the
yearly budgetary review by the Falmouth School Committee which occasioned
school evaluation. For example, each year the school committee reviewed
funding for a publicly funded, alternative school. Another issue involved the
local teachers’ association which gained sufficient membership to effect the
equivalent of a union "closed shop". The result was that Falmouth teachers
could either join the local association or pay the equivalent amount of
local
and state dues in the form of an "agency fee". The association sought
to have
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an teachers refusing to pay this fee fired by the School Committee. This
issue became the subject of lengthy arbitration. In effect, a local issue
would often act as the catalyst of group interest and motivation for further
study and research in this seminar.
This sequencing of topics in this seminar was arranged to conform
to the Program position that meaning and understanding follow experience.
Therefore general areas and topics were presented to participants at the
beginning of the cycle and participants, through discussion and consensus,
decided the order in which general areas would be considered. The develop-
ment of formal education was not considered to be a logical sequence in
American history. Areas were therefore considered independent of historical
order. Participant interest and curiosity determined the sequencing of subjects
considered in this seminar.
Examples of diverse topics which participants chose to examine were:
teacher labor organizations; tenure; standardized testing; race and intelligence;
formal education and multicultural populations; sex stereotyping; the organiza-
tion and, function of school boards; local state and federal control of lower
schools; compulsory education; school censorship; alternative schools;
competency-based teacher education; national teacher education and certifica-
tion; voucher systems; tax revenues and funding mechanisms for formal
education; homogeneous and heterogeneous student groupings for instruction;
special education; vocational education; the process of schooling; distinctions
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between schooling and education; formal, informal, and nonformal education;
schooling and equal employment opportunity; student, teacher, administrator
and system evaluation systems; teachers as change agents; legal aspects of
formal education (e.g. educational malpractice); universities as organizations;
"professional" education.
After 1974, several experimental formats were employed in considering
areas and topics of this seminar; for example "sub committee", collaborative
research reports and a unique debating format were attempted.
The characteristics which were common to the experimental formats
are as follows. The whole learning group would subdivide into two smaller
groups. Each sub-group would meet separately for a period and then
reconvene to exchange the results of their tasks.
Sub-groups would meet for a specified period, usually two or three
sessions, under the direction of a participant-as-leader. Each participant
was expected to take a turn at this role. The field director and assistant
field director would monitor the progress of each sub-group. And while
representing authority of a form, did not intervene in the sub-group experience
at task organization, direction, and completion. In addition each participant
was expected to volunteer as a sub-group-observer and consultant. Each sub-
group was assigned such a non-participating consultant. This consultant
could be called upon from time-to-time for service by the sub-group. During
the course of the year each participant was expected to volunteer for the role
of leafier and for the role of consultant. At the end of each task period,
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usually 3 weeks, a new task would be identified, and new sub-group leaders
and consultants would be assigned.
Sub-group leaders received no specialized preliminary instruction
from the staff, although the staff was present to clarify the nature of the
preassigned sub-group task. The participant-as-leader was expected to
"lead" the group toward task completion within a deadline. Means were not
given, only the end.
Participants-as-process observer-consultants did receive individual
instruction from the staff. During the task sessions consultants were paired
with staff members. Prior to their experience they were assigned various
readings, for example, Edgar H. Schenks (1969) text: Process consultation:
Its Role in Organizational Development . In between weekly sessions, each pair
would meet to exchange observations and insights; that is compare notes of
observations. The consultant could not initiate interventions with the sub-
group but could offer suggestions to process problems when requested by the
sub-group. The consultants task was not to pronounce a diagnostic prescription
for participants but to assist them in examining their own process problems.
At the end of the sub-group task periods, the entire group would meet
to exchange results. Then at the end of that session, or in the next weekly
session, the process of "processing" the earlier task sessions would begin.
The earlier sub-groups would again meet separate l}'
-
.
These sessions would
parallel the human relations or laboratory approach to group interpersonal
action. The leader, for example, would receive feedback from sub-group
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participants on his or her leadership style and behavior. Each participant
might also invite and receive feedback. The staff member and process
consultant would lead these process sessions. Such sessions usually
terminated at the end of two hours. The group would then reconvene to identify
the next task assignment and to complete the reassignment of sub-groups and
participant roleso While sub-groups were chosen somewhat randomly,
participants were encouraged to be certain to work with all other participants
in a sub-group experience in the course of the cycle.
The Debate format
As a beginning task experience, the staff assigned the first seminar
task. While participants were allowed to choose from a range of topics, the
staff imposed the initial format. If at the end of the first task experience,
participants could offer suitable alternative formats they were encouraged
to do so. In actual experience, participants did offer and consider alternatives
or modifications to the initial format.
The initial format employed was adapted from a Public Broadcasting
System television forum known as "The Advocates" and conventional scholastic
debating techniques.
Accordingly each sub-group or "side" would take a position for or
against a particular issue in education, for example, court-ordered busing
to achieve racial desegregation of public schools, and present evidence to
support their position. A moderator, in this instance a staff person, would
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insure the conformity of both sides to rules pertaining to, for example, time
allocation for each "team"# Cross examination, rebuttal, and summation
were provided for by the debate format.
An in-service teacher at Falmouth High School, who moderated that
high school’s debating team was most helpful in assisting the staff in adapting
scholastic debating procedures for Program purposes. This teacher, not
a Program participant at that time, provided material and design suggestions.
Preparing the research and presentation format for the "debate"
became the first task for each sub-group; following the sub-group format
outlined earlier. Examples of sub-group innovation in presenting types of
evidence ranged from their presenting a live expert witness to their production
of a videotaped collection of relevant interviews.
The Program held the view that while focusing on social issues in
American education within the conceptual framework described earlier, the
debating and process format offered the additional opportunity of developing
skills in: collaborative research, public speaking and rhetoric, small group
leadership, task group membership, and process consultation.
Although some consideration was given to public presentation of the
Program’s debate, no such event was undertaken. Debates were videotaped for
later review, but I was not at all certain that debating such controversial subjects
as busing and desegregation would be well received or tolerated by the community.
I considered the Program’s status to be too fragile to sustain such public risk.
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CHAPTER IX
THE PROGRAM’S GROUP LEARNING PROCESS AND
ENVIRONMENT AND THEORIES OF SMALL GROUPS
The Group Learning Environment
There were two distinctive sets of opportunities for immediate
experiential learning designed by the Program: individual internships
,
for
example, the teaching internship at Falmouth High School and the commun ity
internship at local human services agencies; and participatory group
experience
,
for example, the Program’s weekly seminars. This section
surveys theories of human group experience.
The entire Program membership, or core learning group, met for
a weekly average of six hours. This block meeting time was in addition to the
summer session, periodic retreats, and social occasions such as "pot luck"
community suppers. All first year participants, whether on a one or two
year degree schedule, were members of the core learning group from
September to May. Teaching interns at Falmouth High School met an additional
three hours weekly from September until January for a classroom teaching
Methods and Issues seminar.
In this section, the history and a general theoretical orientation of
group dynamics wiH be discussed. No specific treatment methodology will be
described as the Program’s approach. Nor will "treatment" models be
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prescribed, because it is held that a group learning environment for educational
practitioners must be bi-late rally de sipped by a learning program and its
participants. Nor can a full treatment of the subject of group methods be
accomplished, for that would require an entire separate writing for each
branch or subject. The consideration here is both tentative and partial. The
reader is referred to the bibliography in the Appendix to this writing for
additional references to the literature presented here.
The Program discussed in this dissertation was not designed on the
basis of the academic study of either small group sociology or the laboratory
approach associated with T-Group and other models of human relations
training. Nor was the Program a clinical model of group psychotherapy.
Because the Program is viewed and presented here as an innovation
in teacher education, no single body of literature specifically relates to an
explanation of the Program’s model or experience. Therefore, I have elected
to review issues from the so-called laboratory approach which, while not
identical to Program design and experience, offer insight into the educational
aspects of group interaction and learning.
The subject of small group learning environments and methods is
interdisciplinary. As such, it is not grounded in any single theoretical
orientation, academic subject, or profession. The subject may be viewed
as an area of generic research and diverse practice or application. Therefore,
this general review of small groups is offered.
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T. M. Mills has observed:
There is no single model accepted at present by most
sociologists as the working one. The state of small-
group theory, is. . . neither that neat or settled, but
instead is in flux.^
History of the Study of Human Group Interaction
The subject of "group process" or "group methods" has been the subject
of controversy since the development of the laboratory approach in the early
1940s. Historians of modem psychology2 point out that from the time of the
writing of ancient Greek philosophies until the early 20th century, the subject
of psychology focused upon the processes of the individual human mind.
Cartwright and Zander (1968) recall that early theories of group and inter-
personal interaction were viewed as the study of social problems between "man
and society", and were addressed by politics and philosophy. The first
academic studies were in the area of large group psychology, rather than
small group interaction or dynamics. These were reported in the early part
of the 20th century. This early research gave use to the cultural notions of
"mob" or "crowd" psychology. But the shift from individualistic to small
group social psychology is credited to Cooley, Durkheim and Tonnies among
others. Later in the 1930s, the era of John Dewey, the emphasis shifted from
the immediate concerns of the individual to the articulation of theories of
social need and consciousness.
^Theodore M. Mills, The Sociology of Small Groups (Prentice Hall, Inc.,
Englewood Cliffs, N.J. , 1967), p. 11.
2
G. Murphy, Historical Introduction to Modem Psychology (Harcourt,
Brace and World, New York, 1949),
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The subject of "group methods" or the Laboratory method is not the
sole purview of any one particular discipline. It is, in effect, an inter-
disciplinary orphan. It is appropriate to the subject of this writing when one
considers that "small group" interaction environment may be a synonym for
the nation of and search for a realization community—the early and continuing
Project intention.
As reported here, the history of the Project indicates that Jon Ball
and other principal designers held the assumption that "community", in the
sense of a small temporary collaborative learning group, was indeed worth-
while .and feasible. What remained elusive was a scholarly explanation for
the ideals undergirding the Projects design. The ideal of "community" holds
no particular academic status. For participants, the Project was an immediate,
ten month personal and interpersonal experience; for the outside observer, and
reader here, only the symbolic verbal expression of the experience remains.
Therefore, this entire writing is a partial explanation, in as much as the
symbols are not identical to the actual human experience of the Program.
In addition, the assumption and intentions summed up by the phrase
'belief orientation" of the principal Project leaders, Ball et al, preceded
their educational practice; i.e., their experience and explanation. Participants
generally reported positive learning experiences. However, neither the
designers nor the participants were able to specify in a mean-end explanation
precisely what the participants had learned, nor how, that is by what particular
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means or method, they cameto such generic learnings. Agyris and Schon
(1974), report that although small group learning experiences are ’’often
powerful to participants", such affective-cognitive experiences "do not help
them (the participants) state what they have learned, teach it to others, or
subject their experience to conscious criticism as they apply it to later
experiences". 1 These observations indicate academic-epistemological
limitations rather than total rejection of such a learning model.
Appraisal of wholistic approaches to the formal education of educational
practitioners remains a value decision for institutions of higher education and
other authorizing agents of formal education. The decision rests on the issue
s
of whether all learning offered, sanctioned, and supported must be "learning"
which submits readily to complete and quantifiable measurement in mean-end
terms.
My observation is that participants have reported subsequent insights
,
to me well after the termination of their active Program enrollment. I also
I
suspect that they are able to model behavior observed and experienced during
their Program participation. Modeling can be a powerful teaching strategy,
although it may well remain unconscious imitation. Many have reported that
their Program experience was helpful to later experience in employment
situations.
The aspect of "conscious criticism" of experience was addressed by
on-going evaluation, which occurred during and at the end of each group
1
—
“ .
Agryis and Schon, op. cit., p. vin.
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meeting or seminar. There was also situational evaluation at the retreats
and on the ’’end of the year” questionnaire
.
1
During the admissions period,
Program participants consciously reconstructed and evaluated their experience
as they interpreted the Program design and their own experience to interested
applicants.
In this section several theoretical issues on the subject of small groups
are offered as helpful guides to understanding the Program’s design and
experience. Again, the reminder is offered that this is the commentary of a
practitioner of community based teacher education, seeking conceptual under-
standing and a general cognitive orientation to the phenomena experienced and
reported in this writing.
Terminology of "Small Groups"
The language, theories, findings and practices of behavioral scientists
and interpersonal practitioners, related to small human groups, warrant
review here. The applied field of small groups is less than a half century old
and has a variety of generic terms such as ’’group dynamics", "group process",
"human relations", "interpersonal practice", "group psychology", "sensitivity
groups", "laboratory method", and "T- (for Training) Groups". The subject
divides into two basic sets: the sociological study of small groups; and
practical methods of group learning, environmental design, facilitation and
intervention. Yet no single definition of "group dynamics" is generally
1
ci sample in Appendix.
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accepted by writers on the subject of group educational methods. However,
the following view is representative, rather than definitive, of the concept.
"The fundamental precept of the graip-dynamics movement is that group out-
put, and individual satisfaction, will both be highest under conditions of
maximum personal involvement in group activity."
1
Cartwright and Zander
(1968) observe that all commentators and researchers have a point of view or
perhaps ideology, even when this is not stated explicitly, about "the ways in
which group life should be organized."3
These co-authors identify three categories of human activities to
which the concept "group dynamics" is applied: 1) a political ideology 2) a
set of practical techniques; 3) a field of scholarly inquiry. The first category
is described as a political ideology because the ways in which groups "should
be" organized and managed is a central concern. For example, the values of
group environment may reflect a design commitment to democratic leadership,
collaborative and cooperative activities: group means to the end of individual
and social improvement. Cartwright and Zander (1968) comment:
The critics of this view have sometimes caricatured it
as making ’togetherness* the supreme virtue, advocating
that everything be done jointly in groups that have and
need no leaders because everyone participates fully and
equally. 3
'''Robert Dub in, Leadership and Organization , Tannenbaum, Weschler,
Massarik, eds. (McGraw Hill Book Co., New York, 1961), p. 412.
o
Dorwin Cartwright and Alvin Zander, Group Dynamics (Harper and
Row, New York, 1968), p 0 5.
3
Ibid., p» 4.
The second concept-usage category includes sets o£ group lacilitation techniques.
Examples o£ such techniques are role-playing, "buzz sessions", group problem
solving and decision making, and group observation and "feedback" exercises
and instruments. The co-authors place the practices of National Training
Laboratories (NTL) in this category,.
The third concept-usage is used to describe an academic field of
inquiry: n
. • • dedicated to achieving knowledge about the nature of groups,
the laws of their development and their interrelations with individual, other
groups and larger institutions."1 In their text, Cartwright and Zander focus
their attention on this third category. Their emphasis is upon scientific
methodology as a mechanism to distinguish between "objective data" and
"subjective impression".
While these co-authors observe that "everyone" has an ideology about
how group "should be organized", they maintain that the scientific study of the
"nature of group life" can be separated from particular ideologies and group
management techniques. They do not explain how, as scientific researchers,
they overcome their own universal statement regarding human point of view
or ideology. However, they claim that their lengthy text limits their usage
of the term "group dynamics" to refer to the field of inquiry "dedicated" to
advancing knowledge about the nature of "group life".
2 Thus, they view the
subject to be a branch of knowledge or "intellectual specialization" which is
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concerned with human behavior and social relationships. Therefore, "it can
be located within the social sciences", but not identified as a "subject of any
of the traditional academic disciplines".
The statements of these co-authors illuminate a peculiar problem
relative to the nature of small groups of human beings. These co-authors do
not offer their view on what ultimate use their scientific study approach offers
other than empirical research and the advancement of knowledge. This
proposition itself may reflect a particular ideology, different from a democratic
ideology but fitting Rokeach’s definition stated earlier in Chapter I. Therefore,
although the empirical study of small groups is useful to the group practitioner
in education, it is useful as a means rather than the end of knowledge. Accordingly,
the knowledge as an end-in-itself definition of these representative authors
does not offer a complete explanation to the subject of this writing.
In considering literature to inform the subject of small groups, all
three categories described by Carwright and Zander (1968) are useful. I
cannot delimit my focus to their third category.
Historically, the term "group dynamics" appears to have preceded the
term "group process". The former is most often used to describe individuals
interacting in small, eight to twenty member groups, rather than larger sized
groups. "Dynamics" conveys the sense that the human interaction is complex
with multiple variables. Other terms, mentioned earlier, such as "human
relations training" are used interchangable. But here in this writing, the
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terms " re
-education” or "training" are deliberately avoided because they have
the implication of the coercive manipulation of human belief orientations and
behavior.
The accumulated literature and knowledge related to the subject of
group dynamics is usually presented as tentative and experimental. Many
writers consider the ethical implications as restrictions on experimenting
w ith humans and their behavior and therefore, their design of experiments.
In this area, animal subjects cannot replace humans for experimentation, so
the lack of "controlled research" remains problemmatic.
The subject of group dynamics may be found and explored in such
\
disciplines as sociology, psychology, and education. T. M. Mills (1967)
defines small groups as: "•
. . units composed of two or more persons who
come into contact for a purpose and who consider the contact meaningful."'1'
Considered here, in relation to Program activities, the term small
group describes a learning environment for less than twenty members. A
small learning or laboratory group may be likened to a comprehensible social
system in which individual participants "can learn about the general
characteristics of social systems directly and experimentally by becoming
aware of the social system characteristics of a small groupto which they
belong."
2
The term "laboratory" indicates that the group may serve as a
structural environment for experimentation in personal conduct and for
Mills, op. cit., p. 2.
2Bennis, Benne, Chin, Corey, op. cit., p. 76.
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learning:. Thus members are termed both "participants” and "experimenters".
The theory offered is that they may act and observe in a manner likened to
anthropological study; they may be participant-observers. This is also termed
"action- re search" by training group theorists. "Action research is an
application of scientific methodology in the clarification and solution of
practical problems". Laboratory method or action research is a means-
end action pattern for developing knowledge about self, others, and a group or
social unit and situation. Bradford, Gibb, and Benne, pioneer researchers in
the group laboratory field, describe the general goal of such an environment
as offering:
Opportunities to improve the quality of membership in
various association and of participation in diverse
human affairs. • • achievement. . . requires that
learners understand their internal needs, values,
perceptions, and resources. •
.
(and).
. .
become
aware of the opportunities and expectations of the
social (and) material environments in which they
function. 2
These co-editors view the laboratory environment as an effort "to
rehiunanize relationships within bureaucratic structures." Their point of
view is therefore categorized as ideological or political according to Cartwright
and Zanders’ (1968) classification system described earlier. However, since
they seek mean-end explanations under the covering law model, their
epistemological standpoint remains academic.
1
Lcland P. Bradford, Jack R. Gibb, Kenneth D. Benne (eds.),
T-Group Theory and Laboratory Method (John Wiley & Sons, New York, 1964), p. 33
o
Ibid., p. 5.
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The so-called laboratory method or movement, is credited to the
field theory of Kurt Lewin. He studied and applied his research on "group
dynamics" as an practical approach to social change. In the mid-1930's,
Lewin f s status as an academician resulted in his work being accepted as an
appropriate academic field of inquiry. He developed his theory under the
academic discipline of small group sociology and simultaneously applied it
in a laboratory design for community education. His design for learning is
grounded in assumptions about human nature, human learning, and human
behavioral change.
Luft (1970) notes that Lewin’s "field theory", defined in 1951, is
actually a method rather than a theory, one which contributes to the analysis
of casual relations or "scientific constructs". In this, Lewin’s field theory
resembles Gestalt theory. It shares an emphasis on the interdependence of
part-whole relationships in behavior and experience. Gestalt theory,
psychology, and method of inquiry all focus upon human perceptions and
behavior from a wholistic point of view. Combs, et al (1974) refer to this
approach as "perceptual psychology". In this dissertation, the writer
refers to the approach as "phenomenological". Perceptual and Gestalt
psychology reject the more classical and traditional stimulus- response
psychologies.
Lewin's early theoretical constructs represent an essentially
existential philosophy. Luft (1970) summarizes Lewin’s position:
(1)
Life space is all the facts that have existence for the
individual or group at a particular time;
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(2) Tension, energy, need, valence, and vector arc
dynamic concepts essential to the analysis of behavior;
(3) Processes such as perceiving, thinking, feeling,
acting, and remembering are the means by which tensions
in a system become equalized;
(4) Learning refers to a variety of processes involving
change, such as a change in cognitive structure (new
knowledge), change in motivation (learning new likes or
dislikes), or change in group belongingness (as in growing
into a new culture). 1
Lewin promulgated his proposition that group dynamics, or interaction,
and normative attitude and behavior changes were better examined and under-
stood by learners through direct, participatory experience. The experimental-
experiential learning framework was later termed the "laboratory method".
Although later observers saw laboratory method to be on a ,rborderland"
between education and psychotherapy, Lewin’ s early model was not intended to
be a clinical treatment approach to human pathology. His concern was with
human beliefs, attitudes, and values considered earlier in this writing under
Rokeach’s (1976) concept of the human belief system.
During World War II, Lewin observed and later reported that while
he was attempting to instruct groups of adults on topics of national political
concern, for example, changing national dietary habits in order to conserve
certain food supplies or increase wartime labor productivity, he discovered
Joseph Luft, Group Processes: An Introduction to Group Dynamics
2nd ed. (Mayfield Publishing Co. , Palo Alto, California, 1970), pp. 1-2.
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some methods of group discussion and group decision-making appeared to be
more effective in changing the participants’ attitudes and beliefs than lecturing
or other traditional pedagogical techniques and conventions. He noticed that
the individual’s attitudes were often resistive or unresponsive to instruction
in, or presentation of, factual data and information. Informing learners
about human behavior through didactic instruction appeared to be less
effective in terms of changing the ir attitudes, behaviors, and small group
skills, than allowing learnings to directly experience group interaction.
Following Lewin’s work and findings, other investigators confirmed his
position on the increased effectiveness of active learner participation in
changing their own attitudes and behaviors over the traditional didactic
instruction method.
From my reading I have conceived the following outline of characteristics
of the laboratory method:
-The method represents education as a personal change through a
group experience.
-Interdisciplinary and interprofessional collaborations have been
associated with the historic development of laboratories as an
educational process, yet the field remains controversial in
academic circles.
-The laboratory method is conceptually more generic than T-Group
and other particular group design techniques.
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-Learners are called participants. Participants are usually adults
and not necessarily formal students of higher education. Thus,
the approach is feasible for an interdisciplinary community
education model. The emphasis is upon experimental-experiential
learning.
-The central human values reflected in the assumption are
democracy, scientific method, and the improvement of helping
relationships and the larger society. The group is viewed as
the link between the individual and the larger social structure.
The work of Lewin and the laboratory method gave rise to the develop-
ment of the group dynamics field associated with T-Groups. The T-Group
model is often a basis for group process designs in education and human
relations training; therefore, a review of T-Group history is appropriate.
In the United States the major reported experimentation in small
group dynamics, the experimental learning process, has been accomplished
by the National Training Laboratory (NTL), which was later designated as the
National Training Laboratory for Applied Behavioral Sciences. The Journal
of Applied Behavioral Science, first published in 1965, has served as a medium
for the reporting and critical examination of both the laboratory method and
T-Group approach to change education in organizations, community action
groups, and church groups, among others.
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Bennis and Schein (19G5) describe the National Training Laboratory as
an "intellectual movement" consisting of behavioral scientists and practitioners
who were stimulated by the educational implications of Lewin's earlier work.
Other histrocial commentators attribute the movement to the following
observation:
The eclipse of community in modem life has in fact
stemmed from the depersonalization of human relation-
ships as complex bureaucratic organization has extencfed
into the provison of health, welfare, and educational
se rvice s. •*-
The interest in group dynamics is attributed to the attempt to rehumanize
impersonal human service bureaucracies.
Kenneth D. Benne traces the development of laboratory and T-Group
methods to a serendipitous discovery during a series of workshops conducted
on the campus of the State Teacher's College in New Britain, Connecticut,
in the summer of 1946. The early years were marked by a summer period
of experimentation because early experimentors held academic positions
during the balance of the year. The New Britain workshops were intended as
a training and research activity co-sponsored by the Connecticut Interracial
Commission, the Connecticut Department of Education, and the Research
Center for Group Dynamics, which was then located with Lewin at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
"^Bradford, Gibb, Benne (eds), op. cit., p. 7.
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The stated goal of the New Britain workshop series was:
To develop more effective local leaders in facilitating
understanding of and compliance with the Fair Employment
Practices Act under which the Interracial Commissicn had
been recently created. Most participants came from the
professions of teaching and social work with a sprinking
of businessmen and other interested citizens. 1
During the workshops Leland Bradford and Kenneth Benne, two of the editors
quoted earlier, and Ronald Lippit, were workshop and group session leaders 0
Kurt Lewin was listed as a project researcher supervising research
assistants. Gottshalk and Paltison (1969) later comment on the backgrounds
of Bradford, Benne, and Lippit:
All three had an educational background in psychology,
experience in working with community educational
projects, and involvement in numerous national projects
dealing with major social problems related to human
relations.
2
In this New Britain workshop or project related to improving race
relations, the day time schedule involved three groups of ten members each.
’The major teaching-learning method employed was group discussion,
supplemented by role playing both to diagnose behavioral aspects of the problems
presented and to practice alternative approaches to the solution of these
3
problems.
^Kenneth D. Benne, "History of the T-Group in the Laboratory Setting"
in Bradford, Gibb and Benne (eds), T-Group Theory and Laboratory Method, p. 81.
2
L. A. Gottshalk and E. M. Pattison "Psychiatric perspectives on T-
groups and the laboratory movement: an overview" American Journal of
Psychiatry, 126, 1969, 823-840.
3
Benne, Ibid., p0 81.
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An "observer" was assigned to each of the three groups. These research
assistants did not participate in the group activities. Instead, they observed
and recorded the behavioral interactions of each group without sharing their
observations with their group. "The plan for the formal curriculum made no
behavioral events as a source of learning. 1
During the evenings of the summer session, the observers met with
the daytime group leaders or training staff, to discuss and share their recorded
observations of group interaction.
Some of the daytime workshop participants were temporarily residing
on the same campus. Therefore, they were in the building during the evening
staff meetings. These resident participants asked to attend the evening staff
sessions. Although the staff had not planned on participant attendance in
their original project design, they agreed to this unforseen request.
The staff had no prevision of the effects on the
participants of the description and anlysis of their
own behaviors. Nor had they any clear notion of how
they might handle participant and staff reactions to
this experience.
2
Benne reports an "electric effect both oc the participants and on the
training leaders." The participants joined with the staff "in trying to analyze
and interpret behavioral events."^ Subsequently all of the day session
participants, including non-resident commuters, volunteered to remain for
the evening analysis sessions, which usually lasted three hours.
^Benne, Ibid., p. 82.
2
- Ibid.
3 ,
Ibid.
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Commenting on the evening sessions, Benne reports the following:
Participants reported that they were deriving important
understandings of their own behavior and of the behavior
of their groups.
. . Group members, if they were
confronted more or less objectively with data concerning
their own behavior and its effects.
. . might achieve
highly meaningful learnings about themselves, about the
responses of others to them, and about group behavior
and group development in general.
The researchers further observed that new learning was possible if participants
could be encouraged to non-defen sively consider such observations.
The accidental involvement of group participants, coupled with the
training staff’s spontaneous flexibility in allowing a design change, contributed
to the overall finding that instructing learners about the abstract topic of
’’interpersonal behavior" was a less effective approach than directly involving
learners as active participants in the small group situation. However, this
finding remained subordinate to the predetermined curricular design of the
daytime sessions. Content was not replaced by process observations;
. .
no thought was given to the exclusion of other content. • • the notion was
to supplement (the designed) there-and-then content with the collection and
2
analysis of here-and-now data concerning the members’ own behavior."
The New Britain experience prompted a subsequent summer session
in 1947 at the Gould Academy in Bethel, Maine. A research grant from the
1
Benne, Ibid., p. 93.
2
Ibid.
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Office of Naval Research was obtained. Several institutions of higher education
sponsored the 1947 summer project. Additional researchers joined Bonne,
Bradford and Lippit. Meanwhile, Kurt Lewin died in early 1947.
At the first Bethel summer project, an additional group session named
the Basic Skills Training (BST) Group was offered to participants who were
from communities or business organizations interested in democratic group
formation. Building on the New Britain discovery of group self'-evaluaticai, a
structural format was added. It was conceived of as relatively small,
heterogeneous groups which would focus on immediate interaction as well as
a subject training content. But the training stuff of 1948 observed that the
training or content-oriented groups were "overloaded in terms of learning
objectives."*
Thus the BST Group became the T-Group in the summer of 1949. The
T-Group evolved into a separate design, method, and activity from the original
conceptions of the Laboratory Method. Two distinct methods evolved between
1949 and 1955, T-Groups were marked by the absence of explicit learning
objectives and were held in the morning hours at Bethel. The afternoon
sessions became known as "A-Groups". These were intended to serve persons
from the same organizations, a homogeneous grouping, and were to focus on
structured group task activities, including projecting applications of content
to the ,Tback home" situation. A dichotomy developed between the focus on
*Benne, Ibid,, p. 87.
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interpersonal analysis or the dynamics of the group process, and the content
approach for on external task. The staff observed that A-Groups exhibited
T'-Group interaction, unless the staff struggled to keep the A-Group task
and content oriented. This dicthotomy resulted in the separation of the
T-Group method from the original laboratory method. Since the innovative
projects in the summers at Bethel between 1949 and 1955, other group dynamic
approaches have developed and diversified. The National Training Laboratory
does not administer or endorse all the innovative group approaches which
have emerged from the T-Group and Laboratory approach.
The initial concern of early proponents for social action, through
community education was diminished through the 1950’s and 1960’s. Instead,
business and industry became the location of most of the laboratory method
experiments* as these organizations sought more effective management and
increased productivity of work groups. During this period the term ’’sensitivity
group" evolved. The implication was that management and labor could be
trained to be more sensitive to one another’s position and needs.
The orientation of designers and trainers has changed in the past thirty
years. Gottschalk and Pattison (1969) observe that the ’’early pioneers” in
the laboratory movement had a scientific research orientation from their
foundational disciplines of psychology and sociology. But the research
orientation was placed by practitioners from applied ’’disciplines" such as
*For historical aspects of industrial applications, cf Argyris 1964
and 1965.
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education and other areas of social practice. These co-authors see the
orientation change as follows:
In the 1940’s the movement expressed the concern for
a method of teaching American communities techniques
for participatory democracy. Group process and task-
oriented group function dominated the scene. In the
1950’s the concern shifted to individual growth, to self-
knowledge, to actualization and maturation. The
movement shifted in emphasis from an educative to a
therapeutic goal. . . Finally, from the mid 1960’s on,
there has been renewed interest in the original aims
of the laboratory methodo 1
De spite the shifts in orientation and collected research, the laboratory
method has not acquired "professional" status. For, as these co-authors
point out, "
The issues confronting professionalization are complex,
for the movement does not have a relatively uniform
ideological base nor are its goals confined to a narrow
range of clinical or organizational concerns.
.
.
(it)
• • .has continued to develop apart from the more
structured and institutionalized concerns of academic
university departments, well delineated research
fields, or the clinical professions. 2
This observation is consistent with Schein’s (1972) position on convergent-
divergent professions.
In practice, the Program design was similar to the combined task
accomplishment-group process orientation of the laboratory method. The task
was not an organizational assignment or production goal, but a commitment to
1
Gottschalk, and Pattison, Ibid., p. 94.
2
Ibid.
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educational-practice, collaborative and experiential learning, group problem
solving, and the active maintenance of the environment for group learning
activities. The Program design was clearly educational rather than psycho-
therapeutic, The focus was on the processes and institutions of formal
education. The Program's intended focus was not upon subjective public
reviews of an individuals psycho-history or the there-and-then focus of a
therapeutic group. The Program design and practice did not exactly conform
to models of T-Groups, sensitivity groups, therapy groups, encounter groups,
or pure, personal growth-type groups. The basis of the group's relationship
remained an academic atmosphere for the analysis of issues related to inter-
personal practice, the social and philosophical foundations of formal education,
community education, teaching and learning. The similarity to other types
of groups emphasizing process and learning was the Program's emphasis on
small group membership and participation (i.e. community), experimental-
experiential learning, reflective action and interaction, and valid intermember
communication. The Program's generalized intention remained the mutual
facilitation of wholistic learning by all members, including the staff.
The Program's position was the practical application of knowledge,
including theoretical knowledge, related to small group theories. Thus the
model was not a research model. No detached observer- re searchers were
assigned to Program group situations. Therefore, the position offered in
this writing conforms to what Gottschalk and Pattison have termed the
"shift" from a research orientation to practical application.
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Selections from the Sociology of Small Groups: An overview
Mills (1967) has defined small groups, from the sociological point of
view, as
Units composed of two or more persons who come
into contact for a purpose and who consider the contact
meaningful. 1
Other sociologists offer different definitions. For example, a small group
might also be a primary group such as a family, woik group, church group,
informal social society, providing the "essential link” between the individual
and the larger social system.
In this section the focus is upon general, sociological perspectives
on small groups which characterize some of the experience of the teacher
education Program under consideration. The Program may be viewed as an
artificially contrived or composed, small group. Learning groups do not
appear to meet the sociological characteristics of primary groups; nor have
they attracted the special focus of scientific research. While most sociologists
parenthetically consider the learning process in small groups, they do not focus
on the group designed for learning as a subject of special study. The laboratory
method literature does focus on learning in small groups.
The summary goal for sociological research into small groups is often
understood to be the creation of empirically based theories about transitory
systems.
2 The sociologist constructs his theoretical study and research on
the basis of experience.
Mills, op. cit.
,
p. 2 ,
2
Ibid.
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.In its broadest sense the sociology of small group is in
a self-conscious attempt to create workable models of
groups-workable in the sense that they help organize
disparate data into a more coherent whole, that they
are stated clearly enough to be understood by others,
that they seem to be consonant with our inte rsubjective
experience of reality, and that their implications can
be examined and tested and modified in terms of
alternative ones,
. • the sociologist builds his models
out of experience and knowledge.
. . to a large extent
the model governs his strategy of study and re search. 1
It is not possible within the scope of this writing to detail the various
models (Mills discusses six in his text) and issues related to the sociological
research of small groups. The bibliography shown in the Appendix to this
writing offers additional resources to the reader. It is not my intention to
match pieces of disparate sociological research with fragments of Program
design and activities. It is clear that the subject of small group sociology
is complex.
As Mills and Rosenberg (1970) observe:
Enough is known from observation and experience to
say that groups are inherently complex systems with
a vast number of variables changing simultaneously. 2
Mills (1967) has reported the types of variables3 which may affect the study
of the interaction process of a group:
-kind of problem group is working on
-personalities of members
-as individuals
- as group
"Sviills, pp. 10-11.
2Theodore M. Mills and Stan Rosenberg. Readings on the Sociology of
Small Groups (Prentice Hall, Englewood Cliffs, N.J., 1970), p.
239.
3
Mi!ls, The Sociology of Small Groups, p. 33.
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-size of group
-sex, age, social class of members
-age of group (new or old)
-relation of group to other groups
-relation to observer
The literature of small group sociology offers a substantial resource
to a detached observer’s understanding of a small learning group in teacher
education. Ctae example is the so-called Bales’ Set of Observation Categories, 1
which may be useful for the systematic collection of group data. Bales
presents a sociological theory of small group interaction and a recording system
by which to categorize overt behavior in groups in terms of related problem
areas. Thus, behavior is translated into a problem form corresponding to
problems of orientation, of evaluation, of control, of decision, of tension-
management, of integration. Sociologists have divided the complex inter-
personal processes or interaction of small groups into five distinct yet
empirically related levels: behavior, emotions, norms, group goals, and
group values. Mills (1967) offers the following definitions:
1. Behavior: How persons overtly act in the presence
of others.
2. Emotions: The drives persons experience, and the
feelings they have toward one another and about what happens.
3. Norms: Ideas about how persons should act, should feel,
and should express their feelings.
4. Goals: Ideas about what is most desirable for groups,
as units, to do.
1
Robert F. Bales, Interaction Process Analysis: A Method for the
Study of Small Groups (Addison-Wesley, Reading, Mass., 1950), p
5» Values; Ideas about what is most desirable for groups,
as units, to be and to become .-^
It is not my intention to recount or summarize all of the ,rbehavior”
exhibited in the Program in the manner of the sociologist,, However the
earlier Program component chapter may offer insight into general activities,
in lieu of a theoretical study in sociological terms of specific individual or
group behavior. Group emotions were not formally measured or recorded
during Program experience.
There were several representative norms of the Program environment.
’’Group norms are ideas in the minds of members (of groups) about what should
O
and should not be done by a specific member under specified circumstances”.
Group norms are shared ideas subject to elaborate qualifications and ’’fine
distinctions necessary to accommodate different persons, times, occasions,
and circumstances”.^ Group norms are believed to be learned through
experience. Some apply to every member equally; others do not. Through
experience, the individual learns ’’that the significance of an act is not in the
act itself but in the meaning the group gives it”.
4 The meaning may differ by
individual actor and circumstance.
-
Mills, The Sociology of Small Groups, p. 58.
2
5, Values: Ideas about what is most desirable for groups,
as units, to be and to become , ^
It is not my intention to recount or summarize all of the ,rbehaviorM
exhibited in the Program in the manner of the sociologist. However the
earlier Program component chapter may offer insight into general activities,
in lieu of a theoretical study in sociological terms of specific individual or
group behavior. Group emotions were not formally measured or recorded
during Program experience.
There were several representative norms of the Program environment.
’’Group norms are ideas in the minds of members (of groups) about what should
and should not be done by a specific member under specified circumstances”. 2
Group norms are shared ideas subject to elaborate qualifications and "fine
distinctions necessary to accommodate different persons, times, occasions,
and circumstances”. 3 Group norms are believed to be learned through
experience. Some apply to every member equally; others do not. Through
experience, the individual learns "that the significance of an act is not in the
act itself but in the meaning the group gives it". The meaning may differ by
individual actor and circumstance.
-
Mills, The Sociology of Small Groups, p. 58.
2
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Evidently, group norms differ only slightly from the sociological
concept of social norm. Generally, a social norm subsumes the existence
of customs, traditions, rules, values, standards, and other criteria of
conduct. The frequent example given is two individuals who face an identical
situation but interpret it and react to it in very different ways, as in the case
of the Moslem and Christian offered a meal of pork chops.
Norms are peculiar to human groups. For while other animal forms
exhibit patterned or organized interaction systems, ’’there is no evidence
of the symbolic processes required on the levels of norms, goals, and
values.”
1
Norms may be viewed as functional ideas of the complex human
belief system which are shared through interaction systems.
In the case of the Program under consideration, norms may be
identified from two points of view: individual and organizational. New participants
came to the Program experience with individually formed belief orientations.
Two important elements were their attitude toward the formal education
process, and the "role" of the teacher. It appears that they would possess
preformed attitudes on these two subjects. A full range of their belief
orientation was not formally measured and therefore cannot be accounted for
here. The Program demonstrated a belief orientation or normative view of
the same two subjects. The "norms" of the Program and the individual
participant might be at some variance. Later I will suggest that laboratory
methods theorists view such normative variance as one source of the so-called
Sviills, p. 59.
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"unfreezing” element; a dilemma which stimulates search and experimental
learning. The individual participant's views may contribute to the formation
of early group norms, as individuals seek others who appear to share their
belief webs. The School of Education and Falmouth Hi$i School may be seen
as holding normative views on, for example, the same two subjects: formal
education and the "role" of teacher. These two organizations are representative
subsystems of larger institutional or ideological norms, those, for example,
reflected in the teacher certification standards of the National Council for
Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE) or the educational laws of the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
The Laboratory Method
While readings in the sociology of small groups are informative to
general understanding of the Program's experience, this discipline has
produced research and thoughtful observation far too comprehensive for
complete summary and explanation within the scope of this writing.
However, there are several characteristics of the laboratory method
which are particularly informative to the discussion here. The literature of
the laboratory movement has a research orientation but is geared more to
an understanding of actual practice. Two central characteristics of the
laboratory approach are similar to Program design: the emphasis on small
group interaction for individual and group learning; and the emphasis on
experimental, or so-called "here-and-now" experiential learning.
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Tannenbaum, Weschler and Massarlk (1961) characterize the premises of
the laboratory approach to small group learning. They say that the experience
of human relations or group process "is aimed at getting people to feel and
behave differently—and not merely to think differently—with reference to the
day-to-day handling of problems. 1
The method is described as "one of the few learning methods which tries
to intergrate the intellectual and emotional functions of man."
2
This, of
course, assumes that the two are divided in a nature, which was not the
Program* s position.
It appears that these co-authors intend to make a distinction between
the process of accumulating facts, and reconsidering one’s belief orientation
in relation to practical interpersonal experience. They agree in principle with
the notion that human interpersonal behavior is a function of attitudes.
Values of the Laboratory Approach
There are several values which mark the laboratory approach to small
group interaction and learning. Bradford, Gibb, and Benne, editors (1964),
observe that the fundamental ethical concerns reflected in the approach are
3
"the values of science, of democracy and of the helping relationship.
"
These editors reject the conventional belief that scientific methodology itself
^Robert Tannenbaum, Irving R. Weschler and Fred Massarick,
leadership and Organization: A Behavioral Science Approach (McGraw Hill
Book Co, New York, 1961), p. 124.
2
Schein and Bennis, p. 50.
3
Bradford, Gibb, and Benne (eds.), p. 8.
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is value free. Their view corresponds to both Rokeach (197G) and Argyris
and Schon (197G). The scientific approach to social problem analysis and
solution has often discounted such data as "feelings, motivations, personal
and collective potentialities for growth, contribution potentials of person and
subgroups, o • the facts of other people's behavioral involvements. • • (the
scientists') own involvements as persons."1 The effort of the laboratory
approach is directed at "making sense" of behavioral events or data,
developing and a greater awareness and accounting of the consequences of the
actions of both scientists and their human subjects.
The laboratory approach holds that scientific objectivity is achieved
in human behavioral studies by the "awareness" of the "investigator of his own
value-laden assumptions"
2
within a rational consideration of the differing
views of other investigators. In this way science holds the ultimate value of
"purist of the truth", not merely adherence to a particularly time honored
method. Thus, investigators have the obligation to report the ,Tbasis as well
O
as the conclusions of investigations."
Bradford, Gibb and Benne (1964), like Schein and Bennis (1965), stress
the centrality of what is termed "concern for democracy" to the laboratory
approach. This concern is not limited to theory. In the laboratory method,
^Bradford, Gibb and Benne (eds.), p. 8.
2
Ibid.
,
p. 9.
3
Ibid.
(Parenthesis are mine)
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democracy is an essential quality of group decision making. This quality is
the cause of the designation of "political ideology" by Cartwright and Zander
(1968). The laboratory approach recognizes the "very real difficulties in
utilizing democratic processes. The increasing size and complexity of
human "units of interdependence", or groups, require new approaches to the
enactment and preservation of democratic values. Here the aspect of the
individual’s active involvement in group, organizational, and community
problem solving is an essential characteristic of the laboratory method’s
assumption of the value of democracy. The early investigator-practitioners
reportedly saw democracy as an ideology which required practice, especially
interpersonal practice in group situations. Thus, the emphasis was upon
education as a source for the development of human relationship skills in
democratic group decision making process. Democracy was viewed by early
designers to be dependent upon "efficient cooperative relationships". One
learned the ideal concept of democracy by experiencing that phenomenon.
The early designers in the laboratory approach "saw a large degree of
coincidence between the democratic ethic and scientific ethic." They viewed
science as a probable resource for the practice of democratic human problem
Bradford, Gibb and Benne (eds.), p. 9.
2
Ibid., p. 10.
solving,
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The intellectual problem posed here was.
. . to make
more explicit the moral values inherent in the method-
ologies of science as a human enterprise and.
. . to
define democratic values in terms of a methodology
for managing human conflicts and for making decisions. 1
The scientific investigators* own autonomy and freedom to choose areas and
problems of study, and to publish his or her results and views, are cited as
examples of democratic influences on science. The scientist thus has an
interest in maintaining the democratic environment.
The overlapping of the values of science and democracy comes in the
area of a common commitment to conflict resolution through "rational means".
Conflict resolution (knowledge and wisdom) may come about through collaborative
problem solving (democracy) rather than a hierarchically imposed pattern of
human consensus.
Ways of dealing rationally with conflicts related to
massively articulated and socially reinforced systems
of value have not been well developed.^
Luft (1970) reports five characteristic means by which groups deal
with conflict: 1) by eliminating the opposition; 2) by subduing the opposition;
3) by forming alliances to subdue the opposition; 4) by achieving compromise
3
with the opposition; 5) by synthesizing opposing ideas to form new solutions.
This last type of means best represents the laboratory approach*s inter-
personal of democratic methods.
^Bradford, Gibb and Benne (eds.), p. 10.
^Ibid,, footnote material, p. 104.
3
Luft, Group Processes, pp. 31-32.
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A third value set related to science and democracy, which is associated
with the laboratory approach, is a concern for the value of the "helping relation-
ship". While the laboratory approach was viewed as important to "all
members of a democratic society", the early innovator-practitioners of this
approach viewed so-called human- relations skills and understandings to be
central to those interpersonal roles which seek to develop the learning and
productivity of other humans.
The early laboratory approach reflected a commitment to the position
that ,rValues guide the effort of a person to help other persons. nl Teaching
is included in their view of helping roles.
Both the "training laboratory" and "T-Group" were viewed as formal
environments wherein the helping role could be practiced, analyzed and
improved. The approach was seen as a method by which to "bridge the
gap" between interdisiplinary theories of helping relationships and actual
practice. What was unique about the laboratory approach was the commitment
to reform those roles and institutions which were founded to help humans, and
through these institutions, change the larger society. "Helping" included a
dimension of institutional and social change agency. Helping was not limited
as in some views, to the therapy or changing of the individual client by helping
him to "adjust" to the status quo . The laboratory approach held the vision that
its approach and method could rehumanize large, impersonal bureaucracies,
^Bradford, Gibb, and Benne (eds), p. 11.
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and thus act as a preventive measure, rather than a social treatment, for
victims neglected by rapid cultural change. The three sets of values, science,
democracy, and the helping relationship, form the assumptive basis of the
laboratory and, later, T-Group approaches.
Using the phrase "sensitivity training", Tannenbaum, Weschler, and
Massarik (1961) view the broad goal of such training to be the development of
"social sensitivity and behavioral flexibility". These co-authors list the
following assumptions or premises of small group process learning:
1) Interpersonal practitioners function "through personal contracts with
others, either as individuals or as members of groups."'*'
s
2) The practitioners competence and effectiveness in interpersonal inter-
actions 'Is often handicapped by lack of specific kinds of interpersonal
o
understanding and skills . " The co-authors indicate that they use the term
"understanding" to indicate "social sensitivity" or "empathy". This view
corresponds to Argyris and Schon’s (1976) position that the concept of "skill"
includes the concept of "theories of action", theories of deliberate interpersonal
human behavior which reflect a human belief "system" or "theories-in-use".
3) The co-authors assume that individuals who have both such understanding
(belief system) and "skills" (action) "seem more effective in their interpersonal
relations. "
3
"^Tannenbaum, et al p. 125.
2
Ibid.
3Ibid.
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4) There is evidence that people can learn to improve their interpersonal
understanding and skills."1
These co-authors hold that "understanding" begins with the sell, and
progresses to understanding behavior of others; the "existence of internal
conflicts often blurs our understanding of others and impedes our effective-
ness in behaving appropriately."
2
The individual must be amenable to accepting
and using the observations of others, in order to judge the impact of his or
her public behavior.
In the small group considering its own interpersonal conductor process,
participlants are given "the opportunity to expose their thoughts, feelings, and
actions to the scrutiny of their fellow men." This view complements Argyris
and Schon's (1976) position that individuals can learn from the process of the
"public testing" of their belief systems which are often tacitly held. These are
also termed their theories- in-use to be interpreted, against their actual
c onduct, or theories-of-acticn.
The small learning group environment creates a climate "in which people
are able to observe, study, and react to each other.
In such an environment, participants may 1) check to verify the accuracy
of their perceptions, 2) identify stereotypic preconceptions, 3) recognize
"^Tannenbaum, et al, p. 125.
2
Ibid.
3
Ibid., p. 127.
4
Ibid„
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individual differences, 4) grow to accept differences, 5) understand their
own perceptions and distortions of reality, 6) gain insist into group process-
or example, recogni e "hidden agendas”, or ’’those personal or situational
pressures which simmer underneath a surface of good manners and friendly
interchange”, and 7) learn communication skills. "All interpersonal relations
involve communication.”1 But behavioral insights are not useful without the
communication skill to express them. Therefore, the participant has the
opportunity to practice the following:
-how to understand self and others
-how to communicate effectively
%
-how to interview
-how to inform
-how to evaluate
-how to praise
-how to discipline
Schein and Bennis (1965) say that the skills to be learned through the
laboratory approach involve the effective use of human resources in problem
solving tihrou$i self- renewal, role renewal, organizational renewal, and social
renewal. Skill is defined here as the ability to use one’s knowledge effectively
in social performance; it is a developed and demonstrable ability measured by
its effect on others.
^Tannenbaum, et al, pp. 129-130.
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The learning theory of the laboratory approach is discussed in terras
of cycles. The cycles include a cognitive element described as increased
awareness; a behavioral element, described as changed interpersonal
competence; and an emotional element, described as changed attitudes. The
emotional element addressing the participant’s subjective attitudes is the
non traditional area or aspect which may cause concern to such observers
as Cartwright and Zander (1968) and Gottschalk and Pattison (1969) who view
the laboratory method as "a movement".
For Schein and Bennis (1965), the general learning objective of the
laboratory approach is new "stable, integrated, internalized" interpersonal
competence. The learning cycle is a "series of overlapping steps" starting
with dilemmas or discontinuing information which produce attitude change.
Attitude change in turn produces new behavior which serves as data for
others, and thus produces new awareness in others; this new awareness
produces more attitude change and more new behavior, and so on."1 In this
way, learning is not a terminal process but a continuing cycle. The catalysts
for the renewing cycle are dilemmas or discontinuations. By this, these co-
authors mean that participants are confronted with new problems or "cues"
about the group’s process or interaction. The emotional element is critical,
because each participant must take the risk of new behavior and make a
commitment to valid communication within the group.
-
Schein and Bennis, p. 272.
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Schein and Bennis refer to the laboratory approach as social learning:
"•
• • most educational methods are evaluated by criteria which arc rcally
only relevant to the student-teacher relationship and not to the external world
and the social roles of the individual.”
1
The laboratory method places great
emphasis ”on the socially relevant aspects of behavior and stresses
connections between the delegate (i.e„ the participant) and those reference
pgroups which are most important to him.” Behavior change (change in
interpersonal competence) is ranked to be of higher value in the laboratory
approach than the cognitive mastery (increased awareness) valued in traditional
classroom education, or the emotional experiences valued in psychotherapy.
Like Rokeach (1976) and Argyris and Schon’s (1976) theory that behavior
is a function of attitudes, Schein and Bennis (1965) assume ”that stable
behavioral change in the direction of greater competence implies some change
in underlying attitudes about self, relations to other people, groups, role
and system. Thus increased awareness, some recognition of problems and
situations, gives rise to attitude change, which in turn prompts the quest for
increased interpersonal competence. In addition to '’learning", there is the
element of "unlearning". This implies that the participant may be made aware
of reconciling contradictions between his or her attitudes and interpersonal
competence.
^Schein and Bennis, p. 30.
2
Ibid. Parentheses are mine.
3
Ibid., p0 59.
Attitude change is classified as an emotional element, because attitudes
are assumed to be critical to the individual's sense of self. Attitudes "are
likely to be integrated with his (the participant's) self-concept and his
personality."1 Attitude change is fostered by the "dilemmas and dis-
confirmations" inherent in the small group situation. These may "produce
powerful emotional responses and arouse what mi^it well be called 'social
anxiety* or anxiety about a basic sense of identity."2
The general learning goals of the laboratory approach are summarized
by Schein and Bennis as:
1) self- insight, or some variation of learning related to
increased self-knowledge
2) understanding of the conditions which inhibit or facilitate
group functioning
3) understanding of interpersonal operations in groups
4) development of skills for diagnosing individual, group,
and organizational behavior. ^
The laboratory approach fundamentally assumes that interpersonal behavior
and learning behavior is a manifestation of an individual's attitudes. "We have
put our emphasis on attitude change, because this underlies so much of the
learning process. • • However, this position does not assume that inter-
personal competence increases automatically with attitude change. Rather,
the position offered is that any new behavior not reflecting new attitudes will
1
Schein and Bennis, p. 275.
2
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not be internalized. This corresponds to Argyris and Schan’s view on making
interpersonal practice a "tacit" matter. In order for behavioral changes to be
effective, they must be integrated with the individual’s belief orientation and
sense of self. Otherwise, behavior may merely be an adaptation, made
manifest by situational pressure and evaluation. This observation may apply
to any behavioral training program. There are indications that a limitation of
behavioral training rests in demonstrating the likelihood that the subject will
transfer the practical behaviors into new situations.
The first attitude to be changed in the laboratory method concerns the
learning process itself. Participants are confronted by the staff and environ-
ment with the realization that learners are expected to be active participants,
rather than passive receptors of knowledge which is unilaterally transmitted
by the instruction of an expert. This is often an entirely new concept of
education and is therefore termed "re-educaticn". Another basic attitude
concerns the issue of personal responsibility for learning behavior.
The co-authors outline some characteristic differences between the
traditional classroom method, and the laboratory approach, as shown in the
following outline:
51G
Laboratory Method
1. Delegates face a dilemma created
by trainer or by trainer and
dele gate s togethe r.
2. Delegates act to solve dilemma
by experimenting, inventing,
and discovering.
3. Delegates do feedback evaluation
of their own actions and of re-
actions by others.
4. Delegates and trainer generalize,
theorize, formulate hypotheses,
retest and recycle into next
learning phase, i.e. into new
dilemmas. *
In order to foster individual and group responsibility, the role of
unilateral authority is removed. "Once the person realizes he has alternatives,
that he can make a choice about how he relates to others, and can choose
responses partly on the basis of how others react to him, he has won more than
2
half the battle." The laboratory approach implicitly affirms the concept of
1
Schein and Bennis, p. 48.
2
' Ibid., p. 309-310.
Classroom Method
1« Teacher tells-demonstrates
2. Students listen, practice, drill
according to the coaching of the
teacher.
3. Teacher tests students.
4. Teacher accepts, rejects the
students via grading.
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human freedom to choose and change behavior. This concept is included in the
value of democracy.
The group laboratory environment provides normative opportunity,
rather than authoritative coercion, for the individual to examine and re-examine
his or her old attitudes in relation to behavior, to try new attitudes and
behavior, and to seek the reactions of others to his experimentation with new
attitudes and behaviors* This is summed up by the notion of "increased
competence,
The elements represented in the experiential learning method are as
follows:
1, There is a sequence of "phasing" from the dilemmas, or
"unfreezing" stage, to cognitive mastery; this means interna lization
or integration of new attitudes and behaviors.
2, In the group interaction environment, there are both cognitive
and affective responses induced by the learning situation. The
co-authors term this "insight". (I prefer "apperception", which
is introspective self-consciousness, the process of understanding
something perceived in terms of previous experience or beliefs.)
3, The source of energy for learning, or motivation, arises from
the dilemma or ambiguity of the situation itself, wherein the
participant is expected to actively engage in the learning process
^Schein and Bennis, p. 310.
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<md group into ruction* Tho leadership is not tho authoritarian
source of energy and motivation, although the leader may model
behavior. Authority has a role in the group but not necessarily
as motivator. Here, I would add that in my experience, the
selection of participants is also a critical variable. The learning
situation is improved by participants who are motivated to seek
interpersonal skill and competence.
Research: Assets and Liabilities of the Laboratory Approach
Schein and Bennis (1965) outline the limitations of conducting scientific
research on laboratory models. Their observations assume that the "trainer”
and ’’researcher” are two separate people. ”The researcher wants the training
design to remain constant, while the trainer wants to adapt it as the laboratory
proceeds, or to change it from one laboratory to the next. The researcher
wishes to deprive half of the group of a potential learning experience in order
to cieate a control group. . .
nl
It appears that the goals of a research
project and a training project are not compatible. Research of the laboratory
method may have a problem similar to the problem of researching psycho-
therapy, in which "much of the training impact may be a function of the faith
in the training method both on the part of staff members and delegates
2
(participants)."
^Schein and Bennis, p. 239.
2
Ibid., p. 240.
ORGANIZA-
ROLE
SELF
TION
Table 12
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1* Increased awareness of own feelings and reactions, and own
impact on others*
2. Increased awareness of feelings and reactions of others, and
their impact on self.
3* Increased awareness of dynamics of group action.
4. Changed attitudes toward self, others, and groups; i.e., more
respect for, tolerance for, and faith in self, others, and groups.
5. Increased interpersonal competence; i.e., skill in handling inter-
personal and group relationships toward more productive and
_
satisfying relationships.
6. Increased awareness of own organizational role, organizational
dynamics, dynamics of larger social systems, and dynamics of
the change process in self, small groups, and organizations.
7. Changed attitudes toward own role, role of others, and organiza-
tional relationships; i.e., more respect for and willingness to deal
with others with whom one is interdependent, greater willingness to
achieve collaborative relation ships with others based on mutual
trust.
8. Increased interpersonal competence in handling organizational
role relationships with superiors, peers, and subordinates.
9.
Increased awareness of, changed attitudes toward, and increased
interpersonal competence about specific organizational problems
existing in groups or units which are interdependent.
10.
Organizational improvement through the training of relationships
or groups rather than isolated individuals.
Kdgar Rnhftin and Warren Bennis. Personal and Organizational Change Through
Group Methods , John Wiley and Sons, 'New York, 1965, p. 37.
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The laboratory approach has had the opportunity to avail itself of the
services of clinical researchers, such as credentialled psychologists, who have
verified performance changes from evaluation data in a manne r similar to
conventional psychiatric testimony or expert professional judgement. Schein
and Bennis concede this approach is not the equiavelent of "objective empirical
evaluation." The problem of research has not diminished enthusiasm for various
applications of the model 0 But it has caused controversy among, for example,
research sociologists and other empirical observers.
The co-authors outline"*- the following categories of insight, attitudes,
and behavior change, upon which evaluation of the laboratory apprbach may
be examined:
Communications: The participant may increase his or her competency in
sending or sharing information, feelings, and observations.
In other words, he or she can put ideas "across" to others.
The reciprocal communication skill is listening. This is a
marked effort to understand and encourage the communications
of others.
Relationships: The participant may become more patient, cooperative,
tactful, receptive to others, respectful of other points of
view, open to new personalities, able to negotiate with,
support, and give valid observations to others.
-
Schein and Bennis, p. 259.
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Risk-Taking :
Increased
Xnte rdependence:
Here the individual’s behavior manifests a willingness to
communicate his or her concerns or ideas to the group,
and willingness to take a position on a subject.
The behavior in this category would be that which encourages
participation of others; accounts for and involves others;
is less dominating, allowing room for subordinates to
participate.
Functional The behavior in this category is marked by flexible and
Flexibility:
role adaptive attitudes, a high toleration for ambiguity,
a commitment to continue effort and redirection when
confronted with situational restraining forces.
Self-control: The authors desdribe this change as ’’self discipline", for
example in the practice of "checking temper". However, I
interpret it to mean personal responsibility for one's
behavior and a willingness to accept consequences for one's
own behavior. The opposite would be to perceive oneself
as a victim of role or organizational circumstances, of
erne's own behavior, or of one's own belief system.
The laboratory approach, like the Program design, does not employ
unilateral control or coercion in order to allow standardized techniques for
research testing, or the gathering of data under unilaterally controlled
conditions
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Schein and Bennis further observe that they are awarc of no appropriate
performance indexes which could be reliably assessed both before and after"
the laboratory experience. Nor can they conceive of an appropriate control
group. They admit, and I concur, that end-of
-the- session self-description
instruments are difficult to evaluate. While such self-reports do not conform
to conventional research standards, they are useful to staff for obtaining
feedback on the group experience.
I have selected the observations of Gottschalk and Pattison (1969) as
representative criticism of the laboratory approach because their views appear
to be balanced between "assets" and "liabilities". However these co-authors
both psychiatrists, consider T-groups, with their "low" to "no" task orientation,
and sensitivity groups, to be under the rubric of the laboratory approach. Thus,
their observations must be viewed with consideration for the fact that the
Program may be viewed as task oriented as well as interpersonal process
oriented.
Gottschalk and Pattison (1969) list these as assets to the method under
discussion here. ", . • The T-group teaches through experience. . . (it)
provides a means of sharpening perceptual skills. • . (it) teaches people how
they communicate with others. . . (it) provides a degree of ’experiencing
isolation, 1 . . . that may enable participants to test out different modes of inter-
action and broaden their repertoire of human relations skills."
1
In addition
1
Gottschalk and Pattison, p. 833.
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these co-authors hold that the laboratory approach has provided both a theory
and a method for effective intervention in organization.
The human relations emphases in the T- group and laboratory
method provides a method for nurturing human growth that
may be incorporated into our educational structure to counter-
balance many of the dehumanizing elements of Am> rican
culture and particularly the mechanistic elements of the
American school system. ^
However, the project was criticized ,rby a few members of the mental health
professions", who claimed that since such groups deal with "interpersonal
phenomena", they should be conducted by "professional therapists, not
educators." 2 Such criticism of the laboratory approach, which holds that
all interpersonal examination of attitudes is the realm of the psychotherapist,
is common.
While affirming the value of the laboratory approach, Gottschalk and
Pattison (1969) also offer admonition about the liabilities of the approach.
These co-authors specify T-Groups as the focus of their critical remarks.
A T-Group is usually a brief encounter session, which is typically non-
directive in function and task. The Program, however, was task oriented and
of ten month duration. Despite these two major differences, as well as other
substantial ones, the authors* comments are appropriate to account for in the
design and practice of a small experiential learning group in teacher education.
The following remarks are an abridgement of Gottschalk and Pattison*
s
cautionary concerns. 2
"^Gottschalk and Pattison, p. 102, or 834 (double pagination).
2
ibid.
^Ibid., p. 105.
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The first concern is for "adequate participant selection criteria".
Some individuals cannot psychologically tolerate or learn in "intensive
interpersonal groups". Some may emerge "untouched and unmoved; at worst,
they may decompensate." This observation, of course, may apply to any
educational program. In the program under consideration in this writing, the
lengthy and involved process involved in admission orientation is documented
under the description of that practice in Chapter VI„ In the event that a
participant was not suited to the Program's group learning approach, they
could withdraw from the Program and opt for taking more traditional,
individual course work at the University. The Program design was not intended
to be suitable for the range of all human learning styles and needs. It was
assumed that some individuals might not fulfill their needs in the Program.
Again, "withdrawals" are a phenomenon in most formal educational processes.
The authors examine the issue of standards for group leader "competence",
citing the lack of "reliable norms for professional performance". They offer the
possibility that leaders may "use" groups for "neurotic needs" or "personal
aggrandizement."^ Again on this issue, no indefectible methods have been
devised to entirely eliminate the risk of such leadership problems in other areas
of formal education, or public leadership in general. However, the Program
was a public phenomenon, with the participants, Falmouth High administration,
Falmouth School Committee, and School of Education personnel, the central
^Gottschalk and Partisan, p. 105 o
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collaborating parties, all maintaining a keen observational interest in Program
development and operation. The "field director" was administratively
responsible to both Falmouth High School and the School of Education, receiving
supervision from both organizations.
Unlike the authors' observations on the T-Group approach, the Program
had "clearly defined responsibility". The observation made by the authors is
that lack of defined responsibility may result in "a sense of no concern where a
group ends up in its interaction", or a "failure to respond to members who are
undergoing undue stress or personal decompensation." Two features in Program
design sought to prevent such occurrences. In reference to responsibility and
group progress during each session of the Program, time was set aside at
the session's end in order to "wrap up" or evaluate that particular sessicn
or seminar. Each session began with an inquiry as to whether there were
any remaining reactions to the last session. In addition, the mid-year retreat-
evaluation session served as an extended opportunity for intensive Program
and staff evaluation. The second possible problem of "failure to re spend" to
members' individual needs was addressed in Program practice by arranging
periodic, sometimes weeldy staff conferences with individual members. The
Program staff attempted to monitor individual reactions in the group situation
and follow up individually with participants to "check out" any stress or anxiety
perceived. The time consuming activity of following up with participants is a
matter of professional commitment and concern, not a duty imposed by
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organizational policy. The small size of the Program's learning groups
allowed closer attention to individual conferences than is usually possible in
mass classroom situations in a larger campus setting.
An additional area of concern involves staff and group sensitivity to
"the necessity and utility of ego defenses". The objection here is that some
encounter groups have encouraged frankness to the point of "personal attack",
while ignoring the concommitant need and "necessity for support and nurturance".
The phenomenon of "tyranny" .of the group over the individual was not a frequent
problem in the Program's experience. Participants were generally found to be
sensitive and compassionate individuals; probably these attitudes were developed
in advance of their Program experience. The needs and rights of others were
valued and respected. Participants were assured by staff that their decisions,
for example, to remain silent in some situations, would be respected. If they
were asked about their level of involvement in group participation, they were
expected to acknowledge the group's concern but might still decline explanation.
In such a case example, the staff would follow up in private conferences with
individuals. It appeared that all Program groups were willing to wait until
a participant felt secure enough to venture into active participation. The staff
made it very clear that the Program was not an "encounter" therapy-type
model, although it remained committed to group interaction and valid group
communication.
Thus, the authors' described concern that a group "may foster a
concept that anything goes regardless of consequences", was not a significant
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problem in Program experience. On the contrary, the staff’s expressed
intention was to foster personal responsibility for conduct and to reflect upon
the effects of individual conduct on the group environment. The Program staff
stressed the capacity of individual differences "to tolerate stress and
frustration"; the staff also recognized individual interpersonal styles.
These authors further catuion that in group methods, "A premium may
be placed on total participation, or ’experiencing’ without self-analysis or
reflection". In the Program experience, reflection and analysis were continually
stressed. Participants were selected on the basis of their expressed willingness
and interest in so doing. In fact, it is difficult for me to conceive of a
psychologically healthy individual who acts without some form of simultaneous
reflection upon the immediate implications of his or her conduct. If, however,
the authors mean that all experience should be classified according to some
scientific or conventional schema of knowledge, I doubt the likelihood,
usefulness, or necessity of such a scholastic exercise. The Program intention
was to develop the participants’ understanding of self, others, role, group,
and organization in relation to real time practice. As Argyris and Schon and
other commentators have observed, there is a real distinction between the
brief reflective time and process available to practitioners, and those of the
longterm scholar- re searcher.
Gottshalk and Pattison observe that when T-groups are conventionally
conducted for organizational work teams, "frankness" is a focus of interaction.
There is some evidence that such candor may destroy later on-the-job
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effectiveness of a work team. Again, their concern was not problematic in
Program experience. There was no denial of organizational and political
realities. In-service teachers participating in the Program reported that
their routine experience in lower school culture offered little opportunity to
learn from or share their practice with their fellow faculty members. Since
teaching is often a separate, isolated role function, in-service and pre-service
teachers reported positively on the opportunity to interact with others in the
same field of practice and community contact.
Because the Program was located and met for ten months during the
lower school schedule, there was little separation between group and ,rback
home” learning; this, again, is an issue for T-Groups. Gottschalk and
Pattison observe, "The T-Group has often been conducted with little concern
for how the learning.
. . is to be transferred to the on-the-job setting." While
the Program environment provided an academic sanctuary, of sorts, for open
discussion without the organizational pressure of client servicing of lower
schools, the issues and problems discussed were central to the real time
experiences of the participants. I do not believe che issue was one of "trans-
ferring learning"; rather, the issue was one of the integrating experience on-
the-job and reflection in the Program's group environment upon that experience.
The group was in a position to offer support, stimulation, critical observations,
and alternative solutions to an individual's issues and problems, as well as
theoretical understandings of organizational and community issues in education.
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Gottschalk and Pattison further warn that the staff must 1x3 sensitive
to the issue of group pressure, conventionally termed "group think". There
is mdeed a fine line between an "autonomous, democratic" group and one which
submits willingly to the arbitration and "gatekeeping" function of a staff or
d ominant membership. In actual experience, I likened my role to a referee
in a sporting event who allows interaction to continue unless some infraction
is observed. In the group environment, the staff must demonstrate leadership
ability in group facilitation. I view leadership as a function of interpersonal
skill and judgement. In addition, the Program groups agreed that no ''human
relations" exercises or activities would be forced on participants. Thus, of
one or more participants objected, for example, to a particular role playing
exe rcise, then the issue was not forced upon them. The Program did not
employ the "various non-verbal techniques", or "action techniques such as
wrestling, lifting members, and various types of body-contact-exploration
maneuvers" which the authors consider as possible ethical issues related to
sensitivity group approaches. Not all "groups" in human relations can be
characterized as including such activities, and the Program discussed here
did not employ them. Although such events attract journalistic attention to
some group experiences, they are not central or common to all group dynamic
experiences. Probably the only feature common to all small interpersonal
or learning groups is the assemblage of a number of participants under the
direction of a staff. The so-called "touchy-feely" aspect is not a characteristic
of all laboratory groups
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The issue of "time
-limited" experience is also raised: ",
. .there has
been no attempt to clearly define learning goals that can bo accomplished in
time-limited interaction.
. . It is assumed that the T-group members all learn
at the same rate.
. .
" This, of course, is a central problem for all group and
mass learning exercises conducted in formal education. It is assumed that
learning and teaching are conducted in formal education on a group basis for
reasons of economy and efficiency,. However, in the case of the Program, the
group itself was central to the experience. It is true that individuals learn
at different rates; thus, the ten month cycle of ongoing learning experiences
may be viewed as a continuum, allowing for individual differences.
The authors also point out that, as in the case of psychoanalysis, no
research has been completed to measure the negative effects of T-groups on
participants. This is true for most techniques of formal education. The
"enthusiastic partisan tone.
. . fosters the concept that a T-group experience
would be good for anybody and always profitable. The result may be a deluding
distortion of participants' responses and a deceptive 'oversell' that may end as
destructively as the oversell of psychothe rapy two decades ago."
These same criticisms might well apply to a variety of professional
techniques and formal organizational methods. For example, there have been
no major empirical studies on the "negative effects" of compulsory schooling
chi school children. Of course, there is some degree of risk in all innovation,
^Gottschalk and Pattison, p. 105.
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in all human endeavor. This may be minimized by the ideals of responsible
leadership. Schein (1972) observes:
The essence of a planned change process is the unlearning
of present ways of doing things. It is in this unlearning
process that most of the difficulties of planned change
arise
.
In Program experience, the intention was to explain the Program model
carefully to applicants and allow them to make an informed decision on the
appropriateness of the model for them.
Two of the liabilities or dangers listed by these authors are more the
problem of participants than laboratory design. I have, therefore, taken the
liberty of listing these separately at the conclusion, because I do not believe
these issues can be prevented by pre-design.
The first of these two liabilities is the phenomenon of a participant's
using the group for what the authors call a "hit and run" game: "For example
one may talk quite freely to a stranger on an airplane but be totally incapable
of confiding in one's real life relations." This, of course, is an issue for
the psychotherapist rather than the teacher education practitioner. But
perhaps the authors are again referring to the "weekend long" type of T-Group
encounter. There was no Program expectation that participants "confide"
psychological experiences in the group situation. The Program was not a
therapy group. The other manifestation of the "hit-and-run" liability is
"that the T-group participant can afford to act in ways that ignore reality
1
Schein, Professional Education, p. 75.
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because he does not have to live with the consequences of his behavior.
"
In the Program experience, this may have been a problem in only one participant
out of approximately forty. When, in my judgement, the problem appeared
serious, that participant was asked to withdraw from the Program. Such
behavior would contradict the essential Program values of commitment,
caring, and personal responsibility. The problem remains that any laboratory
approach may attract an individual who may use the situation inappropriately.
Such problems must be dealt with as they arise in the situation.
The second liability issue raised by the same commentators concerns
the fostering of behavior which may be inappropriate in circumstances other
than the group. "For example, if a patient talked to all of .his friends as he
talks to his therapist he would soon run out of friends." This, again, is an
idiosyncratic problem. It is possible that some individuals do not use good
judgement. In the Program, consistent behavior was valued and encouraged.
There was no need to ,!train" participants not to get carried away and practice
their "special group behavior" in "every day group behavior", because no
unusual or exaggerated group behavior was elicited by Program activities.
It is clear that laboratory design may incorporate good judgement in planning
but it can never entirely eliminate the possibility of risk or liability of unusual
social conduct. Schein (1972) has commented:
Innovative tendencies that involve any deviance from
professional norms will be frowned upon because they
threaten the profession’s image. This conservation
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tends to be strongest in those professions that are still
trying to legitimate themselves in the eyes of the public. 1
In summary, Gottschalk and Pattison report that the laboratory method
’’presents a powerful means of involving people in human behavioral anslysis."
The method offers the possibility of contributing to the ’’humane quality of
existence in American culture, including the areas of work and community
services. They view the method as a potentially ’’powerful instrument.”
Thus, supervision, training, and guidelines may offer direction for the
application of the method. "The liabilities described are not intrinsic deficits;
rather, they are deficits of training, experience, clarity, and precision of
o
goals. They can be avoided. ”
Althou^i, as I have pointed out earlier, I do not see all human learning
and development as a clearly measurable "goal" oriented process, I believe
that the term "intention" is correctly substituted. The Program! s emphasis was
upon experience and insight, or judgement, as indicators of competency, rather
than the limitation to content or data transmission. Experiential learning was
an individual, existential phenomenon. The rationale offered by the Program
was that teachers are, in fact, "powerful instruments" who influence children,
organizational and community culture. The clients of formal education in lower
schools, children and parents, are seldom in a position, or receive much
encouragement, to offer an evaluation of the teacher organization, or the
^Schein, p. 549.
2
Gottschalk and Pattison, p. 105.
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service rendered. Without such ’’feedback" or criticism, and with teaching
positions "protected" by labor agreements and laws, the question arises as to
what sources exist for the exchange of valid information regarding the inter-
personal performance of teacherso The Pregram offered an environmental
design for the source of peer interaction, a fundamental characteristics of
a profession.
The Laboratory Method of Experiential Learning
and the Program^ Experience
The central theoretical concepts of the laboratory approach to learning
have been described by Schein and Bennis (1965). These concepts are given as
"here-and-now", "feedback", "unfreezing", "psychological safety", "observant
participation", and "cognitive maps". Each will be defined and summarized
here.
Here-and-Now Emphasis
The laboratory approach is based on an assumption that the cognitive
and behavioral elements of learning about interpersonal, or group, interactions
may be best comprehended through direct experience in a guided group inter-
action situation. Behavioral elements correspond to interpersonal, group,
and helping skills or practice. Cognitive elements correspond to theoretical
knowledge about human belief systems and behavior. ". • . Here-and-now
learning is based on experiences which are shared, public, immediate, direct,
first-hand, unconceptualized and self-acknowledged."
1
This view corresponds
-
Schein and Bennis, p. 39.
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to the Program’s concept of experiential, heuristic learning. The concept
of "here-and-now" refers to the intention of the approach to focus upon the
immediate and specific interaction of the group participants. Participants
generate new behavior as individuals and in interaction with one another and
the staff. This new behavior is the basis for new data which is subjected to
critical or process observation and reporting. New data includes behavior
and, where possible, the individual’s self-report of attitudes and feelings
accompanying or undergirding the behavior. In the T-Group model there is
usually no other focus but immediate, experienced here-and-now behavior,
but the laboratory approach allows for the introduction of, for example, such
cognitive material from the past as readings and films. However, neither
approach emphasized old, or there-and-then, attitudes and subjective feelings.
Therein lies a basic difference between the laboratory approach and psycho-
analysis, where the individual’s personal history may be verbalized and
analyzed on a group basis. The here-and-now emphasis allows the staff and
group to slow down or review, like the television ’’instant replay”, behavioral
events within the immediate group.
Accordingly, the learning theory assumes that "concepts follow
experience" in the human understanding of human behavior. Thus, learning
is based on direct and personal experience rather than "vicarious and distant
experience". In the group situation, the here-and-now emphasis provides a
reference point in the common, shared reality of all members. In this way
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actual behavior occurs "to which concepts, words, ideals can be related and
compared."1 The intention, as in Argyris and Schon (1976), is to understand
the discrepency between abstract ideals (belief orientations) and concrete
behavior (practice). "... So much learning in laboratory training starts
from the recognition of discrepencies or incongruity between the brute reality
of experience, objectified through behavior and feelings, and concept or
ideal." In traditional models of formal education, including those related
to human behavior, knowledge may be gained through such means as study
and instruction; both are often imposed and directed by an authority. The
laboratory approach, on the other hand, offers direct experience in the
here-and-now. While the environment is imposed, the resulting experience
is less amenable to prior programming.
Feedback
This communication process is not psychoanalytic but does include the
element of reviewing, describing, and learning from immediate experience.
Such reflection, termed "feedback", appears to be appropriate for persons
such as teachers, who do not conventionally get such data from their clients
or institutional supervisors, although such feedback is directly related to the
measuring impact of their interpersonal behavior. The data of feedback itself
^Schein and Bern is, p. 40.
2
Ibid,
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is only useful to the extent that the subject can learn to accept and leam from
such available data reported by others.
Data about immediate behavior is termed "feedback”. The term comes
from Lewin’s association with an engineering model later articulated by
Wiener’s (1961) cybernetic language. The cybernetic model is also applied
to models of change theories by Bennis, Benne, Chin, and Corey (1976);
a pplied to professional schools and education by Schein (1972)1 and applied to
the study of political science by Deutsch (1963). The cybernetic model is an
automatic control systems model. Examples include the human central nervous
system and mechanical-electrical systems. A simple example is a household
thermostat. A complex example is a missile guidance system. We inter’s
concept of feedback applies to a self-correcting system which takes some form
of action and is capable of measuring the effect of the action against a goal,
purpose, or "target".
In the laboratory approach, feedback applies to the willingness of the
participant to take action and receive messages from self and others about
the effects of his or her original and specific action. The laboratory approach
assumes that it is difficult for individuals to have access to valid feedback
about their behavior in employment situations.
Feedback is not a general evaluation of an individual’s belief orientation,
character, or personality. Feedback is unambiguous. It focuses on a specific
behavior. Thus, a group is not asked how they feel about an individual
participant in general or "as a teacher". But they may describe how an
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individual ,fbehavedM during a specific, temporal event.
There are several assumptions regarding human behavioral feedback
outlined by the laboratory approach© It is assumed that giving and receiving
feedback about a specific behavior is less difficult for humans because specific
feedback ’’does not represent an evaluation of the person as a whole. ' t1 This
allows the individual to preserve the defense that a specific behavior is neither
typical nor representative of his or her personality.
Another assumption holds that all participants become better listeners
and observers of their own and other’s behavior when they are required to be
specific. Specificity may counteract the human tendency to stereotype others.
A third assumption is that a group may learn and share events only if
the data referred to is a specific behavior or event; "only by reference to a
s pecific behavior is it possible to compare, contrast, and accumulate
reactions. Individual perceptions of observations can only be reconciled
objectively by reference to a specific behavior.
Bales (1950) published a sociological theory and a empirical scoring
instrument, a method of classifying interaction in groups. Bales held that
most interaction among group members represents attempts to resolve "systems
problems". Mills (1967) lists the following as "standard system problems"
experienced by all groups, despite variations in cultures:
. . .
howto adapt to the realities of the immediate
situation, how to accomplish the groups’ goal. . . how
to hold the group together. . • how to satisfy the
members' needs.
2
^Scheia and Bennis, p, 294.
2Ibid.
3
J Tills, The Sociolocrv of Small Groups, p. 5.
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Mills (19G7) credits Bales with shifting "attention from the group's
effect on people and the situation to an analysis of the group itself—".
. . from
its influence to its process, from its output to its internal dynamics."1 Bales'
"Interaction Process Analysis" shifted data collection methods from effects
before and after group operation to the recording and analyzing of processes
taking place during the group's activity.
The conditions for giving and receiving feedback are critical to the
effectiveness of such data for learning. It is generally recommended that in
addition to being specific and referring to the here-and-now, ".
. .
feedback
should be as contiguous in time to the experience as possible. .
.
(it) should
be data based and should rest on experiences that were commonly shared and
2
public. " It is then a matter of judgement for the staff and group to either
interrupt a group, or record events for later feedback at the end of a session.
Both audio and videotape recordings are useful aids to reviewing behavioral
events but may be threatening and therefore inappropriate in some group
settings.
Most individuals have a tendency to react defensively to feedback. An
example reaction might be to offer a rational explanation in rebuttal. The
laboratory approach seeks to gradually establish a climate which reassures
participants that such reactions are normal. Tension is part of the process.
Trust is a critical variable and requires time and exposure for development.
Individuals cannot be forced to accept feedback by some timetable. Individuals
^Mills, p. 8.
o
Schein and Bennis, p. 12.
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vary in the amount of time it takes for them to feel comfortable with such a
process. The timing of feedback is critical. An individual must be "ready
to hear" or the process may be self-defeating. "The tremendous difficulty
of listening to and utilizing feedback is acknowledged as normal, not as
insurmountable. "*
Most laboratory designs account for the structuring of discussions about
human defense mechanisms. This is seen as the "groundwork" for later
experience, for the assumption to be conveyed to participants is that their
tension and defense of their behavior is quite normal. What has previously
been tacit is thus made explicit by the participant himself, allowing him or
her to reflect on the usefulness or congruity of such explanations of behavior.
The multifaceted role of teacher conventionally requires that the
teacher give evaluations of the behavior of others. It is seldom that the teacher
is the "receiver". The laboratory approach to "feedback" offers teachers an
opportunity to develop and refine their skill of giving and receiving feedback
by actually having such an experience. The experience does cause tension.
This is true of most forms of evaluation in formal education, for example,
during academic examination periods or awaiting grade reports. A difference
lies in the fact that here the tension is shared, acknowledged and discussed.
Teachers are observers of human behavior. Listening is an important
observation and helping skill. Schein and Bennis observe that "most people
^Schein and Bennis, p. 305.
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assume they know all about listening and are convinced that they do it
reasonably well."
1
The laboratory approach can offer examples of perceptual
distortions and failures in the listening process. This skill can be developed
by practice. Listening is an active and concentrated process, one which
requires that the listener help others communicate more clearly. Clear
communication contributes to increased understanding on the part of both the
speaker and listener. An example of listening exercises offered by Rogers
(1961) requires that a speaker repeat what the previous speaker has said to the
satisfaction of the previous speaker. By examining their own listening habits,
participants may become aware of "how preoccupied they are with their own
2
next point, various tensions. . „ and so on."
Humans are assumed to be both preoccupied and accustomed to use "
"various filters", for example their own belief system, "to sift out the incoming
messages". Schein and Bennis interpret that such self preoccupations "are
primarily symptomatic of overconcem with oneself and one’s own points,
rather than a reflection of concern for the other person who is trying to
communicate. "
3
Accordingly, the "filters" used in listening are "primarily defensive
in nature". These functions to protect the individual from disconfirming
information. The disconfirming information may challenge the individual’s
belief system and thus block important information about the individual’s
i
Schein and Bennis, p. 304.
2Ibid.
3
Ibid., p. 305.
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behavior from the individual. In short, ho is listening but not ''hearing".
The laboratory approach seeks to improve communication by making
participants aware of the "filters" employed by both the speaker (sender) and
listener (receiver). This requires the "active collaboration" of both parties
to "check out" or verify with one another the accuracy of the communication
of specific messages. Participants are not encouraged or allowed to guess
about the motives or belief systems of others. They may report their own.
They may report on observations about specific behavior and events. Such
norms for interaction prevent the phenomena of group attack or tyranny which
concerned Gottschalk and Pattison (19G5). The staff must define the norms
and guidelines and model the process before beginning the process within the
group. While it is important in introducing the concept to a group, to actually
experience the feedback process, it is equally important to specify cognitively
what behaviors are proscribed and what exactly the process is not intended to
be—a therapy or encounter group.
Unfreezing
Many authors, notably Schein (1972), use this term to indicate the first
phase of either human or organizational change. The origins of this "graceless"
term are unknown. It is most often defined as: "deroutinizing", "restructuring",
or "upsetting expectations". "In brief, unfreezing is the breaking down of the
mores, customs, and traditions of an individual—the olds ways of doing things—
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so that ihe is ready to accept new alternatives.”1 Therc are extreme cases
of unfreezing
,
for example, the uniform haircuts and other induction procedures
associated with basic military training. Therc are other cultural example s--
the honeymoon, the pledge period in college fraternities, the novice status of
some religious orders. The unfreezing phase may be imposed by authority,
as in the military example; it may also be environmental, as in the case of the
Program under discussion.
Examples of unfreezing in the Program are the fact that the learning
model was 1) conducted in a community off-campus, 2) immediately supervised
by staff, rather than by an expert faculty, 3) based on group interaction rather
than instruction, 4) active experiential learning, rather than passive study of
data, 5) collaborative rather than individualistic, 6) similar to the laboratory
approach in its emphasis on examining the effects of behavior, 7) personal
rather than impersonl, 8) based on commitment, caring, and personal
responsibility.
In most T-Group models, the lack of direction from trainers is intended
to cause ambiguity and confusion. In laboratory designs which are clearly
temporary and non-directive, as in the classic-typical T-group, the training
goals are manifestly unclear. The training staff consciously attempts to
provide "minimum cues". The intention is to neutralize any familiar reward
system. The lack of direction and cues tends to confuse participants; this is
1
Paul Hersey and Kenneth H. Blanchard, Management of Organizational
Behavior: Utilizing Human Resources, (Prentice-Hall, Englewood, Cliffs, N 0 J.
1972),
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termed "unfreezing” or disconfirming information. Thus, old attitudes and
patterns of behavior are not supposed to be immediately useful. The hypothesis
is that if participants can be moved to suspend their conventional attitudes and
behaviors which are not conformed by the T-Group process, they may become
more receptive to new experiences, information, and develop new insights about
their own behavior and the behavior of others.
In this way the unfreezing associated with non directive T-Groups tends
to create in participants the needs to:
-discover the phenomena for themselves
-create some sense of order *
-establish identities
-establish group norms
-develop a sense of community.
Although I have said that the Program design was not as unstructured as the
T-Group model, the Program was less structured than a traditional, lecture
type classroom situation in higher education. This was necessary in order to
allow time in rhe agenda for participant involvement and interaction.
According to Schein and Bennis (1965), the common elements of un-
freezing include: 1) removal of participants from their day-to-day preoccupations,
2) cultural isolation, a separate setting specific to group interaction, and
3) deroutinization of activities. The laboratory theory is that unfreezing
conditions raise the individual’s awareness, sensitivity, and ability to diagnose
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a new situation. "All these create conditions which encourage the delegate
to think about his behavior, to expand his consciousness of human phenomena,
and to think about how he chooses to behave.
The emphasis is upon some form of contrast "whereby things that
people take for granted in their ordinary life become absent or changed." 2
The element of contrast and deroutinization compares to Gordon’s (1961)
work in the development of a problem solving method termed "synetics".
Gordon defines the term to mean "the joining together of different and apparently
irrelevant elements". 3 His work presents a theoretical process for the
"integration of diverse individuals into a problem-stating, problem-solving
group", in which the familiar is presented as unfamiliar. In making the
familiar strange, participants search and explore the environment for new
solutions.
The phenomenon of unfreezing is grounded an an assumption about
human nature and learning which posits that experiential learning is a function
of "curiosity and consciousness". The contrast feature of unfreezing creates
the climate for discovery.
However, interpersonal practitioners such as teachers and other
helping roles usually function within organizations. Organizations do not
have a tradition of fostering an environment conducive to unfreezing.
•^Schcin and Bennis, p. 32.
2
Ibid0
,
p. 44.
3
J. J. William Gordon Synectics (Harper and Brothers, New York,
1961, p. 3.
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In fact, Schein and Bcnnis (1965) hold that "effective unfreezing is
not possible in most organizations." 1 They explain:
The lack of a climate of security is the result, in most
organizations, of the reality that there is a job to be done
and that mistakes, whatever their reason, arc too costly
to be tolerated. In other words, the person knows he is
playing for keeps, thus making it difficult for him to
assume an attitude of experimentation if a safe traditional
way exists. 2
There were several components of the Program experience which were
conducive to unfreezing. Those participants who relocated to Falmouth
encountered anew community. Those who assumed teaching internships at
Falmouth High School experienced a new role in an unfamiliar organization.
For some, this teaching internship represented their first experience in formal
classroom teaching. All participants, including in-service teachers were
introduced to a new group situation, a group environment which reflected
diverse membership in age, belief systems, race, life styles, experience,
economic background, and philosophy of education. The Program authority
structure was unfamiliar to them. Instead of instructors who would control
and direct the learning environment unilaterally, participants were asked to
collaborate with the staff and one another. The group interaction and
experiential learning environment was new to most participants. There were
new assumptions and intentions, for example, the requirement of an internship
^Schein and Bennis, p. 279.
2
Ibid.
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in a community human service agency. Perhaps the most confusing element
represented was the Program's view of personal responsibility for life long
learning. Many participants expected some form of a continuation of their
earlier experience in formal education, in which the emphasis would be upon
cognitive mastery of a specific body of material knowledge. The emphasis
on belief systems and behavior was the essence of "unfreezingM in the Program
environment. Che participant went so far as to design a graphic literal
representation of ’’unfreezing" which I have included here as representative
of one participant's reaction.'*'
Psychological Safety
This fourth concept of the laboratory approach refers to the protection
and support of the participant during the process of change. An excellent
metaphor is the turtle who cannot make progress until it sticks its neck out.
But in order to risk emerging from its shell, the turtle must feel safe in the
environment.
Here the "paradoxical task" is for the environment to unfreeze or
increase tension, while, at the same time, it offers both the opportunity and
the encouragement for participants to "take chances", or experiment, "without
fear and with sufficient protection". The laboratory approach espouses norms
which value behavioral risk taking. "Play- it- safe" is not encouraged. Thus,
^Illustration drawn by Stephen G. Antil, , Program participant, 1975-1976.
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experimentation and failure are supported and encouraged ",
. . without
retaliation, renunciation, or guilt."
1
Accordingly, the most important
variables for psychological safety is the staff and later, the group itself.
The group can be a source of strength and support for individual members.
Unlike the T-Group, the Program learning group was not in an environ-
ment "cut off from the more serious aspects of society's activities"; it was
not a "cultural island". Usually, a T-Group meets in a location away from
the participants' home, job, and community. Although the Program was a
special group meeting situation, it was less dramatically isolated than the
T-Group. However, Program retreats, described in Chapter VI represent
such short term physical isolation.
In the laboratory approach, and in the Program experience, the staff
provides the initial modeling of "psychological safety" and introduces the
concept to the group.
Particularly in the early stages of the laboratory, it is
important for delegates to believe in the omniscience
and omnipotence of the staff because, for many of the
delegates, identification with the staff serves as an
important mechanism of borrowing strength for coping
with the tensions generated within the delegates themselves. ^
Thus, the staff demonstrates that they can both share and maintain control of
their own feelings and attitudes. The participants may then assume that the
staff can control any tension creating events arising within the group. The
1
Schein and Bennis, p. 45.
2
Ibid . i p. 306.
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staff is perceived as able to "protect members" from themselves and from
each other. The staff member "usually has little opportunity early in the
group life to set an example of how to receive feedback, because he gets very
little. He can, however, set an example of how to give objective, non-
evaluative feedback when he shares his own reactions with the group. 0 0
The staff can also teach the appropriate and inappropriate forms of
feedback when such examples occur among the group members. A discussion
of the correct forms of feedback with participants may augment their sense
of safety.
The fact that the Program environment was marginal and academic,
not a work group within the formal organization of Falmouth High School,
allowed for discussion and disclosure on organizational issues without fear of
any form of organizational reprisal. In the Program experience, the staff
honored a commitment to confine the material of Program discussions to
the Program. Such confidentiality may contribute to a sense of psychological
safety for participants.
An additional and critical variable is the personalities and conduct of
the staff members themselves. While no technique is offered here, the staff
sets the tone of the environment by their personal styles and skill in eliciting
the trust of participants.
^Schein and Bennis, p. 307.
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Observant Pariicipation
The Fifth concept in the laboratory approach refers to the development
of observational and diagnostic skills. Participants are expected to "master
• • • observing as well as acting,
. . .diagnosing as well as behaving."
1
In this area, the participant is asked to bridge the gap between action and
analysis, or practice and theory. This requires detachment without "losing
commitment" to group action and experience. The skills are introduced and
discussed with participants.
In the Program experience, each participant was given material and
instruction on the theory and opportunity to practice observer skills. Thus,
all participants were introduced to theory and skills practice. Each
participant was asked to serve as a non-participating observer and later
report to the group. Prior to that experience participants were requested
o
to read, for example, Edgar H. ScheuPs text on "process consultation",
and other material provided by the staff. The staff would discuss the
observers role with participants prior to, during, and upon completion of
3
their observational experience.
In general, each Program session was "processed" or reviewed at
the end of the meeting time. At that time participants were invited to contribute
^Schein and Been is, p. 45.
^ Edgar H. Schein Process Consultation: Its Role in Organization
Development (Addison Wesley Pub. Co., Reading, Mass., 1969).
O
In addition to a observer role experience, each participant also
completed an experience as a task group leader.
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their observations. These features are described in Chapter VI in a considera-
tion of Program seminars.
Cognitive Maps
The laboratory approach characterizes the behavior generated and
observed in laboratory experiences as "emotional" and "perceptual" because
belief systems are considered. The term "cognitive maps" refers to an
intellectual framework for considering such subjective experiences. "Of
course, there is not one cognitive map, but many, for linking or ordering
the variegated experiences the delegates encounter."'*' Cognitive "inputs"
are held to "help build a common culture" or community. "Cultures are
built on a common language for shared experiences.
. .
a cohesion through
o
their shared comprehension." An example is the discussion of the concept
of feedback and other concepts presented in this writing. The critical
difference between the laboratory approach and more traditional educational
methods is that theory is presented simultaneously with experience rather than
prior to the experience.
The Program Staff as Group Leaders
The general intention of the staff was to identify resources and to
construct and maintain a learning environment which would foster the further
-
Schein and Bennis, p. 46.
2
Ibid., p. 47.
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wholistic educational development of the Program participants. The staff
intended to offer support and motivational encouragement to participants who
were assumed to be competence seeking, responsible, mature practitioners
and learners. Therefore, the staff used judgement to guide their degree of
intervention and control. If the staff or curricular design assumed the
responsibility for all educational decisions, then participants would have
reduced opportunities for the exercise of judgement and personal responsibility.
Gouldner (1956) illustrated the distinction between the engineering and
clinical models of helping relationships, hi the engineering model, a
technological view, the helper, as engineer, accepts the client’s stated
definition of the problem. The engineer then works to solve the problem as
stated by making available various facts and figures, or accumulated rational
data, known to the client. In contrast, the clinician helps the client clarify
and define problems so that the client may assume responsibility for problem
solving. This latter approach is similar to Roger’s (1951) client centered
therapy and the Program staff’s approach to helping.
In the Program, the staff intention was to develop a participant
centered learning environment. Qi occasion, didactic interventions by staff
migfrt conflict with their collaborative roles as helpers and enablers. Such a
conflict triggered the ultimate separation of the T-Group (process oriented)
from the A-Group (task oriented) in the early Bethel experiments in
laboratory method.
1
Mills (1967) likens the staff role to "producer, play-
"^Bradford, Gibb and Benne, p. 89.
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wright, and director*’.
1
In this sense the staff may bo viewed as holding a
function similar to elementary teachers, wherein the staff are generalists,
rather than content experts, working to encourage and assist in the natural
processes of experiential learning.
Addressing the role of "trainer"2 in groups, Tannenbaum, Weschler,
and Massarik (1961) have listed five categories of function for group leaders.
These functions serve to create a climate or environment, "in which people
are able to observe, study, and react to each other."
3
The first function outlined by these co-authors is the staff’s commitment
to "creating situations conducive to learning. " The staff plays a "vital role"
in helping to structure the group environment. The staff’s very presence as
initial authority figure (s) provides a meaningful problem which the group must
face,"^
The authors* observations hold true especially for a community based
program in teacher education. Without the University’s institutional setting,
the ambiguity of the learning environment was heightened. In effect, the
staff served rs symbols of the university’s authority. The presence of the
staff made the group meetings "official" rather than ad hoc convocations.
*Mills, p. 50.
2
This term was not used in the Program.
3
Tannenbaum et al, p. 127.
4
Ibid., p. 134
o
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The second function the staff may serve is establishing a model of
behavior. This is effected by, for example, staff interaction with the group;
staff acceptance of group criticism; staffs non evaluative comments on
observable phenomena; staff flexibility in changing planned programs; staff
ability to raise questions and to express personal views. The staff person's
behavior may help to establish an atmosphere of mutual acceptance and valid
intergroup communication.
The Program staff intended to model educational beliefs and conduct
consistent with its philosophical view of education as a process of developing
human potential.
The third function identified by these co-authors is the staff's role in
introducing new values. They observe that the staff persen's behavior
"implicitly or explicitly introduces new values into the group". An example
from the Program experience is the valuing of personal responsibility for
learning. Many participants, at the beginning of the Program cycle, expected
a lecture series, wherein their role would be as passive receptors of
information or knowledge as data. The idea of sharing the responsibility for
the learning experience with participants was a radical concept for some
participants. As the co-authors observe, the willingness of the staff
,lto
relinquish a position of authority and leadership carries with it a host of
implications for the group."
1
The implications these authors refer to
—
Tannenbaum, et al pp. 134-135.
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include the participants' shock of realization that they are expected to actively
participate in group process and interact with one another. The participants
were more familiar with an instructional model in which the main interaction
was between instructor and student, rather than among students.
The fourth staff function identified is facilitating the flow of
communication s. Here the staff ,Thelps to identify barriers to the flow
of communication between individuals. By raising questions, clarifying
issues, and encouraging full participation of all members of the group, he
facilitates the development of mutual understanding and agreement.
. .
(raising) the level of awareness of problems to the group. The pattern
which the staff imposes on the group's interaction is sometimes as an audio
tape playback unit. The staff member can slow down, stop, or "re-run" the
action in order to clarify an issue or cite an example. Often the staff
member can restate a communication in a way which makes the content more
acceptable to a participant. The characteristic here is that communication must
be in a form which the other party can hear, understand, and learn from.
The fifth and final function for staff is participating as an expert .
Often the staff member is able to cite literature or knowledge from bis own
experience in order to help the group in problem solving. "However, he is
likely to minimize his 'expert' role and wish to share it with the group
members.
I
Tannenbaum et al.
,
p. 135.
2
Ibid., p. 136.
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As Rogers (1961) and others have observed, groups often tend to
become dependent upon the expertise and leadership of a staff or leader.
In this way, individual responsibility can be avoided and reaction to authority
take prescedence. Tannenbaum, et al (1961) observes;
There is a tendency for groups, particularly at their
initial stages to push responsibility for their progress
onto the trainers. There are attendant costs to the
trainees in doing this. By putting the trainers in a
position of answering questions, of making decisions
for the group, of establishing goals and setting group
values, the trainees’ involvement in the training process
is reduced.
It appears that a staff person must learn judgement in this area of ' ’transference"
%
through experience. The Program’s pattern was to select staff persons from
within an early Program group so that the incoming staff person would have
the earlier experience of having struggled with this issue.
In summary of staff function, I have observed that the critical attitude
for staff in such a program model is personal commitment as an educational
practitioner. As Mills defines it, "Commitment is essentially promissory;
one gives up something with a feeling of promise, or on the promise that
something will be forthcoming in return. It is precisely this willingness to
give up more than one gets in immediate return (and the signaling of this
2
willingness) that endows the relation with trust and makes it social0 " With
this promissory social arrangment called commitment, or give-and-take,
^Tannenbaum, et al.
,
p. 136.
2
Mills, p. 107.
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”•
• • persons are able to make energy, throught, and other resources
available for working out the remaining requirements.”
1
As Mills observes, the balance of exchange may not be equal, but
group development is not possible without staff and participant commitment.
1
Mills, p. 107.
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CHAPTER X
SUMMARY. IMPLICATIONS AND AFTERWORD
The summary implications offered in this Chapter are tentative and
partial. These are considered at two levels related to teacher education,
institutional and individual. The institutional level involves lower schools,
higher education and teacher education. The individual level includes the
subjective responses of Program participants, cineluding the staff. For,
while the Program may be seen as an organization bridging the "gap" between
higher education and lower schools, the participants* experience may have
been in filling this gap. The design and experience of the Program reported
in this writing were predicated upon the willingness of principal decision
makers at the School of Education, and their counterparts in the administration
and School Committee of the Falmouth Public Schools to allow the Program
the temporary opportunity to demonstrate its model. Without such institutional
assumption of risk no demonstration of change or innovation would have been
possible.
It appears that the program demonstrated that agents of an institution
of higher education, a public school, and various community agencies may
collaborate in order to provide learning opportunities and activities for
teachers and other educational practitioners. Collaboration was not dependent
upon a major capital investment of third party grant. Nor was this collabora-
5G0
tian dependent upon formal contract. Institutions do not incorporate the
requisite qualities for collaboration, only humans come equipped with such
qualities as imagination, energy, flexibility, toleration for ambiguity,
educational and therefore social vision, trust and commitment. Collaboration
can not take place if conventional institutional preoccupations with such issues
as unilateral authority and control are not overcome by human trust and
commitment.
Commitment is essentially promissory: one gives up
something with a feeling of promise that something will
be forthcoming in return. It is precisely this willingness
to give up more than one gets in immediate return (and
the signaling of this willingness) that endows the relation
with trust and makes it social. 1
Commitment does not require that the balance of an exchange be qual.
Program existence, and therefore experience, was dependent upon a
flexible reinterpretation of national norms for teacher education. Collaboration
between Falmouth High School and the School of Education would have been
impeded by the strict adherence to the conventions and expectations of
university based teacher education, as customarily interpreted.
Principal decision makers at these two institutions were favorably
disposed in their ongoing appraisal of the Program model and its experience.
This appears to be implied by their collaborative support for the Program
which has continued beyond the period reported here. It is further assumed
that principal parties at each institution might offer contrasting rationales
-
1
T. Mo Milles, Sociology of Small Groups , p» 107.
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for their ongoing support. This is attributed to separate societal missions
and organizational standpoints, and the concept of parallel yet unique
institutional cultures. Program experience indicates that the restraining
forces affecting collaboration between higher education and lower schools are
surmountable. But such collaboration requires the risk of accepting experi-
mentation and change.
National criticism of the conventions of teacher education and of lower
schools indicates the ongoing search for more effective forms of pre-service
and in-service teacher education. While there is no shortage of national
criticism of American education directed at lower levels and higher education, 1
reform has been a dilatory process. Reassessment studies considering
reasonable limitations on social expectation of the outcomes of formal education
o
have received national attention. There is current national discussion focusing
on such issues as the definition of "basic education" and the development of
standards of competency, both for the certification of lower school teachers
and the certification, that is diploma criteria, of secondary students. Stringent
criteria are frequently assumed to be capable of correcting problems of
educational effectiveness.
It is not possible to fully attend to the range of literature related to
3
what may be characterized as the "crisis in American education. " It is
^An excellent example is Charles L. Silberman’s major study, Crisis
in the Classroom.
^Christopher J. Jencks, Inequality, op. cit.
3The reader is invited to examine the bibliography appended to this
writing,
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sufficient to acknowledge that criticism, and agitation for change, or reform,
constituted a focus of interest and motivation for the Program. However the
Program held to its view that freedom, rather than restrictive control,
fostered authority, responsibility, and effectiveness in the educaticnal
process.
The Program held and acted on the position that national reform related
to the process of education might begin with reconsidering the field of teacher
education itself. Since teacher education is seen as a conventional function
of hi^ier education, higher education mayberequired to assume some of the
risk required by any reform effort. Higher education may therefore be
expected to model some of the change attitudes and strategies frequently
recommended for lower schools.'*'
The Program 1 s experience appears to indicate that higher education
and lower schools may continue their primary and distinctive missions without
major disruption. This may occur without additional expense and workload.
Both have the potential to facilitate and authorize teacher education programs
and projects such as the Program reported. For teacher education overlaps
the mission and interests of both cultures. The type of collaboration demonstrated
by the Falmouth Public Schools and the School of Education may serves as a
model for correcting those criticisms and limitations to cooperation described
by Martin Haberman and detailed in Chapter V.
"^This issue has been discussed earlier in Chapter V.
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Implications at the participant level must remain generalized. As a
practitioner between 1973 and 1976, I assured participants that the Program
was not a coercive treatment model and they were not subjects of experi-
mentation or study. Participants themselves were viewed and encouraged to
be experimentor-observers of their own immediate conduct and educational
practice. It therefore appears that each participant might offer a unique
commentary of their own experiential learning within the Program’s context
and process. No such major undertaking has been initiated to date.
However the Program’s group experience indicates that its participants
demonstrated that they were willing and capable of being responsible, self
directed, and self-correcting in their learning activities. Further,
participants were willing and capable of making a commitment to collaborative
group learning. Finally, all participants, including the staff, affirmed by
their experience the proposition that they learned to teach by teaching.
As Mason has observed:
Learning is much more
seeking than getting,
much more experience
than information. *
1
Edwin Mason, Collaborative Learning, (Shocken Books, New York,
1973), p. 183.
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Afterword
The Program* s design was based on the assumption that arts and
sciences, and techniques which improve efficiency and effectiveness in
communication and influence were essential components to the process of
educational development* In addition to knowledge, its verification and
transmission, the Program placed great emphasis upon the subjective and
public examination of the assumptions which undergird educational institutions
and practice.
For example the methods of schooling or education were examined
on an ethical basis as well as an effectiveness or efficiency basis. Beliefs,
attitudes, and values were assumed to be central to the relationship of the
teacher and his or her clients, for whom the teacher assumed some degree
of responsibility. Meaning, purpose, commitment, justice, freedom, choice,
autonomy, personal responsibility and democracy were offered as the essential
ideals of education. However these were not presented as the subject of study
or as abstract topics for discussion or instruction. Rather an environment was
designed which reflected these ideals. Thus the approach of the Program staff
was not intended to produce the standardization of the participants’ belief
orientation. A demonstration of ideals may expose or dispose but, in the
case of the Program, neither the environment or methods were unilaterally
imposed. Imposition is a factor for treatment, prediction, and control, a
mean-end model of training,
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Despite the beguiling certainty of the medical model and its beneficent
and effective treatment of human physiological problems, the Program espoused
its own valuing of ambiguity and a high degree of tolerance for uncertainty in
the search for wisdom and existential meaning in human interaction.
Knowledge may be transmitted but wisdom is generated, that is,
individually produced. One type of information traditionally transmitted in
formal education is that body of knowledge known as, and demonstrated by,
the arts and sciences. Both have a long history, a well organized and most
often agreed, set of mean-end techniques for the gathering verifying and
dissemination of accumulated knowledge. Thus a researcher or instructor
in higher education may deduce both theory and practice from those principles
or techniques conventionally associated with a particular field of inquiry.
Areas such as mathematics and the physical sciences provide the instructor-
researcher with universally accepted guides to theory and practice which are
appropriate to the purpose and scope of the inquiry. The learner in such areas
is introduced to the discipline through its principles and methods of inquiry.
The skill or technique of communication in human instruction may be
viewed as a complementary of distinct areas of inquiry and knowledge.
Scientific methods including prediction and control may offer insight into both
quantitative and qualitative factors which increase effectiveness and efficiency
in the human and technological communication of a specified content.
The subject of knowledge and the method of communication or
instruction may then be combined to provide principles for pedagogy. An
5GG
example would be the instrumented measurement of instructional objectives,
as an evaluation of in structional technique.
Both aspects of the gathering and transmission of accumulated knowledge
are constructed on certain assumptions about the intended objects of the
communication namely humans, usually reclassified in institutional parlance
as "students" or "learners". It appears that the learner is assumed to be
intellectually capable and willing to receive such information, i.e., receptive
to the transmission. The learner is often treated but seldom openly descrited
as a reified receptor, passively awaiting receipt of new information. Often
the complementary term to ’^teaching" is "learning". In order for the
%
behavioral techniques of the former to be predicted and controlled the behaviors
associated with the latter must also be predicted and controlled.
However, a third point of view, the one held by the Program, is that
the process of developing human intelligence is not limited to externally
given instruction on subjects of verified knowledge, nor is the process a static
one. Therefore the Program examined the process of education itself,
questioning conventional assumptions and practices. The Program’s position
viewed education as both a human and environmental interactive relationship,
rather than limiting it to a mean-end process of instruction. An educational
practitioner was prepared to be an individual who links a variety of clients to
resources for personal development. Competency is but one aspect of human
development
5G7
Rather than focusing1 on the search for principles regarding verified
subjects or instructional techniques, the Program considered such complicating
variables as the individual personality, including beliefs, attitudes, and values
of the instructor and of the learners themselves, and the physical and psycho-
logical conditions of the learning environment. The emphasis was not on the
discrete acts or operations of either the instructor or the learners but on
the synergistic environment of group interaction. Due to the fact that the
Program served teachers as learners it was possible to examine both teaching
and learning from the single vantage point of each participant.
The action, choice, and responsibility of participants was central to the
educational purpose of involving participants in an environment and structure
which necessitated the process of apperception, and related this process
to: applied practice, problem stating and problem solving, introspection of
self, and rational knowledge. The process of apperception is founded on the
value assumption that humans are free to choose their response to conditions
although they are not free from existential conditions. The notion of free will
serves as a basis for personal responsibility for choices. Personal
responsibility is the change goal of most therapeutic and educational modalities
which seek to foster the psycho-social '’steering” or "self-correcting" potential
of humans. To hold otherwise is to conceptualize humans as helpless victims
of their environment or "fate". Both education and philosophy present a
more hopeful view that indeed the pawn can survive and advance to replace
the queen. The mores and strategies offered are as various as the player-
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commentators but the "pawn potential" endures for both the players and critical
observers.
The notion of apperception accounts for the human capacity to transcend
time. Thus can humans consider the past, the "was", the "is", or present and
the future, the "will be". Human beings can speculate, wish, and predict
while conside ring the past and present. These three tenses can also be
described as the historic, sedimented history, the actual, and the potential,
or the "then", 'here and now", and "next time" or "sometime later". Thus the
future can be changed. The central concern here is that the human concern for
transcending time can meet a variety of perceived needs including, the need for
change, adaptation, development and growth. All imply that the human has a
existential future. Despite the uncertainty of its duration, there is an enduring
human expectation for it.
Often the explanation offered for success in teaching or other areas of
interpersonal practice is individual creativity, intuition, or mysticism. Such
responses are seldom acceptable to social scientists who seek to bring
prediction, control, and universal principles to illuminate the conduct of
human affairs.
The approach in the Program, discussed here, did not focus on the first
aspect of principles and techniques. Knowledge of a subject area was assumed
and verified in the immediate context of the act of instruction. For participants
who engaged in a formal teaching internship, there was focus on the ait of
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group instruction. The fundamental focus was on the third aspect which I
term "apperception".
The concept of apperception is an individual mental perception:
introspective self-consciousness or the process of understanding something
perceived in terms of previous experience. The object of the process is the
competency of taking a particular course of action while at the same time
reflecting upon the effects of that action. In the Program’s view, apperception
was viewed to be the basis of human wisdom. Wisdom was viewed as the
demonstrated judgements of an educational practitioner. 'Therefore the search
for wisdom was viewed as an ongoing process requiring action and reflection,
acquired through thoughtful practice.
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APPENDICES
APPENDIX A
Copy of the originally (spring 1973) proposed ’Contractual Agreement"
between the Falmouth School Committee and the School of
Education; subseuqently declared void because of legal
restrictions limiting such agreements between
state and municipal agencies.
AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE FALMOUTH SCHOOL COMMITTEE
AND THE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION OF 590
THE UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST
The School of Education of the University of Massachusetts
and the Falmouth School Committee do, by the signatures of the
Executive Officers of each as witnessed below, agree to the
following:
THE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION OF THE UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AGREES:
1. To provide high quality teacher training program consistent
with certification.. requirements and the quality of an excellent
graduate program. Specific components of the training program
involving teaching activities in the Falmouth Schools shall
be mutually agreed upon by the parties of the Falmouth School
Committee and the School of Education. The name of this
program shall be The Education for Community Service Program.
Courses and their content shall be defined by the School Ox
Education
.
2. To enroll six regular Falmouth high school teachers and seven
student or "visiting" teachers from the University of
Massachusetts in a joint learning endeavor with the training
to be conducted in Falmouth.
' The Falmouth teachers all will
receive University graduate credit paying no more than
the
standard fees normally charged by the School of
Education
under similar circumstances. At least three
Falmouth tea
be accepted into degree programs for M. Ed.
or CAGS in
I Education, equivalent to 33 credit hours earned
over a two-
I year period. The .University of Massachusetts
School of
Education agrees to provide experiences
acceptable to the
- 2 -
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•completion of such degrees over a two-year period whether
there are participating visiting teachers in both years
or not.
£ rom three to six Falmouth teachers will receive graduate
credit through the Continuing Education Program at the
Universicy of Massachusetts/Amherst
. Such credit will be
equivalent to the degree of involvement as arranged by the
on-site director prior to the program and at fees no higher
than normally charged".
. To select, from applicants to the University of Massachusetts,
visiting teachers who are master degree candidates, at least
two of whom shall have had prior teaching experience. All
shall have had two weeks of intensive training and on-site
orientation prior to beginning in the fall.
. To render general supervision of the training program which
shall be under the direction of a program director based with
the University of Massachusetts but on-site in Falmouth the
equivalent of three days a week. Such a director will be
screened and deemed acceptable by the Falmouth School System,
a. The on-site program director will interact with the
visiting teachers an equivalent of three days a week to
insure the continuous quality of education for Falmouth
high school students.
I b. The program director will be involved with all
participants
to provide seminars and coordinate the program.
- 3 -
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c. The program director will provide quarterly written
reports to the Superintendent of Schools accompanied
by conferences with him and even more frequent
conferences with the high school principal regarding
t.he status of the program.
To supervise the University of Massachusetts visiting
teacher's in fulfilling the following responsibilities as
part of their program of studies:
a. To teach up to two courses for a full-year supervised
both by the on-site director and the appropriate School
System personnel;
b. To teach a double enrollment course for a full year in
cooperation with a Falmouth teacher
c. To take part in a community-related project culminating
before the end of the school year in a curricular product
benefiting the Falmouth School System.
d. To take part in seminars and workshops.
To provide to the School System one voucher per semester
for each visiting teacher on-site. Each voucher will permit
any Falmouth teacher to enroll in a one-semester course
without tuition at the University of Massachusetts/Amherst.
To permit involvement of non-participating Falmouth teachers
in various seminars and/or workshops as determined jointly
by the on-site director and the principal.
THE FALMOUTH SCHOOL SYSTEM AGREES:
To insure the full participation of at least three and not
more than six of its regular high school teachers in the
- 4 -
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Participating teachers will have the following responsibilities:
a. To teach three courses.
To teach a double enrollment course in cooperation with
the University of Massachusetts School of Education
visiting teacher.
j.o take part in a community-related project culminating
before the end of the school year in a curricular project
benefiting the Falmouth School System,
d. To take part, in seminars and workshops providing course
work, over two years, equivalent to a 33 credit M. Ed or
C.A.G.S. Degree in Education. Such teachers will be
reviewed and deemed acceptable by the School of Education
of the University of Massachusetts/Amherst.
2. To provide those teachers who fulfill the above responsibilities
(a) released time from duty responsibilities and from one course,
(b) full salary as would be earned under the contract with the
Falmouth Teachers Association.
3. To pay directly to each visiting teacher from the School of
Education of the University of Massachusetts $1700 for the
full school year for services rendered under this contract.
4. To pay directly to the on-site director from the School of
Education of the University of Massachusetts $6500 for the
full year for services rendered under this contract.
594
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5. To pay such funds, equivalent to $18 , 4 00 accordinq-tcx-the
• > f^li-ow-ing-lschedule :
'
:
; /* fa } * V"*’ ‘
30 % to-each-i-na iv-idua-1—on-Septerube r -15-^_19 .73-;
30%- to- eaclv-individual^oji^January-15
r—19 74 ;
30% -to
-each--ind>vidual_on- Apri 1—1-5-,- 1974 ;
10% to^ea^TT^i^ividual
_a.t_the._c.onclirs'ion---oJf_ jthe -prog-ram -or
.*^unG—14*7—1-9-74-*
—
6. To provide access to the classroom of the Falmouth High School
for the agreed purpose of the program.
7 * To provide the Education for Community Service Program with
(
administrative equipment and supplies and instructional equip-
ment and supplies as shall be mutually agreed' to by parties
to this contract as being necessary for the successful
operation of the Teacher Training Program.
TERMS OF CONTRACT
;
Term of contract is not an exclusive contract as granted
ifor the period or term of two years beginning September 19/3 and
icontinuing through June of 1975 and may be renewed with additional
beriods in accordance with the said mutual agreement of both parties.
1. This contract may be revised at any time by mutual agreement.
2 . This contract may be terminated by either party by giving to
the other party two months written notice thereof.
3 . This contract will be reviewed and renewed annually
unless
otherwise agreed upon.
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As duly appointed Executive Officers of the parties to this
contract, we the undersigned do witness cur hands as mutually
[accepting the terms of this contract. In the witness thereof we
unto set our hands in the cooperate seal of the Town of Falmouth
day of June 1973. Both parties agree to abide by the
contract and provisions as now are or from time to time may be
attached hereto and state any and all information evidences
E
>resented and submitted in application with this contract that
loth were factual and complete.
PURPOSES AND CONTINGENCIES OF THE PROGRAM
The purpose of this Teacher Training Program in affiliation
tfith the School of Education of the University of Massachusetts
,s to provide the School Education with on-site, direct experiences
:or a number of its candidates in a Master's Degree Teacher Program,
he chief purpose to Falmouth is to provide on-site opportunities
or graduate study for the Falmouth staff with the possibility of
jarning an advanced degree.
The staff of visiting teachers who participate in the program
j ll basically be selected by the University of Massachusetts
logram Director in cooperation with the high school principal,
hereas the participating teachers from Falmouth will be those who
olunteer for the Program, are highly recommended by the high school
rincipal, and finally reviewed and selected by the Program Director
f the University of Massachusetts. The evaluation of the visiting
eachers will be done by the Program Director and the House
nistrator . All the participants will receive regular supervision
id assignments through their respective house administrators.
- 7 -
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The Program Director, the Principal, and participating members
in the program will jointly establish a means to evaluate this
program and v;ill have that means finalized and submitted to both
parties (the Falmouth School Committee and the School of Education
I
of the University of Massachusetts) by November 15, 1973.
The School
' of Education of Massachusetts hereby agrees to set
||
forth in writing that which the participating teachers from Falmouth
will receive so that their responsibilities and benefits are
outlined clearly prior to any participation in the program.
The commitment for this program is a two-year commitment.
Recognizing that there will be new people, student teachers, and
I possibly some changes in the Falmouth participants for the second
year. The interns for the second year shall be made available in
equal number as stated in the preamble of this agreement.
APPENDIX B
A Sample letter of appointment of the Program Field Director
G99
The Public Schools
FALMOUTH, /MASSACHUSETTS
3-40 Tcanckct Higl
Tcatickct, /Massachusetts 0233o
Telephone 54S-OI51 01 548-4110
I
F. OLENICK, Superintendent of Schools
R1 A. BERQUIST, Assistant Superintendent
MD D. JOHNSON, Business Manager
July 31, 1975
Mr. Terrence A. Sweeney
49 Silver Beach Avenue
North Falmouth, Massachusetts 02556
Dear Mr. Sweeney,
I am pleased to inform you that the Falmouth School
Committee at a special meeting held on July 30, 1975
approved your appointment to fill the position vacancy
as Director of the Education for Community Service (ECS)
program for the school year 1975-76. The contract is
for one year only and will terminate at the close of school
in June
,
19 76 .
Your salary for the 1975-76 school year will be
$6 ,500
.
I have enclosed copies of the contract, two of
which you should sign and return.
Sincerely
,
Paul F. Olenick
Superintendent of Schools
PFO : met
cc: Mr. Peter Clark, Principal
Mrs. Mary Murray, Payroll
Enclosure
APPENDIX C
Sample contracts signed by the program field director.
Similar contracts were signed by the Program’s
teaching interns; who were classified
as "Visiting Teachers"
„
(ONE YEAR CONTRACT)
Falmouth Public Schools
• 340 Teaticket Highway 601
Teaticket, Massachusetts 02536
3 Terrence A. Sweeney .
It is with great pleasure that I notify you that the Talmouth
;hool Committee at a special meeting held on 7/30/75
Director of the Education for
.ecued you as Community Service (ECS) Prog, in the Falmouth Public
:hools
.
You have been assigned, subject to transfer by the Committee to
ie
_
Falmouth High School at a salary of $6 ,500 per year,
Lid salary to be paid, however, in proportional sums every two
eks throughout the calendar year.
10 accept this position please sign the form below and return
o copies to this office within two weeks of the date. Failure to
gn and return this form in the required time will be sufficient
use for the School Committee to assume that the offer has been
dined
.
/-
•?/?"
-//
Supenntendentof Schools
the Superintendent of Schools
:
Date
I hereby accept the position named above and agree to fulfill my
ties as a teacher in this town for the term of this contract or
til released by vote of the School Committee.
I further agree to abide by all rules and regulations of the
hool Committee as a condition of this employment.
Signed
G02Falmouth Public Schools
340 Teaticket Highway
Teaticket, Massachusetts 02536
jTerrence A . Sweeney
.
. Date August 12, 19 74
kt is with great pleasure that I notify you that the Falmouth School
:tee at a special meeting held on July 16, 1974 elected you as a
Director of the Education for Community Service program in the
hth Public Schools.
rou have been assigned, subject to transfer by the Committee to the
jith High School at a salary of $6 ,500. per year, said salary to be paid,
s>r
,
in proportional sums every two weeks throughout the calendar year.
£o accept this position please sign the form below and return two
to to this office within two weeks of the date. Failure to sign and
n this form in the required time will be sufficient cause for the School
ctee to assume that the offer has been declined.
I (&Ljl
Superintendent of Schools
ab Superintendent of Schools: Date_
[ hereby accept the position named above and agree’ to fulfill my
teacher in this town for the term of this contract or until released
i!;e of the School Committee.
duties
[ further agree to abide by all rules and regulations of the School
;ttee as a condition of this employment.
i
APPENDIX D
Sample letter of termination received yearly by the Program
field director by registered mail. Similar corres-
pondence was sent to the Program’s teaching
interns
The Public Schools
FALMOUTH, MASSACHUSETTS
F. OLENICK, Superintendent of Schools
IT A. BERQUIST, Assistant Superintendent
\LD D. JOHNSON, Business Manager
340 Teaticket Highway
Tcatickct, Massachusetts 02536
Telephone 548-0151 or 548-4110
March 31, 1976
Mr. Terrence Sweeney
P.0. Bxo 758
North Falmouth, Massachusetts 02556
Dear Mr. Sweeney,
This letter is to inform you that your services
as a teacher in the Falmouth Schools will terminate
at the close of school in June. The contract which
you signed at the time of employment stated that fact.
I want you to know that we have appreciated your
willingness to accept employment under these conditions.
If vacancies occur in the fields for which you are
certified, I would encourage you to make application
if you have enjoyed working for us and if your
performance record has been good.
If there are questions about the termination of
employment, please feel free to call me.
Sincerely
,
Paul F. Olenick
Superintendent of Schools
PF0 : met
i!y.„
APPENDIX E
A One page program description used by the Program between
1974 and 1976
GOG
EDUCATION FOR COMMUNITY SERVICE (ECS)
ECS is a graduate, community education small learning group experience
located in Falmouth, Massachusetts under the academic auspices of the
School of Education of the University of Massachusetts/Amherst. Graduate
participants include teachers and other community human service workers,
who are engaged in a two-year M.Ed. program of studies and full-time,
one year M.Ed. candidates who are appointed as year long, visiting
teachers at Falmouth High School. Major features of the program are:
complete on-site program of studies, leading to M.Ed. and secondary
Massachusetts certification; diversity of participants (age, agency role,
experience)
,
small group learning experiences; juxtaposition internships
of in-service participants; access for all participants to a range of field
experiences, human service institutions including Falmouth High School;
weekly seminars and periodic retreats.
Major goals of the program arc:
- creating an environment conducive to the development of a sense of
oommunity by developing mutual trust and facilitating the acceptance of
difference between group members.
- demonstrating and facilitating the use of the group itself as a resource
for learning..cooperative not competative education.
- demonstrating the use of community resources in experiential learning
- developing the individual participant’s propensity to become a life-long
motivated, and self -directed learner.
- demonstrating leadership and instructional attitudes, methods, and
styles \yhich convey a sense of worth and concerned support to
individual participants - in short teaching ’’teachers” by example.
- expanding the concept of ’’teacher” to include the spectrum of
human services.
-
providing educational opportunity for persons with restricted
access
to higher education.
Terrence A. Sweeney
Education for Community Service Program
APPENDIX F
Sample of introductory letter sent to School of Education applicants
beginning in 1974 .in an effort to recruit applicants
for the Program
A,
G08
OL OF EDUCATION
Program
nsdisciplinary Cluster
0/002
May 14, 1976
Dear School of Education Applicant:
Your application has been reviewed by the ECS Program as part of our
effort to identify applicants for participation in our Program.
We are writing to you to introduce our Program and ask that you con-
sider the Education for Community Service (ECS) Program as a possible
alternative to the area of interest you indicated on your admission
application.
Our letter is introductory. It is not intended as a status report
on your application. Rather we offer the possibility of an educa-
tional option. The Program is seeking a limited number of graduate
students to participate in next year's program. These students will
be eligible for direct stipend from cooperating secondary schools.
ECS is a graduate level program, community-based and presently
located in Falmouth, Massachusetts on Cape Cod. Our site is 150
miles from the Amherst campus.
At this writing, the Program is undergoing design and expansion
changes and awaiting notification of a major funding grant. Lack
of finalization limits our sending you a completed program descrip-
tion at this time. However below are some of the major features of
the Program's present design and methodology:
— A $1700 stipend paid by the local secondary school in return
for a year long, daily teaching assignment; including alterna-
tive programs.
- Massachusetts secondary subject certification.
- ECS now in its fourth program cycle, its third cycle of colla-
boration with Falmouth.
- One year, 33 credit M.Ed. for full time participants. Com-
plete program of studies offered on— site.
- Wide ranging learning opportunities; experiential learning.
Requirements
:
- Residence on-site.
- Your own transportation for field work.
coo
-2-
- Attendance at a summer session, planned now to begin August
16, 1976.
- Weekly seminars on-site.
- A community internship (averaging 12 hours weekly in a human
service agency, e.g. a jail).
- A teaching role assignment (averaging 18 hours per week) at
a high school; stipend for this work.
- ECS follows public school schedule rather than University
vacation schedule; cycle term is August 1976 through June 1977.
You are invited to attend an orientation session on Saturday, May 22,
1976, beginning at 10:00 A.M. at Falmouth High School, Gifford Street
Ext., Falmouth, MA. Our intention is to answer questions and intro-
duce interested applicants to the Program and the site community.
The ECS staff, and present and past student participants, will offer
the introduction, orientation and information session, including
personal interviews. The session will continue until 3:00 P.M.
Please notify us by return mail if you plan to participate in the
May 22nd session in Falmouth. It is the only such session planned.
Of" C iM l Y
%
•"‘-'S- O© ^ • «£» />
Reply to: ECS
Box 758
North Falmouth, MA 02556
Very truly,
zf.
Terrence A. Sweeney
ECS Program
TAS/cae
appendix: g
Copy of letter from Peter L. Clark, Principal of Falmouth High School
to Richard C. Blake, a district teacher and member of the
Educational Research Council, disbanded in 1976. The
letter was in response to an oral request for Pro-
gram evaluation material. Mr. Blake s wife,
Carrie Blake, was and remains at this
time an elected member of the Falmouth
School Committee
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:TER L. CLARK. PRIMCIPAL
J. . ' .« isd.. *| -*- *
I I
Falmouth High School
B74 GIFFORD STREET
FALMOUTH. MASSACHUSETTS
02540
Gil
Tel 617 540 2200
January 23, 1075
far . Richard C. Blake
Educational Research Council
lalmouth Public Schools
Falmouth, Ilass.
[•ear Mr. Blake:
tn response to your letter of January 10, 1975 and the cuestions you nosed, I
lave asked Mr. Sweeney to consider the issues with me and we will try to answer
them in tne sequence you presented.
1. PCS participants did file answers to a comprehensive questionnaire in June
[974. However, it would not be appropriate to share these with your committee
:or the following reasons
:
a) The confidential nature of the areas covered would be violated.
b) The ma.jor oortion of the questionnaire relates to the academic
prerogatives of the Universit;. of Massachusetts higher education
program, which is not the appropriate focus of the Falmouth Fchool
District concerns. A listing of the specific activities of partici-
nants of the 1973-74 program was made available as part of the
narrative report. A copy is ±t ached.
[. The methods used durinu 1974-75 relative to evaluation will be similar
[to 1973-74. First a week-end retreat, held January Id, 19, 1975. During these
lextendcd sessions, with the help of a facilitator, the stafF and students evalu-
ited the process and performance of participants and staff.
K'»ain during P74-75 an end of the year questionnaire and evaluative retreat
fare scheduled.
he FCS director continues to work in the classroom with visiting teachers at
i;S. The time spent in supervision and supuort of visiting teachers exceeds the
ou'rly amount' expected in most teacher education programs or school district ad-
inistr 3 tive in-class observations. This method is seen as being, more effective
because it is immediate and constant. Tt includes pre and post class conferences
with the individual teacher. Another uniciue feature is the use o: videotape in
the classroom to objectivelv record the interaction of teacner an- student
1
..
^
This videotape is then reviewed and evaluated Individually wit!) the director
an-
L occasion with a peer group. The ECS director continues to meet weekly with the
principal to discuss the progress of visiting teachers, the program
and its rela
tionship to the high school.
2
G12
. Richard C. Blake
irriculum chaimen have worked witli visiting teachers to a limited degree in
ientiug them to the curriculum. Mr. Kinney in particular has had contact with
ic visiting teacher this year. ?!r. McKee has had less tine available for contact.
jain at the end of thisysar’s program a report v/i 2 1 be submitted to the Super-
itendent of Schools.
i resnonse to your request for objective evaluations in the January 10 letter,
must acknowledge that at this time we know of no objective (statistical)
istrument to determine with certaintv the advantages obtained by Falmouth High
:hool students, in their total educational experience to date. Tf you can recommend
ly instruments or process that could sort out the influence of F.CS from other
actors we would be pleased to consider it. It would also have valuable ampli-
ation to other programs. In this respect it should be restressed that students
re not in a self-contained setting, controlled by ECS that could be evaluated
onpnratively with other programs. In answering the question of priorities I
lould stress that removal of the program would necessitate hiring two additional
eacaers. The program is not an addendum, but particularly in this second year,
ills essential teaching needs. I feel that having the program offers benefits
o the High School which two full-time teachers could not provide. My explanation
f this is covered in a letter I wrote to Mr. Setdman recently, a copy of which 7
ave attached.
finally, I have attaciied copies of two questionnaires, one for high school staff
nd one for ECS visiting teachers which uere used at the end of 197 3—74- Again
he prorise of confidentiality prohibits dissemination, but it should be noted
;hat only five teachers returned the 2-poge forr..
1 wish nour committee well in your deliberations on
-our endorsement of the auditorium, manager position
some future proposals of equal merit.
th.is topic. Thank you for
and hope that you can generate
Sincere 1 y
,
Peter L. Clark
[TX/g
pne . 2
APPENDIX H
November 21> 1974 letter from Peter L. Clark, Principal of
Falmouth High School to Dr. Earl Seidman, Acting Dean
of the School of Education
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Falmouth High School
PETER L. CLARK. PRINCIPAL
874 GIFFORL) STREET
f A l IV'iUU I H, MASSACHIJSL 1 TL Tel 017 L>40 2200
02040
November 21, 1T74
Mr. Earl Seidman
Acting Dean, School of Education
University of Massachusetts
Amherst, Mass. 01002
Dear Sir:
I am writing to express to you the importance to Falmouth High School of the
Education for Community Service teacher training program. The immediate, on-site
location of the ECS program at Falmouth High School enables a cooperative program
which I believe has benefits for both the graduate trailing program and the high
school
.
I feel the benefits to the ECS pre-service members which grows from this cooperative
relationship include the following:
1. They are able to receive a small stipend for the year of teaching experience.
Furthermore, the director of the program receives a more significant stipend
for his work with the pre-service and in-service teachers in the program.
2. The pre-service teachers have the combined supervision of the high school
curriculum coordinators and the director of the ECS program. At times, our
house administrators also get involved in the Supervision of pre-service
members of the program, lending a third dimension to their growth.
3. The pre-service teachers have the benefit of both the more intensive cooper-
ation of in-service teachers who are part of the program and the association
with other experienced teachers of the high school.
A. The pre-service teachers have the benefit of a sustained experience in an
actual community comprehensive high school, ranging from the frustrations
of working in a 1600 pupil institution and the benefits of being in a high
school which is striving to incorporate new programs and teaching formats.
Perhaps of even greater benefit are the contributions of the program to the high
school itself.
1. The high school gains the fresh and energetic efforts of concerned
graduate
students who agree to stay in the high school setting for its full
academic
year calendar, even though that extends beyond the University of
Massachusetts
responsibilities.
2
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2 . The high school gains capable beginning teachers with on-site, supervision
and a strong support network from the ECS program as a whole. The availa-Ility of these ECS teachers also allows us some last minute flexibilityfor meeting demands created by late enrollment changes. Furthermore, the
members of the ECS group have agreed to help us in substituting on home-
room coverage where some of the procedures are rather complex and difficultfor daily substitutes.
3. Through the interests of ECS members we have been able to foster the
growth of some alternative learning environments within the school which
stress a more self-contained program and a more personal relationship
between student and teacher.
A. Through the community internship aspect of the ECS program for both pre-
service and in-service teachers the school staff gains a greater under-
standing of other institutions in the community, and they gain a link
with the school, and there are spin off effects in terms of actual opport-
unities for our high school students. These benefits include opportuni-
ties to visit these agencies as well as the enrichment of in-school classes
by visits from members of these agencies.
5. An additional benefit which is not part of the basic fabric of the program
is the opportunity to offer employment to a few of the ECS pre-service
teachers when the opportunities seem of mutual benefit. This year we have
teaching in a federal program at the high school two of the pre-service
teachers from last year's ECS program. One other pre-service teacher from
last year is capably assisting the program this year.
This is the second year of the ECS program at Falmouth High School, and we look
forward to next year. Finally, I would stress the personal worth and pleasure
of my relationship v;ith the director of the program as we meet weekly.
Sincerely,
Peter L. Clark
PLC/g
APPENDIX I
Pertinent School Committee minutes concerning
the Program
Copies of those sections of the Minutes of the
Falmouth School Committee meeting held on
February 25, 27, and March 3, 1975 regarding
renewal of the Education for Community Service
(ECS) Program.
The focus of these meetings was "alternative"
of non-conforming school programs.
Ronald Benham, mentioned in the minutes on a
separate, perhaps related issue of complaint,
was a teaching intern with the Program.
Mr. Mackinnon, referred to in the minutes as the
director of the Omnibus Alternative School, was a
1973-1974 Program participant and an assistant
director of the Program during 1974-1975.
The FOCUS Program was an outgrowth of the
Program interns work in an alternative class-
room. Three Program graduates who had been
teaching interns in the Program were later hired
by the high school as full time teachers.
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special Meeting
February 25, 1975
FebPuerv |° a0°J =oa:r'p^e Bet in cpecicl session, Tuesday» oru«. y 25
, 197b, at Falmouth high tcuool.
Paine“
T
iurrnv
lr
cn^
1
S
m
?
nS
.
; ®en,bers “lake. Palmer,
Oleniek Assist ?
VrHf* Brockhurst; faupt. of Schools
,,
’
o^ ^
. oi bcaools Berquist 3u r ine n s
tWnf^p'f0"’ Principal Clark, other Staff“ representa-ives o. Retocom (Omnibus), public and press.
The meeting was called to order at 7:30 P.L.
hv*v?o
en
>?S r^ad a C01?y ° f 8 letter se nt to the Chairmany *rv.
.
L/srini, relating that she had observed (at the Otipool on Pe-bruary 14, between 11 and 11:15 A.M.) two boysjump from a balcony into the pool. She said a teacher
was present and did not speak to the boys. She askedthat a qualified lifeguard be precent with the boys and
that tue rules and regulations be adhered to, inasmuch
as such behaviour, aside from being dangerous to the boys,jeopardizes the use of the pool.
hr. Olenick saio he had a note from hr. Clark, giving
the information that tue incident occurred at a time when
two AFC groups went to Otis with two teachers. lie read the
note and said that hr. Clark was following up on the matter
to get further information.
Mr. Clark advised that he was in touch with Mr. Ben ham
,
who
v/as one of the teachers with the group of students. He
told Mr. Clark that his group was in the pool and he v/as
at the pool before Mr. Money's class arrived. Mr. Money
stayed in the locker room until all of ais students were
ready to leave, but three of his students joined the other
class and two of them walked out and were sitting on a
railing of a balcony. Mr. Benham said he told them that was
not proper and one walked down to the pool but the other
jumped. Mr. Benham told him that was not proper and warned
him, but he did not tell Mr. Money and he did not take the
student out of the pool. The student has been identified
and will be punished.
It is recognized that it is a wonderful opportunity for
students to be able to use tae p>ool ana that it v/as a
dangerous thing for the student to do. Btudents are giver
instructions about their behavior and are expected to
observe rules and regulations. Mr. Money is a certified
water safety instructor and was coming into the pool but
v/as delayed in tae locker room.
Mrs. Brockhurst said she was surprised this was brought
before the Lcaool Committee. Tae Stall is well qualified
to take care of this kind of situation.
Mrs. Blake said she would assume that in the luture stuoents
will not be in the pool area until a qualified supervisor is
och. Comm. 2/25/75 -
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Mrs. Marini said
opened up for use. The.
t
there was a problem in having the facility
.
_
Lic t use should not be jeopardized.
S® “ g le oal ?- ei3 t;‘e i-reticent of tile Cepe Cod Cv.in Club,from which organization time is contracted, and thatcalled Mr
. Money who assured her it would
Mrs. Marini felt that a policy should be
about how the program will be conducted.
person
not happen again,
set up by the school
The Chairman thanked Mrs. Marini for her concern
Mr. Clark said a TV production was put together by the
TV Journalism class and Mr. Harrington, narrated by Fran
Jones, to snow activities v.’itnin the school. Before showing
it, he spo.'.e of his concept of the school as a compre-
hensive and stuo ent- cen tered school, and of his concerns
to do with the house plan of three units, which, he said, are
difficult to bring to life as sub-communities within the school,
the use of qaen space which creates a problem with noise;
the management of unassigned time to retain opportunities for
decisions end flexibility and avoid the waste of such time
through poor use by some students; and the issues of discipline
and handling of a diverse student population with a diverse
staff, lie saio he has talked to the superintendent about
coming bad: to some of these areas of concern after the budget
is completed.
Mr. Murray said ne had heard from some teachers that they ore
being slighted too much in tne student-centeredness of tne
school.
Mr. Clark said that has been voiced to him and to administrators
He has also heard from teachers, that they are backed up well.
Incidents arehandled best if tnere is a. clear situation. It
is most difficult to deal with a report of a situation without
details. lie believes a teacher should not be confronted with
a student and be put in a position of being wrong
.
Mr. Gill voiced concern that tnere is not a math requirement
in the school.
Mr. Clark said that was a legitimate concern The school ha
ndgraduation require .ents which existed a
to include Unglish nocia3. studies Orienta
carried on the
expanded that -
tion. There is a strong feeling- that there should be- a math
recuirement and he feels there should be a requirement xn the
careers area as well. He said there is some thought being
n iven to presenting a graduation certificate rather g*an a
diploma for the present requirements, with a gracuation
diploma requiring math and perhaps a greater . number of
creoit..
There are so.e students satisfied with one .-in
who will shoot for tne more difficult target.
mum and others
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Mr. Gill
;
cost, yet
citizen
:
said
less
a great diversity is offered which adds to
is required that will make a good Falmouth
sorie ohm s in which there is low participationmight be caa.nged to those priorities
development 01 students who need areas to
citizens when they get out of school.
more crucial to
make them better
nr. Clark said he felt that if the school can teach astuoent to use unassigned time in the wood shop or some
other such activity instead of sitting in the cafeteriathat might make that stuoent a good citizen interested
ciomg other things than spending time in a bar, etc.
in
rie said that courses Which don't draw a minimum of ten totwelve students wont be offered. They have cut out about
1 xfteen courses, A teacher may teach something as a sixth
course to a few.
Mr. Olenick said that along with the variety offered, he
felt that students would not go through most of the courses
offered, without getting math, science, etc. On the other
hand, some students become frustrated because of courses they
must take; alternatives help some students adjust, who
can't manage other subjects.
With regard to FOCUb as an alternative, Kr. Clark said
a representative student group had not been achieved origin-
ally, but the program is not exclusionary.
Mr. Olenick said it is a program where students from Ksshpee
and Falmouth can find alternative experience.
Mr. Clark said the physical education activities are
separated because the teachers feel they do vary. There
was an attempt to nave coeducational classes but it was
found not to be a satisfactory learning experience; archery,
badminton, volley ball, jogging and golf are coed.
Mr. Olenick said that since Mr. LaPono , Mr. v,'right and
Mr. Harrington were in attendance, it would be appropriate
to discuss t.ne question to do with the proposed library
security system.
Mr. Murray asked if relocation of the check-out desk with
one door closed mic ht be tried.
Mr. LaFond sa
the desk and
closed except
be used as an
system would
but it could
id it would be physically difficult to move
because of tne fire law a door can't be
in the sense of having it posted not to
exit and having it monitored. A security
leave them with the problem of monitoring
be done from the desk where it is.
Mr. Clark said that in looking-
for extra personnel to monitor
cost of equipment.
at alternatives, the need
a door can outweigh the
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. LaFond said that one high school, using oeople,
had more losses, statistics show that an electronic
system reduces losses considerably.
Lrs. Paine asked if tnere was an inventory of the books.
hr. Wright said they did not have complete inventories.
They do have some figures to work with.
Mr. Olenick called attention to the ^4000 . item in the
budget for a TV processing amplifier.
hr. Clark explained that tne equipment cleans up ampli-
fication as things are taped; it takes electronic data
and reshuffles it to get it out more satisfactorily,
without lines, distortions, etc.
A TV tape, showing student activities in the TV studio,
French class, "Bachelor 1 s" Home Ec.
,
nursery class, wood
working shop, dramatics and other classes using audio-
visual equipment, was played.
After viewing the tape the Committee tabled Item 3 on the
agenda (to do with estimated receipts to the Town on
account of Education, and Out-Of-otote and Other expenses)
and proceeded to Item 4 - alternative Irograms, Omnibus
and Focus.
Mr. Olenick said that the school has been involved with
Omnibus (in conjunction with Retocom 6c Janus aouse) for
three years, to assist students who cannot manage the
program as it exists in tine high school.
Mr. Clark advised that there is a counselor at the High
school, wqo relates closely to the Omnibus program; the
existence of an alternative school outside the high school
building is of real value.
Mr. McKinnon, the director, explained that the building
in which they have had space is going to become available
to be occupied completely by toe school. If they take
the
entire building they will have to cover tne rent addition,
the proposed cost per student, tnereiore, is , u
•
30 students. Part of the cost will bs^ coming
£rom the
State Board of Education, Division of opecial
gcac^tion
under Chapter 750. He said they nave made a 12/. cut
in
their own' budget and still will be able to provide
a
better program. He said their total budget is *55,0^0.
and tney would like to receive ,35,000. from
^Falmouth.
They expect tnere will be
He said a
. Olenick pointed out tns - — - - .
Hd to have jobs, but now that is not a requirement,
students are involved in paying jobs, however,
ae
30 to 5b students for 1975-76.
certified teacher will be a team leader this
year.
a. requirement was that students
said
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there is also an additional staff person in the Kir h dchoolith an alternative class; in addition, there is FOCUS.He said tae Committee has to wrestle with hov/ far to
expand into tne area of alternative pro; rams
•
hrs. Brockhurst said she has been a. proponent of Omnibus as
,
started, but wonders if it is justified now outside the
senool building. The Town has made commitments to provide
this facility and there is space.
Lr. .McKinnon said an important aspect of the program is that
it is. away irora the school; some people can't adjust to
the High School atmosphere.
kr
. Murray asked if there were progress reports.
Mr. McKinnon said that three students nave graduated.
One is in college. One was employed and is now unemployed,
the third is still unemployed. He said that the change
in behaviour and emotional maturity is marked.
Mr. Clark said it becomes difficult in tne nigh School to
maintain a small intimate group because of the pressures
which impinge on the students, he said he has discussed
the >35,000. figure with Mr. McKinnon and Mr. Connell and
feels there can be some modification of that figure; a
proposal has to be worked out. He said if Omnibus became
a mini-school, registered for special needs, the State
could refer students from all otfer. hr. KcKinnon and the
staff would rather not do tnat.
Mr. Gill said the staff at the High School has been increased
and there is an increase in the budget. V/ith this request
to increase this to ^35 , 000 . there would be an increase
of approximately 68
,
0 .
Mr. Clark said the alternative classes in the High School
are replacements rather than additive. He said he would
like to work to get a -reasonable figure to keep Omnibus
operating and helping in the educational program.
iiT . Olenick suggested that the Administration oiscuss this
and come to the Committee with a recommendation on which
a decision can be made.
In referring to FOCud, ne pointed out tnat program is unde.
Federal funding. It needs to be spoken about, but more
Important is the Education for Community oervice Program*
since that is a school budget item with internes fro.u^
U .MASS, to provide the opportunity to work out into the
Community. He said the money spent for that is equivalent,
to two teachers; about '*20 , 000 .
Vr. Clark said funding for FOCUS is being re-applied
for;
tP; school is trying to absorb it by replacing other
programs
and possibly staff. 2.C.„ . has a cimnua expenaitue
attached to it. There are 6 internes with an average
cost
of 1700. with a director at ,,6500. The prograo mt oes-
cribed to the Committee in the i,u laser. He vois.d
reco-m-nd
J
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that it be continued. It offers 9 diversity which the
school could have in no other v;sy end it offers tho
opportunity to work with U.Hass. in their teacher training
program'.
Mrs. Blake said the Committee does not know the certifica-
tion of people from outside the school.
Mr. Olenick said that part of the experience is to get
them Qualified f or certification. bomeone coming for the
first time observes; some take over a. class directly. The
hope is that they would be functioning- pretty much on their
ow n under the Administrators and Mr. bweeney. •
Mr. Clark said it is a program for graduate students,
preceded by seminars in the Bummer and during the school
year and there is a director working with the 8 visiting
teachers. They have Bachelor degrees and are teaching in
the area in which they received their degrees.
Mr. bweeney said it is the assumption of the program that
it takes longer than six or eight weeks to learn about
being a teacher; it takes a year at a school to learn
about the situations with which they will be confronted
in order to become a certified teacher. The people in
the program are capable in their subjects.
Mr. Clark said there were about t flirty people from the school
earning academic credit at the university because the
school is functioning in this program, and there has been
the added advantage of Community contacts.
Mr. Olenick said the scnool' s staff becomes involved with
the program and in its Community involvement, making them
more Community conscious, which is one of the things which
Dr. Egloff has recommended.
.Mr. Clark said it has been possible to persuade some of
the internes .to stay on at the school. It has given the
school administration an opportunity to find people they
feel are qualified.
Mrs. Blake said she felt that was an unfair hiring practice
since not all people who apply have had that opportunity.
Mr. Clark said he felt it good practice to be able to see
people functioning, rather than depend on a resume and an
in terview
.
iie said each of the internes teaches at least two courses -
an average 40/ load. They also contribute by covering home
rooms and assist teachers in other ways. Beyond that, they
spend time outside of class. He would put their time at p0 /3
Mr. Gill asked if the educational research Council has come
back with any suggestions.
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Lr. Berquist advised that ER.C has had a groat deal of 02information but have not yet arrived at a decision.
kr. Gill questioned the Community service aspect as a sound
educational value to the school and he noted there had been
some questions about specific credentials*
Mr . Clark said that even without Community service, the
school would be getting its money's worth; the school
is not paying for Community service - the school is getting
teaching time equivalent to two teachers.
He said that contacts in the Community, however, have
resulted in students being placed in the hospital for
educational programs and conta.cts with the jail have helped
in dealing, with students facing probation.
Mrs. Blake asked if the visiting teachers received their
Master' s
.
Mr. Bweeney said tney receive MED in their particular
area of concentration; i.e. Administration, Guidance, etc.
MOTION by Mrs. Blake, seconded by Mr. Gill, carried
unanimously to adjourn at 11:45 f.M.
Respectfully submitted
Caroline E. Blake, becretary
Falmouth bchool Committee
d . s. svenning
recdg. sec.
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Special Meeting February 27, 1975
Falmouth
Thursday,
Building
,
cchool Committee met in special session on
February 27, 1975, at the Administration
Testicket.
iRLo^LT: Acting Chairperson Paine, Members Brockhurst,Wright, Murray, Blake, Gill, Palmer; uupt. of schoolsOlenick, Assist. Duct. of Schools Bercpuist, BusinessManager Johnson, Director of Food services Romkey,
ivirs. otetson, Representative from the Finance Committee,
public and press.
The meeting was called to order at f5;45 P.M.
Warrants were circulated for signatures.
Minutes of February 18 - rare 8 Para. 3 - 3rd and 4th
sentences were corrected to read: has completed....
....for social studies and is working on math, science &
health
MOTION by Mrs. Blake, seconded by Mr. Gill, carried
unanimously to aap^rove Minutes of February 1 8
,
1975 as
corrected
.
Minutes of February 20, 1975 were corrected as follows:
Page 2, 2nd para, to begin Mrs . Paine asked
Page 5 , 1 st para, to be deleted in its entirety.
Page 8, 7th para. Mrs. raine said that something should be
charged to summc-r visiters who can afford it.
Pago 9, 2nd para Mrs. Blake if there is not
sufficient participation, tne coaches will not be carried.
MOT IOH by Mr. Gill, seconded by Mr. Palmer, carried
unanimously, to approve Minutes of February 20, 1975 as
corrected
.
Mrs . Paine read a letter from the Finance Committee,
expressing its recognition oi confusion m the economy and
Its concern at the rate of increase in the ochool Department
budget over the past several years. The letter was
critical of results to date and suggested reduction in the
budget in light of reduced school population and a re-arrange-
ment of priorities to diminish the rate of increase.
Mrs. Brockhurst
most erroneous;
said the information in the letter was.
there should be a response point by point.
Mrs. Blake said cue would
the letter because there i
there have been reductions
be done; she would not vs
each and every point made
unless the ficts are found
have to e t'ree 'with the intent of
s a serious problem. Although
,
,
there is a great deal more to
n t to sign a letter contesting
in the Finance Committee's lette
to be differ nt.
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Mr. Olenick Sc id that Hr. C] • rk a no 1 r. Bweoney '.'ere in
attenuence to answer questions en.i ,iccucs ECb . he said
tae program conbines tea oiling with Community service and
provides them with an on-going year of work in tae schools
and gives some opportunity -for the school staff and the
Community to benefit. Hr. ^weeney must respond to U.Hsos.
with regard to next year's participation.
Hr. Clark saio n e would stress the value of the pro£ ram to
the nigh school. The internes me students with bonsfide
bachelor degrees who come with intensive preparation before
and during their intern snip and give tne' school flexibility
to meet student changes in courses. The school has been able
to match the degrees with the kinds of courses taught. There
are visiting teachers teaching 12 courses plus contributing
significant service to the alternative class room erperience
for students. Therefore, the school gets more than it would
get from two teachers hired for the same money.
There have been beneficial contacts with Community resources
which assist in dealing with students about problems at the
High School and there is a potential benefit of hiring out-
standing candidates for the, teaching staff. He said it
might be important to know that through this program, there
are two black teachers in the school, inasmuch as the school
does need staff members from minorities.
Mr. Sweeney said there are three science, 2 math and 2 social
studies plus 7 English courses being taught as defined by
the curriculum chairmen. Those 12 courses have 262 students
and that does not include the alternative class room with
24 students. The alternative class room is a home room for
those students and their time is supervised for all 18 mods
in the High School.
Home visits are part of tne alternative class room vor •
Children in that class have been tested and have. shown im-
provement in reading and computation sxills and in the
accum ulation of. basic skills.
Hr. Murray asked if ERG recommended continuation of the program.
Mr. Berquist said ERC is a most frustrating experience.
Information has been given and discussion has taxen *^ace
but no decisions have been made in this matter.
Mr. Clark said there was
has been deliberating in
no decision made last year but
the context of nex.t year.
it
Mr. Berquist said it was discussed
but there was no deliberation laso
been this year.
and information submitted
year to the depth it has
Pr^c’churst St 13 she thought the Cor.nittee should
not
self aboH that . There Is a dancer of setting a
The CoHittee should not consider that such a
6 right to establish policy or
approve programs.
Hurray agreed , but said it i~ a tool.
eccd cn t
.
oup has
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I'lrs. ivrigat esxed ii some idea co.'.ld be given as to hov/
the staff as a v/Liol© feels abost tnc- program.
i-ir. Clark sa,id there is a segment that knows very little
about tae
^
pgoram. Tnere is another. segment that" is
working, with, or cooperating with these internes. Last year
there were some problems because visiting teachers were
put in the second section of an elective, but this year
they have a reduced elective and use visiting teachers for
the lull year, be cued oy the curriculum and there should
be no problem. There were some duties which visiting
teachers were not assigned, but it is planned to incorporate
those types of duties into the activities of visiting
teachers as well as in-service teachers. The faculty is
having a learning relationship with organizations, which
include seminars and exchange of ideas with visiting teachers.
Another benefit is a reduction in their teaching time.
Mr, Sweeney said they ere not pleasing everybody. The
visiting teachers receive supervision from the curriculum
chairmen in whatever area they are teaching, ue said
communication in using open spce teaching has been fine.
More Amherst faculty comes because of the program. Three
people are scheduled to visit tuic year. Last year there
were eight different faculty people who came and some came
more than once, 'without cost.
Mr. Murray asked Mr. Clark what control he has over the
internes
.
Mr. Clark said there is supervision through the curriculum
chairmen and house administrators and he has contact through
Mr. oweeney.
Mr. Sweeney said this year ae has a helper who receives
a fellowship from the university.
Mr. Murray asked if it is correct
possibility of. having: to have two
the school.
that there would be the
additional teachers at
Mr. Clark said the sections a
teach those without at least
re full and they could not
two more teachers.
Mr. Murray pointed out that onose two
doing more school related outies tmin
tec cher s would
these seven.
be
Kr. Gill sc id at tie tine personnel was approve
he was
struck with the fact that none of toose had
education =.
the traouate level or possibly some course
s ^ |
E^du.te
level; somewhere, sosehow t..ese visiting teaeaer„
will h.
to be Given tome basic education couises
11 a * ®
become teachers.
i-r ‘ weeney said soae are certified
already, i’he pros res
j-. . u c-u j cvnprl pnee in the sc.iool .<itn
is used as a oasis oi actual e ^ > ^
the course work insteau of spending
ing. Toe courses they
time in class-room learn-
take are related to their worm c>s
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teachero.
.This is part of the over-all procedure. There® se,p ni? r in the Suxaer End two evenin' seminars flvenaere
»
an
5
in tae there is another
. fart of theprogram lor them is practice teaching.
Mrs. la.ine asked how many professional teachers there
are in tne high school staff.
Mr. Clark said there are 80.
Mrs*. Paine pointed out that in that case the Commit tee is
talking about two oi tha tnumber who would not be completely
certified. It is important to keep that in perspective.
Mrs. Blake asked how many people were AO/ time released.
Mr. Clark said tnis is a tv.'o year program; the first year
there was a 40,o reduction in time, next year they are"
involved in seminars.
Mr. Murray pointed out that 2.5 teachers were added to the
High School. If this program is not approved there is
a possibility of having to add two more teachers.
Mr. Olenick said that in the beginning it was with the
understanding ttiet tnis was in a sense a replacement of two
teachers in the budget, Bince that it has been a constant
source of annoyance by those who see a threat to teachers
who don't have positions and that point has been raised and
discussed, overlooking the benefits of working with a
university and having diversity, helping others to get
degrees by practice teaching and the effort has not produced
any concrete action on the part of MRC . He feels that is
part of the negotiated contract. He recommended to the
Committee that the program be maintained because it adds a
unique feature to the High Bchool.
MOT I OH by Mrs. bright, seconded by Mrs. Brockhurst - did
not carry - with Mr. Murray, Mrs. Blake, Mr. Palmer opposed
and i-.r. Gill abstaining - to approve the continuance of
the HCb program at the Align Lchool at a cost of ^20,000.
MOT I OH by Mrs. Brockhurst, seconded by Mrs. Wright,
carried, with Mr. Murray, Mr. Palmer and Mrs. Blake opposed,
to table this matter until there is a larger representation
of the Committee in attendance.
Mr. Clark cited two statistics *• 12 courses plus alternative
class time is contributed. 2 teachers would teach 10 courses.
288 students are served by visiting teacaers. 2 normal
teachers would carry 240 stucents.
Mr. Olenick ssid he has heard Mr. Berquist tel a about a:
not bein'’ able to co e up with reasons in opposition to
program and he has not heard any good reasons as to way
Committee members do not approve oi the program.
thi
:
the
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Mr. Murray
under the
Community
Committee
said lie wouid rather have two more
superintendent's direct ouoervlsion
.
maynct get as much input but this is
ana mu sc be concerned with what the
teachers
The
a School
school gets.
Mrs. 31ake said she
teachers, who would
would rather see fully qualified
be contuing in the system.
Kr. Gill bald he hss not been able to determine thebenefits of the program.
Lrs. Wright said maybe the Committee should discuss the
correlation between good teaching and certification.
Krs. 3lake poinued out that the school lives under 622
and existing certification laws.
In considering the Food services budget, Mrs. Blake asked
if, under current activiti.es, out of school activities, etc.,
the scaool is certain that participation in those activities
is not losing more money than the regular lunches.
Mr. Johnson said the school make every effort to see that
tney pay for themselves. The concept is that those
students are not eating in the school. It is not costing
more
.
Mrs. Blake asked if, under Major Purposes, Prompting Nutri-
tion Education - is this done by serving balanced meals.
Mr. Johnson advised that is pert of it - in addition
Mr. Romkey works at the concept with Staff, parents, teacher
groups and students. Mg also serves on the Health curriculum.
Kr. Murray asked, under Noteworthy Accomplishments - 1.,
what changes have been made in labor.
Mr. Olenick said they met with the Pood Services Department
this afternoon; it was pointed out that when they started
finding where the problems were
,
it ended with a sub-
committee from this Committee and then the Town Committee
took over. The budget has been developed on the basis of
using the present data. They are waiting for the Town
Committee to come in with recommendations which will be
made in a report to Town Meeting and the school will try
to live up to that report. The recommendation will come
back to the School Co .it tee and it will direct the Adminis-
tration.
Kr. Murray asked if the school and this Committee is saying
that the Town Committee will tell them how to prepare the
budget.
Mrs. Blake s
people from
many hours.
aid that Mr. Johnson, Mr. Romkey as veil as
the Bureau of Nutrition saio tuG sc-iool ho.m^
The Committee has the responsibility to act
too
o
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special Keetin
March 3, 1975
Falmouth iocnool Co T TiittriP> ire* i « _ _ * i.
Marcn 1 Q7 R „ + I , w * 1 ^ ^.-ccxsl session, Monday* 3, 1975, at tne administration Building, Teaticket.
i R^uunT
.
Chairman oimmons; Members Brockhurst Murrev
f
aX-er
-
0111
• ochiey, Wrl.-at? lupU o/’Schools OlenioU, Business Ksnar-
;
er Johnson, Bchool Bteff
ohcrisan, I alperis, Clark, Bullock V/ilsonj Birector of
commitLf 'VkP' 5tetEon and ». Collins of the FinanceC tee, public ana press.
The Chairman called the meeting to order at- 7: 35 p.K.
Chairman oimmons advised that he had received a letter whichW
+
3 pertinent to Item 10 on the A enda, to do with personnel
at Mullen Hall school. The ltter, dated February 28
was from a group of concerned parents and severe ! members
of Mullen bcuool
,
asking that the .agenda for tonirht include
an item concerned with having a full time Learning Disabilitiesteacher at that school. The school now has a half time
teacher with 12 children on a r: ular basis and it is expected
that next month there will be 21 students. 20 more students
are now in process of evaluation.
•Mr-. Olenick said ^there are a number of items on the agenda
* and people in attendance to speak to them. It will be helpsul
to move to the items out of sequence in order to cover those
subjects of interest to those in attendance.
IGHT LCHOOL
’ Mr. Ksiperis and Mr. Bherman, Director and oupervisor of the
Evening School program were introduced. Material to do with
the program was distributed.
Mr. Kalperis said the minimum enrollment for which a
class is held is. ten; in some cases, in academic areas,
which students might need, classes nave been held for less.
A per pupil cost, without reimbursement would be ->21 .50; or
a total of about *9000. Mith tuition and estimated reimburse-
ment of *4218. there is a total cost of *3425, with a per
pupil cost of *4.45.
He said night school is only part of the program they are
talking about however, inasmuch as the Community school
concept has developeo with use oi the school buildings and
facilities which are available.
He said the practical arts courses have never been self-
sustaining, but trie acaoemic courses keep the program sell -
sustaining • There Is a 50/o reimbursement of teacner salaries
for the practical arts courses; the otote sets tne charge
and only 1
5
vj'3tudents are supposed to be in a class. 1^0
courses meet for a total of 20 weeks. For practical ars
courses the shops have been opened up to ralmouth citi^eno
under the supervision of an instructor.
031bch. Conn. 3/3/75 - 5.
MOTION by Mrs.- Wright,
with Mrs. Brockhurst ab
night school to come in
bchool Committee, to to
and the Recreation Conn
discussion
.
seconded by Mrs. Maine, carried
staining, to direct the head of the
with a proposal for a Community
presented to the Finance Committee
ittee and the ochool Committee for
Olenick said there should be course
chance to see what a school budget is;
could be given to cover it and he would
without charge.
to give people a
a series of meetings
offer his help
Mr. bherman advised that a Town Government or Know Your
Town type of program is already a course in process for
next season.
Mr. Olenick suggested taking up Item 4, to do with ECO, which
is a program at the high school in cooperation with U.Mass.,
Involving 6 student internes working in tue school and in
the Community, and which program was discussed last Tuesday
and Thursday. At the meeting on Thursday, there were only
seven members of the Committee present and it was voted to
bring the matter before a full committee this evening. The
budget amount of the program is *20,000. and it is felt
there is a balance between this and two classroom teachers.
Material prepared by Mr. Clark was distributed.
Mr. bimmons said he had received several letters and a
petition, one of which was from the btudent Advisory Board,
and Dick Jones would qsak for that body.
Dick Jones briefly outlined the letter of support from the
btudent Advisory Board and said they had obtained almost
400 signatures of students being taught by the visiting
teachers, Administrators
,
parents and some of the internes.
He noted that the relative age similarity fosters enthusiasm
and interest. He said it is doubtful that two teachers could
cover the courses and other activities now covered by the
internes. He noted that there was an objection because
some of them were not certified.
Mrs. Blake said it was pointed out that that was illegal.
Mr. Jones said he thought that could be overcome legally.
from F.E.A.
He said there are rumors that tuere ere ob jec tions/because
they are not union, and said that ii , in fact, there are such
objections, he would point out that tae primary reason for
^
the school is to teach s tud ents - not to necessarily satis f
y
He hoped the school committee would take these
things into consideration.
Mr. Olenick referred to Minutes of February 2 ( , pages o to 9
in which discussion of the program las Thursday is reported.
Mr. bimmons read the
Matilda Barber, Mrs.
letters in support
Coddington and Ms.
of the program, from
Joyce Morris.
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cbout pure policy. The inteaching but they are no? cerfystem instead of two rer ulorin-service teachers w,0 are"
pro^crara are doing so at a costGet their degrees their salari
fcrs. Wright asked if Hrs
shouid^ not encourage teachers*ill up-grade the entire syste
bch. Comm. 3/3/ ,'5-6.
jectinr to any one teacher
ternes will have nad practice
i-ii lea. They are new to the
teachers, in addition,
rning.
..asters through this
to the school and when they
es are greater.
e was saying that the Bchool
to Get higher degrees which
m.
Mrs. Blake said the higher dteacaers are doing over and
service.
egree
above
is in education; what
teaching is community
Lrs. Wright said they are working to get credit for' n
service-
e
in
e
n^
n
t
eaU
°ii
l0n ^S^dless of their communitysedi ion it is a two wsv street. , 1graduate school and Falmouth. y eet between a
thi*
£
u
id would 3° on rec °rd as supporting
major in“Vie ubt^t ^aln J nG for people with a Bachelorsta s ject they teach in the school system; shewas impressed with letters from people in the Community who
^
e
,
expressed support for the program and felt they were
experience S t “ot ,wrl ,t® letters lightly;; her own family'switn ne teaching nas been excellent.
hr. Bchley asked how many communities in the State of Massa-enusetts nave programs like this.
hr« Clark said that ..any institutions, such as hospitals
work with universities in a training relationship; thisprogram at Falmouth is unique in that it is seen as a modelfor other communities; it is the only one in the State.
hr. Schley said he can understand the enthusiasm because of
age and tne matter of communication. He wondered if there
was any problem with the internes discipline-wise.
Mr* Clark said tnere is adequate supervision; discipline
is not a significant problem. lie said the ages of the
internes are higher than most beginning teacaers coming from
the Bachelors program.
Mr. Murray said he has heard of "better relationships" and
wondered if our own teachers are failing the students somehow.
He said a lot of pressure has been ^ut on members of this
Committee over the weekend » One parent said a visiting
teacher was better taan all the rest of the department.
Mr. Murray said perhaps the school hod better analyze what
is wrong with the other teachers if the internes out- shine
them
.
Mrs. Blake said probaoly any group of 3 teachers who were
leaving would get people to say their children have received
help; they do have more time available since they are teaching
G33
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I
only two periods. 3he saxd she can't help but wonder
ml-rht^h^re
8 S ° mUCil better than a teacher the school
Mr. Sweeney, the director, said that in looking a t certi-
1 ication laws, it is clear the Department of Education
approves of school departments hiring student internes
under Administration or teaching, providing they havetheir practice teaching and receive permission from the
DePo.1 traen t of Education. Tney do not have to have allthe requirements for certification however. Five of the
visiting teachers have completed practice teaching or afull year of teaching in another Town - which would be
in lieu of certification. In next year's program, they
be close to the mark in terras of practice teaching
requirements and will be sure to have proper permission
from the otate.
MOT IOk by Mrs. Brockhurst, seconded by Mrs. Paine, carried,
with Mrs. 31ake and Mr* Murray opposed, g and Mr. Palmer
abstaining.
r iTLE I
Mr. Ronald Beck, Directorhor Title I program, spoke of
the summer and winter programs which are 100/ funded. He
said there are guidelines which must be followed to determine
eligibility. The bchool has to approve the programs. The
^rant is dollars per pupil. The winter program was for
tfl 18,000* serving 300 pupils at 5393. The trend has been
toward the lower grades. There is a pre-school pilot
program of 25 mothers and 45 children, two to three years
old, with one coordinator and one aide. He said he would
like to involve others than the middle class group which
so far have been attending. It‘s been at Mullen scaool
because of the space avai3±)le - from 9:30 to 11:30. Head
start has been cut from v^000. to /4000. a t Tea ticket
Bchool the thrust is in reading, and they have a very good
1/2 time aidein creative movement, who has her Masters
in dancing and .psychology . *-.t East Falmouth they have
a full time reading instructor in tne high intensity reading
center. He said there are three aides, a counselor and
a speech therapist under Title I.
He said he has no controls except to talk with the teachers,
keep a record of the numcer of students served, deal with
the superintendent, the Btate and Washington.
all
Mrs. Blake asked if the teachers and counselors are/certi-
fied.
all certified.
Mr. Beck said they a.re not/ two intend to get it during the
year.
He said there is a
a- second-language
,
psy chometrist paid
supplementary person
paid through Title I
under Title I.
under sngli sh-as-
ana a 1/2 time
He pointed out tha
must be served fir
t under the program the neediest
st and then it is necessary to s
children
Lay within
och. Comm. 3/3/? 5* 10 G34
noed to be shifted around.
DCUS
iho Chairman advised that after talking with Hr. Olenick,
it was determines that this item will be on the agenda
tomorrow night.
hr. Bullock-V, ilson and Mr. Clerk joined the meeting todiscuss the Focus program.
hr. Clark explained that the money for this program must
be appropriated but it is reimburseable through occupatiaal
education programs. *.1 60,000. was applied for and
pi Oh 876 was received, which was originally earmarked
for 8t> positions and other expenses; Consumer Education
money is rolled over into 1975/76; that is money being
used for next year. They are making proposals for ^121,000
which will not commit them to so many positions but will
go into equipment, supplies and materials and they are
attempting to use Federal money as seed money for replace-
ment programs that can prove tuenselves and be incorporated
into the personnel figures by absorbing students who might
be in other programs. The Indian education grant is money
already received except 1/2 of distributive 1974/75 which
is quarterly funded. Cf the ,.120,000. for which they are
applying, they don't know what they will receive. All of the
money is reimburseable, except that they are required to
apply a amsll work stuoy program. For that they are applying
for p80C0. and there is an amount of p2000. needed from the
school a
Mr. Bullock-h'ilson explained that Focus has involved students
in work at the hospital and non-profit institutions as
volunteers; the school provides a small stipend through
Focus. The total employed.- , is 49 currently, although 67
have had some work experience during the year. One of the
ten goals is occupational competence.
he said Falmouth was one- of 175 schools applying and only
10 or 12 were granted funds for the program. Falmouth s
program is a major one of tnroe in the ^outneasu region.
They had asked for ',,74,000. and received it for this
fiscal year. The btate program is being; stepped up; instead
of training for specific occupations it will be for programs
for 'xeneral education tc rive students an opportunity to
develop a marketable skill before leaving high scnool.
He said one part of the program is in the school,
nith
Problem solving and Occupational Competence. ine second
part is with families, involving Parents v.-itn children..
The third component is a half-time work pio^rc.m o
communicate about program to employers, work out agreements
with employers, see up procedures, etc,
The half-time work program x o t up on al
basis so half o i the students are at worm
Teacher/pupil ratio is therefore cut in he-
alternate day
>nd half at school
If and allows a
me hof a 6-day" cycle at school with a 5-day cycle at
work.
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He said 07 of the 59 students
experience thi
a 1 1 i t ud e to
w
2 rd
Have had cone fora of work
s year
> and v;nen students turn around in their
,
public institution
and ocher students, no coll
and relate to adults
success
.
Mrs. Blake asked why he
six day cycle.
felt it necessary to mesh with a
canCaid they seo Foo ’as as a model thatbe adopted for other students; ultimately they would
oGt, a j.orge percentage of 600 general students out
rr,
wltaout a six-bay cycle it would be a problem.10n
’
a nunjber 01 students in the program are taking
+
"
/
e
,
s
*
1
_‘*
s
J.
exa
;
Tii:)
-,
- e
-
1 cf i Qe w°rk they are doing, some studentscitec word a^ a hospital, a bank and in stores.
like to
working
Hr. Schley spoke of an article 'lie had read, citing a
nation-wide trend to get back to more basics and expressing the
op...,. ion there are too many alternatives for special students,
ne asked what happen ante the kid in the middle.
Hr, Bullock-Vilaon said he saw this program as a model for
the average student.
Hr. Murray said there is a 17f> unemployment rate and this
is talking about sending high school students out to compete
on the markets
Mr. Bullock-Wilson said unemployment within the project is
their number one problem. They had ideas about having a
self-contained classroom with a teacher and have that
funded through CITA, but that didn't work out? One
solution is to increase the number of courses they are
taking within the school in shop, art, etc. to occupy
some of the time. Another is to begin a project where they
can go when they are unemployed > Thero was an arrangement
with parents when there was work to be done around the house,
for the student to do that until he found other work. It
was to be a specific job to be done at home.
He said the classes they
in English there are no
every other d ay * Th e re
(consumer math and scienc
Competence might have 16
ing) would have no more
would have eight. All a.
The students receive 4 c
plus 4 credits for vorki
i JLC.-. V \ in school are much
mo
mailer;
e than 15 students, 40 minutes
is a math- science combination,
e ) on the basis. Occupational
Personal Relations (group counsel-
C ormn uni cations (English)
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han sigh 1"C "1 u >
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resits for
nv„ Horn a).
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he said in College Prep- there
underate nd *
were things he didn't
Mr. Palmer asked ho
w
jobs without someone
"
l
- or
-Cl they could be out from their
knowing it.
Mr. Bullock-Wi.lscn said the student is
employer know if he is not going to - o
would call if the student didn* t show
every employer is called at least every
impressed to let the
to work
. The employe
up. ordinarily
two weeks.
r
Mrs. Blake said she understood there were field
used the roller skating rink.
trips and
Mr. Sullocm wilson said every Friday is devoted to physical
education and has involved swimming, volley ball at the
Rec. center, bowling and skating.
Mr. Murray said that duplicates overhead. There is a
physical plant Wiucii is one of the best in the country and
yet they are spending money to transport these students and
there must be entrance fees, etc. He wondered why the goal
is not to get them to accept what is available instead of
continuing to isolate taem.
Mr. Bullock-Wil son said that after many years of not
accepting, there has to be ways of dealing with them and
not turn them away from the institution. Borne people have
a different approach to things.
Mr. Murray said he thought there were more students than the
Focus students who felt that way and yet it is mandatory
that the rest accept the field house.
Mr. Clark said he would say there are options; there are
interscholastic athletics. He thought the school had been
fairly successful in physical educations, but there are
those who hate it.
Mrs. Srockhurst said she didn't think the program isolates
the students in it; they are meeting the public and
learning as volunteers.
Mr. Bchl ey said
dress store and
she decides she
credentials for
what they want
he would not deny that, but one is in a
tie is concerned that after five years, if
wants to do something else, she won 1 1 have
something else. At that, age they don't know
to do later.
>oiot where one must make
that tempera:
activites for
Mr. Bullock-V/ilcon said there is a
a decision but they arc trying, to get away from a o ri-
ly to show a choice. He said tney use outside <
physical education as long as they can; such as tennis, soil
ball, etc. and go in their own autes. During the winter
there are some fees which must bs paid but taoj try oo sua
/
around Town where it doesn't cost as much.
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hr. Schley asked If they ere subject to the same penalties
for infractions of rules as the rest of the school. If
not, doesn't that, create a. trebles with the rest of the
students who get. disciplined,
Kr. £>ul 1 o ck-y i 1 so n said they ha. 7 e not used detention because
it doesn’t work with them. At the end of the program a
report goes to the parent and usually pets very good
results. If a student cuts a class, someone goes personally
to find out v;hy
• It is a more human approach.
ith regard to minority groups, he said they have done
everything possible to attract their attention and interest.
They talked to a lot of people in Ilashpee. He asked the
Committee to ive some thought to wha.t would happen if the
Focus program is not funded » He thinks it will be, but that
must be thought about.
Mr. Clark said the students have made out their registrations.
The teachers are on a one year contract. The program might
be worked into the budgeted staff and they would make seme
efforts to realign the present staff for that purpose.
Mr. Clark said people have come to look at what is being done,
as a model for other programs in other schools. It appears
that this is p program whicu the btate will fund.
Mr. Murray noted that the staff for Focus is being reduced
from 6 to 4.
Mr. Clark said one is being absorbed into the English depart-
ment. The other position is cooperative educational and
would not be funded next year.
Mr. Johnson said he expects to receive 490 , 000 . and iu
was established that some would be for salaries and some
for all-other expense. The total estimated cost ox Focus
is 460,000.
He explained that they applied for „;80,CC0. last year and
received
„
104, C'Ju an vocational funds. It can t be spent
on anything else - if there is a. surplus it has to be .
carried over to be applied to this budget - unless it -«-s
within salaries and all othw -- it's like tho ^4 account.
There is a surplus of *2-’. ,0C0. that ot soao poiD. *°uld
have to be transferred if the salary account coos
over, but
She money can' tote spent on anything but the actual
project
for which it is designated, Hnder vocaiuonm.,
was carried over last year under account /rOOo.
. , . , . t _ Oi'i mr nf n r>p 1 monies — it might
VP or n'hev have a projected balance, ana — .
most' of "the funds. In order to balance the
tea. gran , u
1 s necessary to nave< that total ^
is a pmroentape of what they applied
lor, I* «•/ *• g-gb'
with tiie, balance they hav
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Mr. Coyle said they have two professionals and one
para professional; two are house parents, and a staff of
four.
He said they are getting involved with colleges for evaluation.
They have money set aside for a pump but didn't have to use it.
He said the American Youth Hostel, who are tenants, have done
some painting and will be renting during the summer.
Mrs. Slake asked if Mr. Coyle thought that it would be
possible to have some kind of program locally, that would
not cost so much.
Mr. Coyle said they hope to have a sequence of programs.
They could do some things locally, but it would not be the
same program, since it is based on an extended day.
MOTION by Mrs. Paine, seconded by Mr. Gill, carried with
Mrs. Blake and Mr. Palmer opposed, to retain ^ 1 7 ,955 in the
budget for Falmouth's contribution to the Needs Collaborative.
The meeting adjourned at 11; AO P.M.
Respectfully submitted
Caroline E. Blake, secretary
Falmouth School Committee
d . s . svenning
recdg. sec.
APPENDIX J
Newspaper account of the March 3, 1975 School Committee
meeting. Also shown in the Minutes of the School
Committee
,
shown elsewhere in this Appendix.
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APPENDIX K
March 28, 1975 follow up story in the Falmouth Enterprise . The
Program, as a matter of course, avoided newspaper
coverage. However the earlier ’’headlines'’
warranted a later account.
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APPENDIX L
A sample of the Learning Contract used to describe the Program
interns1 community internships and other independ-
ent learning activities
CUUUH I IUI\I
of Massachusetts
iss. 01002
0JN-lUt UUPY)
RESS
IMT
KlG INSTRUCTOR'S NAME
:riptive title
IIVIDUALIZED STUDY CONTRACT
|UMBER
f ) GRADUATE Q UNDERGRADUATE
EPHONE NUMBER
CENTER AFFILIATION
THIS IS MOT A UNIVERSITY REGISTRATION Fp£T
INSTRUCTIONS
1. Fill in ALL INFORMATION ami obtain instructor's
approval signature.
Distribute office copy (white) to the Central Office
of the School ol Education; instructor's copy (blue)
to sponsoring instructor; and lotain the student
copy (yellow).
2. Changes in existing contracts may be renegotiated.
Please refer to Independent Study Policy and Procedure
Memo (attached or available in Room 121).
MODULES OF CREDITS*
* If exceeds 600 (except
dissertation — 1500).
Dean of Academic Affairs
initials required
TYPE OF GRADE DESIRED
C Pass/Fail
C Graded (Master only)
CHECK ONE
C Independent Study
( ) Practicum
T OF OBJECTIVE(S) (Additional information may be attached if desired.)
ACTIVITIES
L FOR EVALUATION (Paper, Log of Activities, etc.)
a SIGNATURES:
(Student) (Date)
( Instructor)
to be earned
(Date)
Semester
TO INSTRUCTOR: Please fill in this section on blue
form an
return to Central Office, School of Education,
when work is completed. Blue form will be
returned to Instructor.
APPENDIX M
Example of letter of "commendation” concerning a Program
interm from the cooperating community agency
CAPE COD MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
CAPE COD MENTAL HEALTH ASSOCIATION
BOX 518. POCASSET. MASS. 02559
G4G
May 7, 1975
POCASSET - TEL. BBS. 2202
WELLFLEET
- TEL. 346-0000
Mr. Terry Sweeney, Director
E.C.S.
Falmouth High School
Falmouth, Massachusetts 02540
Dear Mr. Sweeney,
I have to write to you because I am so delighted with the informal
affiliation that we have enjoyed over the past weeks with one of your E.C.S.
students
.
Eugene H. McShane, Jr., otherwise known as Mac, was introduced to our
clinic by Dr. Joseph Golner of the Falmouth School system. He was a"natural"
for our family counseling groups here at the Center. Particularly in a teen-
aged group of boys and girls, but also in family groups of parents and
young people, he has provided a bridge between the young and the adults in
our work of opening communications and positive transactions. He has pro-
vided a model for young people and added a dimension to our "family’ 1 model
which we could not have provided in any other way. I have been constantly
aware of Mac's sensitivity, his concern and responsiveness to young people
and adults alike, qualities that are certainly important in teaching and in
other human services
.
He is indeed a rare young man and we shall miss him when he goes off
to his next assignment.
If I may say so, your program is to be commended for allowing the kind
of exploration and involvement on the part of students that meets their
unique interests and talents
.
Sincerely yours,
Staff Psychologist
RS :so'n
cc. Joseph Golner, Ed.D.
cc. Peter Clark, Principal
cc. Dr. Robert Blanchard, Director C.C.M.H.C.
APPENDIX N
Survey of teaching intership activities questionnaire. This form was
used to gather data on how teaching interns at Falmouth High
School expended their time there. This data was not
published but gathered for possible use to justify
the interns' salaries
ECS-FHS
SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE
Aoril 1, 1976
Torrence Sweeney
EHS Gourses/Assignment
Number of students in each section
frequency of class meeting
(number of hours per week)
Your average total hours oer week at EH3
Total hours oer week you were expected
(by staff, students, habit) at EHS
How many total "days-off" have you taken
since September opening
personal
professional (give purpose)
How many sick days have you taken since
September opening
How many times has a salaried "substitute"
been called to cover your assignment
Average number of hours per week doing
administrative/paperwork (CAES, DAPS, PROBES)
Averaoe number of hours per week meeting with:
a) EHS administrators
b) EHS Guidance Department
c) EHS Special Needs staff
d) EHS Reading staff
e ) EHS Media staff
f) school adjustment counselor
name of counselor _
g) school attendance officer
Average monthly number of hours spent •
a) one-to-one conferences with EHS students
b) contact with parents l) by phone
2) direct conference
SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE
page 2
11« Number of field trips per month
12. Number of student transportation trips
per week
13. Number of hours spent in student transporta-
tion per week
14. Your "duty assignment" at FHS (e.g. corridor,
study)
15. If you’re a homeroom "substitute", average
number of times per cycle you actually covered
16. How many times have you been asked to so
additional "extra duty" by FHS ataff (e.g.
sno-go)
17. How many times have you "informally" covered
an assignment for l) an FHS teacher
2) an ECS teacher
1R. How many CORE evaluation requests have you
initiated this year
19. How many CORE evaluation requests have been
acted upon
20. How many have finalized an education plan
21. Have you worked directly with "identified"
special needs students under direction of
special needs staff
22. How many "unidentified" special needs students
have worked with this year
23.
How many student's homes have you been to
this year
24. Have you been a paid tutor during this year YE3
If YES, how often
25. Have you participated in FHS extra-carr icula
activities (e.g. school olays) YES
26, How often have you brought community resources
to class
List items
Comments:
APPENDIX O
Sample of the year-end questionnaire used by the Program
for the 1974-1975 cycle of the Program.
My collaborator in preparing this questionnaire was
Virginia Root who is a teacher at Falmouth
High School.
G52
1 974-7-1 YEAR END EVAbUAT IRN OF THE
• EDUCATION FOR COMMUNITY SERVICE PROGRAM
developed by
Terrence A. Swoeney
with assistance from
Virginia Root
April 1975
I hope to have the data from this questionnaire compiled to share
with you during our end-of-the-year retreat in June 1975.
Please return this form and your responses to T. Sweeney by May 14,
1975; before or after the class on that evening will be fine.
You are welcome to write additional comments about your exoerience
in the Program and attach sheets including summary evaluations
of staff oersons.
name
ADDRESS
(for contact
during next
3-5 years)
Number of years of formal schooling prior to ECS .
Colleqe or University
Academic Field
;
M eld teacher certification in some State prior to ECS? Yes No
Name State
________
Circle one. one year person two year person
Are you looking for a job? Yes No
Your first choice: job title_
1 neat ion
SUMMER SESSTnM
Please rate in questions l-S the quality of the Summer Session
Use the following scale:
1 2 3 & 5
very
satisfied
somewhat
satisfied
neither somewhat very
satisfied nor dissatisfied dissatisfied
dissatisf ied
HOW SAT ISF ICO WERE YOU WITH...
1# the summer session overall 0
location ([ oonamessBtt and Endeavor House) of summer session?
3.
daily ti^e schedule of summer session 7
4
.
quality of participant workshop offerings 7
.
requirement of daily group suppers 7
6. requirement of a summer session?
Please rate questions 6-14 using the following scale:
1 2 3 4 5
excellent qood fair poor very poor
6.
staff leadership during summer session.
7.
staff accessab il ity during summer session.
8.
staff advising during summer session.
9.
summer session as a means to building ECS learning group.
10.
summer session as an accurate orientation to the expectations
of ECS Proqram.
11.
summer session as an ooportunity to gain knowledge about
your interaction and relationships with other ECS members,
12.
summer session as an orientation to the Falmouth community.
13.
summer session as an orientation to Falmouth Hinh School.
14.
summer session as an appropriate introduction to ECS program
philosoohy/goals/learning theory of ECS.
II
INTERNSHIPS
7 G54
Please rate questions 15-44 using the following scale12 3 4
excellent good fair poor
5
very poor
15.
16.
17.
18.
19
.
20
.
21
.
22
.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
_Rate your level of competency to choose an internship in
September 1974.
_Rate the range offered of ECS approved internship choices.
_Rate the level of information you wore given by Bob Jones
relative to agencies, personnel, agency purposes, possible
learning opportunities.
_Rate Bob Jones' overall help in your internship choice,
introduction to and initial functioning in internship.
_Rate the overall effectiveness of Bob Jones' internship
supervision September to present (i.e. feedback on your
performance; frequency of contact).
Name o r agency person who supervised your internship most
closely
.
_Rate this person's overall supervisory effectiveness (i.e.
feedback on your performance).
_Rate your internship performance competency in October.
__Rate your internship performance competency in Tlarch.
_Rate overall Quality o r your internship.
_Rate the agency's staff on their degree of knowledge of
aims, objectives and philosophy of ECS Program.
Rate agency's imolied or stated evaluation of the ECS Program.
_Rate agency's implied or stated evaluation of your performance
at agency.
RATE YOUR INTERNSHIP EXPERIENCE AS IT CONTRIBUTED TC:
28. providing you with a sense of the Falmouth community.
20. providing you with a sense of the issues of social change
in community and school.
4 G55
30.
_
312.
_
33.
_
34.
_
35.
_
36.
_
37.
_
38..
39..
40..
41..
43.
44.
your congnitive knowledge.
your knowledge about your interactions and relationships
with other people.
your knowledge about yourself.
.your ability to evaluate a learning experience.
.your own decision making/goal setting ability.
_your understanding o F organizat ions/hureaucracy
.
_your understanding of the purposes/goals/services o r the agency.
_your understanding of the informal institutional characteristics
of the agency.
_your understanding of the agency's functional relationshio
with the community.
_your understanding of the agency's functional relationship
with schools.
_your own integration of theory and practice.
_your sense of satisfaction in helping clients of the agency.
_your teaching ability and curriculum at FHS.
_Rate your own effectiveness in sharing your internship
experience with other ECSers,
_Rate your own responsibility in keeping a journal/log
of activities.
Please rate questions 45-50 using the following scale:12 3 4
vory of much of some of little
important importance importance importane
4
.
How important has internship been to your total ECS experience.
I
46.
How important has internship been to your considering
future educational roles ror yoursel
r other than classroom
teaching.
47.
How important has internship been in broadening your know-
ledge of the field of human service.
almost no
importance
C5G
48
*
1
HoW important is feedback/supervision to a successful internship.
49
‘
How valuable do you think internshio experience will be
to prospective employers.
50. Gn what basis' did you choose your internship site?
a) advice of staff
b) long time interest
c) coincided with career qoal
d) schedule compatab il ity
e) knew something about it
f) knew little about it
Q ) never had an opoortunity before
h) other
51. Yes Ho (check one) Could you have gained access to agency
without LC5 status 9
52. Ulhat is one aspect of intornships you would chance?
53. What one aspect would you not change?
54. Is the time requirement of 12 hours per week...
a) too many hours
b) appropriate
c) too few hours
55. Your internship choice:
a) first semester
b) second semester
56. Your reason(s) for changing internships.
57.
Cthor comments on internship:
657
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III
MID-YEAR RETREAT
Please rate questions in this section on the Hollis,
retreat using the following scale:
1 ? 3/i
excellent good fair poor
Now Hampshire
very poor
1
•
The Sin cost o r the weekend
„The meals served durinq the retreat
3. The location-accomodations
The use n
'
your weekend time
r
.
The planning done ror retreat
6. Larry Cornell's performance as evaluation facilitator
RATE THE RETREAT A3 IT CONTRIBUTED TO...
7, redirect inq seminars
0. facilitating group orocess
evaluating sta r f performan.e
10.
improving staff performance
11.
building sense o r group identity/cohesiveness
12.
in sharing concerns with staff regarding EC3 Program performance
13.
your knowledge about group interaction and relationships
14.
your knowledge about other group members
1 ). your knowledge about yoursolf
16. your understanding o r ECS learning theory
7
658
IV
1HE MARCH ]. 1Q75 (SATURDAY ) PEER EVALUATION SESSION
Please rate the following questions using this scale:
1 2 3 A 5
very somewhat neither satisfied somewhat very
satisfied satisfied nor dissatisfied dissatisfied dissatisfied
HUUI '..at ISP I ED WERE Y[ U W ! ; I !. . .
_the use o r the poor evaluation format
your own level of Dart icipat ion in thp March 1st meeting
the effe.tivo level o group oc rt icioat ion in the March
1st meeting
^ • the usefullness n r 1 1 io feedback you received
5.
your increase in self •‘•awareness
6.
your increase in understanding o r other group members
7.
this particular use of your time
V
SEMINARS
Please rate questions in this section usinq the following scale:12 3a 5
very somewhat neither satisfied somewhat very
satisfied satisfied nor dissatisfied dissatisfied dissatisfied
1.
How satis r ied are you with the topics presented in seminars.
HG’W SATISFIED ARE YOU WITH THE AMOUNT YOU HAVE LEARNED IN ECS
SEMINARS ABOUT EACH OF THE FOLLOWING TOPICS:
2.
__Public Schools
3.
Hiqher Education
A. Testing (IC, College Entrance, etc.)
5.
Corrections/Adult and Juvenile Justice
6.
Drug Abuse (including Alcohol)
7.
Mental Health (philosophy, delivery systems)
fl. Sociology o r Croups
g, Sociological corrollaries of organizations/bureaucracy
10.
OoBration of school committees
11
.
Saul Al insky's theories of community organization
8 G59
12
‘
Role anc1 'unction o<~ school orincipol 3
1 3»— observation (Schein at al)
l 4 * Busing in Boston
15..
16.
17.
18.
19.
20
.,
21
.
22
.
23.
24.
25.
26.
Administration changes and controversey at School
Education / U. Mass.
History/Development of Falmouth and its schools
Public Health systems in Falmouth
Alcoholism/ Treatment systems and Approaches
Ch. 766 (soecial needs)
.Alternative forms of Schooling
Alternative forms of Learning
.Multicultural learning needs
Racism
.bexual stereotyping in school children
Other
Other
o r
Please rate questions in this section using the following scale:
1 2 3 4 5
excellent good fair poor very poor
27. List the related books (title and author) you have finished
during ECO and rate them with the above scale.
9
GGO
28.
List the related books you have partially read during ELS
and rate them with the same scale; please comment on why you
did not finish each book.
29.
The opportunity in ECS for your participation in ECS sem-
inar curriculum development.
30.
Your level of oarticipation in seminar olanninq.
31.
Your level of participation in seminars.
32.
Your level of increased connitive development through
seminars
.
$
33
.
Your development o'" increased interpersonal knowledge
* (knowledge about interactions and relationships with
other people)
34
.
Your increase in self-awareness through seminars.
33
,
Your effectiveness in using the ECS nroup as a resource
for your learning.
36,
T he ECS concept o'* using the group as a learning resource.
37 , The learning effectiveness of the Tuesday night, community
seminar (for you).
gg , The learning effectiveness of the Wednesday night, issues
seminar (for you).
CGI
10
39
‘
The learning of rectiveness of the "debate format"used
in fall 1974 (for you).
_lhe learn inn effectiveness of the "consensus/Coux/League
of Women Voters" format that replaced the "debate format"
(for you).
‘'1* •'our task effectiveness in working (on debate and consensus
task) wit. fiout sta'T involvement.
42. Your own ability fbr self-directed learning* '^ability
to learn without oressure from authority figure)
In October
In March
VI
5TAFT PERFORMANCE
In this section there will be three lined spaces for each rating
number. The first space for Terry; second for Bob Jones; third
for Colin. Please respond from your personal experience with staff
rather than your impressions of staff relationship with others.
Please use the following scale:12 3 4 5
excellent nood not enough
contact to evaluate
air poor
1 .
J ow effective has the staff been in contributing
to a son3e of community?
MOW EFFECTIVE has the staff been in...
2
.
B c
4
.
in facilitating the acceptance o r "differences"
between group members?
demonstrating and racilitating the use of the
group as a resource for learning?
demonstrating and facilitating the learning
resources of the community?
GG2
T B C
1
1
6
.,
7.
8
.
9.
10
.
11 .
12
.
13.
14.
13.
16.
17.
8
19.
20
.
Using the
—
helping you to become an independent, self-
directed learner?
conveying to you a sense of your personal worth
and value to the group?
expanding the concept of "teaching" to include
the spectrum of human services 7
maintaining contact with
,
and interest in you?
availability to you?
punctuality for appointments, seminars and sched-
uled meetings?
efitabl l9hino a mutual trusting relationship with yoy?
helping you locate and use necessary resources?
responsibly performing tasks agreed to 7
coordinating tasks with other staff 7
helping your cognitive learning (subject matter/
factual knowlwdge)?
giving you accurate and useful criticism on your
performance?
helping you gain personal insight/self-awareness?
helping you qain more knowledge about group process?
respecting confidentiality of communication?
making program's expectations known and clear to you?
same scale
RATE THE STAFT IN TERMS OF:
21.
leadership ability
22.
ability to encourage, accept and utilize feedback
from you
23.
knowledgeabil ity in content area being taught or
supervised
24
.
creat ivenesB
25.
demonstrated investment in ECS group
12
GG3
T B C
26
.
2 ?.,
28.,
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
ability to diagnosis group problems
decision making ability
ability to engender tru 9 t
.ability to manage and represent ECS to community
and University
.object ivity
.fa irness
.willingness to convey approval to you
.willingness to convey disapproval to you
VII
CROUP INTERACT ION AND EFFECTIVENESS
Please rote questions in this section using the following scale:12 3 4 5
very somewhat neither satisfied somewhat very
satisfied satisfied nor dissatisfied dissatisfied dissatisfied
ECS portrays itself as a diverse and interdependent learning group.
HOW SATISFIED WERE YOU WITH...
1.
overall degree of participant diversity (age, background,
values, etc.) 9
2.
overall intellectual level of group 9
3.
group's ability to set learning goals for itself?
4.
group's response to your level of participation?
5.
group's respect for your feelings?
6.
group's ability to diagnose its own problems"'
7.
group's ability to make decisions?
0. group'9 respect of confidentiality 9
g, group's encouragement of your risk-taking?
10. group's development in terms of creativity and growth
during the year?
GG4
13
11.
mechanisms and frequency of your getting feedback from group?
12.
level of shared participation o r leadership by t^roup members'7
13* group's acceptance of minority points of view?
14.
group's feelings of interdependence with staff?
15.
new relationships you have formed with ECS group members?
16.
CCS group's ability/performance in helping you 3ee yourself
and thereby facilitate your personal growth 9
17.
group's ability to deal effectively with obstruction (s
)
to ongoing process?
18.
In the situations described in the preceding 17 questions in
which you were dissatisf led , how frequently did you act to
redirect or inform the group of your dissatisfaction?
1 2 3 A 5
very often often seldom not at all staff responsibility
# of question / scale response
VIII
METHODS SEMINAR AND PRACTICE TEACHING
Only those participating need respond to this section. Others go to I*.
Please rate question in this section using the following scale:
1 2 3
^
excellent good fair poor
l Rate F'HS as secondary educational institution.
very poor
GG5
14
FH, as an institution conducive to developing your
teaching ski 1 Is.
.^ a^ s ^3 r aculty support of you as a visiting teacher.
Rate FH5 administrative support of you 03 a visiting teacher.
5.
_
_R a t o overall learning effectiveness o r methods seminar.
6.
Rate the lunches at FHS.
7 » R ate recommended readings in the methods seminur.
A. Rate mothods seminar as a support group for you.
9.
Rate your undergraduate academic experiences in preparing
you for teaching subject matter at FH3.
10.
Rate the ECS program’s support of you teaching experience.
11.
Rato the overall quality of ECS teacher preparation.
In this section please rate questions using the following scale:12 3 4 5
very somewhat neither satisfied somewhat very
satisfied satisfied nor dissatisfied dissatisfied dissatisfied
HOW SATISFIED WERE YOU WITH...
12.
teaching suoerv ision/support of T, Sweeney
13.
course load at FH5
14.
the stipend o r 31700
13. the opportunity to assume full responsib il ity/role of "teacher"
15.
FHS student response to your teaching style
17.
the FHS curriculum you were given to teach
18.
the supervision you received from appropriate FH3 adminis-
trator (name of administrator assigned)__
19
.
availability of texts and teaching materials at FHS
2D. the teaching space you were assigned
21.
your cubicle space in IMC
HOW SATISFIED ARE YOU WITH THE AMOUNT YOU LEARNED ABOUT EACH OF THE FOLLOWING
22.
the role of teacher
23 th8 management of groups (class control)
GCG
l
r
.
24
..
25
..
26
,
27
.
26
.
21
.
50
.
31
.
.
32
..
33
..
34
..
35
..
36
..
37
..
38
..
39
..
40
.
41 .
42
.
43
.
44
.
.motivating secondary students
meeting your students' individual needs and concerns through
your tea chino
.Peeling confident as a teacher and prepared to take a teaching
posit ion
.evaluating yourself and your teaching
.feeling successful in teaching students of di rferent
economic and ultural backgrounds
.using available materials includinn film and television
.using community resources and relating them to secondary
curriculum
.using PH'S student evaluation o r your teaching
.using peer evaluation of your teaching
.using videotape evaluation of your teaching
_the day-to-day functioning and operation of a Dublic school
..survival techniques in public schools
..testing and evaluation of students
_l esson/curr iculum planning
communication and interpersonal skills
_your academic competency as a sub ject -teacher
_your understanding of "adolescence" as a staqe of human
devel onment
..integration of teaching theory and practice
_your curriculum development ability
_your ability to integrate community resources in curriculum
_your knowledge of teacher organizations (i.e. ilTA,
! EA, NEA)
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Use the following scale for questions 43-46
1 2 3 4
very seriously—somewhat seriously_thought about it not seriously at all
Before your visiting teacher experience at FHS how seriously
did you consider a careor in public education?
How seriously do you consider that possibility now 9
4?» >Jhat subject do you teach at FHS?
43. Bow many '"total) students do you teach
49. How many hours oer day?
5U. How many courses do you teach?
51, How accepted do you feel by fHS faculty? (circle one)
very somewhat not at all
IX
During your ECS exoerience, approximately how many hours a week did you spend on..
ISJL semester 2nd semester your ideal time
community internship
___ _____
independent reading
preparing for seminars
contact with staff
recording in journal/loo
of activities
interacting with ECS- people
excluding scheduled events
teaching at EH3
attending community events/
groups not including internship
internshio related travel time —
seminar tiro® (2 scheduled)
interacting with your CHS students
over and above assigned time
actually at Falmouth High
interacting formally with FHS
faculty/administration
preparing for FHS classes
administrative routine related
to FH5 classes, e.g. paperflow .—
covering homeroom __
608
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X
1. List the 5 people you have met through the ECS proqram who have
contributed the most to your learning,
1.
2.
;
3
.
4
.
5
.
2, If you had the opportunity to spend one more semester in the
ECS program how would you choose to spend your time?
3.
Rank some components o' ECS in the order of learninq value to you.
1st (most value) through 10th (least value)
seminars
retreat
internship
practice teaching
emphasis on group process
course content
relationship with staff
relationship with group
books
handouts
4.
What is one thing you would change in ECS?
5,
What is one thing you would not change
9
CG9
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6. Briefly describe how you interpreted the Following peoples
decision to leave ECS.
a ) I
M'TE: Names o r those participants ele ting
to terminate the Prociram have been
v deleted by the author: April 1^70
c)
d)
7. What one word best sums up the ECS experience for you°
XI
Indicate the degree to which you exoerienced the following in the
ECS program.
1 2 3 4 5
very much nuch some a little almost none
1.
integration of theory and practice.
2.
personal belief in the goals and teaching/learning approach
of ECS.
3.
self-evaluation of learning experience
4.
decision making power to set your own goals.
5.
personal support from ECS group members.
6.
competition in ECS learning group.
7. degree to which your view o^ "education" has been altered,
fl._. degree to which ECS has influenced your taking responsibility
for your own learning.
070
in
degree to which you have increased your personal confidence,
broadening effect of ECS experience.
XII
to-rite a brief proqram description of ECS, appropriate to a School
of Education catalogue.
XIII
There may be issues, concerns or comments not covered by this questionnaire.
Please take this space (use attached sheets if you need space) to share
your remarks and recommendations.
Thank you for your e rfort on this questionnaire!
APPENDIX P
Blank "diploma” lettered and awarded each year to Program
participants and selected others, for their contribution
to the to the Program,
The Signature blanks correspond to the number of program
participants including staff members.
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